Death ofMr Kevin Francis King
Tuesday, IS March 1983
The PRESIDENT (the HOD. F. S. Grimwade)
took the chair at 5.3 p.m. and read the prayer.
DEATH OF MR KEVIN FRANC IS KING
The HOD. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That this House expresses its sincere sorrow at the
death, on 28 January 1983, of Kevin Francis King,
Esquire, and places on record its acknowledgment of
the valuable services rendered by him to the Parliament and the people of Victoria as a member of the
Legislative Assembly for the electoral district of
Springvale from 1979 to 1983.

I knew Kevin King for a long time, originally as
a fellow unionist, as a delegate of an organization
to which we both belonged and as a union representative of the members of his union within
the establishment where he worked. Others knew
him personally more closely than I, and they will
speak of that association. As all honourable
members know, Kevin King was not a large man
in stature, but he was a man of courage and
tenacity. As a back-bench member of the Opposition and more latterly in Government, if he
had a view, no matter who held an opposing
view, he was undeterred from raising the matter
in his quiet but tenacious way. As a Minister, I
found that, ifhe wanted to make representations
on behalf of an elector, those representations were
put quietly and politely, but with force and
tenacity.
Kevin King reflected the average person's attitude on a range of issues, many of them controversial and many of them deeply felt. Kevin King
was unmatched in his sincerity in Parliament
and, on behalf of members of the Government,
I place on record our sincere condolences to his
family and the sense of deep regret that one feels.
when one loses a colleague. The passing of Mr
King will be felt for a long time. He was well
known within the electorate of Springvale. If a
funeral is a tribute by the community to the one
who has fallen from life, Kevin King's
funeral represented an enormous acknowledgment of a life well lived and a life of service.
The HOD. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-We in the Opposition were sad to learn
of the death of Kevin King and, because of our
respect for him, we join in every way in the sentiments expressed by the Leader of the House.
I did not know Kevin King personally until he
became a member of another place. In that
capacity he epitomized the back-bencher at his
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best. He worked indefatigably for his constituents, showing a deep personal care and concern
for their problems. On many occasions, while I
was Minister of Education, he beat a path to my
door both in my offices at Treasury Place and in
the House, and he pursued problems relentlessly
in an endeavour to achieve satisfactory conclusions for his constituents.
He was, however, eminently fair. I recall one
occasion when a lady for whom he had worked
very hard and for whom I was unable to give the
answer that Mr King wanted, rang me directly
and claimed-erroneously, as I now know-that
she had been given a certain assurance by Mr
King. I called him in and told him that, if there
was any possibility of misunderstanding between himself and me or between himself and
that lady, I would change the decision in spite of
the policy on which I had relied. I would not
have said that but for my respect for him. He
said to me, "Alan, I want to win for this lady but
not on those terms. I am sorry to tell you that
she is the one who is guilty of misrepresentation.
There was never any misunderstanding between
you and me or between her and me." Although
my respect for Kevin King was already great,
that put him at top level as a man of complete
and utter integrity. Our sympathy goes out to his
family.
The HOD. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-Members of the National Party held the
late Kevin King in high regard. On manyoccasions around this House we had the opportunity
of talking with him. He was always prepared to
have a chat, regardless of the political party to
which one belonged. I remember, as do other
members of the National Party, having many
chats with Kevin King over a cup of coffee at
supper or at some other time and we developed
a high regard for him. He was obviously a man
of great integrity and, as Mr Hunt has said, he
worked extremely hard as a local member. That
is how I saw him-as an ideal local member who
worked tirelessly at his job in the other House.
It was not possible for members of my party
to judge his work in the electorate, because we
do not have any contact with the electorate of
Springvale, but I have no doubt that he carried
his work through in the electorate. He was always a busy member of Parliament around this
place and always appeared to be working for the
people he represented. It is a great tribute to a
member of Parliament to achieve that sort of
esteem and regard from his colleagues because
we each have the opportunity of seeing the way
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in which the others work and the extent to which side of the House, feel we have lost a real comrade. I extend my sincere sympathy to his widow,
they are effective.
Members of the National Party are saddened Rose, and to his son, George.
by the loss of a man who we believe was an . The Hon. G.. A.. SGRO (Melbourne North
excellent member of the Victorian Parliament. I Province)-I join with other honourable memhave no doubt that he will be a loss to his party bers in paying tribute to the late Kevin King. I
and to the State of Victoria. We convey our first met Kevin about fifteen years ago. He was a
member of the working class and, at that time,
deepest sympathy to members of his family.
most Parliamentarians on both sides of the House
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North were lawyers, doctors or other professional
Province)-I pay a brief tribute to the life and people, but Kevin worked very hard for his party
work of the late Kevin King. It is brief of neces- and he achieved pre-selection for the electorate
sity because there were many achievements in of Springvale. As Mrs Hogg has said, because of
Kevin King's life and it is impossible to touch his efforts the seat changed from a marginal seat
upon all of them. I have known Kevin since to a safe Labor seat.
perhaps 1970, which was a tumultuous time in
Kevin King and I had disagreements on many
the modem history of the ALP because a fairly
issues.
I remember that only a few months before
radical restructuring of the Victorian branch of
he died he said to me, "Giovanni, you are wrong
the party took place at the. time. During that about the gun laws." He sincerely believed that
period, there were a great many meetings, func- everybody should be allowed to own guns. He
tions and assemblies of the party and, I suppose, thought that there should be no restrictions bedemonstrations, and Kevin King was apparent cause too many restrictions would result in
and observable at all of them. In fact, his region people losing their democracy. I disagreed with
appeared to be the whole of metropolitan Mel- him strongly on that point. We also argued about
bourne and his brief appeared to be every issue.
freeways. He said that certain freeways should
The party will certainly miss that inimitable be built, but that is not the policy of the party.
grin and the spring in the step of Kevin King that However, we respected him for his views. He
was so much one of his characteristics. He was was a minority within the party but he stated
struck by severe illness in the mid-1970s and how he felt.
many of his associates and friends advised him
In the electorate that he represented, there are
to return to political work very gradually, if in- about twelve or thirteen nationalities. I am
deed at all, but Kevin was the sort of person who friendly with those nationalities but Kevin King
was not daunted by illness, however severe, and did not speak one word of Italian, Greek or
he returned to political life with even more en- Vietnamese. Nevertheless, he managed to comergy and verve than he had shown before his municate with those people, which was not an
illness and he offered himself for pre-selection easy thing to do, and he won their respect and
for the seat of Springvale. Of course, he was suc- friendship. For that Kevin King stood above
cessful there.
many other Parliamentarians. In his ordinary
Mention should be made of the enormous way, as a working man without much education
amount of work Kevin did in the Springvale area from the point of view of university degrees and
and it was because of the way in which he worked so forth, he managed to achieve a great deal for
in the electorate and the attention to detail that his party and for the people in the area.
The motion was agreed to in silence, honourhe showed, as well as his tireless efforts on behalf
of his constituents, that the electorate of Spring- able members showing their unamimous agreevale became a safe seat for his party. His party ment by standing in their places.
certainly expresses gratitude for that.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial
Affairs)-I move:
As the Leader of the House said, Kevin King's
funeral in every way reflected his life. A vast
That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of
number of people were present and they dis- the late Kevin Francis King, E~uire, the House do
played much grief at his passing. From the time now adjourn until eight o'clock thIS day.
he entered Parliament, he was an amazingly
The motion was agreed to.
accessible and energetic member who did an
The House adjourned at 5.17 p.m.
enormous amount of work for his constituents. I
am sure he will be missed in another place and
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)
there is no doubt that we, on the Government took the chair at 8. 30 p.m.

Questions without Notice
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

NUCLEAR WASTE DISPOSAL
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western
Province)-My question to the Minister for
Conservation relates to the Premier's
announcement of 1 March that the Government
was considering establishing a storage for
nuclear waste in Westmeadows. Although the
announcement was not preceded by any consultation with the municipalities of Broadmeadows
and Bulla, was the Minister for Conservation
consulted by the Premier prior to the announcement? What environmental safeguards does the
Minister propose, and has the Western Suburbs
Study Group been consulted on the
issue? Will there be an opportunity for the local
community to put forward its views before a
final decision is made?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation)-Matters concerning nuclear waste or
radioactive waste do not come within my portfolio. The matter falls within the portfolio of the Premier and I shall be happy to pass
on the questions to him-more than one question was raised within the question asked-for a
response.
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The Government recognizes the urgent need
to clear those channels to secure an adequate
water supply to those areas during the winter and
summer months of 1983. Representations have
been made to the Treasurer who has also recognized the significance and urgency of the matter;
a sum of approximately $1 million has been
provided for clearing the channels. Work will
commence in the near future with a view to having the channels operational as soon as possible.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S INDUSTRIAL
POLICY

The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-Can the Minister for Industrial Affairs,
who is also the Leader ofthe Government in this
House, advise the House of the impact of the
new Federal Government's industrial policies on
the Victorian economy, given that 70 per cent of
Victorian workers are covered by Federal awards?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I thank the honourable
member for his question because it gives me the
opportunity of recording in the House my appreciation of the Victorian and Australian people
for the magnificent landslide victory to the
Hawke Labor Government on 5 March. No
doubt the large swing to Labor in Victoria was in
no small way due to the excellent performance
of the Premier and, to a large extent, the Labor
Government in Victoria.
SAND DRIFT IN WIMMERA-MALLEE
In Victoria, six House of Representatives seats
changed from the old Government to the new,
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Pro v- which, in no small degree, is due to the excellent
ince)-My question to the Minister of Water performance of the Premier and the Cain
Supply concerns the hundreds of kilometres of Government.
the open channel system of the WimThe Hon. A. J. Hunt-What about the
mera-Mallee area that are being extensively
damaged by a sand drift. Hundreds of kilometres question?
have been filled or partly filled by the drifting
Honourable members interjecting.
sand. Will the Minister confirm that funds have
been made available specifically to clear these
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-I am comchannels to guarantee water to towns and farms ing to that, but was I not provoked by the interin the Mallee area? Will he indicate what amounts jection by Mr Crozier? The success reflects the
of funds have been made available for that pur- Cain Government's industrial policies of consulpose and when he proposes that work of clearing tation and not confrontation. Credit is also due
those channels will commence?
to the success of the Industrial Relations Task
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water Force and similar policies in Victoria on negoSupply)-The honourable member would ap- tiating industrial agreements and an industrialpreciate that I had the opportunity of visiting the ized wage indexation system, which has helped
area on Friday, 25 February, which enabled me to create a national economic summit.
to understand the full significance of what has
Indeed, the present Prime Minister has taken
occurred in the northern part of the Wim- that policy and advanced it even to the point of
mera-Mallee channel, which has become ex- advocating policies of economic recovery. No
tremely and adversely affected by the sand that doubt Mr Crozier does not understand any of
has filled it.
that.
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BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-If
the Minister for Industrial Relations is not worn
out after that Ministerial statement, could the
honourable gentleman, in his capacity as Leader
of the Government, comment on the announcement by the Government that Mr Neil Smith
will head a committee offive to act in relation to
moneys donated by Victorians to the bush-fire
appeal? Are those people the trustees appointed
to hold, administer and account for the donated
funds?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Relations)-That is a good question
but it comes prior to a Ministerial statement on
the matter.
The Hon. N. B. Reid-Don't you know?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-The recent
tragedy that beset the State will be dealt with in
a Ministerial statement. If the question is serious, it will be met with a serious answer after
that statement.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-Will it be given a seriousanswer?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Yes.

Questions without Notice
business support the four or five businesses. As
usual, one cannot get away from the fact that
they bank-rolled the honourable member.
The effect on employment in the retail industry due to late-night trading was a massive number of unemployed full-time workers. It
transposed an industry composed of 70 per cent
full-time workers to a group of70 per cent casual
workers. I understand that the Springvale Chamber of Commerce supports the Government in
its protection of the small business group.
BUSH-FIRE CAUSES

The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-Can the Minister for Minerals and Energy advise the House how many outbreaks of
bush and grass fires during the current fire danger period can be attributed to State Electricity
Commission installations; has liability been accepted for personal and property damages as a
consequence of any such fires; and what steps
have been taken by the commission to upgrade
its inspection procedures as a result of the Ash
Wednesday holocaust?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy)-Consideration is being given
to the causes of the outbreak of the disastrous
fires on Ash Wednesday and the extent to which
RETAIL TRADING HOURS
The Hon. B. W. MIER (Waverley Prov- the SEC mayor may not have been liable for any
ince)-Can the Minister of Labour and Industry damages caused. As honourable members would
advise the House what effects the introduction appreciate, during the course of the fires in 1977
oflate night trading in Victoria in the early 1970s the commission was held liable for a number of
had on retail sales, consumer prices arid employ- fires. Not only was liability accepted by the commission, but also steps were taken at a very early
ment in the retail industry?
date to make restoration and to compensate peoThe Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of ple who had suffered during the outbreak of those
Labour and Industry)-It has been estimated by fires.
experts, both within the Government and outIt is my understanding that, if it is found that
side the Government, that increased hours of
the SEC is liable for the outbreak of some fires,
selling have not and will not generate any priit will seek a clearance from the insurer so that it
mary demand. All that has occurred with respect
can take immediate steps to provide compensato late night trading is that some consumer habtion to the people who have suffered because of
its have changed. There has been no increase in
the disastrous outbreak of those fires.
the retail dollar available to the retail industry.
As to the steps that are being taken to miniThe witness representing Myer before the inmize
the outbreak of fires caused by SEC instalquiry in New South Wales asserted that it had
attributed directly to an estimated increase of 6 lations, the Barber report that followed the 1977
per cent in consumer prices. As to the so-called fires indicated a number of steps that the comsuggestion that any alteration to retail trading mission should take to minimize the outbreak of
will increase employment, honourable members fires and I understand that those recommendations were put into effect. A report will be made
should look at the facts.
in the near future, not only on what steps were
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-We will give you an taken to implement the recommendations of the
opportunity to do that.
Barber report, but also on what other steps might
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-It will be be taken in the future by the commission to mininteresting to see the shadow Minister for small imize the possible outbreak of fires.

Questions without Notice
WIMMERA-MALLEE PIPELINE
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-With respect to the agreement by the
former Federal Government to make available
to Victoria $34 million for the construction of
stage 1 of the Wimmera-Mallee stock and domestic pipeline and the reported confirmation by
Mr Kenn, then rural spokesman for the Opposition, that the ALP would honour the commitment, can the Minister of Water Supply inform
the House of the action he intends to take to
ensure that the money is made available and the
pipeline is built?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-On Saturday, 5 February, when the
former Federa~ Government was in power, I visited Sydney and met with the then Minister for
National Development and Energy, Sir John
Carrick, who indicated that, under the bicentennial arrangements, $70 million would be made
available to Victoria for three major projects,
namely, the pipeline to Wimmera-Mallee, the
provision of funds for the Mitchell River dam
and funds for enlarging the Merrimu system. We
put a number of questions to the Minister who
indicated that the funds would be provided on a
grant basis and that the funds would be provided
on a basis that would ensure that no project would
be left incomplete.
Since the events of 5 March, it is my intention
to make contact with my Federal colleagues in
conjunction with other Ministers of water supply
to establish to what extent the proposed bicentennial programme will be continued and which
projects, from among those determined for Victoria, will continue to be initiatives of the new
Federal Government.
CWSER ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP
The Hon. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne West
Province)-As the Minister of Forests is aware,
the former Federal Government negotiated the
closer economic relationship agreement with
New Zealand. Under the current agreement,
Australian sawmillers are disadvantaged. Will the
Minister advise whether he will take up this matter with the new Federal Government?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-One of the problems with the timber
industry in Victoria and other Australian States
has been the amount of timber dumped on the
Australian market by New Zealand, in particular. As early as May last year, when I was a
member of the Australian Forest Council, the
matter was taken up with the then Minister for
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Primary Industry, Mr Nixon, in an endeavouI'to
have a closer economic relationship agreement
concerning timber negotiated.
Following that meeting, numerous letters were
forwarded in an endeavour to produce better
agreements to stop the dumping of materials.
The New Zealand Government pays subsidies
and provides incentives so that this timber can
be placed below cost on the Australian market.
Nothing was achieved as a result of those actions. However, we have seen the dawn of a new
era. I will write immediately to the Federal Minister concerned and endeavour to have the agreement renegotiated.
WAGE PAUSE
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)- I direct my question to the Leader of the
House in his new capacity as Minister for Industrial Relations. In view of the Minister's earlier
answer, will he now explain to the House the
status of the Government's commitment to the
wage pause and how long that commitment will
continue in force?
The Hon. H. R. Ward-That is a hard one!
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Relations)-It is not hard at all for a
former Federal union official. I would have expected better! The Victorian Government has
led Australia by advocating to all those who are
prepared to listen that a wage pause of itself is
not a panacea and could not pretend to be anything else than a depression of wages costs for a
periOd of time. It is how one comes out of that
situation that is important.
The difference between a pause or a freeze has
never really occurred to me in a substantial way.
What is apparent is our Government's policy in
this State and, although it was not accepted in
whole by the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, it was certainly accepted by
the Victorian Industrial Relations Commission
and more latterly by the other sister tribunals
generally speaking around the country as I perceive them. The most important aspect of the
current Federal Government's wages approach
is the forthcoming economic conference.
The Hon. R. J. Long-That is the panacea?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-That is not
even accepted! The honourable member is not
in tune with the electorate, as the voting figures
suggest. The option is to close one's eyes to the
fact, which is what the former Federal Government did. The alternative was to at least try
something different, something that offered some
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hope and expectation for the average person in
the community. Indeed, that is the present course
ofthe existing Federal Government.
The State' Government has long since advocated an economic summit. We will participate
in that conference and hope that, on the basis of
the interests of Australia as a whole, the conference will come up with a solution, a way forward, which suggests that it is not just the
responsibility of wage and salary earners in this
country who carry the burden of the stupidity
and economic disaster created by seven years of
Fraserism, but that it is the responsibility of the
entire community to examine the problems in
the future and determine whether, as a community, we can work them out together.
I know that the Liberal Party does not appreciate that Australians should be treated as adults
in a mature way, or should be allowed to discuss
problems that confront our community, but at
least the economic conference is a start.
No one has suggested that it is a panacea and
no one has suggested that anyone has a magic
wand with which to solve the problems. The
people of Australia and major institutions in it
should at least be brought into the conference.
The best thing about the election of the Labor
Party in the national arena is that it will not have
a Treasurer who uses rubbery figures at election
time and tells lies simply because it suits the
political purpose of a small group in our
community.
The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province)-On a point of order, is this
supposed to be a Ministerial statement?
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! There is no point of order. I was
hoping that the Leader of the Government had
summed up his remarks and that the next question could be called on.
WATER COMMISSION MEMBERSHIP
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-Will the Minister of Water Supply
indicate to the House the membership of the.
Water Commission, following the retirement of
the former chairman, Mr Bromfield? Can the
Minister also indicate the background of the three
current commissioners and whether he is satisfied, bearing in mind the importance of irrigation, not only to the commission itself but also
to the economy of Victoria, that irrigators are
appropriately and sufficiently represented on the
commission at present with its membership?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-Since the spring sessional period, the

Questions without Notice

Government has appointed Mr David Constable
because of his expertise in the irrigation area and
because of his understanding of the water industry generally. As a ,recognition of that knowledge,
he is Chairman of the Water Commission, with
Mr Sam Rogerson as deputy chairman, and there
is a vacancy for a third commissioner. I would
expect that, in the normal course of events, that
matter would be before the Executive Council
tomorrow. It is not appropriate that the name of
the proposed third commissioner be named publicly until such time as it has been subject to
consideration by the Executive Council.
RURAL ELECTRICITY CONNECTIONS
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong Province )-Can the Minister for Minerals and Energy inform the House about the cost to
consumers of connecting to the electric power
grid system in this State, particularly from the
point of view of rural consumers? Can the Minister report on the progress of a report that I
believe he has commissioned into these costs?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy)-Much concern has been expressed over the past two or three years about
the cost of the connection of electricity to residential properties in rural areas. As honourable
members would be aware, the Government has
had this matter under consideration for some
time.
It is my intention to provide a report outlining
the Government's proposal, and that report will
be available in the Papers Room for consideration. After consultation with the State Electricity
Commission and people affected by the cost of
the connections, the Government believes it has
provided a solution which addresses most of
the anomalies that have arisen. That report, as I
have indicated, will be available in the Papers
Room as from tomorrow.
SALVAGE OF TIMBER
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-I fully appreciate the problems
of both the Forests Commission and the Minister of Forests because of the devastating fires that
have beset this State, particularly in forest areas,
and I realize that the Cann River fire has only
just been brought under control or extinguished.
I ask: Has the Minister or the Forests Commission a plan to salvage much of the timber that
has been damaged by fires that would be suitable
for use by sawmillers? I believe the honourable
gentleman should have a plan in operation very
shortly, and I seek his advice on the matter.

Correction a/Short Titles a/Bills

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-An enormous amount of damage has
been done to forest areas. In fact, more than
500 000 hectares of forest have been burnt since
the fire season started. I advise the honourable
member that, as soon as the fires in forest areas
have be~n controlled, district officers of the commission began evaluating the extent of the damage and making decisions about what it is possible
to salvage. In some areas that were burnt in November, such as the Wombat forest area, 75 per
cent of the salvageable timber has already been
salvaged. This sort of activity is taking place almost immediately the fires are under control.
It is an enormous task and eucalypts, as the
former Minister would well know, can be harvested for up to two years after a fire. We will be
endeavouring to salvage as much as possible and
suitable arrangements will be made, as has already been done in some cases.
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The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-This is a matter that I discussed with the
Leader at the door of his room a short time ago.
The Opposition proposes to grant leave to certain other measures and it expects some mutual
co-operation. I indicate that I do not want to go
on with the matter beyond the first reading, but
simply to enable the Bill to be read tomorrow.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I point out to the Leader of
the Opposition that being told something is not
being asked; nor do I view that as consultation.
Leave is refused.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I hereby give notice that on the next day
of meeting I will move that I have leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Labour and Industry Act
1958 and for other purposes.

PETITION
Gembrook public shooting range-Firearms
CORRECTION OF SHORT TITLES OF
legislation
BILLS
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for presented two petitions from certain citizens of
Industrial Affairs)-By leave, I move:
Victoria:
That the Clerk of the Parliaments be empowered to
1. Praying for the implementation of the reccorrect the short titles in Bills which may hereafter pass ommendation of the Land Conservation Counboth Houses during the current session, by omitting
cil that a site be allocated in the Gembrook forest
" 1982" where occurring and inserting "1983".
area for a public shooting range to be managed
The Bills currently before the Parliament, which by the Sporting Shooters Association of Auswere introduced in the latter part of last year, tralia (Victoria); and
have the year 1982 as part of their short titles.
2. Praying that the passage of firearms registraAny of those Bills that will be passed in this tion legislation be denied or that such legislation
sessional period will require corrections to their be restricted to the terms of the Government's
short titles so that they concur with the year of election promises and that the commitment to
their enactment. This motion will empower the consultation with representatives of shooting orClerk of the Parliaments to correct those titles ganizations be honoured. She stated that the peand it will relieve the House from passing formal titions were respectfully worded, in order, and
amendments and exchanging messages with the bore 39 and 36 signatures respectively.
other House.
It was ordered that the petitions be laid on the
I understand that the same motion has been table.
dealt with in another place and I therefore comSOCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
mend the motion to the House.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals)
The motion was agreed to.
Bill
The
Hon.
C.
J.
HOGG
(Melbourne North
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY (TRADING
Province)
presented
an
interim
report from the
HOURS) AMENDMENT BILL
Social Development Committee on the Medical
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Prov- Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill.
ince)-By leave, I move:
It was ordered that the report be laid on the
table and be printed.
That I have leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Labour and Industry Act 1958 with respect to trading
On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOhours and for other purposes.
REY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered that
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for the report be taken into consideration on the
next day of meeting.
Industrial Affairs)-Leave is refused.
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PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on
the table by the Clerk:
Building Industry Long Service Leave Board-Report
for the year 1981-1982.
Chiropractors and Osteopaths Registration BoardReport for the year 1981.
Education-Institute of Educational Administration
-RepOrt and accounts for the period ended 30 June
1982.
Education Act 1958-Resumption of land at Hampton Park and Lakes Entrance-Certificates of the
Minister of Education (two papers).
Greyhound Racing Control Board-Report and accounts for the year ended 31 July 191982.'
Government Buildings Advisory Council-Report for
the year 1981-1982.
Hairdressers Registration Board-Report for the year
191982.
Land Conservation CouncilFinal recommendations to the Minister as to Gippsland Lakes Hinterland Area (two papers).
Final recommendations to the Minister as to Special
Investigation Melbourne Area, Hill End.
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Board-Report
and accounts for the year 1981-1982.
Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act
1978-Summary of Returns-March 1983.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation BoardReport for the year 1981-1982.
National Parks Advisory Council-Report for the year
1981-1982.
Police Service Board-Determinations Nos. 381 to 383.
Port of Melbourne Authority-Accounts for the year
1981-1982.
Port of Portland Authority-Accounts for the year
1981-1982.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974-No. 488,
1982.
Companies (Application of Laws) Act 1981-Nos.
459 and 460, 1982.
Country Fire Authority Act 1958-No. 491, 1982.
Country Roads Act 1958-No. 448. 1982.
Education Act 1958-No. 467,1982.
Education Service Act 1981-No. 495. 1982 and No.
11, 1983.
Energy Consumption Levy Act 1982-No. 492. 1982.
Environment Protection Act 1970-No. 470, 1982.
Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982-Nos. 14 and
28,1983.
Fisheries Act I 968-No. 23, 1983.
Forests Act 1958-No. 22, 1983.
Health Act 1958-Nos. 1,2 and 4.1983.
Historic Shipwrecks Act 1981-No. 451,1982.
Industrial Training Act 1975-Nos. 20and21, 1983.
Land Tax Act 1958-No. 485, 1982.

Papers
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958-Nos. 461 and
481, 1982; and No. I 0, 1983.
Local Government Act 1958-Nos. 449, 450 and
493,1982.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966-No. 454,
1982.
Marine Act 1958-Nos. 471 to 475, 1982 and No. 7,
1983.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958-Nos. 434 (in lieu of that tabled on 14 December 1982), 463 and 494, 1982; and Nos. 12
and 31, 1983.
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
Trust Act 1977-No. 5, 1983.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958-No. 490, 1982.
Mines Act 1958-No. 457,1982.
Motor Boating Act 1961-Nos. 455, 464 and 468,
1982 and No. 3, 1983.
Motor Car Act 1958-No. 9, 1983.
Motor Car Act 1958 and Recreation Vehicles Act
1973-No. 8, 1983.
Nurses Act 1958-Nos. 477 to 479, 1982.
Pay-roll Tax Act 1971-No. 487, 1982.
Physiotherapists Act 1978-No. 484, 1982.
Police Regulation Act 1958-No. 466, 1982 and Nos.
15 and "29, 1983.
Port of Portland Authority Act 1958-No. 462, 1982.
Protection of Animals Act 1966-No. 465, 1982.
Public Service Act 1974-No. 476, 1982 and No. 19,
1983; PSD Nos. 213, 219 to 221, 224 to 242, 244
and 245, 1982; and PSD Nos. 2 and 3, 1983.
Racing Act 1958-No. 486, 1982 and Nos. 25 and
27,1983.
Railways Act 1958-No. 30, 1983.
Second-hand Dealers Act 1958-No. 453, 1982 and
No. 26, 1983.
Stamps Act 1958-No. 489, 1982.
State Bank Act 1958-No. 482, 1982 and No. 17,
1983.
State Electricity Commission Act I 958-No. 18,
1983.
Stock Medicines Act 1958-No. 24, 1983.
Supreme Court Act 1958-Nos. 377 (in lieu of that
tabled on 4 November 1982) and 480, 1982.
Surveyors Act 1978-No. 16, 1983.
Tattersall Consultations Act 1958-No. 6, 1983.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961-No. 469,
1982.
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act I 958-No. 13.
1983.
Water Act 1958-No. 456.1982.
Wildlife Act I 975-No. 458, 1982.
Workers Compensation Act 1958-Nos. 452 and
483,1982.
Third Party Insurance-Report of the Premiums
Committee for the year 1981-82.
T own and Country Planning Act 1961:
Ballaarat-City of Ballaarat Planning SchemeAmendment No. 68.

Constitution Bill
Bellfield-Lake Bellfield Planning Scheme 1968Amendment No. 12.
Bulla-Shire of Bulla Planning Scheme 1959Amendments No. 85, Part 1; and No. 86, 1981.
Cobram-Shire of Cobram Planning Scheme 1979Amendment No. 3, 1982.
Croydon-City of Croydon Planning Scheme 1961Amendment Nos. 112 and 115.
Ainders-Shire of Ainders Planning Scheme 1962Amendments No. 144, 1981;andNo.149, 1982.
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme-Amendments
No. 30, 1982; No. 42, Part A, 1982; No. 46, 1982;
and Nos. 55, 57, 59 and 64.
Gisborne Shire Planning Scheme-Amendment No.
3.

Hastings-Shire of Hastings Planning SchemeAmendment No. 10.
Horsham-City of Horsham Planning Scheme
1973-Amendments No. 68, 1981; and Nos. 69
and 72, 1982.
Knox-City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965Amendments No. 230, 1980; and No. 250, 1982.
Korumburra-Shire of Korumburra Planning
Scheme-Amendments No. 18, Part B; and No.
19,1982.
Lillydale-Shire of Lillydale Planning Scheme
1958-Amendments Nos. 138 and 153 to 155.
Lorne Planning Scheme-Amendment Nos. 3 and
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SherbrookeShire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme 1965Amendments No. 144, 1981; and No. 147, 1982.
Shire ofSherbrooke Planning Scheme 1979 (Rural
Areas)-Amendments No. 1, 1981; and Nos. 9
and 10.
Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme 1979 (Urban Areas) (with six maps).
Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme 1979 (Urban Areas)-Amendments Nos. 4 and 9, 1982.
Waratah Bay Plannin$ Scheme-Amendment No.
13, Shire of South Glppsland.
Warragul Planning Scheme 1954-Amendment No.
45, 1982.
Werribee-Shire of Werribee Planning Scheme
1963-Amendment No. 75, 1982.
Victorian Arts Centre Trust-Report for the year
1981-82.
Victorian Institute of Secondary Education-Report
for the year 1981.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON STOREY
(East Yarra Province), it was ordered that the
papers with the exception of the statutory rules
and planning schemes under the Town and
Country Planning Act 1961 be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL AND LOCAL
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning SchemeGOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Amendments No. 115, Part lC (with map); No.
ELECfIONS) BILL
120, Part 3B (with three maps); No. 130; No.
The
debate
(adjourned from November 9,
·157, Part 3A (with three maps); No. 170, Part
1982) on the motion of the Hon. W. A. Lander2A (with four maps); No. 173, Part 2 (with four
maps); No. 182, Part 2 (with map); No. 183, you (Minister for Industrial Affairs) for the secPart 1 (with twenty-six maps); No. 186, Part 1 ond reading of these Bills was resumed.
(with two maps); No. 223; No. 238 (with map);
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern ProvNo. 240; No. 241 (with map); and No. 242 (with
ince)-When these Bills were last before the
map).
Mildura-City of Mildura Planning Scheme- House, they were presented as measures to extend adult franchise for local government. The
Amendment Nos. 47,51,53 and 55, 1982.
Mornington-Shire of Mornington Planning Scheme public at large and a great many councillors
1959-Amendments No. 129A and No. 148, 1982. throughout this State took that presentation at
Myrtleford-Shire of Myrtleford (Myrtleford Town- face value.
What is adult franchise? Adult franchise is a
ship) Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 8.
Newham and Woodend-Shire of Newham and right to vote by every person deemed to be of
Woodend Planning Scheme 1975-Amendment adult age-formerly 21 years in this State but
Nos. 5 and 12.
now eighteen years-and who is a citizen. The
Pakenham-Shire of Pakenham Planning Scheme, public was entitled to assume that, in addition to
Part I-Amendment Nos. 2 and 11.
the existing property franchise on which local
Port Fairy Planning Scheme 1959-Amendment No. government has always been based, those enti22,1982.
tled to vote and be enrolled on the electoral rolls,
Rosedale-Shire of Rosedale Planning Scheme- and who were not already involved with voting,
Amendments Nos. 21, 26 and 27,1981.
would now get a vote in recognition of their citiSebastopol-Borough of Sebastopol Planning zenship and in recognition of the fact that some
Scheme-Amendment Nos. 26 and 28.
Government moneys are applied for the assistSeymour Planning Scheme-Amendment Nos. 60,
ance of local government, which is no longer
71 and 73.
Shepparton-City of Shepparton Planning Scheme wholly financed from a rating base. That was the
1953-Amendment No. 37 (with two maps); No. belief. When debate on the Bills was ad66, 1982; and No. 71.
journed-6.
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Constitution Bill

The Hon. W. R. Baxter-On the motion of rolled electors added to them? Surely a simpler
the National Party!
course of action could have been adopted, one
that would have occasioned far less trouble for
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-The debate on the the municipal clerk? Why should that not be the
Bills was adjourned on the motion ofMr Wright. procedure in this case?
There were those who sought to suggest that adult
In addition to those electors being wiped off
franchise was being delayed. The Liberal Party
and the National Party made it clear at the time the electoral rolls, many persons who now are
that the extension of adult franchise to the exist- entitled to vote, will not retain that entitlement
ing franchise for local government was not for if these Bills are adopted. However, I am sure
that is a factor that is not realized by the public.
one moment in question. It was not opposed.
However, other matters included in the Bills, It was a factor that was realized by many municwhich had not been fully explained to either the ipalities when only the fine print of the Bills was
public or to municipalities, needed to be fully read. Many electors now on the electoral rolls
examined and discussed and their impact upon will be wiped off and they will not be able to relocal government and its operations fully inves- apply. That was not the intention when the principle of adult franchise was adopted.
tigated and reported to Parliament.
These include, in some cases, joint owners who
At the time, the Opposition pointed out that
normally at least seven weeks was necessary for will no longer have a vote or of whom only one
local government to conduct the cycle of meet- will have a vote, whereas in the past both have
ings and to make its comments. In addition to had a vote. Is the Bill to extend the franchise or
the question of adult franchise, as it is generally to restrict it?
understood, and the extension of the existing
That certainly is a restriction. The same apfranchise under these Bills, there were at least plies in the case of representatives of companies.
ten issues which required careful investigation.
In addition to removing the right of certain
The time taken has been well worth while.
existing electors, the Bills will prevent some from
Even up until this week, honourable members re-enrolling, and goes beyond adult franchise as
of all parties have been receiving further com- it is normally understood. Some years ago, this
ments from a number of municipalities, some of Parliament led Australia and most countries of
whom have discovered that what at first ap- the Western World in extending the local govpeared to be small things hidden away in the ernment franchise to owners or occupiers of
measures, now appear to be of considerable mo- property, and even to those who were not on the
ment. Do the Bills merely extend the franchise electoral rolls. The Bills extend the franchise not
to those enrolled on the electoral rolls but who only from ratepayers, owners and occupiers to
did not previously have that franchise? No. The those on Federal and State electoral rolls, but
Bills propose to do'more than that.
also to all residents of adult age, irrespective of
The Bills, if adopted, will wipe off everybody whether they have qualified for citizenship.
who is presently enrolled on the electoral rolls. If
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-What is wrong with
the Bills are adopted in their present form, every that?
ratepayer enrolled on the electoral rolls will be
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-That is going rather
wiped off the rolls and municipalities will be
a long way, is it not?
forced to commence with the shemozzle of the
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Is it too democratic?
type that occurred in the City of Melbourne when
a similar procedure was adopted. All honourable Do they pay taxes?
members know that thousands and thousands of
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-If one adopted Mr
persons who were entitled to vote did not obtain Kennan's view, why would one bother to have a
that entitlement because ratepayers with a prop- citizenship ceremony? Why would one not apply
erty interest, whether they were owners or occu- that principle to Federal Government and State
piers, were wiped off the electoral rolls. Electors Government?
were put on the electoral rolls automatically, but
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-We are dealing with
those persons with property interests were forced a local government Bill.
to apply for enrolment and on that occasion inThe Hon. H. R. Ward-Don't dodge the issue!
adequate time was given. There was no need for
that course to have been adopted.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-What Bill is it?
Why was that course adopted? Why were the
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Honourable memelectoral rolls not left as they were and unen- bers can hear the illogical interjections from
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around the Chamber. If and when Commonwealth and State qualifications allow for people
to vote and stand at Federal and State elections,
irrespective of whether they are naturalized, the
Opposition will be prepared to concede that those
people should have the right to vote and to stand
as candidates at municipal elections in this State.
The Hon. D. E. Kent-You are not waiting for
the world, are you?
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-The Opposition does
not concede that a person who neither owns nor
occupies property nor is on the electoral roll ought
automatically to be entitled to vote at a council
election, much less to stand for election to
council.
There ought to be a goal in citizenship and
some purpose in a citizenship ceremony. Naturalization ought to mean something worth while
and ought to be encouraged. If every privilege of
citizenship is available regardless of whether one
undertakes citizenship and swears an oath of allegiance to this country, there will be little point
in becoming a citizen.
The Opposition pays tribute to the role played
by migrants from many countries in the development of this nation and this State. Those migrants are welcome here. They have contributed
greatly, and this country and this State are richer
for their presence.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-And should give
them a vote.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-Those who are
householders and those who own or occupy
property already have the vote in local government elections.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-That is democracy;
but what about un naturalized owners?
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-As I have pointed
out, the past Liberal Government, in which I was
a Minister at the time, made that provision, led
this country and was amongst the leaders of the
Western World. Does Victoria'need to go further
and say that a person who is not an Australian
citizen, not a ratepayer, not an owner or occupier
and not yet qualified or ready for citizenship
should have the right to become a member of a
council? The Opposition believes the incentive
of citizenship ought to be retained. I have checked
with the consuls-general of the countries from
which our migrants commonly come and, in almost all those countries, a person cannot become a councillor unless he is naturalized. In
most of the countries concerned, persons do not
have a vote at council elections, irrespective of
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whether they own or occupy property, unless they
are citizens of that country.
The means of re-enrolment for property owners who are wiped off by this legislation-of
whom there will be literally thousands in many
municipalities-becomes difficult. Where there
are joint owners, one will have to be chosen and
nominated by two or more joint owners and it
will be necessary to apply for re-enrolment. Further, with compulsory voting, those owners who'
live some distance from their properties will have
a real disincentive against re-enrolment. In the
bayside municipalities, Phillip Island, and in
shires such as Woorayl, complaints have been
made to me that the result of wiping off property
owners who live several hundreds of miles from
their properties and then inviting them to apply
for re-enrolment, would be that many of them
would not apply and that many who would be
interested in re-enrolling would be scared off by
having compulsory voting forced upon them. Although most of them may intend to vote at the
municipal elections, that may prove difficult on
election day for those who live hundreds of miles
away. As a result many of them may decide that
it would be better not to re-enrol rather than to
face the penalty imposed for failure to vote.
The existing law provides that a municipality
rather than the Government should determine
whether voting should be compulsory, and I suggest that that is the sensible and proper procedure. The Opposition would regard it as
inappropriate for the Federal Government to determine whether voting for State Parliament was
compulsory; that is a matter for this Parliament
to decide. Similarly, it has been traditional for
municipalities to make that decision concerning
local government, and the municipality applies
to the Minister for an order for compulsory voting. In those municipalities that have compulsory voting, the rule has always been that an
owner or occupier of a property who does not
reside in the municipality is exempt from compulsory voting.
That is the existing law. For example, a person
may have business premises in a locality which
he visits only once a week or something of the
sort. He may live miles away. He is exempt.
Another person may own a holiday home to
which he goes on a number of week-ends a year
and at Christmas time. Even when compulsory
voting exists under the present law, that person
is exempt. The Opposition knows of no reason
for departing from that principle. The move to
universal compulsory voting which, after all,
ought to be a matter for the municipality con-
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cerned and has traditionally been so, combined
with the wiping off of existing electors, will dissuade many people from re-enrolling.
At a meeting in January, the Shire of Flinders
decided that it opposed these clauses of the Bills
because 34 000 people would be deleted from the
voters' roll unnecessarily in that one municipality. About 13 000 property owners would be disenfranchised completely and another 13 000
joint owners as well as 8000 sole owners would
have to apply for reinstatement on the rolls. The
shire would also be obliged to spend an estimated $9000 in informing those people of the
situation. This surely is unnecessary and could
be avoided if the franchise were simply extended, as most people understood it would be.
The Bills also provide for voting in all municipalities on the first Saturday in August. Previously the municipality had a choice as to whether
the voting should take place on the Saturday or
the previous Thursday. The Opposition knows
of no reason why such a provision should not
continue to apply. Furthermore, the Bills mandatorily seek to make 6 p.m. the closing hour,
whereas 6 p.m. has been the normal closing hour
but a council may currently decide to close at 8
p.m. That may seem to be a very small point and
I do not make much ofit but it matters in municipalities such as Caulfield and St Kilda where
there are large Jewish populations and where the
extra 2 hours after 6 o'clock, after the conclusion
of their Sabbath, enable Jewish people to vote
without any problems affecting the tenets of their
religion. The Opposition knows of no reason why
the rights that existed there should be restricted.
In their present form, the Bills seek to preclude
councils from commencing meetings before 5
o'clock except with Ministerial approval. No
clause has been more unanimously opposed by
local government, for a very good and very simple reason.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-In the country areas
only.

Constitution Bill

the least we can do is to allow councils to fix the
times they meet.
I am told the provision in the Bills is quite
unworkable in any event. It would be a simple
matter for councils to meet formally at a time
after 5 o'clock and adjourn to a day on which
they really wished to meet, at 2 o'clock or whenever they wished to meet. It is a pointless provision which will be honoured in the breach, and
many municipalities will incur considerable
overtime as a result of this unwarranted intrusion if it proceeds. It ought not to proceed. The
Government should recognize that it is an unacceptable intrusion into the affairs of a sphere of
government which the Minister has been praising, and rightly so, because local government does
a good job for its citizens.
Members of the Opposition wish the Government would recognize that local government is
adult, is of age and does not need detailed supervision by the State Government. It is quite capable oflooking after its own affairs and does not
need interference or intervention by the State,
particularly on pettifogging details like the time
of meeting. This is an unworthy provision and I
am surprised to find it in the Bills, as indeed are
many people in local government who thought
the Minister was on their side. This provision
has made many of them doubt that.
I turn to the question of the abolition of the
oath of allegiance and I remind the House that
when the Local Government (City of Melbourne) Bill was before it the House passed with
great reluctance and after bitter opposition a provision in relation to the oath of allegiance, but
did so under protest. This House specifically attached a rider to its message to the Legislative
Assembly requesting the Government to reexamine that issue with a view to presenting a
new formula for an oath or affirmation of allegiance and duty. The Government ignored that
rider, which was a specific rider of a kind passed
by this House for the first time in its history. The
Government has in these Bills simply re-presented the clause which had attracted such strong
attack, to which the Leader of the House responded with considerable sympathy at the time.
Honourable members will recall that the Leader
of the House did not oppose th~ rider which was
attached to the passage of that Bill.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT-No; it has been widely
opposed throughout the State. The reason is simple. For the State Government to decide the
hours of meeting of local government is an absolutely unwarranted intrusion by one sphere of
government into the affairs of another. There is
no possible justification for it on the part of a
Government which claims to believe in the genThe Hon. P. D. Block-He has lost some ineral competence of local government. If we be- fluence in the Government this time.
lieve in local government and if we talk about its
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I know that, but it
right of self-determination, we must support its
right to make decisions affecting its municipali- was believed and assumed that the Government
ties and on behalf of its rate-payers and surely would treat seriously--
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The Hon. J. H. Kennan-He might come back
like you, Peter.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! Interjections are disorderly and
even more disorderly when a fellow member is
addressed by his Christian name.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-In view of the tenor
of the debate in this House on that occasion,
when a provision was passed under protest, when
the protests on this side of the House were treated
with much sympathy by the Leader, when a specific rider objecting on the point at issue was
inserted requesting the action of the Government, we all believed that a satisfactory formula
would be sought and found by the Government
so that that problem would not occur again. The
entreaties of this House were, however, ignored.
The Government ignores the Legislative Council at its peril. It has chosen to do so on this
occasion. In those circumstances it cannot expect the clause to be accepted with equanimity
by this House. The Opposition is not happy with
many aspects of the Bills.
The major issue of extending universal franchise for those on the electoral roll who do not
have a vote in local government elections at
present, is in no way in question, but on a number of issues raised I will move amendments on
behalf of the Opposition and I understand that
Mr Wright will move other amendments on behalf of the National Party. The aim of the Opposition and National Party is to serve the best
interests of local government and we will not
have any part of a scheme that is designed to
wipe from the rolls, owners and occupiers who
pay rates in the hope that they will never get back
on the rolls.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-These Bills and other local government Bills were introduced in the spring sessional period last year and the Government made
every effort to expedite them and have them debated at that time. I make no apology on behalf
of the National Party for moving the adjournment of the Bills until the autumn sessional period and, for good reason, the motion was
supported by the Opposition. For many years
there has been a tradition of holding over local
government Bills. It is a sound principle which
is followed by investigation, inquiry and, finally,
debate. It is a fact that many rural councillors
meet only monthly. Only last month several
councillors met to discuss pecuniary interest
provisions which had been passed by this House
last year.
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There are a number of key propositions in the
Bills, some mentioned by Mr Hunt. They are
universal franchise, the way in which the formation of rolls is to take place, the 5 p.m. or later
commencement of meetings, non-naturalized
migrants being eligible for election as councillors, reference to the deletion of the oath of allegiance, compulsory voting and the provision
that all elections are to be held on one Saturday
in August. All parties supported universal franchise in their election policies, although I must
admit that a number of municipalities in country
Victoria are strenuously opposed to universal
franchise.
Mr Hunt mentioned problems that the new
rolls may cause. The National Party agrees with
what he has said and considers that the old rolls
for property owners oUght to be maintained, updated and married in with the Federal roll. In
my view, the proposition to start meetings after
5 p.m. has met with the most opposition. I agree
with councillors that the measure is unwarranted
and undesirable. It is dictatorial and hypocritical. Government Ministers preach for more
autonomy from local government as they travel
around the countryside. However, in this measure the Government is taking away autonomy.
It indicates an intrusion into the decision-making process of local councils. Local government
is closest to the people and the councils' treatment of the people who reside in the municipalities should be considered. It is interesting to
note that some of the strongest views held on
this matter are held by councils that have always
met at night-time. The proposed legislation will
not affect them, but they bitterly object to the
loss of autonomy that the measure will impose.
I understand that the aim of the Government is
to enable employed people to stand for election.
Many employed people do stand for election and
make sacrifices to do so. Many school teachers
are on local councils.
The Hon M. J. Sandon-What is the
percentage?
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT-I know that
there are two or three school teachers on several
individual councils. They receive up to 6 hours'
leave a month from their duties to attend council
duties. Self-employed people who attend council
meetings have to make up their time later. Also,
from personal experience, I say that considerable
strain is placed on employees, particularly in
small business, because of the long absences of
the employer from his place of business while on
council duties. Considerable pressure is also
placed on the families of councillors. Some
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councils have conducted day-time meetings for
100 years, and they want to continue this practice. To change the situation would create more
problems than it would solve.
Some inane interjections are being made from
the Government side of the Chamber. The
honourable members concerned have obviously
lived in the city all their lives; They have no idea
of the distances involved and the problems in
farm areas. A dairy farmer who wants to attend
a council meeting at night-time may not finish
milking until 8 o'clock and then he has to shower,
dress and reach the council meeting which may
continue for 8 hours. Ifit finishes at 2 o'clock, he
then has to rise again at 6 o'clock in the morning,
or 5 o'clock with daylight saving, which makes it
even harder and indeed an impossible situation.
Pressure is also exerted on officers who do normal work during the day-time and are then required to work until night-time. This is
particularly so in smaller councils that do not
have the back-up officers and assistance oflarger
municipalities, such as Mildura and Swan Hill.
In most instances, the officers are eligible for
overtime for night-time meetings or time off the
next morning. In smaller municipalities, these
expenses must be watched. It does not matter so
much in larger municipalities. I am sure honourable members on the Government side of the
House have no idea of the travel situation.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-I know very well
what you are talking about.
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meeting. That is a poor practice and does not
make up for the lack of attendance by the press
at council meetings as one cannot ascertain from
a telephone conversation, exactly what happened at a council meeting. Of course, late night
meetings involve fatigue. A number of City of
Mildura councillors used to say that any decision
that is made after 11 p.m. is made in haste and
repented at leisure. That can be true.
The Shire of Warracknabeal, which has strong
feelings on this matter, wrote to me and expressed grave concern and consternation about
commencing council meetings after 5 p.m. and
stated:
This council will not be adhering to this clause, and
will continue to hold its ordinary meetings commencing at 10.00 a.m.

The hard-working Minister for Local Government wrote to the Shire President of the Shire of
Warracknabeal, stating, after his introductory
remarks:
I have a great deal of respect for the institution of
local government and admiration for those who serve
it. It therefore comes as an unpleasant surprise to receive a letter which says that your Council intends to
flout laws enacted by Parliament; the body to which all
Councils must look for their existence. Your Council
does so at its own risk. Such an action will be abhorrent
to my colleagues, irrespective of the party to which
they belong, and to responsible councillors generally.
I suggest that your Council reconsiders, as a matter
of urgency, the comments expressed in the letter in the
hope that on mature reflection it will see its earlier
views as merely an aberration.

I do not believe any member of this House would
support the breaking of any law. I doubt that if it
came to the point, the Shire of Warracknabeal
would break the law. It realizes the stupidity of
the clause, and that it has very little hope of
proceeding through the Parliament. The Minister can give approval to a council to hold its
meetings during the day. That is far from satisfactory. Local councils are on the spot and can
better assess the situation. Where is the autonomy in the proposed legislation? We are going
Shift workers would also not approve of this back to the time of Hitler!
proposition. If they are working at night, it is
The next aspect of the proposed legislation
difficult for them to attend meetings. The lady
which
I wish to discuss is the provision relating
members in this Chamber would appreciate the
reluctance of women to attend shire council to non-naturalized migrants being eligible to
meetings when they must drive home late at night stand for election as councillors. As is my usual
with problems of straying cattle and kangaroos. custom, I contacted many local councils-not
Another real aspect concerns the press. Honour- only the 27 in the North Western Province-and
able members know how assiduously the press many saw fit to write to me, including Williamswork in this place, but in local government the town City Council. Apart from metropolitan
press is reluctant to attend council meetings at councils, there has been a unanimous response
night. It often means that the next day a press in complete opposition to this clause.
Mr Bruce Ruxton, State President of the Rereporter telephones a councillor or shire secretary and asks what happened at the council turned Services League, which represents thou-

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT-How far does
the honourable member think municipal councillors travel to council meetings? In the Shire of
Swan Hill in the North Western Province, Councillors McGinty and Loy travel 260 kilometres
in a round trip to attend council meetings. It
involves travelling from Robinvale to Swan Hill.
That is a large distance when one considers that
in the City of Melbourne one could probably
walk across all the areas in 2 hours.
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sands of Victorian ex-servicemen and women
saw fit to write to me stating:
The State Executive of the Victorian Branch R.S.L.
has directed me to write to you and express its deep
concern over the decision of the Government to introduce a Bill to amend the Local Government Act which
would repeal the present requirement for all Municipal
Councillors to take the "Oath of Allegiance" when bemg
sworn into office.
The R.S.L. is abhorred over the proposal which appears to have been designed and presented surreptitiously to discard one of our great national traditions
by people who do not appear to be concerned over the
maintenance of such traditions which in the past have
been defended by service and sacrifice by a large number of Australians.

Mr Ruxton continues his letter in the same vein.
We, as members of Parliament and the representatives of the people of Victoria, ought to listen
to such comments. I imagine there is some justification for the old axiom that there should be
no taxation without representation.
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swear allegiance to the Crown. Honourable
members are proud of the Westminster system
and the stability it provides. We are fortunate to
be under the umbrella of the Westminster system.
I now wish to discuss the issue of compulsory
voting. On balance, the National Party believes
individual councils should make the choicethey know the local conditions and local views
so they should be given the autonomy that they
deserve. With respect to the proposition that all
elections should be held on the one Saturday in
August, the autonomy oflocal government again
comes to the fore. Many shires in the province
that Mr Dunn and I represent have held elections on Thursdays for perhaps 100 years because mid-week elections are convenient for the
farming community-that is up to 90 per cent of
the population in such areas. Those people really
appreciate the representation that they receive
from the National Party.
Mr Dan Drew, who is an experienced shire
secretary and who has been the shire secretary at
Kerang and Mildura and is shire secretary at
Metcalfe at the moment, has made a very good
suggestion, which I bring forward in the hope it
will be noted by the Minister. He has suggested
that mobile polling booths be used for smaller
centres where 40 or 50 votes are recorded. The
Act should be amended to allow mobile polling
booths to attend each of the smaller centres for
three hours.
The National Party accepts the principle of
adult franchise and will support that aspect of
the Bills. However, as can be gathered from my
remarks, the National Party has some reservations about various matters that have been debated. The National Party has prepared
amendments which will be moved at the appropriate time during the Committee stage.

However, one has to examine the situation as
a whole. What value is there in allowing a person
who has been in Australia for six months to vote
in an election? He may have paid taxes and rates
but if he came from 'one of the European countries, or some Latin American country, he would
barely understand the language.
The requirements for naturalization are reasonable-that is, three years' residence or an understanding of English. What happens iil other
countries? In Austria one must be a resident for
ten years before one can vote, let alone become
a councillor. In West Germany and Greece one
must be a resident for eight years. If I went to
Milan I would not be able to vote or stand for
council for six months.
Government speakers may point out that there
is a precedent in the fact that this Parliament has
passed similar legislation, namely, the MelThe Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
bourne Corporation (Election of Council) Bill.
Province)-I
support the provisions of the Bills,
However, in my second-reading speech on that
Bill, I indicated strongly that there was no prec- as does every member of the Labor Party and as
edent in anything this Parliament had done so do the councils in the areas represented by Mr
that it should be extended to local government Sgro and myself. I am sure the Bills are supgenerally throughout this State. I emphasized that ported by the vast num~r of people associated
those areas were to be treated separately, and with local government and this was illustrated
that is what honourable members are doing at by the action of the people of Victoria when they
went to the polls to elect the Cain Labor
the moment.
With respect to the oath of allegiance, councils Government.
The Bills reflect the changing nature of local
have two points of view: The first is that there is
opposition to the proposed legislation, and the government, the changes in its role and its fundsecond is that there is very strong opposition to ing. It reflects the fact that in these days more
the proposed legislation. The National Party than 50 per cent of local government finance
condemns the proposal to drop the oath of alle- comes from the State and Federal Governments
giance. Councillors are under the protection of and that more participation, accountability and
the Crown and it is only proper that they should responsibility should be evident in its work.
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The points made by members of the Opposition will be further canvassed and rebutted by
other speakers. I address my remarks particularly to the meeting commencement time of 5
p.m. or later. That provision is absolutely necessary because it builds in a guarantee of participation. That guarantee has not existed in the
past. The provision builds in a guarantee for people to stand for local government and to participate by observing its workings, or by participating
in enlightened, open local government subcommittees.
I have spoken to many women who wish to be
involved or who are involved in local government. They have unanimously supported this
provision. We are a Government committed to
affirmative action and to equality of opportunity. That means equality i,n decision-making
and access to decision-making. Most women-I
am speaking chiefly about women in the metropolitan area and those in the province of Melbourne
North-believe
the
meeting
commencement time of 5 o'clock or later in the
evening allows them a greater chance of participation in local government. Many women who
may wish to be involved in local government are
employed during the day. I was involved in local
government for nine years and I know that afternoon or morning meetings would have been as
impossible for me as they would have been for
many other women involved in local government. Anyone who has to work for someone else
finds it difficult to attend meetings early in the
day.
One must also consider child care, which looms
more largely for women than for men. Regrettably that is the case. Child care arrangements can
often be more easily resolved if meetings are held
later in the day or evening when a greater rolesharing within the family can take place. It is
often difficult for women with young children or
with school age children, who require collecting
from school, to participate adequately in meetings held·in the early afternoon.
A later meeting hour is preferable to most
women because it provides greater flexibility with
domestic arrangements.
Tonight honourable members witnessed the
introduction of the Victorian Ethnic Affairs
Commission. I have spoken to a number oflocal
ethnic groups within the'Melbourne North area.
Later in the debate, Mr Sgro will expand upon
some of those points. A strong feeling exists
among local community groups whose first language is not English, that they want to become
involved in local government. Many groups, in-
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cluding many men and indeed many women, see
it as an appropriate first step towards real political action. Many members of both Houses of
Parliament have spent some time in local government because it is seen as an appropriate first
step in taking political action. It is seen as the
appropriate first step in dealing with matters of
concern to the neighbourhood.
The ethnic communities in the province of
Melbourne North are mainly working class communities. Often the husband and wife are both
employed and involved in some sort of shift
work. Often they begin work at 8 o'clock and
complete their work at 4 or 5 o'clock in the evening. The only way in which they can have a say
in the community in which they live, is if meeting hours are held later in the afternoon or the
evening.
Honourable members opposite know that the
Bill contains a clause so that if hardship is involved and can be proved, the meeting time can
be altered. For example, if distances to be travelled are huge or the majority of the councillors
decide that a different meeting time would be
preferable, there is provision to make this arrangement. The Bill provides access to a later
time and provides the opportunity for participation. It demands that local government examine
its responsibility vis-a-vis participation, accountability and responsibility.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-As someone who has worked in the local
gove~nment· area for five years prior to coming
to thIS place, I have some understanding of the
nature oflocal government. Since the 1970s, one
could say that local government has undertaken
a dramatic change. It has undergone changes
whereby it has moved aside from the traditional
services provided to a more dramatic role. One
now discovers new services are provided
throughout local government. New officers and
facilities have been provided and positions such
as community development officers, recreational officers, volunteer co-ordinators and youth
workers have been created in respective
communities.
Local government has been aptly described as
a "quiet achiever". Local government has had a
dramatic impact upon our lives in a real sense at
the local level. It continues to thrive because it
continues to respond in a real way to the immediate needs one finds in one's respective
community.
Councils have sought more autonomy; they
have sought to be more flexible in their decisionmaking and have sought more power over their
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own destinies. I agree with the approaches need for universal franchise in 1980, showing
adopted in this respect because we all accept the that even the Conservatives are now moving into
necessity for them. However, in accepting those the twentieth century, even though the twentieth
additional roles and new challenges, by neces- century is nearing an end. It took 50 years for
sity, the councils must also accept additional re- 'this place to become democratic and even then
sponsibility. They must also become more it became so with the enthusiasm ofa dog being
accountable to the communities involved. We dragged to the bath tub. It has taken a further 30
have a benchmark that many people believe is years for the Liberal Party to notice that munican important approach to adopt in the operation ipal councils have been operating in an undeoflocal government.
mocratic fashion. At page 11 of the Bains report,
How accountable have local councils become? under the heading, "Retention of Nineteenth
Are they responsive? Do they operate democrat- Century Characteristics", the following appears:
ically and do they ensure that all citizens can
Despite recent modest reforms, municipalities are
involve themselves in the process of local gov- still operating substantially under 19th century conernment? Those are important questions which ceptions. Examples include a restrictive statutory
any Government needs to consider when intro- framework, an out-moded nomenclature for municipal districts, inadequate powers of delegation, the anducing proposed legislation to overview the role tiquated
internal organization of municipalities, and
of local government.
an electoral system which gives imperfect expression
It is important to realize that in some areas

some shires receive three times more from taxation reimbursements than from rates. That gives
an indication of the changing role and nature of
local government and, as such, a need for the
State Government to ensure that the local authority is operating in the interests of all its citizens,
not just some, as members of the Opposition
would want the Government to ensure would
happen.
The Bills will ensure that local councils operate in a democratic fashion and, in that way, they
must be castigated for their failure to accept and
support this proposed legislation, which concerns those people who would fight the undemocratic, anti-democratic forces. The Bills have
important considerations as to when elections
will be held, who can vote, whether voting should
be made compulsory, the make-up of the rolls
and, most importantly, when polling will take
place and when councils will meet.
With regard to universal franchise, the Bills
enshrine that one's entitlement to vote should be
based on whether one is on the electoral roll, and
not on whether one owns property or where one
is born. It is based on whether one is on the
electoral roll. The day-to-day lives of everyone
in the district are sacrosanct to us and the dayto-day lives of everyone in the district should be
such that they should be able to participate in
what happens in that district. The Government
believes that is the hallmark of the democratic
process that should be enshrined in how that
process unfolds. People should not be excluded
from participation within a democratic system.
It is worth noting that the former Minister for
Local Government, Mr Crozier, accepted the

to the tenets of modem representative democracy.

That is from the Bains report, which was set up
by a previous Government. In a sense, the Bills
are a manifestation of that report. They enshrine
what is pointed out in that inquiry in a real way.
We are moving on from the nineteenth century. Even though the year is 1983 and we are
nearing the end of the twentieth century,- the
Government is not prepared to sit. back. The
time has come for the operation of local government to be brought into line with contemporary
thinking, a contemporary approach, and more
importantly, a contemporary view of what democracy should be.
We believe that the election of councillors on
every first Saturday in August is an out-working
of the democratic principle. It should not be regarded as a theoretical right to vote, but the circumstances and procedures of taking a ballot
should provide a real opportunity to everyone to
conveniently exercise their right to vote. To have
voting on a Saturday ensures that everyone has
the right to participate in that process. If an election were held on a week day, only some people
could vote. It is a basic tenet of the democratic
process that everyone should be able to participate in that process, not just some, and the Liberal Party, by its opposition to that proposition,
shows itself not to believe in the principles of
democracy and what democracy is about.
When I say that, it is appropriate that we examine the record of the Conservative Opposition on what it believes with regard to democracy
and the principles of democracy. Which honourable member in this Chamber has stood up and
publicly criticized Governments that fought the
democratic process? I should be interested to
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hear, as members ofthe Opposition speak, those
who are critical of the Queensland Government,
those who can point to speeches they have made
that condemn the actions of State Governments
whereby they refuse to appoint certain Senators
of the same party as those who have retired from
the Federal Parliament. I am interested to hear
which members of the Liberal Party are prepared
to say that public declaration of election funds
should be made mandatory for all Governments.
I should be interested to hear which honourable
members are prepared to say there should be
public disclosure of campaign donations in terms
of what we believe should be the appropriate
mechanism of the democratic process.
Members of the Government party can stand
firm and look at themselves in the mirror, knowing that they really believe in the democratic
process. The Opposition has thwarted the democratic process every inch of the way and if anyone wishes to know what the Opposition believes,
he or she should read the report of the debate
that took place in this House in August 1950.
That shows what the Conservatives felt about
the reform of this very Chamber and who wanted
to thwart the system of ensuring the principle
that people can participate at loCal council level.
I wish to refer to a number of observations
about the question of meetings after 5 p.m. Democracy demands that everyone is entitled to
vote. It also demands that everyone is entitled to
stand for election and fulfil the duties ifhe or she
is elected. Returning to the touchstone of democracy, to which many people pay lip service but
which they do not always put into practice, I
draw the attention of honourable members to a
well known passage by Abraham Lincoln, a former President of the United States, who, in the
Gettysburg address, said that government should
be of the people, by the people and for the people
and shall not perish from the earth. Let us go
through the phrase, "of, by and for". The part
relating to government by the people, to which
President Lincoln referred, is what I wish to draw
to the attention of honourable members.
Lincoln did not say, "Government by the people who do not work"; he did not say, "Government by the people who can take a day off
whenever they choose"; he did not say, "Government by an aftluent elite"; he said, "Government by the people". The clear intention of that
phrase is that anybody with a concern or interest
in taking on the responsibilities of government
should have a fair chance of doing so and, furthermore, that the people who govern should be
representative of all the people and not only a
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privileged class. The attitudes and hypocrisy of
the Conservatives have changed little through
the years.
The HOD. B. P. DUDD-Who makes up the
privileged class? That is what I want to know.
The HOD. M: J. SANDON-Do you take objection to that terminology?
The HOD. B. P. DUDD-I just want to know
who they are.
The HOD. M. J. SANDON-I can certainly
tell the honourable member who they are.
In an effort to understand whether local government in the rural areas of the State is truly
representative of the people, it is important to
examine the occupations of the councillors of
those shires. Firstly, one should understand that
the majority of the shire councils hold their
meetings before 5 p.m. In fact, of the 133 shire
councils listed in the 1982 Victorian Municipal
Directory, 101 hold their meetings before 5 p.m.
That computes out to 76 per cent. Of the remainder, 14 per cent meet after 5 p.m. and 10 per cent
do not claim any specific time for meeting. So,
there is a minimum of 76 per cent of the shires
which hold their meetings before 5 p.m.
The HOD. W. V. HoughtOD-They are exercising their democratic right.
The HOD. M. J. SANDON-They may be,
but I now wish to examine the occupational
backgrounds of the councillors of the shires whose
councils meet during the day. Volume 2 of the
supporting documents of the Bains inquiry contains an analysis of the occupational backgrounds of shire councillors prepared by Mr
Halligan. The occupations of the councillors were
set out as: Professional, 4 per cent; business, 15
per cent; public servants, 3 per cent; employees,
be they skilled or unskilled, 2 per cent;
agricultural, 67 per cent; retired, 6 per cent; home
duties, 2 per cent; other, 1 per cent. That list
reveals that 67 per cent of shire councillors who
are members of the 76 per cent of councils that
meet before 5 p.m. come from an agricultural
background. That speaks for itself as an example
of just how democratic the operations of local
government are in the rural areas of Victoria.
One cannot say that local government in rural
Victoria operates on behalf of all the people in
those rural areas.
The HOD. R. J. LoDg-What do you expect,
shop stewards?
The HOD. M. J. SANDON-We expect fair
representation. How can people be expected to
stand when councils do not meet after 5 p.m.
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and when State and Federal Governments are
not prepared to ensure, through their regulations, that employees can have time off without
pay? The present situation, in which anyone who
cares about his local community must take annual leave or leave without pay, unless he is a
farmer, enshrines the principle that only a powerful elite should remain in power in the local
government area. It is necessary to get over that
bugbear to demonstrate to the people ofthis State
a real concern to ensure that everyone has a basic
right to stand. At present people do not have the
right to stand as local councillors because the
councils meet during the day.

they do not have to bother with an oath or affirmation of allegiance. I suggest that that cheapens
the citizenship that others have so proudly taken.

The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province)-One of the aspects of the
Bill I find most dismaying, is its implicit denigration of Australian citizenship. Most of us were
born in this country and are Australian by birthright, and perhaps we take it pretty casually,
but I am sure that none of us, given the opportunity of changing, would choose to be anything
other than citizens of the Commonwealth of
Australia. Also in this country there are thousands and thousands of people who have emigrated here and have then proudly made the
decision to become citizens of this Commonwealth-a decision made of their own free will.

The Government of the people, by the people, and
for the people, shall not perish from the earth.

The Hon. B. A. Murphy-They pay taxes
though.

The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-They pay
taxes quite rightly. They gain the benefits ofliving here and receive the services available to
Australian citizens. I am talking about the fact
that only citizens of this country, persons such
as Mr Sgro who have taken the trouble to become Australian citizens, should be entitled to
stand for municipal office. If provisions of that
The basic rights for which we all fought in nature are removed from the Local Government
relation to a democratic process in the system of Act, Australian citizenship will be demeaned.
government-government of, by and for the
I cannot allow an opportunity to pass without
people-do not operate in this State and if members of the Opposition attempt to change the referring to Mr Sandon's quotation of Abraham
proposed legislation they are really saying that Lincoln from the Gettysburg address where he
stated that:
they do not believe in the democratic process.

Mr Sandon should have quoted the beginning of
the address. It states:
Fourscore and seven years ago our forefathers
brought forth upon this continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that
all men are created equal.

Those to whom he refers, the signatories to the
Declaration ofIndependence, were slave owners
and plantation Capitalists. England had fought a
war on their behalf and they had refused to help
pay for it; hence the Declaration of Independence, but the signatories were not interested in
They have gone to the trouble of applying to liberty except for themselves. Mr Abraham Linbecome Australian citizens. Each of them at- coln went to war with the southern States when
tends a ceremony at which the mayor and coun- they exercised their democratic right to leave the
cillors of the municipality are present, as well as American union and to form their own nation.
local members of Parliament, representatives of He led the northern States in war against the
the Ethnic Affairs Advisory Council and mem- southern States to force them to return to the
bers of local service clubs who have the self- union when it was clearly against the will of the
appointed task of handing native plants to new southern majority. Undoubtedly, Mr Sandon
made a mistake when he quoted Abraham Lincitizens and others. The individuals concerned
coln in the context of this debate.
either take an oath of allegiance or affirm their
allegiance and declare themselves before all those
Mrs Hogg referred to her party's mandate. Aponlookers and officials to be Australian citizens. parently, anyone who votes for the Labor Party
If it were to become generally known that the has a portmanteau vote because it means and
Government is now denigrating their citizen- contains so many things. The Labor Party beship, writing it down, what would their feelings lieves anyone who votes for that party gives it
be? Some of the provisions of the Bills will ena- authority to do anything it likes and a mandate
ble people who are not Australian citizens to that stretches to infinity.
stand for municipal office and to gain municipal
Members of Parliament have a multiple choice
office and, having gained that municipal office, of votes, whereas constituents have only one. It
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is up to us as representatives of these people to
decide so many things for them. Politicians have
to take the responsibility of deciding matters of
government and legislation because it is their
duty to do so. The Opposition has made a decision to state that the Labor Party is wrong in
saying that it has absolute authority to do anything it likes with local government legislation.
The Opposition maintains that, as legislators in
the State of Victoria, it has the right to make
decisions also. We have made a number of decisions foreshadowed by Mr Hunt on certain
changes that we intend to make to this Bill. No
one can deny our right to do so, despite this
marvellous portmanteau vote that can be opened
to reveal so many unrelated and unannounced
policies.
The proposal that local council meetings
should commence only after 5 p.m. is a marvellous example being put forward ofliberty, equality and democracy.
The Hon. G. A. S. Butler-And practicality.
The Hon. ROBERT LAWSON-It is neither
practical nor democratic. A woman councillor
may have children at school and may be unable
to go out at night for the lack of a babysitter, she
may not have a husband who is able to care for
the children in her absence.

Constitution Bill
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
Province)-It will be interesting to note whether
members of the Liberal Party will be able to
maintain a consistent line of thinking during this
debate. Already the Liberal Party has had trouble when its Leader, Mr Kennett, and Mrs Patrick, the honourable member for Brighton in
another place, addressed a press conference which
they then had to adjourn so that Mr Kennett
could consult with a person described as "Madam
Lash" on the Opposition policy.
The debate on franchise in essence concerns
attitudes to property holding. On the franchise
question, these Bills are modest. They retain the
option for a non-resident ratepayer but state that
where there is joint ownership only one of the
non-residents will vote. The Liberal Party does
not want that. Where there are non-resident
ratepayers and joint ownership, the Liberal Party
wants two or three joint owners, or however
many, to vote. This proposal of the Government
is modest.

The idea of non-resident ratepayers being able
to vote is offensive to many members of the
community and, over the next 20 to 30 years,
that provision will disappear completely. All the
Labor Party is saying is that where there is joint
ownership, only one can vote, but the Liberal
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-She may not have Party will not concur with that piece of democracy. Mr Hunt has spoken of democracy in worchildren, either.
thy tones and has referred to how this State has
The HOD. ROBERT LAWSON-Apparently led the Western World, but he has shown how
the Minister of Forests has not yet discovered retrograde he is in clinging to this tenuous elethat many women with children are not living ment of property ownership. I suppose that is
with their husbands. These women have diffi- one of the great differences in this debate. While
culty in getting out at night. It is reasonable that Mr Sandon was referring to great changes being
a local council should be able to decide for itself made in this century, the Liberal Party still wants
the time it should meet. Members of the council to cling to the last bastions of property rights as
should be able to get together and decide among they are tied up in clinging to property ownerthemselves the time to meet-and that is a better ship as part of the franchise.
example of democracy.
On the preparation of the rolls, I should have
A local council should be able to decide when,
where and how it meets. This proposed legisla- thought that the Liberal Party would have had
tion will not work. Already, some councils have regard to what Mr Nicholson stated in chapter
indicated that they will not pay any attention to 30 of the report where he criticized the rolls in
the provision to meet after 5 p.m. Councils will Richmond, the difficulties of preparation of those
be able to call a meeting after 5 p.m. and then rolls and the disarray that he found. Mr Nicholimmediately adjourn it until a different time and son looked at the provisions of the Melbourne
thus escape this provision. That is an obvious Corporation (Election of Council) Bill and adloophole. However, it is not our purpose to pass mired and followed those provisions. The prolegislative measures with loopholes. Laws should visions overcame many of the problems to which
be made properly and should display common Mr Nicholson referred in Richmond. I am sursense so that people can accept them. These prised that before Christmas the Liberal Party
measures that it is proposed to impose on Vic- was saying what a good job Mr Nicholson was
toria do not display common sense and that is doing, and that it is now quibbling about these
provisions, which give effect to that report.
why the Liberal Party will oppose them.

Constitutional Convention

I refer to the issue of compulsory voting. In
the context of democratic principles and leadership in the Western World, one must realize that
Australia is unique among democratic countries
in having compulsory voting, which it has had
for generations. Half the number of local councils in Victoria, by their.own choice, already have
compulsory voting. That the Opposition should
want to oppose the extension of compulsory voting to all councils, as with its affiliation with
property as part of the franchise, demonstrates
that it is not serious about democracy.
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I note embarrassed smiles on the faces of Mr
Block and Mr Reid. Unless the Opposition can
re-establish some legitimacy and proper commitment to decent political principle-and it has
the chance to do so now that we have got rid of
Fraser-it will continue to be as irrelevant as the
electorate considered it to be in the past few
weeks.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-Although I should like to take up the
matters raised by Mr Kennan, I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

All the talk about universal franchise and the
The motion for the adjournment of the debate
fine sounding phrases are watered down because
the Opposition will not "cop" compulsory vot- was agreed to, and it was ordered that the debate
ing at the local government level-something be adjourned until the next day of meeting.
that has been in the mainstream of democratic
CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
and electoral reform in this country for a long
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)
time.
This comes two weeks after we have got rid of .announced the receipt from the Assembly of the
a man who debased the currency of politics in following resolution with which they desired the
this country-who debased democracy ·and the concurrence of the Council:
That the joint resolution of the Legislative Council
Constitution. I refer to Mr Fraser. When we got
rid of him, it was a great relief to the electorate. and the Legislative Assembly concerning the Constitutional Convention adopted on 3 May 1972 be
Fortunately he will soon be gone from the Parlia- amended
as follows:
ment of this country. It is ten days since the
In paragraph 1 (c), omit "L. H. S. Thompson,
electorate passed a verdict on an unpopular, dis- C.M.G." and insert "1. G. K.enneu".
liked, despised Prime Minister who debased deIn paragraph 3, omit "L. H. S. Thompson, C.M.O."
mocracy and the Constitution, and the and insert "1. G. K.enneU".
Opposition is opposing compulsory voting for
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
local government elections.
Industrial Affairs)-I move:
Mr Hunt talks about being in favour of deThat the resolution be agreed to.
mocracy and of the adult franchise, yet he clings
to property ownership in its most absurd formThe motion was agreed to.
that is, multiple votes for non-resident ratepayIt was ordered that a message be sent to the
ers. Mr Hunt clings to that principle even though Assembly intimating the decision of the House.
about one-third of local councils now receive as
much from taxes as they do from rates. Rates are
MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS (PRIVATE
becoming less and less significant. Mr Hunt clings
HOSPITALS) BILL
to that principle and opposes compulsory votThe PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)
ing, but in the same breath he talks about democracy, how fine these provisions are and how he announced the receipt from the Assembly of the
supports the leadership that the Liberal Party of following resolution with which they desired the
this country has in the past given to the Western concurrence of the Council.
World. Compulsory voting has always been part
That the joint resolution of the Legislative Council
of the tradition, but the Opposition is backing and the Legislative Assembly referring the proposals
contained in the Medical Practitioners (Private Hosofffrom that, and that is another matter.
pitals) Bill to the Social Development Committee be
A dispute arose between Mr Kennett, the amended as follows:
Leader of the Opposition in another place, and
Omit "I March 1983" and insert "13 May 1983".
"Madam Lash" at a press conference. The OpThe Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
position is selling out to the National Party rump,
and it will do it again and again, and the electo- Industrial Affairs)-I move:
rate will pass the same verdict again and again
That the resolution be agreed to.
as it has done in the past. The Opposition cannot
The motion was agreed to.
continue to sell out to that reactionary rump of
It was ordered that a message be sent to the
people who used Mr Ruxton in a debate about
Assembly intimating the decision of the House.
compulsory voting in local government.
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ADJOURNMENT
Lands Department rent increases-Logging in
Otway National Park-On-call police in
Gippsland area-Financial institutions dutyLead levels in air-Water and sewerage
trusts-Government projects in GeelongMacalister irrigation district-Panel system
of Town and Country Planning Act-Bushfire funds
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I raise a matter of urgent Government business for the consideration of the Minister of Lands. I refer to reports that have been
Circulated, that the State Government proposes,
through the Lands Department, to increase
Crown land rentals throughout north western
Victoria. I have a list of some of the properties
involved showing that the proposed rental increases are up to 4000 per cent. Local municipalities, branches of the Victorian Farmers and
Graziers Association and individual farmers have
expressed their concern to me. Typical increases
are from $500 to $20 ()()() a year and from $91 to
$2500 a year. These recommended rental increases are based on a dry sheep equivalent at
the rate of$2.50 an acre.
I bring to the Minister's attention that farmers
believe, if these increases are imposed, their operations will cease to be economically viable and
they may have to give up leases they have held
for many years.
After receiving the first complaints, the Robinvale branch of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association, advised that increases also of
up to 4000 per cent were being imposed on it.
This was based not on the dry sheep equivalent,
but on the valuations of the best properties in
the area, regardless of the number of bags an acre
they produce, the same rental to apply.
I express the concern of the farmers and members of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association to the Minister and ask him to make
inquiries within the department to determine
what is taking place in the hope that these proposed increases may be confined to reasonable
proportions.

The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province)-I bring to the attention of the Minister of
Forests, the recent Government decision, to reduce the time during which logging will be al-.
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lowed in the Otway National Park. I ask the
Minister to determine the reasons for the decision to reduce that time, particularly since the
Land Conservation Council in its study of the
Otways area recommended that a "once only"
logging operation be allowed until 1988.
I ask the Minister to explain on what
basis that decision was changed and the
period brought back to 1985 without further reference to the Land Conservation Council.
Why have arrangements been made for alternative sources of timber to be made available to
the company that held the licence? If available
sources of timber have not been made available,
how does the Minister rationalize the Government's concern for employment when a decision
will be made which will inevitably lead to further
reductions in employment opportunities in the
sawmilling industry? That matter has created
grave concern in the local community, in particular where unemployment is at such a high level
and also where it is contrary to the recommendations of the Land Conservation Council, which
throughly examined the issue. I seek an explanation from the Minister.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)The matter I draw to the attention of the Minister of Forests representing the Minister for Police and Emergency Services relates to a situation
that has occurred in Gippsland involving the
availability of on-call police. Restrictions are
being imposed on members of the Victoria Police Force in different parts of the "0" district in
Gippsland that restrict the activities of the police
to being on call after hours. This restriction relates particularly to the sub-districts of Leongatha, Foster and Toora.
Recently in Toora, a police officer was called
to Leongatha, which is some distance away, to
answer an urgent call at midnight. It took some
time for the call to come through and for the
policeman to arrive at Leongatha; on his arrival
he experienced difficulties in arresting or detaining the person who had been the subject of a
complaint. When he finally decided to take the
person to the cells at Leongatha, he found that
the cells were being removed so he contacted the
police station at Korumburra, only to find that
they were not on call. He was referred to Cowes
police station and then to Wonthaggi. In fact, the
only reply the police officer received was an
answering service which informed him that there
were no on-call police on duty.
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This situation has probably been caused by a
reduction in funding for on-call duty. It is a serious problem which makes it difficult for police
in the area to provide adequate protection for
the residents. The Minister should examine the
situation and take the appropriate action to make
payments available to on-call police and make it
possible to provide the protection that country
people deserve.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-I raise with the Minister of Water
Supply representing the Treasurer in this House,
a matter concerning the operation of the financial institutions duty. In recent weeks I have had
numerous complaints from graziers in the electorate I represent, who are concerned that when
they receive their account sales from their stock
agents, following the sale of sheep, cattle or other
species of livestock, a deduction appears on the
account sales for the financial institutions duty.
The Hon. D. R. White-Are those stock agent
accounts?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-Yes, on the returns from the farmers' stock agents account sales
for stock sold at auction. When the farmer pays
that cheque into his bank account, he is again
liable to pay the tax and the bank places a corresponding debit on his bank statement.
The net result is that the farmer pays tWice on
the one transaction within a matter of days. I ani
well aware that one of the purposes of the financial institutions duty, was to catch transactions
as often as possible, but I am not sure that it was
the intention-certainly not of the Parliament
and possibly not of the Government-that this
implication would be part of the legislation.
I am not suggesting that stock agents are doing
anything illegal-far from it-nor am I saying
that they should bear the whole of the tax when
the money passes through their hands because
they are simply acting on behalf of the farmer
and their return from the transaction is only 4
per cent or 5 per cent, depending on the class of
stock sold. It would certainly be unfair to expect
the agents to bear the tax on the total amount,
when their income from the transaction is much
less. Other classes of transactions are exempt,
such as wages, and it is another avenue that
should be examined; the farmer should pay tax
only when the cheque is paid into his bank account and he should not suffer a further deduction on his account sales.
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne Province)-The matter I raise for the attention of the
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Minister for Conservation, relates to my concern
over reports of increases in lead in air levels in
Collingwood and Fitzroy. Lead levels have been
monitored for some time in this area and readings taken in September 1982 in Alexandra Parade show a level of 1()'8 micrograms per cubic
metre, which is to be compared with the 5·9 micrograms per cubic metre reading taken at the
same place in September 1981. The figures indicate an increase of approximately 80 per cent in
lead levels.
Readings taken oflead levels at the Keele Street
creche and the Gold Street creche in Collingwood were 3·6 micrograms and 3·2 micrograms
per cubic metre respectively. Those figures represent a 60 per cent to 70 per cent increase, as
estimated by the Collingwood City Engineer. The
figure is considerably higher than the Environment Protection Authority recommended level
of 1·5 micrograms.
Naturally the councils and the residents are
concerned about those figures and the possible
effects the lead will have on young children. IUs
recognized that the changes recommended by the
Government to reduce the lead level in petrol by
approximately one-third will be implemented in
January and that they are not reflected in the
figures that I have quoted.
It was understood in discussions held earlier
on the matter that one could not assume a direct
correlation and it would still mean that those
figures would be relatively high. Is the Minister
aware of this situation; if he is, what action does
he propose to take if the councils have contacted
him?
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-The matter I raise concerns the Minister of Water Supply in both his capacity as the
Minister of Water Supply and as the Minister
representing the Treasurer in this House. I refer
the honourable gentleman to the fact that under
the Financial Institutions Duty Act a charge is
made against the water and sewerage trusts at
certain stages of financial transactions.
It is understood that municipalities in a similar position are not subject to the ()'03 cents in
the $1 tax applied on its revenue raising unless it
involves commercial transactions, such as market yards. I raise with the Minister, that if water
and sewerage trusts are charged the financial institutions duty in this manner, it appears to be
somewhat inconsistent. I ask the honourable
gentleman to investigate with his colleague, the
Treasurer in another place, the further inconsistency that may well come about should the rec-
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ommendations of the Public Bodies Review
Committee be put into effect-I understand they
will be and that the municipalization of a number of those services will occur. It will become
far more inconsistent for the tax to be applied to
water and sewerage functions under those
circumstances and may even lead to consideration of the financial institutions duty being extended to local government in its rating function.
The matter is causing grave concern and should
be investigated.
The Hon. F. J. GRANTER (Central Highlands Province)-Has the Minister of Water
Supply made a decision on certain sewerage and
water trusts that are faced with huge increases in
rates because of reductions in interest subsidies?
I understand that the Minister may be considering a revenue subsidy to relieve hardship experienced by ratepayers. Some of those rates will
rise astronomically, and if this occurs, will the
honourable gentleman indicate whether a decision will be made?
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-I raise a matter with the Minister for Industrial Affairs, but I believe Mr Hawke could
deal with the matter instead. It concerns Government projects in Geelong that are not proceeding. I refer to the renovations to the Gordon
Institute of Technology, the Institute of Educational Administration, and a major switch yard
in Geelong. No work has been done on two of
the projects-the technical college and the Institute of Educational Administration. Virtually no
construction has been done since Mr Gallagher
has been sent to gaol.
I ask the Minister what bans have been imposed by the Australian Building Construction
Employees and Builders Labourers Federation
and what steps have been taken to have these
bans lifted?
The HOD. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-I ask the Minister of Water Supply about
the position of irrigators in the Macalister irrigation district. The Minister would be aware that
irrigators are called on to pay certain charges for
irrigation water. At present, there is no water
available from the Macalister irrigation scheme,
and I ask the Minister whether the Government
proposes to proceed to compel farmers to pay for
water that cannot be delivered by the Government or its agency.
The HOD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western
Province)-I ask the Minister for Planning,
whether he is satisfied with the operation of a
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panel system, presently incorporated in the Town
and Country Planning Act, which gives the opportunity for objectors to amendments to planning schemes to have their views considered by
an independent panel, and whether, apart from
technical changes, the Minister proposes to retain that system in the legislation.
The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo Province)-In the absence of the Leader of the Government in this House, I draw the attention of
the Deputy Leader of the Government to the
question of administration of bush-fire funds. Is
the Minister able to describe the role ofMr Smith
and his five colleagues, can he inform the House
whether they will be subject to Government direction, and will this matter be referred to in the
Ministerial statement to be presented tomorrow?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation)-In response to Mr Radford, I suggest that he missed a question that was asked
earlier today during question time, which related
to the same topic. The answer is, yes, a statement
will be made tomorrow. I do not propose to respond to specific questions that Mr Radford
asked because they will be answered in the Ministerial statement presented in both Houses
tomorrow.
Mr Pullen asked a question relating to lead
levels measured in recent times at Alexandra Parade and at locations close to two creches in Collingwood that have given rise to concern. I am
aware of those and I note that the issue of the
Melbourne Times of last week made a headline
of the matter. I indicate to Mr Pullen that I am
to see a delegation from the Fitzroy and Collingwood councils tomorrow. They may not have
received the invitation yet, but I have sent word
that I would like Mr Pullen, Mr Sidiropoulos
and the new Federal member for Melbourne to
attend. The deputation is not coming to see only
me. There will be three Ministers present-the
Minister of Transport, the Minister of Health
and myself.
Answers to Mr Pullen's questions will be
available following that meeting tomorrow.
A question was posed by Mr Bubb, to the Minister for Industrial Affairs in relation to Government projects that he says are not proceeding in
Geelong. There is some doubt about that as I
understand that my colleague, the Minister of
Forests, who is a member for Geelong Province,
suggests they are proceeding. The two projects I
noted were the Gordon Institute of Technology
and the Institute of Educational Administration.
The member for Ballarat asked the nature ofthe
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bans and stated that no work has occurred on
those projects since Mr Gallagher went to gaol. I
cannot respond in the way the honourable member would appreciate, as I am not the spokesman
in that area, but I will take up that matter with
the Minister for Industrial Affairs and a response
will be directed to the honourable member as
soon as possible.
Mr Chamberlai~ asked my opinion of the
panel system which allows for objectors to be
heard or submissions to be made in relation to
amendments to planning schemes. He asked a
general question about my satisfaction with the
system. I am satisfied with the system; I believe
it gives a good opportunity for people to respond
when amendments are proposed. It is a little
different from the appeals system which applies
when a permit is to be issued, in which case the
Planning Appeals Board comes into effect.
The panel system is a system in which a panel
hears objections and then reports to me for a
final determination of the issue. My experience
to date is that that system does work well and
the Government has made certain alterations to
it, as Mr Chamberlain knows. He will be aware
also that some other alterations will be before
the House in a day or two. I am generally satisfied with the system and I do not propose to do
away with it in the proposed legislation that has
been referred to. A rewrite of the Town and
Country PlanniQg Act will occur later this year
and Mr Chamberlain will notice when he sees
the proposed legislation that the Government
intends to maintain that system because I believe it is sensitive to the concerns of people
generally who will be affected by amendments.
The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-I will take up the matter raised by Mr
Baxter, with the Treasur.er and invite him to reply in due course.
The same action will be taken in relation to
the point raised by Mr EYaDS regarding the fact
that water and sewerage trusts are currently subject to financial institutions duty, whilst local
government is not.
In respect of the matter raised by Mr Granter,
consideration is still been given to the long-term
arrangements for water trusts and sewerage authorities and their successive bodies and water
boards. A further interim step is under consideration this year and takes account of the point
raised by the honourable member, that a further
interim step and a need for a further subsidy may
well occur because of the inability of up to 20 per
cent of the existing water trusts and sewerage
authorities to meet their obligations and capital
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commitments without exceeding a level of rating
in excess of one and a half times the State average. That matter is under consideration by both
the Ministry of Water Resources and Water Supply and Treasury, and it is hoped that some commitment can be made by May.
In respect of the matter concerning water
charges in the Macalister irrigation district during a period of drought and the extent to which
those irrigators would be subject to a charge for
irrigation at a time when they are receiving minimal or no water supply, I will take up that matter with the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission and provide an answer in due
course.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Lands)-Mr Wright raised a question in regard
to the proposed increase in the price ofleasehold
land in the north-wesi:. There is something like
1·8 million hectares of uncommitted Crown land
in the Mallee area, and in that area the Lands
Department issues grazing licences in accordance with the recommendations of the Land
Conservation Council.
Presently the rentals are exceedingly low,
around 20 cents to 30 cents per hectare. For example, there are 284 hectares ofland being available for $84 a year or 29 cents a hectare. There is
another instance of 8633 hectares of land with
an annual rental of$327, or 3·8 cents per hectare
per annum. There is another instance of750 000
hectares with an annual rental of$5oo a year or
0-06 ofa cent per hectare per annum. There are
other instances of 700 hectares of prime wheat
growing land which, to this year, have been able
to produce excellent crops for $7 a year. These
are some of the examples of the ridiculously low
rentals being charged for Crown land which people have been overstocking and degrading.
In 1974-75, the local lands officer investigated
this problem. He wrote a report suggesting that
the ~tals ought to be increased and that they
should be based on the dry sheep equivalent to
$2.50. That is not an official but an internal document that was written in 1974-75. I might add
that the recommendations of that land officer
were completely ignored by previous Ministers.
The department has tried over a number of years
to increase the rentals to some realistic figure. It
has been ignored all the time by the Minister of
the day, and the Government believes it is time
that the line was drawn from now on and people
should pay what I believe to be the proper price
for the State-owned assets, and as custodian of
the public land in this State, the land that be-
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longs to all Victorians should not be hired for
The Government took into consideration the
employment factor, and Mr Knowles must realpeppercorn rentals as in the past.
ize that when Mr Brunt, the only sawmill er who
I inform Mr Wright that no decision has been is operating in the area, took that allocation, he
made on how the rentals will be struck. I have was aware that he had that allocation only until
been to Ouyen, and flown over a lot of the country 1988.
about which Mr Wright talked. I met with counThe Government would like to phase out the
cillors in Ouyen, the farmer representatives and logging immediately, but it took into account
the land board people, and I have told them that that there were people employed and that Mr
I am reviewing the whole area of Crown rental, Brunt ought to have the opportunity of phasing
that we might not look to the dry sheep equiva- it out, so a compromise situation was struck to
lent in arriving at the price but that we might phase it out over three years. During that period
look at the value of the land and ask for a per- the Government intends to make some efforts to
centage for the annual rental. There are various procure employment for those people affected in
options that my department is presently exam- various ways. There is a big reafforestation proining. Mr Wright and the people who are quoting gramme planned for the Otways, and it is hoped
that 1974-75 report, should not be doing so be- there may be a logging allocation, and every efcause the decision has not been made, but I as- fort will be made to soften the blow.
sure Mr Wright that the Government believes
This decision is only for the Otways. It does
the rentals can be upgraded, that people ought to not mean that the Government is making a depay a fair price, and the price should be set so cision on national parks generally, but it is bethat they can make a decent living from those cause of the uniqueness of the area and the
properties if they so desire. That is the position knowledge that has come to light since operating
with regard to that particular area.
national parks. Mr Knowles also knows that the
surveys done by the Land Conservation Council
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-There will be no are limited. The coun'cil did the best it could with
increase during this drought?
its resources, but the environmental surveys carried out by the council were limited in their exThe Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-I understand tent and a great deal more work must be done in
that, and that will be taken into account. As Mr the area.
Wright knows, these licences can be waived at
The Hon. R. I. Knowles-Who has carried out
Ministerial discretion in times of drought.
the other surveys?
Mr Knowles raised a point about the decision
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-It has come
on Sunday to phase out logging in the Otway
region. Mr Knowles is a knowledgeable sort of to us from the knowledge of the national park
gentleman, and he would know that the Otway officers who have been working in that area and
area is unique. The forest area is only small. It I understand that there have been further studwas one of the most magnificent forested areas ies. This decision was made in conjunction with
in the early days; it linked up with the Heytes- the Minister for Conservation, as the Minister in
bury forest and was a marvellous forest area. It charge of national parks. I also consulted with
has been gradually cut away for farming land the Minister for Economic Development about
over the years and there is very little of it left in the future of the mill and that is the decision the
comparison with the south Gippsland and east Government has arrived at.
Gippsland forest areas.
Mr Reid raised the problem that the police are
In that remnant of forest, there is a small na- having' in the Gippsland region. The Governtional park and the Government has decided that ment understands the problem recently experiit will phase out logging in three years. The rec- enced by the police in that area. I have taken
ommendations of the Land Conservation Coun- note of what the honourable member said and
cil were that it should be phased out by 1988. We the concern he has expressed, and I will take that
are now phasing it out by 1985. The reason for up with the Minister for Police and Emergency
making that decision is that since we have been Services, Mr Mathews, to find out if what he says
operating in that national park area it has be- is correct. From the way he speaks, it seems that
come apparent that, iflogging is continued at the it is correct, although he may not read all his
rate recommended by the Land Conservation correspondence all the time. I will find out if
Council, a large proportion of the 'area will be something can be done to overcome the problem
degraded and there will be certain species of in the area.
The motion was agreed to.
wildlife that will face threat of extinction because
of the removal of their habitat.
The House adjourned at 11.10 p. m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
COMPANIES FUNDED BY VICTORIAN
GOVERNMENT
(Question No. 1)

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)
asked the Minister for Industrial Affairs, for the
Premier:
What are the names of any companies limited by
guarantee and other companies incorporated under the
companies legislation of the Commonwealth or any
State, which currently are or within the past two years
have been funded wholly or partly out of moneys provided by a Victorian Government (whether out of the
Consolidated Fund, a trust fund or otherwise)?

provided by the Victorian Government, especially
having regard to the Public Bodies Review Committee's lack of power in respect of such bodies and the
possibility that other Governments may· be involved
in their direction and/or funding?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-The answer supplied by the
Premier is:

The Government requires that organizations in receipt of ongoing grants provide audited details of expenditure and a balance sheet each year.
New procedures have been established in the Department of Management and Budget to ensure that
each application for a grant, ongoing or new, is thorThe Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for oughly checked and justified before it is approved.
As indicated in the answer to question on notice No.
Industrial Affairs)-The answer supplied by the
1 asked by the honourable member, funds are provPremier is:
ided to departments which are also used for the purThe information requested by the honourable mem- poses mentioned.
ber is not kept in a manner which would make these
Individual departments have their own methods of
details readily available. However, the "Estimates of
the Receipts and Payments of the Consolidated Fund", ensuring public accountability for these funds and ifhe
which forms part of the Budget documents, contains has a particular query in this regard, he may wish to
the names of the recipients of direct grants from the contact the relevant Minister for details.
Government paid through Treasury. In addition, funds
OIL SPILLAGE AND DISPERSAL
are provided to other departments, for example, Community Welfare Services, portion of which would un(Question No. 17)
doubtedly be used for the purposes mentioned by the
The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western
honourable member.
However, he may also wish to seek the advice of the
other departments to confirm any grants provided from
within their own allocations.
(Question No. 2)

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)
asked the Minister for Industrial Affairs, for the
Premier:
How does the Government propose to ensure public
accountability for the use of Victorian public moneys
and benefits in kind by companies limited by guarantee and other companies incorporated under companies legislation which receive moneys and other benefits
(b)

Province) asked the Minister for Conservation:

(a) What amount was collected during 1980 and 1981
in fines from ship-owners for spillages in Victorian
waters?
(b) What was the cost to State and local governments for dispersal of that oil?
(c) Do oil dispersal methods used in Victoria compare with the most modem techniques?

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation)-The answer is:
(a) 1980

$12300.00
$ 8000.00

1981

1980 OIL POLLUTION PROSECUTIONS

Nameo/Ship

Place 0/Offence

NancyHeath
United Vantage
Acmaea

Melbourne

Figamoya
Australian Enterprise
Tolema
Celebration Venture

Melbourne

Melbourne
Melbourne

Melbourne
Melbourne
Geelong

Fine

Costs

Clean-up
Costs

S

s

S

500.00
2000.00
1500.00

76.30
83. 50
38.00

140.88
1 985.96
142.22

300.00
500.00
1000.00
2000.00

171.32
476.68
. 1792.79
257.20

Nil
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Nameo/Ship

Place o/Offence

Cape Hawk
Midas Apollo
Antigone
llena
Gurhanguner

Geelong
Geeloq
Geeloq
Geeloq
Geeloq

Fine

Costs

S

S

SOO.OO

218.90
117.00

1000.00
7SO.00

Clean-up
Costs
$
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

SOO.OO

107.30
170.00

17SO.00
$12300.00

2SO.00
$1318.20

Fine

Costs

Clean-up
Costs

$
1000.00
1000.00

SOO.OO

$
90.00
300.00
90.40

29.34
76.31
258.10

2SO.00
1000.00

90.00
90.00

SOO.OO

•
•

Nil
Nil
94.28
3271.07

12SO.00

lSO.OO
266.00

367.61
Nil

$8000.00

$1076.40

Nil

(b) 1981 OIL POLLUTION PROSECUTIONS

Nameo/Ship

Place o/Offence

NellaDan
OscoStripe
Zim Canberra
Sberen
NanokS
Kimberley
Osco Tampinex
Amanda Miller
Fares Reefer

Melbourne
Westemport
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Melbourne
Westemport
Geeloq

2000.00

SOO.OO

S

Clean-up Costs for Melbourne and Westemport were recovered from the poUuters
(c) Every eftOrt is made 10 avoid haviq 10 use dispersants 10 overcome an oil poUution. Those dispersants used in Victoria
have been selected for their low Ioxicity and over-all eft'ectiveness. At present a study is beiq arranaed by the Commonwealth

inlo the effectiveness of the latest dispersants haviq in mind the wide ranae of the marine environment found in Australia and
the possibility ofusing aerial application. Dependina on the results of that study a decision will be taken as 10 Australia acquiriq
stocks of the newer types of dispersant 10 supplement and perhaps eventuaUy replace the present stocks held under the National
Plan 1lJT8II8CIIleDts. The fundina for this will be met from the levy collected by the Commonwealth from ships usiq Australian
ports. When the results of the study are 10 hand·dilCUSSioDS will be held by the Victorian State Committee to Combat PoUution
of the Sea by Oil, on which the Ministry ofCouervation is represented, 10 consider if the existiq stocks ofdispersant purchased
by the port authorities in past years for minor incident use, should be replaced by cWferent types.

FRAMUNGHAM FOREST
(Question No. 98)

The Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western
Province) asked the Minister for Industrial Affairs, for the Premier:
In relation to the Government's announcement that
freehold rights will be granted to Aborigines of the
Framlingbam forest:
(a) What will be the nature of that title?
(b) Will it be an unencumbered title in fee simple?
(c) In whose name(s) will the title be issued ("the

transferees")?
(d) Will the duplicate title be handed to the
traIisferees?
(e) Will the transferees hold that title as trustees; if
so-{i) for whom; and (ii) what will be the terms of the
trust arrangement?

(I) What restrictions will be imposed on the transferees' rights to sell, mortgage, encumber or sell the
freehold?
(g) With whom is the Government negotiating on
behalf of the Aboriginal community, and how are the
bona fides of those parties being established?
(h) Will the Premier lay on the table of the Library
a complete copy of the file relating to this issue and,
during Library custody, arrange for that file to be updated regularly?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Aifairs)-The answer supplied by the
Premier is:
Aboriginal ownership and control of Framlingbam
forest is proposed to be restored by a special Act of the
Victorian Parliament.
Discussions over the provisions of the Bill for the
proposed Act have been conducted by Or Ken Cogbill,
M.P., Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet, acting
on behalf of the Premier in the Premier's capacity as
Minister responsible for Aboriginal Affairs.
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The Framlingham community chose to draft its own
Bill which was presented to the Government on 23
December 1982. This Bill is being considered in the
light of the principles applicable to the Aboriginal Land
Rights Bill to be introduced as soon as possible in the
next Parliamentary session.
It would therefore be inappropriate to answer the
question until agreement is reached with the Framlingham community on the final form of the Bill. However, the honourable member is invited to contact Or
Coghill if he wishes to be briefed on the discussions
and details of the proposals.

accommodation used by employees of those bodies is
to be returned to the Ministry by 30 April 1984?
(b) Is the Minister of Housing aware that in many
country towns and cities it would be virtually impossible for public servants so removed to find other
accommodation?
(c) How many tenants from each body are situated
in North Western Province and at what locations?

DONALD MEAT WORKS

(a) The following numbers of employees of the fol. lowing authorities will be affected by the determination:

(Question No. 164)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province) asked the Minister of Agriculture:
As the property known as the Donald Meatworks
was sold at public auction on 5 October 1982 for
$40 000, what liabilities will the Government be required to meet with respect to its guarantee to the Shire
of Donald?

The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-The answer is:
In 1976 and 1977, the Shire of Donald borrowed
four amounts totalling $450 000 which were guaranteed by the then Treasurer. The Treasurer's liability
under each of the guarantees extends to the principal
sum, interest charges and expenses, and the expenses
of enforcing or obtaining or endeavouring to enforce
or obtain payment of the amount JWlranteed and those
interest charges and expenses. Oaims have not yet been
made against the guarantees, but are expected shortly
once the proceeds of the mortgagees' auction have been
realized.
The Government's liability in respect of the four
guarantees is expected to be in the vicinity of$750 000.

PUBLIC SERVICE HOUSING
(Question No. 167)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province) asked the Minister for Conservation,
for the Minister of Housing:
(a) How many State Electricity Commission, Ministry for Police and Emergency Services and Education
Department employees are affected by a Housing
Commission determination that Ministry of Housing

The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation)-The answer supplied by the Minister ofHollsing is:

21
State Electricity Commission
Ministry for Police and Emergency Services
75
Education Department
82
Health Commission
25
(b) It is realized that the employees affected by this
determination may experience some difficulty in finding alternative accommodation in some country areas.
However, the Ministry has given these employees a
period of two years in order to allow them to find
alternative accommodation and has determined that
the present occupants of houses will be allowed to remain wherelithe current tenants meet the Ministry of Housing's
income eligibility criteria;
lithe current tenants were tenants of the Ministry in
that house before their house was allocated to the relevant department-authority; and
lithe houses are situated in areas where there is a low
demand for public rental housing, in which case the
situation will be reviewed every two years.
These measures will ensure that the impact of the
determination will be minimal upon those employees
who would find it difficult to compete in the private
rental market. Simultaneously, the Ministry will be
ensuring that Ministry stock is released, for use by
those peo{)le in the community who are on very low or
statutory lDcomes and who presently suffer hardship
in the private rental market.
(c) The number of tenants for each body who are
located in the North Western Province are as follows:
Health Commission
7
&EC
9
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
13
Education Department
22

These tenants are located in the follOWing towns and cities:
Education
Department

Police
Department

Mildura
Robinvale
Swan Hill
Ouyen
Horsham
Warracknabeal
Hopetoun
Wycheproof
Cohuna
St. Arnaud
Donald

10
I
6
1
2
2

2 houses
2 houses
2 houses

TOTAL

22

Area

houses
house
houses
house
houses
houses

1 house
2 houses

S.E.C.
3
1
1
I

houses
house
house
house

Health
Commission
1 house
4 houses

1 house
1 house

2 houses
1 house
1 house
13

2 houses
1 house

9

7
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IMPROVEMENTS TO BRIDGEWATER
POLICE RESIDENCE

MORDIALLOC POLICE STATION

(Question No. 177)

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)
asked the Minister of Forests, for the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services:

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)
asked the Minister of Forests, for the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services:

(Question No. 179)

(b) When will improvements be carried out on this
residence?

(a) Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services aware that the Mordialloc police station is without
insulation and air-conditioning?
(b) Will the Minister advise when this situation will
be corrected?
(c) When will the station receive essential maintenance and upgrading of toilet facilities?

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services is:

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services is:

(a) Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services aware of the need for the extensive improvements to the police residence at Bridgewater?

(a) Yes.
(b) Approval to proceed with renovation works was

granted on 30 September 1981. However, insufficient
funds were provided in the Police Works and Services
Programme to enable the work to be undertaken.
A substantial increase in the funds for the maintenance of police premises has been provided in the
current programme but, following a further appraisal
of the police residence at Bridgewater, it has been decided, m view of the age and condition of the existing
buildmg, to build a new residence.
Plans to commence work have been accelerated and
action is now being taken to ensure that the new building is completed in the 1983-84 financial year.

INQUIRY INTO REGIONAL TOURISM
(Question No. 178)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province) asked the Minister for Industrial Affairs, for the Minister for Economic
Development:
(a) What are the terms of reference of the current

inquiry by Mr John McFarlane into regional tourism?
(b) Will Mr McFarlane visit each region, and will he
receIve a submission from each region"
(c) By what date is Mr McFarlane required to submit his recommendations to the Minister?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Economic Development is:
(a) Mr McFarlane was asked, broadly, to inquire

into the role and function of regional tourist authorities, relations between Government and regional authorities, employment, ~onal boundaries and funding
of regional tounst authonties.
(b) As the former Chairman of the Victorian Government Travel Authority, Mr McFarlane has a great
depth of background information at his disposal. Each
regional tourist authority was informed of the inquiry
and it is understood that some provided Mr
McFarlane with a submission.
(c) Mr McFarlane was required to report by 24 December 1982, and his report has been received.

(a) and (b) As the Mordialloc police station has a
flat roof, it is difficult to ascertain the type of insulation
if any, that has been installed. The Public Works Department has been asked to investigate the matter and,
if necessary, to install insulation.
Current Treasury policy regarding metropolitan police stations is to provide air-conditioning to new stations only.
(c) Approval to proceed with a programme of repairs and painting at Mordialloc police station was
granted on 28 February 1980. However, insufficient
funds were provided in the police works and services
programme in subsequent years to enable the work to
be undertaken.
A substantial increase in the funds for the maintenance of police premises has been provided in the
current programme and the necessary work at Mordialloc has been scheduled for completion this financial year.
Toilet facilities conform with the requirements of
the Uniform Building Regulations and are considered
to be adequate.

POLICE OFFICERS AND CLERICAL
STAFF OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
(Question No. 182)

The Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higinbotham Province) asked the Minister of Forests,
for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services:
(a) What is the present number of police officers
available for duty, and by how many has this increased
since April 1982?
(b) What are the present numbers of support and
clerical staff members who are not police officers but
are employed by the Police Department, and by how
many have those increased since April 1982?

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister'
for Police and Emergency Services is:
(a) 8337 as at 29 November 1982. This is an increase of 211 since 30 April 1982.
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However, insufficient funds were provided in the Police Works and Services Programme in subsequent years
to enable the work to be undertaken.
A substantial increase in the funds for the maintenance of police premises has been provided in the current programme and the necessary work at Underbool
has been scheduled for completion this financial year.
However, because of the remoteness of the UnderPOLICE RESOURCES IN BEAUMARIS
bool police station and the apparent shortage of qualiAND BLACK ROCK
fied tradesmen in the area, difficulty has been
experienced in attracting tenders. Unfortunately, a
(Question No. 183)
contractor who had agreed to commence work in NoThe Hon. ROBERT LA WSON (Higin- vember 1982, suffered fire damage at his premises, thus
delaying the work at Underbool.
both am Province) asked the Minister of Forests,
for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Every effort is being made to effect the approved
Services:
cyclic maintenance project as soon as practicable.

(b) 1201 as at 29 November 1982. This is an increase of 4 since 30 April 1982. The Government, however, plans to provide an additional 165 support staff
of whom 143 are to release police for operational duties. Thirty additional staff have been employed on a
temporary basis pending the creation of the 165
positions.

Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
MILDURA POLICE STATION
aware of the vandalism and loutish behaviour which
(Question No. 185)
has occurred around the Concourse, Black Rock, durThe
Hon.
N.
B. REID (Bendigo Province)
ing the busy summer period; if so-(i) does the Minister propose to allocate additional police personnel and asked the Minister of Forests, for the Minister
resources to that area to compensate for the closure of for Police and Emergency Services.
the Black Rock and Beaumaris police stations; and (ii)
can he give an assurance that the residents of BeauIs the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
maris and Black Rock will be protected at all times?
aware of the unsatisfactory state of the reception facilities at the combined watchhouse and inquiry counter
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of and the cramped conditions at the Mildura police staForests)-The answer supplied by the Minister tion; if so, when will action be taken to alleviate these
problems?
for Police and Emergency Services is:
(i) It is not intended to close either Black Rock
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
police station or Beaumaris police station. Both sta- Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister
tions are open from 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m., Monday to
Saturday, and at other times police are rostered from for Police and Emergency Services is:
the Sandringham police station so that the visible p0As the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
lice presence in both areas is strengthened by addi- inspected the Mildura police station on 29 April 1982
tional patrols.
he is aware ofthe condition of the premises.
(ii) All crimes and other offences reported are
In 1980, the Public Works Department was rebrought to the attention of the officer in charge of the quested to prepare plans and an estimate of cost for the
police district, whose function is to deploy available extension of the station. It was proposed that the existresources and employ whatever policing strategies are ing administration building would be demolished and
necessary to combat the problem.
a new 46 square complex constructed.
Further analysis of the project indicates that the exUNDERBOOL POLICE STATION
isting building is of sound construction and in good
repair. It is intended, therefore, to extend and renovate
(Question No. 184)
the existing building. The project is included in the
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province) approved 1982-83 Police Works and Services Proasked the Minister of Forests, for the Minister gramme to enable the design and development phase
to proceed.
for Police and Emergency Services:
In the interim, the Transport Regulation Board has
Is the Minister for Police and Emergency Services been requested to seek alternative accommodation for
aware of the unsatisfactory condition of the Underbool the licence testing and vehicle registration functions
police station and residence; if so, when will necessary thereby providing additional space at the police station
improvements be undertaken?
for uniform and CIB personnel.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services is:

PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERANNUATION
BENEFITS

(Question No. 187)
The Government is aware of the condition of the
The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)
U nderbool police station and residence.
asked
the Minister for Minerals and Energy, for
Approval to proceed with the cyclic maintenance of
the station and residence was granted on 13 June 1979. the Treasurer:
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Following a recent announcement that the New South
Wales Government will no longer fully index public
service superannuation benefits against inflation, will
the Treasurer give an assurance that the Victorian
Government does not intend to change existing policy?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy)-The answer supplied by the
Treasurer is:
An inquiry into public sector superannuation is being
conducted by the Economic and Budget Review Committee. In the meantime there is no consideration being
given to any alterations being effected in relation to
superannuation policy.

CIB DETECTIVES
(Question No. 188)

The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)
asked the Minister of Forests, for the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services:
(a) When will the Minister for Police and Emergency Services provide an answer to the matter of CIB
detectives covering two geographical divisions, which
was raised in the Legislative Council on 16 and 24
November?
(b) Is the Minister aware that a detective has been
injured as a result of the above policy?

The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-The answer supplied by the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services is :

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-The answer is:
(a) The current storages position indicates that all
normal requirements can be met in 1983 to supply the
Wimmera-Mallee stock and domestic system. The
minimum desirable storage capacity of the Grampians
storages to supply the domestic and stock requirements, urban, water trusts and the irrigation districts
is 350000 ML, as at I January in each year. At I
December 1982 the total available water in store was
351690 ML.

Substantial rainfall in the catchments will be required during the winter and spring of 1983 to provide
reserve for 1984.
(b) No.
(c) The commission will endeavour to supply all
farms with water, but the sand drift situation. could
inhibit the normal water delivery schedules. '

Under the Water Act, all farmers are required to pay
full rates and an amendment to the Act would be required for a reduction or deferral of rates, The supply
situation will be kept under review.
(d) The Horsham Irrigation District irrigators will
receive their normal entitlements in the 1982-83 irrigation'season.

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AND
GUARANTEES OF VICTORIA
(Question No. 196)

(a) The honourable member has been provided with

a reply.
(b) There is no record of any detective being injured
as a result of the change in rostering policy.

WATER IN WIMMERA-MALLEE STOCK
AND DOMESTIC SYSTEM
(Question No. 193)

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province) asked the Minister of Water Supply:
(a) What plans has the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission for distribution of water in the Wimmera-Mallee stock and domestic system for 1983?
(b) Is it proposed or intended, if autumn and winter
rainfall is below average, to release water for urban
storages only?

The Hon. J. V. C. GUEST (Monash Province)
asked the Minister for Minerals and Energy, for
the Treasurer:
(a) Has the Treasurer a list or lists of all the contingent liabilities of the State of Victoria, and of guarantees which could lead to charges on the consolidated or
any other public funds; if so, will he make such list or
lists public; if not, will he cause such a list to be prepared including the names of persons in whose favour
guarantees have been given, as soon as possible, and
make it public?
(b) Will the Treasurer undertake, in future, to publish, at least on an annual basis, updated lists of such
contingent liabilities and/or guarantees or such of them
as have been incurred or have varied in the preceding
year?

(c) If no water is available for farm use or if its
availability is restricted, will all farmers, including those
who may not receive water, be required to pay their
full water rate?

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy)-The answer supplied by the
Treasurer is:

(d) Given the current water situation, for how long
will water be made available to the Horsham Irrigation
District?

The information requested by the honourable member is published annually in the Treasurer's "Finance"
Statement.
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UNEMPWYMENT IN BENDIGO
PROVINCE
(Question No. 198)

The Hon. J. W. S. RADFORD (Bendigo Province) asked the Minister for Industrial Affairs,
for the Minister for Economic Development:
(a) What initiatives has the Government taken to
alleviate unemployment in Bendigo Province since 3
Apri11982?
(b) Will he indicate by town and/or district the
number of people actually employed or given training
under those initiatives?

The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Economic Development is:
The Ministry for Economic Development has responsibility for the over-all economic development of
the State with particular reference to the establishment, support and development of country industries.
Direct employment creating schemes and training programmes are the province of my colleague, the
Honourable J. Simmonds, M.P., Minister for Employment and Training. That Ministry has instituted a
number of new and innovative programmes to create
employment and to enable the jobless to benefit from
training and work experience in the expectation that
they will ultimately be able to find permanent employment. That Ministry has recently instituted a $30 million Employment Initiatives Programme and I am sure
that my Ministerial colleague would be happy to provide details on request.
For my own Ministry's part, its activities in country
areas such as the Bendigo Province fall into several
areas, viz:
Assistance to country industries under the decentralization programme including incentive payments and loans.
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The Ministry does not compile statistics on incentives payments by individual towns as there are some
legislative constraints on disclosing details of pay-roll
and land tax rebates to individual firms. Details would
become obvious in the case of the smaller towns, even
using aggregates.
. It will be noted that the expenditure on the assistance programme by this Government is likely to be
increased by almost 20 per cent this financial year.
Some regional figures are available although they are
not compiled on the basis of the honourable member's
electorate, but rather on the basis of Government statistical areas. For example the Victorian Economic Development CorporatIOn made ten loans totalling
$721 000 in the North Central Region in 1981-82. The
break up of these loans on a $ value basis is as follows:

. $
Decentralized industries

518000
60000

Preferred industries
Tourist industries

143000
721000

Whilst I acknowledge that this programme was innovative in 1972, my Government believes that it is
time to reassess our programme of assistance to country
municipalities and country industries. Far too much
of our expenditure goes back to Canberra in the form
of taxation and little monitoring of the effects of the
programme was undertaken by the previous
Government.
My Ministry is in the process of consulting with
industry, industry groups, unions and the community
in determining what is needed for the future.

BACKLOG SEWERAGE CONNECTION
PROGRAMME
(Question No. 200)

Counselling by the Small Business' Development
Corporation and assistance under its guarantee
programme.

The Hon. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham
Province) asked the Minister of Water Supply:

Assistance to municipalities and development
committees to attract new industries, gather information and develop strategies;

How much was allocated br the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works m each of its four regions for the backlog sewerage connection programme
for the years 1981-82 and 1982-83, respectively?

This Government acknowledges the commitment of
the previous Government to the decentralization programme. The following table lists the total expenditure
on assistance under this programme, including estimates for the 1982-83 financial year.

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-The answer is:

Year

198~81

1981-82
1982-83

Total Assistance by
Grant ex Development
Fund

V.E.D.C. Loans

$

$

339461S7
37137418
44 190 000 (est.)

to 288 000
6106600

Session 1983-72

Not available

During the years 1981-82 and 1982-83, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works allocated
funds for backlog sewerage works within the four regional areas as follows:

Northern area commission
Southern area commission
Eastern area commission
Western area commission

1982-83
1981-82
$
$
5573000 9071 000
5454000 4838000
22456000 17426000
3616000 5376000
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Wednesday, 16 March 1983

USE OF RAAF HERCULES PLANE IN
BUSH FIRES

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)
took the chair at 1~.4 a.m. and read the prayer.

The Hon. J. L. DIXON (Boronia Province)Can the Minister of Forests inform the House
whether his department had any difficulty in obtaining access to the RAAF Hercules during the
recent bush fires? If so, what proposals does the
honourable gentleman have to overcome these
difficulties in the future?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-As honourable members would be
aware, the use of the RAAF Hercules fire-fighting
aircraft was of immense value in the recent bush
fires. In the previous year the aircraft was used
on only four occasions, but those occasions did
not provide a real opportunity to evaluate its
effectiveness. However, during the recent bush
fires the plane was used extensively and
successfully.
Initially, the Government experienced a great
deal of difficulty in obtaining the use of the plane.
The former Federal Government took a long time
to provide approval to have the aircraft situated
in Victoria. Indeed, the Government experienced trouble in obtaining access to the aircraft,
and delays with the former Federal Government
when applying for the use of the aircraft. The
former Federal Government requested the Victorian Government to pay the full operating cost
for the aircraft, which is approximately $4500 an
hour. In some cases the aircraft has been used
for 6 to 8 hours a day, which indicates the enormous cost that the Victorian Government has
been forced to meet.
Since the new Federal Government has been
elected, I spoke to the new Minister for Defence,
Mr Scholes, who has agreed to review the situation in regard to the bush-fire fighting programme this year and to organize a meeting on
the use of the plane for next year once its usefulness has been fully evaluated.

MOTOR CAR (LEARNER DRIVERS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly and,
on the motion of the Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE
(Minister of Forests), was read a first time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

BUSH-FIRE RELIEF
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)-I
ask the Minister for Minerals and Energy, representing the Treasurer, to provide precise details
of the $64 million cost to the State Government
caused by the bush fires and drought and to indicate what contribution towards this cost the
Commonwealth Government will make under
the national disaster arrangements between the
States and the Commonwealth Government.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy)- I will take up the matter
with the Treasurer and provide Mr Reid with an
answer in due course.
REVIEW OF FORESTS COMMISSION
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-In the first sessional period of the
new Parliament in May last year, I asked the
Minister of Forests a question on the future of
the Forests Commission. The honourable
gentleman indicated at that time that a full review of the functions of the Forests Commission
was being carried out by his department and that,
following that review, he would make a Ministerial statement to the Parliament on the Forests
Commission. Has that review been completed
and, if so, when will the honourable gentleman
make the Ministerial statement as promised?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-There has been a review of the Forests
Commission by five different task forces compposed of personnel from the Forests Commission. Those five task forces have completed their
work and a complete report has been printed. It
is hoped that I will be able to make that report
available to the Parliament and to the public
generally within a matter of weeks.

REPLACEMENT OF POWER LINES IN
FIRE-DAMAGED AREAS
The Hon. H. G. BAYWR (Boronia Province)-I direct a question to the Minister for
Minerals and Energy on behalf of victims of the
recent bush fires. Many of these people were led
to believe that they would have the power poles
reinstated by the State Electricity Commission
when reconnecting power to their properties.
They have since been told that they will be responsible entirely for all costs for reinstating

Questions without Notice
power supplies to their land. I ask the Minister
to clarify this situation.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minerals and Energy)-The State Electricity Commission made significant attempts to restore
power line connections throughout the areas affected by the fires. I will refer the question on the
costs associated with the provision of power to
individual properties to the commission and
provide the honourable member with a response
in due course.
BOARD OF WORKS ROLE
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne Province)-The question I ask of the Minister for
Planning relates to his role as chairman of the
Cabinet sub-committee that is examining proposals to review and restructure of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. Will
the honourable gentleman inform the House of
the terms of reference of the working party that
has been set up and advise when it is anticipated
that there will be an answer to the question of
the board's future role?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning)-The Government has appointed a working group to analyse the options that are available
for the future role of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works. The group is chaired by
Mr John Mant, a consultant who has recently
worked on reviews of the Ministry for Planning,
the Ministry for Conservation, the Forests Commission and the Lands Department. Other
members are Mr Peter Cownley, a board member for the western suburbs, Mr Gary Jungwirth,
from the Department of Minerals and Energy
who also represents Australian Labor Party policy committees, and Ruth Duncan from the Office of Management and Budget.
The group's terms of reference are to identify
the options, advantages and disadvantages of the
board; to analyse those options as they relate to
the present board functions and structure; to examine the recommendations of the Darvall inquiry and the Bains report; to consider public
statements made by Government representatives; and to submit a report with recommendations by the end of March to the Cabinet subcommittee which I chair.
It is an important piece of work. As honourable members will know, some restructuring of
the board has occurred already. A new chairman
has been appointed and the full-time general
manager's position that was created last year is
soon to be filled.
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The paper prepared by the working group will
be made available for some months this year for
public discussion so that the options in that paper can be properly debated publicly. The Government believes the paper will be the start of a
public process that will conclude by the end of
this year when the Government will be able to
state exactly the structure under which the board
should operate in the future.
BOARD OF WORKS DIVIDEND
The Hon. R. J. WNG (Gippsland Province)-I direct a question to the Minister of Water
Supply, who is also the representative in this
House of the Treasurer. The honourable gentleman will recall that in the last Budget the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works was
required to contribute by way of dividend to
State funds the sum of $30 million. I ask the
Minister whether that money has been paid by
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
to Treasury?
The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-On the question of the equity contributions from statutory authorities-in this case,
the Board of Works-I will take up that matter
with the Treasurer and provide a response to the
honourable member in due course.
STOCK AGISTMENT SUBSIDY
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I ask the Minister of Lands, who is the
Minister responsible for administering droughtrelief measures: For stock agisted interstate from
drought-affected areas and areas affected by recent bush fires in Victoria, will he inform the
House whether or not the agistment subsidy
scheme that is operating at present in Victoria
will be extended to cover stock agisted out of the
State in New South Wales, South Australia,
Queensland or any other State? Will the honourable gentleman make a definitive statement on
the issue to clarify the situation for producers
who have stock agisted interstate?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Lands)-As the Chairman of the Drought Advisory Committee, I advise the honourable member that it is not the intention to pay agistment
subsidies for stock agisted interstate. It is the
intention of the Government to encourage the
retention of breeding stock in this State and it
was decided by the Government that the actual
boundary should be the State boundary.
Without making any commitment whatsoever, the Government may review the situation
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of farmers who take stock across the border when
the stock comes back into Victoria, but that
would be the only situation in which the Government would possibly review.

Questions without Notice
ALCOAOF AUSTRALIALTD

The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-Can the Minister for Minerals and Energy advise whether the Government has
concluded an agreement with Alcoa of Australia
RIDES AND AMUSEMENTS
Ltd in respect of the price of power to Alcoa for
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown both its Geelong and Portland operations? If so,
Province)-I address a question to the Minister when will details ofthat agreement be made pubof Labour and Industry. Has the Minister's de- lic and is the price offered by the Victorian Govpartment investigated the near tragic accident at ernment less than that listed by the State
the Phillip Institute of Technology in Bundoora Electricity Commission in its published tariff M
on 12 December last in which 21 children were option 5?
injured, three seriously, and could well have been
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister for Minkilled, on a hayride when a trailer towed by a erals and Energy)-As honourable members
tractor overturned? What action is being taken would be aware, the long-term contract for the
by the Government to prevent the recurrence of first two pot lines at Point Henry, which came
this type of accident?
into existence in 1961, and which was at a fixed
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of price with movements in line with half the
Labour and Industry)-Quite stringent laws and movement in the consumer price index, termiregulations relating to the operation of rides and nates at the end of March. An interim tariff is
amusements exist under the Lifts and Cranes provided in respect of the third pot line at Point
Act. In recent years, a number of tragic accidents Henry and discussions are continuing in respect
involving unapproved rides and amusements of the proposed tariff for the smelter at Portland.
have occurred. These include the tragic death of It should also be understood that the principles
a nine year old boy, Glen Hayes, at a church fete which will apply to the determination of the tarin Scoresby in March 1982. Glen's fatal injuries iff at Point Henry and Portland are the same
resulted from a fall from a mock steam train-a principles, with the exception that the costs of
utility towing a large trailer. In neither of the the power line to Portland will be included in the
cases mentioned, did the ride concerned have tariff for Portland. That will be the only distincthe necessary safety approval of the Department tion. Discussions are continuing in regard to that
matter and when they have been concluded with
of Labour and Industry.
Alcoa,
details will be made public by the Premier.
The previous Government appeared to show
considerable reluctance to prosecute organizers
WATER ALLOCATION TO PRIVATE
of fetes, fairs and the like for charitable purposes
DlVERTERS
who did not have the required permits and safety
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
approvals. In respect of more recent entertainment activities, the Moomba function, permis- Province)-I direct a question to the Minister of
sion was given by one Government department Water Supply about the allocation of water to
for a certain activity, but the activity was ques- private diverters along the River Murray, partictioned by another department regarding differ- ularly in the region of Boundary Bend, Robinent aspects of safety. Such matters are being vale and Wemen. Reports have been circulating
that the amount of water being allocated under
addressed at present.
In the case of the death of Glen Hayes, my the private diverter licences will not be forthimmediate predecessor, the Honourable Rob coming in the present year.
In view of the employment opportunities that
Jolly, directed the Department of Labour and
Industry to ensure that applicants for permits are made available by these vegetable growersunder the Sunday Entertainment Act or ap- some of them employ up to fifteen people-can
proval under the Labour and Industry Act for the Minister give an assurance that there will not
fairs, fetes or bazaars were advised routinely of be interference with the normal allocation made
their obligations in respect of safety of public as of right to these private diverters?
rides. That is continuing at present. The GovernThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
ment is also considering other measures such as Supply)-During this difficult period of the
advertising prior to the main "fete season", so drought, the irrigators in Victoria have certainly
that organizers will be aware of their obligation come into their own, and the significance of the
to maintain the safety of the public.
irrigation industry can be seen by anyone who

Questions without Notice

travels through Victoria. Certainly the position
of the irrigators has been made more difficult by
the shortage of water supply for both the holders
of the water right and for the private diverters.
However, I give Mr Wright the assurance that
I shall be more than happy to see a deputation of
representatives of those private diverters to discuss the issue in respect of both the current irrigation season and to the manner in which the
Government intends to approach the issue in the
next season so that they can have some assurance about their prospects for the year ahead.
OVERSEAS MANUFACTURED
EQUIPMENT
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Pro vince)-I ask the Minister of Labour and Industry
what action, if any, has been taken by the Government to ensure that overseas manufactured
equipment, particularly large pressure vessels,
designed for use in brown coal liquefaction, meets
all the necessary Australian safety standards?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of
Labour and Industry)-I understand contracts
let by the company include five pressure vessels
worth well over $15 million from Japan. The
Director of Technical Services of the Department of Labour and Industry recently returned
from Japan, where, at the invitation of the company, he inspected and examined methods of
manufacture, quality control and safety standards, comparing the standards of the Japanese
pressure vessels proposed for use in Australia
with our own standards. His inspection revealed
that they did not come up to Australian standards but he believes that with extensive modifications the appropriate standard of quality
control processes for pressure vessels could be
achieved. But perhaps more important, apart
from updating the Japanese manufacturing process, the company has indicated that it expects to
be able to use and will certainly encourage the
use of Victorian manufacturers for this process
in future. The Department of Labour and Industry is anxious to encourage that.
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if he agrees with them, after they have taken
place, how does he intend to fill in his time?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of
Labour and Industry)-"Yes", "Yes", and
"Answering stupid questions from the
Opposition" .
GOULBURN-MURRAY IRRIGATION
DISTRICT
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-To assist the irrigators, particularly
in the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District, to
make managerial decisions for the next season,
will the Minister of Water Supply arrange for the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission to
compute and publish a chart which might give
some indication to irrigators of the percentage of
water right they can expect to receive next year
based on a number of scenarios depending on
the wetness or otherwise of the forthcoming winter? I am not asking the Minister to crystal ball
gaze but to put up a number offormulae that will
enable the irrigators to make some decisions on
that basis.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-To the extent that the Minister is not
crystal ball gazing, he may reply to the question
asked.

DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR AND
INDUSTRY

The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-In response to the honourable member's question about the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District, it is the intention of the
Government to consult with all advisory councils, not only about the water rights but also the
issue of charges before the Government makes a
decision on charges and the water rights issue.
The honourable member will appreciate that the
water right allocation for this year has been 130
per cent and it was foreshadowed when that decision was made in about last August or September that the direction in which the commission
was heading for the allocation of water rights for
the season of 1983-84 was about 100 per cent of
the water right, depending on rainfall patterns
and the state of reservoirs.

The Hon. P. D. BLOCK (Nunawading Province)-1 ask the Minister of Labour and Industry
whether he was consulted about the proposed
transfer from his department ofthe inspectorates
for shops and factories, lifts and cranes to the
Ministry of Employment and Training. Ifhe were
consulted, does he agree with these moves, and

I will ask the Water Commission to provide
material in the form of brief notes constituting a
supply report so that the advisory councils can
consider the issue of water charges in that context. At present, it is my understanding that the
commission is still considering about 100 per
cent of water rights.
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MELBOURNE WATER SUPPLY
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-Will the Minister of Water Supply
please advise the House, firstly, of the current
water supply situation in the City of Melbourne
and how successful the water restrictions have
been? Secondly, does Melbourne have a guaranteed continued water supply and, thirdly, what
action has been taken by the Government to
ensure a future adequate water supply?
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-The reservoirs of Melbourne, which
have a capacity of710 000 megalitres, currently
hold 290 000 megalitres. The most critical reservoir is the Upper Yarra reservoir which is currentlyat 23 per cent of its capacity holding 46 000
megalitres. The Government set a target of water
consumption of less than 1100 megalitres a day
on 18 November and introduced water restrictions on 1 December. During the period since
the introduction of restrictions at level 4, outstanding co-operation has been received from
the people of Melbourne in achieving the target
of less than 1100 megalitres a day. The only period when that was not achieved regularly was
between 1 February and 14 February, which necessitated the move to level 6 restrictions.
The Government hopes that the change in the
hours when people are able to water their gardens will still enable the target of 1100 megalitres
to be achieved and, subject to an improvement
in rainfall patterns, I hope to review the situation
at the end of March with a view to considering a
reduction in the level of restrictions in order to
phase them out as soon as possible. During the
winter period, it is the Government's intention
to maintain some form of advertising programme because, as all honourable members will
appreciate, no additions will be made to the water
storage capacities in the summer of 1983-84 and
the Government has set the target of 1100 megalitres a day to ensure that approximately 40 ()()()
megalitres is held in the Upper Yarra reservoir
by the end of April as an insurance policy for the
summer of 1983-84. Honourable members
should be aware that the completion of the
Thomson River dam has been speeded up so
that it can commence to be filled with the onset
of spring rains in October or November this year,
although it will not be filled for the summer of
1983-84.
The Hon. R. J. Long-You cannot take water
in November from Gippsland.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-It is possible to
divert water from the Thomson River dam to

Ministerial Statement

the Upper Yarra reservoir so long as the daily
average flow in the Thomson River is in excess
of 150 megalitres a day. It will not be possible to
use water accumulated in this storage, which will
commence to fill in October, except in an emergency. It will not be possible to divert that water
prior to the summer of 1984-85. The storage will
commence to fill this summer and it is hoped
that, although it will not be available as a new
storage for the summer of 1983-84, it might be
available subject to rainfall patterns in an emergency for the summer of 1984-85.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Ash Wednesday bush fires
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-In response to an interjection from the Leader of the Opposition, I indicated that a Ministerial statement would be made
today concerning the Ash Wednesday bush fires,
which is how the tragedy has come to be known.
The Ministerial statement to be delivered by the
Premier in another place is of considerable length
and would take me, on my estimation, approximately 2 hours to read. I have made available to
the Leaders of the other parties copies of the
Ministerial statement and the accompanying two
documents, uThe Establishment and Funding of
Area Committees for Bushfire Affected Communities", and uSummary of Financial Assistance Available to Bushfire Victims as at 15th
March 1983". Therefore, by leave, I move:
That there be laid before this House copies of(a) a Ministerial statement made in the Legislative

Assembly by the Honourable John Cain, M.P., Premier of Victoria, on 16 March 1983;
(b) a summary of financial assistance available to
bush-fire victims as at I S March 1983; and
(c) details of establishment and funding of area committees for bush-fire affected communities.

I understand that additional copies of the Ministerial statement and accompanying documents
are available from the Papers Room. The purpose of my motion is to allow the Legislative
Council the opportunity of debating the Ministerial statement delivered by the Premier in another place.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs) presented the papers in compliance with the foregoing order.
It was ordered that they be laid on the table.

Integration ofFire Services
On the motion of the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs), it was ordered that they be taken into consideration later
this day.
INTEGRATION OF FIRE SERVICES
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-I move:
That this House resolves that integration of the
Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board should not take place.

The Government policy to amalgamate the two
organizations involved has caused considerable
concern, particularly in country areas and in those
areas serviced by the Country Fire Authority.
The report of the Public Service Board study
group, which was commissioned by the Minister, has done nothing to alleviate that concern
and has presented only four options for consideration. Those options range from complete integration of the two services to inter-linking
membership of the two boards and various degrees of co-operation thrown in. The fifth possible option-that is, of no change to the present
circumstances-does not even get a mention.
In his brief to the Public Service Board, the
Minister simply does not ask whether integration is necessary but just asks for an examination
of the best way of bringing about integration.
The Minister neither called for nor carried out
a cost benefit analysis of the effect of the withdrawal of the whole or part of the volunteer services of the 108 000 volunteer firemen from
Victoria in the fire services of the State.
Why did the Government take this action?
Why was this policy included quite needlessly
and without due consideration in the Australian
Labor Party platform prior to the past election?
Perhaps some of the reasons are given in the
Victorian Rural Fire Brigades Association evaluation of the study undertaken by the Public
Service Board for an alternative organization for
an integrated fire service in Victoria, dated January 1983.
Page (v) of that evaluation states:
It is clear that the study was initiated as a result of
blatant pressure brought to bear on the State Government by the United Firefighters Union, to enable it to
extend its power base.

On page (v) it further states:
Fire prevention is of equal importance with fire
suppression in the country areas of Victoria, but there
is no reference to it in the report.
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The evaluation, however, recognizes the dangers
of the industrial relations issue, because it states:
The increased vulnerability of the State's total fire
services to the threat of industrial action needs to be
taken into account.

Further on it states:
The consultants believe industrial relations are a key
component in any changed strategy for the fire services
and foresee the need for a comprehensive expert review of current award-fixing and dispute settling
mechanisms.

It seems that the key area is that of industrial
relations within this new proposal by the Victorian Government.
It is a relevant question to ask: If industrial
relations are so important, and if cost benefit
analyses have been ignored, then why risk the
change?
The Country Fire Authority grew out of the
need for the rural communities, in one of the
most fire-prone areas of the world, to act together
for fire prevention and fire suppression. The two
major responsibilities of the authority are fire
prevention and fire suppression. The Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board has very little, if any,
responsibility in the matter of fire prevention. It
simply has responsibility in fire suppression; two
totally different areas.
For years, the authority provided its own
equipment, and it still does. It has as many as
5500 privately-owned units, vehicles and pumps,
with an estimated value of$25 million-I quote
from the Victorian Rural Fire Brigades document again. It states that, in addition, the authority regularly calls on substantial amounts of
equipment from private individuals, companies
and municipal councils; equipment ranging from
bulldozers, privately-owned graders, other
equipment owned by shire councils, and tankers
of all sorts, that are made available on a totally
voluntary basis to the organization. If the authority calls for them, there is some recompense for
operating expenses and some insurance cover in
case of damage to the equipment, but the cost of
that is provided by the municipalities, by companies and by private individuals. It would be
trite to observe that no similar arrangements are
available for the services provided by the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, and yet that facility adds greatly to the cost effectiveness of the
Country Fire Authority
I have already commented on the fact that
more than 100 000 volunteers are on call every
time there is a serious fire threat within Victoria.
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The efficiency, courage and dedication of those
100 000 volunteers have been adequately, and,
in some cases, tragically demonstrated during
the past terrible fire season. These men and
women give of their own time on Saturdays and
Sundays when they are not at their work. They
leave their businesses and, in many cases, their
jobs-and their wages are made up by employers-to carry out the duty of fire fighters
throughout Victoria, at no cost. That cost is met
from outside the fire service. That is not the case
with the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
In addition, the Country Fire Authority. conducts its own fund raising. Its members are constantly seeking additional sources of funding to
provide better equipment and facilities. Some
municipalities also make substantial contributions to the authority, and have done so for many
years, not only for the purchase of equipment
and radios, but also for the various facilities
needed to increase the efficiency of the fire
services.
Country Fire Authority volunteers-volunteers, not people who are paid, but people who
are prepared to work in their own time-attend
a wide variety of training sessions. In the local
field, they may perhaps attend the local fire brigade and go through some of the forms of work
that would need to be carried out to suppress a
fire. They may also attend competitions, perhaps
organized locally, to check the efficiency under
competition conditions of the equipment they
will have to use for fire suppression. They might
also take part in rural fire brigade demonstrations which can be on a local, regional or State
basis. In each case, that competition is designed
to increase the efficiency of operation of equipment by the people who will be manning that
equipment in a fire.
Other members of the authority voluntarily
give up their time to attend courses at Fiskville.
Some years ago, they attended courses at the
Marcus Oldham Farm Management College.
Volunteers also help to build and maintain fire
sheds and to improve the facilities and equipment kept there. Any honourable member who
represents a country area will know of the work
carried out by CFA volunteers in the area he
represents. He will be aware of the hours oftheir
time, the materials and the resources put in free
of charge to improve the facilities. There is no
similar voluntary organization within the area
covered by the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
All of the work for that organization and all of
the resources must be provided at a monetary

Integration ofFire Services
cost to the community. That is the vast difference between the two organizations.
Volunteers also maintain their units. They ensure that units are serviced and looked after and
that they are cleaned after a fire and that the
hoses are cleaned out. The vehicles are regularly
test driven. I can guarantee that on almost every
country road in Victoria on a Sunday morning
one can see the local fire unit go out for a 10 or
20 mile drive to make sure that the unit is working and to give the volunteers practice in driving
and maintaining the equipment. The volunteers
also maintain radios and radio bases. They conduct regular schedules to test the equipment and
the way in which the co-ordination would operate in the event of a major bush fire.
No Government started this organization. I
repeat: No Government started the organization. It grew from a genuine grass roots move to
provide assistance in the most fire-prone area in
the world. Government help came later and it
came in the acceptable form of better equipment
and the provision of the extremely professional
permanent officers now employed by the authority. I must pay my own tribute to the dedication, personality and genuine good sense ofthese
permanent officers and the strong relationships
they have formed with the volunteer fire fighters
and fire-fighting groups.
As well, legislation has been passed at various
times to assist in fire prevention and fire suppression. That legislation has covered such matters
as penalties for the lighting of fires on days when
there are restrictions and the proclamation of
days of total fire ban throughout the State. They
have included all the various legislative procedures that are necessary to assist in the suppression and prevention of fires. The Government
has provided worth-while assistance in those
areas but I reiterate that the organization was set
up by the community without Government intervention, and it should be allowed to continue
without too much more Government
intervention.
The system has become a most efficient and
cost effective system offire fighting. It would not
be unreasonable to say that the service is world
renowned and, because of its unique nature, Victoria should be very proud of it. To pursue integration would be a most unfortunate course of
action.
Section 5. 11 at page 22 of the evaluation by
the Victorian Rural Fire Brigades Association of

Integration ofFire Services
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the report prepared by the Public Service Board
states that to proceed with integration would:

Association refers to a submission by the Knox
City Council to the inquiry. The evaluation states:

. . . place in jeopardy the contribution by volunteer
firefighters and also voluntary financial support from
the rural community; create potential for industrial
conflict; create potential for escalating capital and operational costs of fire services.

... The involvement of unions are presently hampering the efficient and effective operation of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and its fire servicing
responsibilities. This point has recently been emphasized with discussions between the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board and a number of municipalities over
the level of financial contribution sought from Councils during the 1982-83 financial year. This reflects a
rise of 45·25% in municipal contributions when compared to the previous financial year. There is every
indication that increases for 1983-84 will be around
30%.
Members of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
are adamant in their response to criticisms levelled
over rises in municipal contributions. They state that
the costs presently borne by the board are a direct
result of a wage spiral and increases in manpower, both
of which have been brought upon by a strong, militant
firefighters union.

In case anyone thinks that is a biased view, I
point out that it is not. That was a direct quotation from the study commissioned by the Minister and entitled, "An Alternative Organization
and Funding Arrangement for an Integrated Fire
Service in Victoria". The report commissioned
by the Minister claims that the whole of the volunteer fire service would be placed in jeopardy if
integration were pursued. That should be fully
and firmly underlined.
One might well ask, "Why does the Government want to integrate the fire services in Victoria?" Certainly, both services deal with fires
and their suppression, but so do the Forests
Commission, the National Parks Service and, in
certain areas of assistance at fires, the State
Emergency Service and the police. If that is the
case, why not integrate the whole flaming lot? I
use the word "flaming" as a good illustration.
One of the reasons suggested for the consideration of integration has been integration of the
purchase of equipment. Can anyone imagine
anything more inappropriate than a Melbourne
fire brigade unit-one of the ones that scream
past this place regularly and I actually saw them
fight a fire one day-at a grass fire or, worse, in
rugged mountain ranges? It would not be possible even to get it there! Or can one imagine anything more inadequate than a CFA four-wheel
drive vehicle at a city fire? The simple fact is that
the two types of equipment are totally different.
The basis on which they are built is totally
different.
The report states that some of the fire hydrants
do not correlate and it is difficult for a CFA vehicle to use a metropolitan fire hydrant. The solution is pretty simple. The vehicles carry hoses
with adaptors. They have the right kind of screw
on each end. That is much simpler than
integration!
The next suggestion is that the escalating costs
of fire services is a reason for integration. The
report does not examine the matter and that is a
serious deficiency of the report. It may be possible that, through integration, there could be some
reduction in costs. Page 15 of the evaluation carried out by the Victorian Rural Fire Brigades

In other words, if the two services were integrated there would be a huge escalation of costs
throughout the CFA services. It is clear throughout the report that the authority is recognized as
the most cost-effective organization. When the
Public Service Board report examines the numbers of men put into the field for the cost and the
administrative costs per man put into the field,
it clearly comes down in favour of the authority.
That is perhaps not because of any inherent efficiency of the personnel who are paid but simply
because ofthe ability ofthe authority to mobilize
so much voluntary equipment and voluntary
personnel.
That highlights one of the major reasons for
concern within the Country Fire Authority. Ifit
is the more cost-efficient organization and if, as
the Minister promised, integration should take
place and the volunteer services are retained and
nourished, it is likely to be recognized that it is
the more cost-efficient organization and the resources it requires will be seen to be less needed
and the voracious appetite of the Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board would draw increasingly on
the available resources. There is also no doubt
that Governments are finding those available resources increasingly scarce. If that were so, the
CFA and its volunteers would become the poor
relations of fire services in Victoria.
That will not do a great deal for the morale of
the volunteer services and it will not be very
encouraging to those who give their time and
services for free to continue that service. Almost
everything about the two organizations is different, even the types of fires they fight. I have
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already indicated that the equipment carried by in the volunteer sections. It needs to be underthe Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board vehicles lined and spelt out clearly. The benefits derived
would be totally unsuitable to deal with fires in a from the authority at this time are placed in excountry situation. Equally, the equipment gen- treme jeopardy with the threat of integration,
erally used by the Country Fire Authority vehicles because volunteers will not work with the unionwould be inappropriate for major urban fires and ists in that service. That adds weight to my comso on. It is recognized that there is some correla- ment at the beginning of my remarks that, at no
tion between the two. The authority sometimes stage in his brief to the Public Service Board, did
attends house fires, shed fires and so on, just as the Minister ask them to do a cost-benefit analythe country urban fire brigade services attend sis on fire services in Victoria if partial or total
fires with equipment manned by volunteers. withdrawal of the volunteer members from the
There is some meeting ground in the middle be- service was to take place.
tween the two services. It is recognized, but it is
The withdrawal of volunteers is threatened and
a minor part when compared with the vastly
that threat is being repeated throughout Victoria.
different services and the periphery between the The Myrtleford Urban Fire Brigade also made
two fire services. One is a fully and totally profes- the comment that:
sional organization and the other is based on
If the State Government felt that an investigation
voluntary service backed up by fully profeswas necessary, then two separate investigations should
sionalofficers.
have been carried out-one into the Metropolitan Fire
No one suggests that both organizations are Brigades Board, and another into the Country Fire
not, in their own way, relatively efficient. No one Authority.
suggests that both could not be improved. No
one has given any reasons that would stand even If efficiency was the problem and if there was a
on a cursory examination, to illustrate what ben- need to increase the efficiency of either organization, that is a sensible suggestion. Why throw
efits would accrue with integration.
the whole organization, the whole of the Country
Two hundred submissions were presented to Fire Authority, into turmoil? The solution is
the board opposing integration to about four simple. If one wishes to retain the present servsubmissions in favour. The Minister would have ices, one should simply leave things as they are.
received in the region of I ()()() or more letters Already, the morale within the authority has suffrom municipalities, members of Parliament and fered. Uncertainty prevails despite the assurfrom individuals, as well as Country Fire Autho- ances from the Minister for Police and Emergency
rity organizations at all levels, opposing integra- Services, that both services including the voluntion. I have certainly received a fair number teer service, will be nurtured should integration
myself and I guarantee that just about every other take place. However, once any integration takes
honourable member representing a country area place, the uniqueness of the authority will behas received the same.
come blurred and integration will immediately
I should like to refer to a letter which requires become a danger.
reading and which is from the Myrtleford Urban
The Hon. B. P. Dunn-It will get lost.
Fire Brigade. It sets out in two and a half pages
The Hon. D. M. EVANS-As Mr Dunn has
all the reasons why integration should not take
correctly indicated, it will get lost.
place. I suggest to the Premier and the Minister
The Hon. W. V. Houghton-Who is going to
for Police and Emergency Services that they
pay
off the United Fire fighters Union?
should read it as it sets out the reasons extremely
well. I do not intend to read the letter but will
The Hon. D. M. EVANS-That is a good
make it available to any honourable member point. That will be done by simply ignoring them.
who is interested to read it. It is an evaluation of The uncertainty that is prevalent at present in
the whole situation as seen by the Myrtleford fire fire services in Victoria can be alleviated by the
brigade group. The significant comment it made House carrying the motion I have moved and by
the Government supporting it, thereby clearly
was:
supporting the magnificent work done by the
There is no way that unionists and volunteers will volunteer services throughout Victoria, to which
work together, and many volunteers have already inthe Premier and the Minister for Police and
dicated that they wiU resign from the service if integraEmergency Services have justly paid tribute in
tion takes place.
the past few weeks. It can be alleviated by the
That is a ~erious statement. It is one that is con- House clearly indicating that it does not intend
stantly being made by fire brigades and firemen to support integration.
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If the Government proceeds with integration
and if it is able to do so, I can indicate quite
categorically that I believe a new organization
will grow up because the volunteers will not put
up with the sort of service that is likely to be
provided. It will simply happen that a new
Country Fire Authority under a different guise
will grow out of the grass roots, as occurred some
50 or 60 years ago. Why risk that occurring in
the next 5, 6 or 7 years? Why not give the fire
services the ability to retain the right to remain
as they are, which they have indicated to the
Premier and the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
I call on the House to pass the motion to end
the uncertainty.
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of
Forests)-The motion moved by Mr Evans is an
important matter to be debated. The Government is aware of the enormous concern that has
been expressed in the community and the representations that have been made by a great number of people. It believes, in many cases, that
those expressions and representations result from
lack of information, or misinformation, but the
point made by Mr Evans is validly taken. I do
not wish to respond off the cuff, because I should
like to give more consideration to the matters
that have been raised. However, rather than
move to adjourn the debate at this time, I should
like to ask, by leave, that the debate continue so
that other honourable members who wish to
make a contribution to the debate can do so. The
Government can then take those concerns on
board and I can come back at a later stage to put
to rest a great number of those concerns and at
the same time make a considered response to the
motion moved by Mr Evans.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell)-Therefore you are seeking leave to
proceed with your contribution to the debate
later?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE-Yes.
The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)On 21 February this year, the Liberal Party in
Victoria reaffirmed its continuing support for the
independence of the Country Fire Authority, the
volunteer fire services and the continuing independence of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board. Further, it implacably opposes any integration of the two authorities.
The inquiry that was held by the Government
was no more than a sham and a charade. It constructed its own term of reference to bring back
an answer that would satisfy certain sections of
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the United Firefighters Union. The term ofreference was that it inquire into the integration of
the two bodies. The Government set down such
a term of reference that the inquiry had to come
back with an answer that did only one thing and
that was to provide the Government with the
answer it wanted. The Government asked a Public Service committee to investigate the appropriate methods of integrating the non-operational
aspects of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board
and the Country Fire Authority into a single Victorian fire services board. It did not ask the best
or the most efficient way of conducting fire services, nor did it open up the whole debate. The
Government chose one very narrow questionhow to integrate the two bodies; not whether that
should be done; not whether to do so would provide a better and more efficient service to the
community. All it asked was how to combine the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and the
Country Fire Authority into one single entity,
over which the United Firefighters Union could
have more influence. In a pre-election promise
to the union, the Government undertook to put
more permanent fire fighters into Victoria. The
Government asked that question for only one
reason-to satisfy the union. It then said to an
in-house inquiry-not a public inquiry but an
in-house inquiry set up by the Minister-that it
wanted a study of alternative organizational and
funding arrangements. In my view, the study of
the funding arrangements was tacked on only at
the finish, and I will canvass only the issue of
integration as outlined in the motion.
The Government asked only how it was to
achieve the integration of the two bodies. The
term of reference clearly spelled that out. The
Government did not ask whether Victoria needed
a more efficient fire-fighting service or whether a
more efficient service was desirable and how that
could be achieved. Page 1 of the report of the
inquiry spells out clearly that the Government
was seeking a way to have a single fire-fighting
services board in Victoria and that that was its
sole aim.
It is necessary to consider who conducted the
inquiry. As I have said, it was conducted by a
Public Service Board committee-an in-house
inquiry that was not open to the public. That
committee made findings that suit the Government, but its findings are not acceptable to any
other organization. The inquiry did not take into
consideration the operation of the two fire-fighting services that have clear and distinct roles.
They operate in totally different fields.
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It is interesting to examine the structure of the
two bodies. The Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board is comprised of a full-time president and
seven part-time members, and it employs a work
force of 2070 people and has a budget of $76·9
million in 1982-83.
The Country Fire Authority has a full-time
chairman, a full-time deputy chairman and ten
part-time members, people who give of their time
in a voluntary capacity to assist the operation of
the authority. The authority employs 60S permanent professional people, including 338 operational personnel, and it co-ordinates the
activities of 108 000 volunteer fire fighters. Victorians saw ample evidence of the work of volunteer fire fighters in the recent bush fires in what
has probably been one of the worst bush-fire periods in the history of Victoria and perhaps even
in the history of Australia. The majority of those
who were involved in fighting those bush fires
were volunteer members of the 108000 strong
volunteer Country Fire Authority. Its budget is
$35 million.
A comparison of the two reveals obvious differences. The budget for the board with 2070
members is $76·9 million, and the budget for the
authority with 108 000 volunteers and 60S permanent professional staff is $35 million.
It is also interesting to consider the organizational ethos of the two bodies. They have totally
different operations.
I will read to the House from the report of the
inquiry:
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I note that the emphasis in the findings on the
role of the authority is not only on the suppression of fires, but also on the fact that it, plays a
major role in the prevention of fires as one of its
main functions. The Act specifically spells out
that the authority is responsible for fire prevention as an important aspect of its role and
function.
The report continues:
A small core of permanent operational personnel
exist to man larger urban stations (with the support of
volunteer firefighters) and to ensure the effective training, equipping, organization and co-ordination of the
large number of urban and rural volunteer brigades.
Similarly, the central focus of support and administrative services is on providing support to the volunteer
firefighter. The volunteer brigades enjoy strong local
community support and involvement.

This has been one of the success stories of the
authority for all of its 40 or more years of existence. It enjoys community support in many
ways-in fund raising to provide equipment
which assists the operation of the authority and
provides many other functions throughout the
local community

Again, I refer to the findings of the inquiry on
operational and organizational structure of the
two organizations:

They assist with the provision of capital
equipment and also raise money for the ongoing
costs which the authority incurs. There is a
remarkable band of volunteer workers behind
the organization. There are 108 000 volunteer
fire fighters and that number does not include
the massive army of support services which are
drawn from families, friends and supporters in
many areas of Victoria.
The inquiry received 205 submissions, of
which only six were in favour of the integration;
199 submissions were against any form of integration between the Country Fire Authority and
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. I ask the
Minister to table those submissions that were
against the integration. They have been requested before today, but the Minister has refused to table them. Why has he refused? Why is
it a secret inquiry? I was under the impression
that the present Government was in favour of
freedom of information and open government; I
thought that was its role.
The Hon. B. A. Murphy-How did you get
that information?

4.5 The CFA is a duel character urban and rural fire
service which provides an on-call fire service by permanent and volunteer firefighters. Emphasis in operations is on fire suppression in outer metropolitan and
provincial centres, and in bush and grass fire situations.

The Hon. N. B. REID-It is remarkable what
one can glean from the report; it is a public document, which I urge the Minister to read. The
Minister has been asked in another place to table
those six submissions representing organizatons

4.4 The MFBB is a large city based organization
which provides a twenty-four hour fire service through
the maintenance of a large force of permanent firemen.
Emphasis in operations is on fire suppression in multistorey buildings, industrial complexes and residential
premises in densely populated areas supplied with reticulated water.

Clearly, the equipment, training and staff that
are required for that type of organization are
vastly different from the. organizational structure, training and operation of the Country Fire
Authority.
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or people who were in favour of the integration.
From where did those submissions originate?
This information is extremely important, because if one intends conducting an inquiry surely
one wishes it to be a fair inquiry.
From the very beginning, the inquiry was not
fair; it did not ask the correct questions. The
inquiry did not ask whether the system would
become more efficient; whether it would provide
a better fire service; or whether the community
would be offered a better protection? What the
inquiry did ask was how does one organize two
organizations to combine to form one board.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-One must presuppose
that the decision had already been made.
The Hon. N. B. REID-A deal had been made
and an agreement reached with the United Firefighters Union before the last State election to
provide more permanent fire fighters in Victoria.
Will the Minister table those six submissions that
represent people who are in favour of the integration? I ask him to table all the submissions so
that all honourable members can see who are the
199 people against the integration and the six
who are for it.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-They represent
the Australian Labor Party branches in the
inquiry!
The Hon. N. B. REID-What improvements
would result if there were integration between
the two organizations? The only points I could
find-it took a great deal of searching in the report and I do not know if anyone else has found
them-which represented any improvements
were such matters as bulk purchasing, equipment standardization, and joint vehicle design
and manufacture. That is pathetic! That is all the
inquiry could offer as improvements that could
be made.
All those improvements could be implemented without integrating the two organizations; they have the power to do so under their
respective Acts. The two boards can enter into
an agreement for bulk purchasing without combining the administration. What does that have
to do with integration? The equipment standardization has nothing to do with integration because they already run duel facilities on vehicles
and, as I said earlier, joint vehicle design and
manufacture is already covered by the two
boards.
The Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board is responsible for fire fighting in the inner city areas
apd multi-storied buildings. Its equipment is designed especially for these areas whereas the
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authority covers the gamut of fire-fighting requirements throughout Victoria from grass and
forest fires to other urban applications. There is
no need to integrate the two boards because of
the few pathetic reasons given at the inquiry.
One must seek a deeper motive. I have not heard
any denials from the Government side of the
House so one must assume a deal was made.
The report offered four options, which are
listed on page 18 of the report, to be considered
for combining the two organizations. Option 1
was the integration of fire services under a single
board, which the Opposition rejects totally. Option 2 was the integration of fire services under a
single board with a separate service structure,
which the Opposition opposes because there is
no way that it would work. Option 3 is the integration of a fire service under a single board and
the retention of the board and the authority
structures. Why have that? There is no valid reason stated in the report on why or how that would
operate. Option 4 is the interlinking membership of existing board and authority.
Obviously the inquiry has offered four variations of the original answer that the Government
wanted. All that had to be done was to rephrase
the words and return with a fancy explanation
on how the integration could be achieved. The
answer would not necessarily deal with such
matters as efficiency, desirability of integration
or whether it would provide better community
protection; none of those questions were asked.
The whole inquiry was a charade and it was conducted purely and simply for one reason, and
therefore, the Opposition opposes the integration.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-They are the reasons according to Mr Reid!
The Hon. N. B. REID-I did not hear one
objection from the Government benches about
any of the proposals I put forward. Members of
the Government party were strangely silent and,
therefore, I take it that my arguments have been
accepted. I have asked and raised a number of
questions in the House, as have many of my
colleagues who are most anxious to participate
in the debate on the matter of integration, because we consider it to be one of the most important issues to come before the House during this
sessional period.
The Victorian Liberal Party is in favour of the
volunteer system in the Country Fire Authority
and believes it makes a magnificent contribution
to Victorian fire-fighting services. This was never
more evident than during the summer period
when Victoria suffered those disastrous bush fires
and Victorians witnessed the sacrifices made by
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A number of my colleagues wish to participate
in this debate and I trust that the Minister of
Forests will provide them with such an
opportunity.
I would be interested to hear some comments
from the Minister of Forests before he moves
that the debate be adjourned because this matter
is of vital importance. The people involved in
the Country Fire Authority should be assured
that integration with the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board will not take place. They have been
living with this shadow hanging over their heads
throughout the current fire season and I am sure
it has been a worry to them.
The authority has made strenuous representations about the integration of the two services to
me and a number of other honourable members.
I have also received a large volume of correspondence on the matter from municipalities
throughout Victoria that are totally opposed to
any integration of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and the Country Fire Authority. As
I stated, other honourable members wish to make
a contribution to this debate at the appropriate
time.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I support my colleague, Mr Evans, and
compliment him on moving this motion and for
the' competent and reasoned argument he put
forward. His argument was persuasive and clearly
outlined the stand taken by the National Party
in relation to maintaining a strong and effective
Country Fire Authority service in Victoria.
In my opinion, this issue was started by a Government that is ignorant of the situation in
country Victoria, and particularly ignorant of the
way in which volunteer country fire services operate. The Government acted out of ignorance,
otherwise it would have never touched the issue
but would have realized that by taking the tiger
by the tail the loss to the Government and the
fire-fighting services would be far greater than
any possible gain that might occur. The Government should have left well alone, but was ignorant of the services that exist.
I do not think the Government was aware of
the way in which the volunteer fire services in
Victoria regard themselves, particularly in relation to the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and
other services.
This issue must be put to rest once and for all.
That is the purpose of the motion moved by Mr
Evans. There are no ifs and buts involved-the

motion calls for a decision by this House. The
National Party intends to pursue this motion
until it is dealt with by the House. It wants a vote
this week, or next week if that is what the Minister of Forests wants. The motion calls on the
House to reject any proposed integration of the
fire services. There has been too much speculation and too much uncertainty throughout Victoria about the intentions of the Victorian
Government.
I have received more letters on this issue than
on any other single issue I can recall in recent
years, perhaps with the exception of the drought.
This issue even outdid the slaughter bounty. It is
an issue on which country members have been
fully involved. The representations made to
members have been overwhelming.
Mr Reid mentioned that six submissions made
to the inquiry supported an integration of the
services. I have not yet received one letter in
support of integration of the fire-fighting services. I and other honourable members have received hundreds ofletters but have not received
one letter supporting integration.
Why should the Government want to put its
hands on an organization that has shown itself
to be one of the most effective, efficient and wellrun organizations in the State? Why do that when
the Government claims it wishes to reduce Government interference? Such an integration would
adversely affect fire-fighting services in Victoria.
Members of the Government are silent. Government members who represent country areas
could not support a move that would lead to the
integration of these services because they would
be crucified in the electorates they represent. The
Government is out of touch with country areas.
It thinks Victoria ends at Melton. I agree that a
few Ministers in this House have been prepared
to get out and see what the needs of country
Victoria are. It is about time some of the backbench members of the Government did the same
as they have obviously been making some of the
party decisions on matters like this.
What can we gain from the integration of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and the
Country Fire Authority? I believe integration
would seriously disadvantage the country volunteer system. Volunteers jealously safeguard
their involvement with the authority. They take
their responsibilities seriously-seriously enough
to put their own lives at stake and even give their
lives in the job they have ahead of them.
I have been a member of a local Country Fire
Authority unit for years and actively took part in
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training and competition programmes before I
entered this House. I still maintain that association, as do most people on the land. Most people
in country Victoria have an association with the
local fire brigade unit and have never asked for a
reward for doing so, nor are they likely to ask for
a reward. They see it as being their responsibility
to the community.
The Government and the State are very lucky
to obtain fire control on the cheap. If the two
services were integrated, the Government would
force many volunteers to adopt a completely different attitude to their responsibilities. There
would be a different management structure and
the possibility of union or industrial action which
would be unthinkable. It is unthinkable that we
could have fire brigades leaving the scene of a
fire at a certain time because it was time to knock
off or to change shifts. At present they stay on
duty as required.
We do not want to see industrial action extended to services that are basically manned by
volunteers. Fire fighting is a job for members of
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, but volunteers do not want to come under the control
of unions or have industrial restraints placed
upon them.
. It is suggested by inteIjection that I am worrying too much about it. I am worrying about a
whole range of disadvantages that would accrue
from any integration of fire-fighting services. One
is the spread of industrial restrictions that would
seriously undermine the morale and commitment of the volunteers who. operate in the State
at present.
That would be a major step towards reducing
the effectiveness of the Country Fire Authority.
The other thing which I believe would result from
this would be a lessening of emphasis in regard
to the authority and any Government commitment to the funding and provision of equipment
for that service. As I said by inteIjection, there is
a real danger that the Country Fire Authority
could become lost in an integration with the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board. Members of
the authority see that as a distinct possibility.
I cannot understand how the authority can
gain by this move and, as Mr Reid said, it is not
spelt out in the report. One key point to be considered is that the authority would come under
an administration that would give it less emphasis than it has at present and it would be less able
to achieve a fair share of the Government support. The community would see the influence of
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unions and industrial restraints spreading and
affecting a volunteer service.
The position of the National Party is quite
clear on this matter. There is no way that members of the party will support proposed legislation for an integration of services that will
disadvantage the Country Fire Authority
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-You have not
listened to our arguments!
The Hon. B. P. DUNN-You have not put
any yet! Members of the National Party have
been waiting for those arguments, but there is no
logic and there will be no benefits from the integration. That is why we say, "Keep your hands
off the Country Fire Authority". The Government should enable that organization to continue to operate as it has done for so many
years-effectively and efficiently. Members of the
National Party want this motion passed by Parliament and we want it to be a clear and concise
direction to the Government of the attitude that
this House will take if the Government presents
any proposed legislation that seeks an integration of the Country Fire Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-I was anticipating that the House may be
given a little information from the Government.
I speak, not only as a representative of a rural
district which is prone to the ravages of the wild
fires, but as a volunteer fireman of some years
experience and a member of the volunteer fire
brigade. What has been said by Mr Evans, Mr
Dunn and my colleague, Mr Reid, is absolutely
correct in terms of the extraordinary community
service provided by this unique organization.
I will give the House a small, personal vignette
of the recent fires that occurred on Ash Wednesday. Like many other country people, my principal farm truck is rigged up as a fire unit during
the fire season. The truck is totally immobilized
for every other purpose for the duration of that
season. It carries a unit which, although of some
years vintage, is considered to be one of the more
efficient units around and it has proved itself in
many a fire emergency. Therefore, it was quite
in order that my team, my eldest son and a member of my staff, were asked to man the local fire
brigade unit. They spent the full night working
on the border of western Victoria and South
Australia-mostly in South AustraliaThey spent
their time backburning as a consequence of those
disastrous fires that devastated not only much of
the south-eastern area of South Australia, but
penetrated Victoria. This fire caused the loss of
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some 40 000 hectares of pine forest in South
Australia.
Volunteers from the Casterton and surrounding groups were working in that area non-stop.
My team was there throughout the night, and
even in the middle of the night the flames were
leaping 30 feet above the trees. That gives some
indication of the heat that was generated and the
hazards that volunteers face in a wild fire. That
fact is not disputed. What is disputed is this
inquiry.
This inquiry was totally unnecessary. Having
initiated the inquiry, the Government did not
even ask the right questions. The only question
that matters is whether there is any merit in integration, and it has been made clear by all
speakers of the Opposition side that the Liberal
Party is implacably opposed to this integration,
as is the National Party. The Opposition will be
using all resources within its power to prevent
that integration because to proceed with it would
be an abrogation of responsibilities and the Opposition will not yield to that.
Not one cogent argument has been pointed
out to support this recommendation. One must
delve into the past into some murky industrial
history to find some form of rationale for it. The
Victorian Rural Fire Brigades Association stated
in a succinct submission that the rationale for
this inquiry, apart from the issue of funding, is
related to the long-held objective of the United
Firefighters Union to have a single fire service
established in Victoria. I am quite sure that the
Leader of the House would remember the contributions ofMr Webber in his term as secretary
of the union. I certainly do because I had a bit to
do with him and I was impressed with his prowess in argument if not logic.
The integration of the Country Fire Authority
and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board is a
long-held objective of the union which is taken
on board by the Cain Socialists for purely political reasons; not because there is any rationality
in the submission, but as a payoff to a militant
union.
The Minister responsible, the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, was sufficiently
brainwashed by the specious arguments for integration when he stated in a press release issued
on 4 August, which is contained in a submission
from the Victorian Rural Fire Brigades Association to the study group inquiring into the integration of the board and the authority dated
August 1982, that:
separate administration for city and country fire services was a "luxury Victoria and perhaps its firefighters
can perhaps no longer afford".
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If a Minister of the Crown really believes this,
we are in fairyland when it comes to having a
proper appreciation of the Country Fire Authority. In those circumstances, there can be no
proper appreciation of the authority.
I do have some sympathy for the Minister of
Forests, who is the Minister responsible in this
place, because he is now right in the firing line
and must somehow field this attack from the
Opposition. Members of the Opposition sympathize with him because he has not very much
ammunition in the locker, except a past association with the United Firefighters Union. Members of the Opposition know that this is the real
reason for an inquiry that was totally unecessary,
that asked the wrong questions and has caused
enormous diSQuiet in country districts.
Mr Dunn referred to the municipalities and
the other responsible organizations that have also
become involved.
Mr Chamberlain pointed out, by interjection,
that he had made a submission to the inquiry.
He and I, with our colleague in another place,
the honourable member for Portland, Mr McKellar, will be meeting with the PortlanQ. Shire
Council this week. One of the matters on the
agenda is this topic, which typifies the experience
of most honourable members who represent
country districts and which is illustrative of the
degree of concern.
Therefore, not only has there been an unnecessary inquiry exciting an enormous degree of
concern and anguish among country people, particularly among the many thousands of volunteer Country Fire Authority members, and I
might add among the organization itself including the permanent staff, but it has also cost an
enormous amount of time, effort and money.
That cost is not totally quantifiable because the
authority'S members have gone to extraordinary
lengths to try to present the real situation. I am
sure that the inquiry was impressed by what it
saw and heard. However, because its terms of
reference were so constrictive, it could not arrive
at the only option that makes sense, and that was
to leave the fire services well alone.
That is not to say that no improvements are
possible. All the Opposition speakers have agreed
that there are clear ways in which liaison between the fire-fighting services can be improved,
especially through the standardization of equipment and so on. However, it would be quite
simplistic to conclude from that argument that
there is a need for integration. To take it further
and conclude, again on a simplistic premise, that
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an integrated fire brigades board would somehow save money, is again totally specious and
would, in the event, be found to be quite fallacious. The Government must realize that it is
tinkering with a structure that is the envy not
only of other States but also of every fire-prone
country in the world, but yet this very organization is at risk.
There are those honourable members in this
Chamber who are well aware, not only of the fact
that has been pointed out several times by every
speaker so far, of the size of this organizationof its 108 OOO-odd volunteers-and the enormousamount of time and effort that is given to
preparing for fire suppression and fire prevention, but also of the enormous amount of voluntary equipment that is provided by the
expenditure of hundreds of thousands, indeed,
millions of dollars spent on privately-owned
units, fully-equipped radios and the like. An extraordinary contribution is made at every senior
echelon of the Country Fire Authority and
through the contribution by volunteers who hold
positions of responsibility like brigade captains
and group officers.
Indeed, there are a number of gentlemen in
the area that I represent who are recognized as
experts in the field and wt.ose voluntary public
service in this essential service is recognized locally, if not perhaps on a wider plain. However,
they are not seeking recognition, but what I am
saying, to support my colleagues who are refuting the Government's initiative here, and supporting Mr Evans in his motion, is that one does
not find that sort of dedication in other fields.
Indeed, I can think of very few parallels to the
voluntary service which is given, and this depends of course on a perception of the Country
Fire Authority continuing in an independent role.
Therefore, if one does not maintain the operational separation of the two fire-fighting services, there is a real risk that the morale will suffer
and if morale suffers, then efficiency suffers and
it will not be long before the volunteers, who
make the authority what it is, begin to say, as
some of them are already saying, that if this thing
is monkeyed around with by any Government,
they are out. One will then go right back to the
days when there was no Country Fire Authority.
One will go back to the old bush-fire brigades
associations. A number of people will feel so
strongly about this sort of thing that they will
prefer to hive off and form their own local organization. That is not merely an idle threat; it has
been stated to me by people whom I have known
for the best part of my life, and I know it is not
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an idle threat. They do not want it to happen.
They would much prefer to continue to serve as
they are now serving. However, if the worst happens, the Government will be guilty of provoking a partial disintegration of the Country Fire
Authority and the authority would never again
regain its present proud status.
One of the submissions to the study group
inquiring into the integration of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and the Country Fire
Authority points out that one of the real fears of
the volunteer firemen, and of most country people, is that the country fire service would become
a poor relation. Page 13 of the submission states:
If the volunteer fire service did not have the administrative and services support now provided, free of
industrial disputation, the operational efficiency of the
fire service in the country areas of Victoria would suffer
irreparable harm.

Therefore, I warn the Government, and I hope
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
takes this warning direct from this debate and
from the strong support that Mr Evans is receiving for his motion, and from the assurance that
has been given by Mr Reid and confirmed by
me, that the Liberal Party is implacably opposed
to any integration, that this motion is, in effect,
an ultimatum. It is: Hands off the Country Fire
Authority! If the Government wants to be foolish enough to push this to a legislative showdown, be our guest, but one can guess what the
result will be!
I conclude with an appropriate quotation from
The Ballarat Courier of Monday, 23 August 1982.
It states:
Victoria's Country Fire Authority, born out of destruction, death and suffering, has been built into what
is probably the biggest and most efficient firefighting
service ofits kind in the world by people who live close
to the land and know what the word "fire" can mean.

*

*

*

*

A single streamlined, centralized fire control body
might seem eminently desirable and logical to parlor
socialists used to the safe slap of city pavements under
their feet and who are rather better judges of a claret
(or a plate of weeties) than they are of knapsack sprays.
Not so to the men who have seen their paddocks
burning, stock screaming and homes blazing. A single
fire control board, they believe, would emasculate their
voluntary organization. The Country Fire Authority
would become the poor relation of the professional
unionized metropolitan fire fighters.

The men and women who make up this organization have learnt their lessons the hard way.
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The Hon. N. B. REID (Bendigo Province)The Minister has stated that the debate on the
motion will be resumed during this session; however, he should be more specific because there is
a need for this issue to be canvassed early. The
Government has indicated that it has already
deferred its decision on the issue for six months
from November of last year. The Opposition
would not want the situation to be deferred further in conjunction with what the Minister has
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of indicated. I understand the present sessional peForests) (By leave)-I move:
riod will conclude on approximately 3 June. I
hope the Minister will indicate that the matter
That the debate be now adjourned.
will be debated well before that time.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Province)-I am concerned about this issue be- Industrial Aifairs)-Despite the reluctance ofthe
cause it is an important one. It was the desire of previous speaker, the Minister of Forests was
the National Party to have some resolution of sincere in his efforts to have the motion canthis matter. The Minister of Forests must give a vassed in the House so that all views on the issue
firm guarantee that this motion will not be bur- expressed by members of the Opposition and the
ied on the Notice Paper until either the end of corner party can be considered adequately by the
this sessional period or the commencement of Government. To suggest that can be done within
the next sessional period.
a certain time at the dictates of the minority
The House should ~xpress an opinion on this parties in Parliament is not acceptable to the
matter as soon as possible. However, the Na- Goverment. Privately, I have given an assurtional Party recognizes that the courtesies that ance, and I am prepared to give it now to the
are normally extended to it by the Government Leader of the Opposition, that the matter will be
include the provision of time to assess and to debated this session if that is the wish of the
evaluate matters of importance that are brought Parliament. If Mr Reid believes an expression
before the House, and because this matter is un- by this House will influence the Government
doubtedly of importance, it would be fair and and he wants to bring on the matter at a time
reasonable for the Government to be given sim- that is perhaps not of the Government's choosing, he has a certain course of action open to him
ilar consideration.
which he will be free to adopt at that time.
However, before the motion to adjourn the
I assume that the motion has been moved in
debate is agreed to, the House should be given a
all
seriousness and not for political point scoring
firm commitment by the Minister on when the
and
I believe those who have spoken have tried
matter will be brought back to be decided upon.
to
contribute
to the question. I believe the GovThe National Party had anticipated that one week
ernment has to be given what time it needs to
would be sufficient. Ifthe Minister considers that
assess the arguments put in this debate and earthat time is inadequate, I believe the House would
lier on the issue and then the Government can
be happy if he would indicate clearly what time
give the House the benefit of that consideration.
is required. Members of the National Party want The 'Minister of Forests has moved that the dea firm guarantee that the matter will be debated bate on the matter be adjourned until the next
then, if we can have that. I accept the constraints day of meeting. After that, it will be appropriate,
on the Minister that he indicated in private dis- using the normal forms of the House, for
cussions we have had with him. However, there honourable members to determine when the
should be a finite and definite agreement on the matter should be brought on again if the Governtime at which the debate will be resumed.
ment does not bring it on at a time that satisfies
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister of the majority of the Parliament.
Forests) (By leave)-I have participated in many
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
debates over the years and I have never known Province) (By leave)-I have discussed the adthis constraint to be placed on the Government, journment of the debate with my colleagues. I
I cannot give an exact time and date at which the appreciate the constraints the Minister of Fordebate will be resumed; it will be resumed in the ests is under because he is not the Minister diperiod of this session.
rectly responsible for this question. I assure the

There is only one message to take away from this
debate and that is: When you are on a good thing,
stick with it. Whatever the propensity for appeasement of various militant unions; whatever
philosophical difficulty the Cain Socialists have
in maintaining support for something that is a
supreme expression of voluntary work, the message I give is; leave the Country Fire Authority
well alone.
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Leader of the House that the motion I moved is
a serious matter and the motion was moved seriously. The issue needs to be canvassed; it needs
not to be left to lie unattended or to remain
unresolved .. The National Party also recognizes
the need to give the Minister and the Government time in which to further consider the issue.
The National Party will accept the assurances of
the Minister and the Leader of the Goverment
that the matter will be brought on as soon as
possible. There are safeguards to ensure that that
does occur. I thank the Minister of Forests and
the Leader of the Government for their comments on this matter.
The motion for the adjournment of the debate
was agreed to, and it was ordered that the debate
be adjourned until the next day of meeting.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY (TRADING
HOURS) AMENDMENT BILL
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province) moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Labour and Industry Act 1958 with respect
to trading hours and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
The sitting was suspended at 1.56 p.m. until
2.4p.m.
LABOUR AND INDUSTRY (TRADING
HOURS) AMENDMENT BILL
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It is a Bill to decriminalize week-end trading. It
is a Bill to sweep away artificial and outmoded
restrictions on freedom of trade. It will wipe out
the unwarranted, and sometimes ridiculous anomalies which currently exist as between one
area and another, one trader and another, one
class of goods and another, and even in the same
class of goods, depending on where they are sold
and how they are described.
It is an enabling Bill: It enables shopkeepers to
trade at times of their choice. It gives the shopkeeper the opportunity of using his commercial
judgment in determining his own hours of trading free of legal restraints, except in respect of
public holidays. In essence, it establishes the
principle of freedom to trade.
The implementation of this measure will
provide:
Convenience to the public-the right to shop!
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A fillip to economic activity and development;
More jobs-both full-time and casual.
Although all of these results are important, the
Liberal Party believes the expansion of employment opportunities-particularly for young people-provides the most compelling reason of all.
It seems strange that in this day and age traders who seek only to serve the public and to gain
a commercial reward for the service which they
provide, should be treated as criminals under
legislation which has its origins in a British Act
of 1627, followed by a Victorian measure almost
100 years ago, designed to prevent the sweated
labour which then existed. The effect of these
two Acts was reinforced during the war by National Security Regulations, commonly known
as Manpower Regulations, which were designed
to divert as much labour as possible to the war
effort.
Since those three restrictive measures, times
have changed and we ask the Government to .
recognize that simple fact. Times have changed!
Laws based on circumstances which no longer
exist are ludicrous. They are, and deserve to be,
a laughing stock. No one today respects a law
which enables a trader who sells on Sunday to be
fined heavily, or even jailed for non-payment of
the fine, whilst his competitor across the road in
an area with special trading privileges can sell
the same goods to his heart's content. It isn't fair
and it isn't today seen to be fair. It is in fact an
outrage to the sense of equity of the average
Australian.
Why shouldn't a trader meet the needs of the
public? Isn't that the whole purpose of his business? Why shouldn't the trader who best serves
the public reap the rewards of success? Why
shouldn't members of the public be entitled to
shop when it suits them, rather than being restrained by petty and outmoded regulations and
restrictions which have no valid place or moral
basis in today's society?
Profound changes have occurred since the war
in consumer needs and preferences and shopping opportunities and patterns. For example,
the percentage of women in the labour force grew
from 25 per cent in 1947 to 37 per cent in 1980.
A substantial proportion of these represent
working wives and householders. Furthermore,
substantially increasing numbers of young unmarried workers are leaving their parental homes
and living alone or in groups. As a result, for a
great many households it has become impossible
to undertake shopping during normal week day
business hours. A great deal of this must now
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occur on late shopping nights or Saturday mornings or during other week-end hours, where these
are permitted.
Perhaps, as a consequence of this, and of restrictions on retail trading hours, the proportion
of private final consumption expenditure in Victoria devoted to food, clothing and household
durables has dropped from 36·4 per cent in
1969-70 to 33·1 per cent in 1980-81. If the
1969-70 percentage had been maintained, an extra $662 million would have been spent on these
categories in Victoria in 1981 alone.
This drop in the claim of the retail trade on
the total consumer dollar illustrates the fact that
the trade is no longer able in the changed circumstances existing in the community today to attract its traditional share of custom whilst
regulations and restrictions designed for quite
different circumstances remain in force. The retail trade must change to meet changing times.
Its success depends on meeting the challenges of
change, yet it has been unable to do so because
of unnecessary restraints imposed by law.
The available shopping times are inconvenient to many and the restriction of legal trading
hours raises the real cost of shopping for many
Victorians, firstly, by making the scheduling of
shopping excursions more difficult and inconvenient than is necessary and, secondly, by causing excessive congestion on Friday nights and
Saturday mornings.
.
With deregulation of shopping hours, many
people who work normal hours would be able to
reduce the time-cost of items purchased by arragging shopping excursions of longer duration.
The non-working housewife's 'day in town' is a
luxury which is simply unavailable to people who
work normal hours.
Because of the strong peak in shopping activity on Friday evenings and Saturday mornings
as a result of shopping hours restrictions, retailers have had to expand capacity to cope with
peak demands. The return on investment in this
extra capacity is lowered by the shortness of time
for which it is required. The excessive capital
investment required to meet the peak demand
on Saturday mornings generated by the prohibitions on week-end trading is necessarily reflected
in higher retail prices for goods.
A reduction in the size of the Saturday morning peak in shopping activity would reduce the
capital investment required and a smaller markup per item sold would be needed to provide a
given rate of return on investment in retailing
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facilities, thus achieving an improved utilization
of assets.
Studies by the Bureau of Industry Economics
indicate that when people are given the opportunity to purchase retail goods at places and times
which are more convenient to them, total retail
sales will increase. This is confirmed by United
States experience which has shown that with
deregulation additional money is spent, rather
than a portion only of expenditure being transferred from existing shopping hours.
On all experience anywhere in the world, it is
clear that deregulation of shopping hours will
result in an increase in over-all sales. This will
occur because the convenience of the public can
more readily be met, and because families who
have more time in which to shop for consumer
durables and more adequate opportunity to make
proper comparisons will simply purchase more.
Universal experience in the retail trade has shown
that the meeting of consumer convenience increases both total trade and total profits, with a
consequent flow-on to increased growth in the
manufacturing of goods and economic activity
generally, and in employment opportunities.
In any event, retailing is a service industry. It
has an obligation to serve the community's needs
and to meet public demand, and the more effectively it does so the greater will be its rewards.
Within the retail trade, small business has a
very special place. The success of the small businessman and entrepreneur rests on his unique
ability to provide specialist and personalized
service to the customer. Removal of restrictions
on the hours in which he may trade creates an
opportunity to increase the scope and effectiveness of that service, and to benefit as a result.
The more effective his service to his customers,
the more customers he will gain and the greater
the rewards he will reap.
Small businesses are best placed to meet the
challenge of change. Small businesses have immeasurably greater flexibility than large. They
are more readily and speedily able to adapt to
new circumstances and changing demand patterns and to vary their hours accordingly.
Deregulation will enable the individual retailer
to choose his own hours of trading in the light of
his commercial judgment and to adjust those
hours in the light of demand and experience. He
will make his own choice, influenced by the market rather than the heavy hand of Government.
Artificial restraints on trading hours dictate the
times of opening; removal of those restraints does
not.
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Small businessmen who have the will and ability to adapt to changing conditions and community needs will gain-and profit-from increased
opportunity, increased trade and increased economic activity generally.
The small businessman who meets consumer
needs "by providing the right goods, of the right
quality, at the right price, in the right place, at
the right time" cannot lose. For him, the right to
trade is both a challenge and an opportunity.
The retail industry offers the most immediate
and cost-efficient means of significantly increasing employment in our community-particularly for the young. By the simple legislative
process of deregulating shop trading hours, together with the removal of week-end penalty
rates, it is estimated a further 25 000 full-time
jobs-17 000 in retail and 8000 in supplierscould be created in Victoria-a 15 per cent decrease from our current unemployment of
172200.
Because unemployment has so many ill effects
and hidden costs-increased health, crime, social problems, and the like-all community leaders have an obligation to find ways of diminishing
it. For State Governments with their limited
financial means, the obvious way is to examine
regulations and restrictions that inhibit employment. Evidence shows that the restrictions placed
on retail trading are a major factor in constraining its growth; therefore, these restrictions should
go.
Retailing has always been an industry where
many young people get their first experience of
regular employment-from which they then
move on to other industries. Because of the current very high rate of youth unemployment-up
to 25 per cent in some areas-it is now a tragic
necessity to rapidly expand youth employment
opportunities. Nowhere is this more possible than
in a revitalized retail industry. This fact alone
cuts right across and overcomes any of the "fear
of change" objections that might be raised in our
community. Offering our young people jobs has
to be the highest priority in our society!
No matter how desirable or inevitable social
change may be, it will always be opposed by
some people fearful of its consequences. They
will conjure up imaginary fears and will examine
only negative aspects of the proposed change to
the exclusion of any benefits to themselves or the
community. This has, of course, already occurred, as was fully anticipated. The old furphies
and misconceptions were foreseen and a special
chapter relating to the misconceptions sometimes voiced and setting out the answers to them
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in summary form was included in the policy on
retail trading hours issued by the party I represent on 7 March this year. I commend a study of
that chapter and indeed of the whole policy to
honourable members.
,
The time has not only come for removal of
unnecessary restrictions on trading hours; this
reform is already overdue. Adoption of the
measure will put the public first. It will increase
trade and economic activity, create more jobs
and increase job security. Any Government ought
to have all those objectives in view, and we call
upon the Government to move, if not with the
times, at least towards them and towards the
meeting of the wide range of community needs
which this measure seeks to serve.
This Bill represents an important first step in
deregulation, in the wiping away of outworn restrictions and in getting Government offthe backs
of people and of business. Where regulation no
longer serves community needs, we see deregulation as an approach which will serve many
community objectives. The Government can rest
assured that the Opposition will be making many
more constructive proposals in that field over
the next two years, and will be seeking the support of the community and of this Government
for them in the community's interest. Meanwhile, as a first step in that broader programme,
I commend this Bill to the House.
On the motion of the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of Labour and Industry), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until later this day.

ORDER OF BUSINESS
The HOD. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs) -I move:
That the consideration of Orders of the Day, General Business, be postponed until later this day.

The HOD. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-Before the motion is put, I point out that
a Ministerial statement in relation to bush fires
was presented earlier and debate on it adjourned
until later this day. I understood that it was to be
debated, if so desired. I also understand that the
Leader of the House desires the local government Bills to be debated to a conclusion this day,
and I indicate that I am prepared to co-operate
with him in every way in doing that.
May I suggest, however, that this being a day
on which General Business takes priority, some
opportunity be given for at least some comments
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to be made on the bush-fire statement, if that is
desired by the party representatives.
The Hon. N. B. HID (Bendigo Province)-It
is my wish to comment on the Ministerial
statement.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! The motion moved by the Leader
of the House was that debate on Orders of the
Day, General Business, be postponed until later
this day.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs) -It is the Government's desire to deal with the local government Bills this
day. That would not prevent us, I hope, from
returning to discussion of other matters that remain on the Notice Paper. I give Mr Reid an
assurance that, so far as time permits after the
debate on the local government legislation, and
I assume it will do so, we will return to discussion on the statement on the fires.
The motion was agreed to.
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Planning), by leave, moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to amend the Town and Country Act 1961, to
amend the State Co-ordination Council Act 1975,
the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
Authority Act 1976 and the Planning Appeals
Board Act 1980 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
ELECI10NS) BILL
The debate (adjourned from the previous day)
on the motion of the Hon. W. A. Landeryou
(Minister for Industrial Affairs) for the second
reading of these Bills was resumed.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-The Government has now been in
office for about eleven months and I have been
waiting to see the first clear sign of the implementation of the philosophy of the Socialist
Government which is the concept of central
administration with all instructions and directions coming from the centre. With these two
local government Bills that particular philosophy is coming to the fore. It is just as well it is
happening before 1984 because it is now coming
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as a double sweep. The Minister for Local Government went around the State before the election, when he was the shadow Minister, and after
the election, talking about giving local government more autonomy and how he would make
local government authorities masters of their own
destiny. However, what has he done in the legislation brought down under his Ministership?
The Bills contain nothing other than central
direction. A number of issues were well canvassed by previous speakers and I will deal with
one or two ofthe comments in my remarks today.
It is amazing how Labor and Socialist Governments seem to believe that "Big Brother" knows
best and they will tell people what to do. They
talk about local government being an equal partner and a third tier of government, but then turn
around and say, "We do not trust you and will
give you an instruction and directions on when
you will commence meetings".That is the epitome of central administration. The Government
does not even trust a properly elected body of
people to know when to hold meetings.
In the contributions to the debate last night,
some unreasonable arguments were advanced
from the Government benches. Mr Kennan referred, in a disparaging manner, to me and my
colleagues as, "that rump party over there". He
did not define what he meant. In the election
held only ten days ago, the National Party candidate in the Mallee electorate won 65 per cent
of the vote. In the Murray electorate in a field of
five candidates, the National Party candidate was
elected with 55 per cent of the vote. In a sevenway contest in the Gippsland electorate, the
National Party was clearly elected. If that is what
he defines as the rump party, I am proud to be a
member of a party with that sort of support. One
has only to look at my colleagues in this House
and another place and note the voting support
they have received in their electorates. If that is
the type of arpment that some Johnny-comelately in this place uses, it is an indication that
he is devoid of arpment to support the Bills and
has to resort to personal abuse. I totally reject his
argument.
Mr Sandon, by way of interjection today, referred again to the Gettysburg address. Honourable members hear about government by the
people for the people. It reminds me of a colleague of mine on the executive committee of
the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
who is a member of the House of Nobles in
Tonga. While in Sydney in November, he was
asked by members of the New South Wales Parliament what sort of government operated in
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Tonga. He said that of course they subscribe to
the Lincoln formula of government by the people of the people and for the people. He then
said, "I am the people". That is exactly the attitude Mr Sandon was expressing last night. He
believes he is the people, he knows best and that
he will give instructions from the centre on how
municipalities should run their affairs around
the countryside. That is typical of the attitude of
some members on the Government benches. Mr
Sandon used statistics disgracefully and in much
the same manner that a drunk uses a lightpolemore as a means of support than a source of
light. He tried to conjure up a story that 67 per
cent of the membership of shire councils gave
agriculture as their business background.
In some ways he attempted to insinuate that
there was something sinister about that point.
He was selective in his use of these statistics and
mentioned shires, but did not include provincial
cities in the country which would have put a
different complexion on the matter.
Many of the ratepayers in rural municipalities
are engaged in agricultural pursuits, whether it
be directly in farming or some other form of
work connected with agriculture. Mr Sandon said
that only 2 per cent of the membership of rural
shires gave their occupations as housewives. He
did not elaborate on that point. I did a quick
check on the municipalities in· the province I
represent and thirteen of them immediately came
to mind as having female members on their
councils. I dare say that when asked to fill in the
form from which Mr Sandon gleaned his figures,
a few of those ladies would have given their 0ccupation as agriculture or farming because they
work in agriculture. It is erroneous for Mr Sandon to deduce from the statistics he quoted that
there are few people representing so-called home
duties on councils. It was not a fair way of using
statistics to back up his argument.
At the risk of further ridicule from the Government benches, I will also mention Mr Sandon's reference to the Queensland Government.
He invited members of this Parliament to be
critical of the Queensland Government. I have
been on record on a number of occasions as disagreeing with what the Queensland Government
has done. However, I am also pleased and proud
to give that Government its credit as the most
successful Government in Australia, demonstrated by the fact that I ()()() people move to
Queensland every day of the week, each week of
the year. The record of the Queensland Government is on the board. I do not know what Mr
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Sandon's advice on somehow cleansing ourselves by criticizing the Queensland Government had to do with the Bills before the House.
I shall deal briefly with three aspects of the Bill
which are obnoxious not only to local government but also to the people of Victoria. I object
to the principle of a S p.m. meeting time. This
principle is opposed by all the municipalities in
the province I represent, even those such as the
Rural City of Wodonga, which holds its meetings at S p.m. or later in any event. Those municipalities object to the principle of a Minister
engaging in double talk. They object to the Minister speaking on the one hand about more autonomy for local government and, on the other
hand, seeking to dictate on the simple matter of
when local government can hold a meeting.
I know my colleague Mr Wright and members
of the Opposition have prepared amendments to
alter that clause. In an eleventh hour move late
last year, the Minister arrived at a compromise
solution to insert a clause which provided exemptions to certain councils which made
application.
That is quite irrelevant to the issue at stake.
The principle is whether proposed legislation
from one seat of government in Victoria ought
to dictate to another seat of government on a
matter as simple as the time' of meetings. I say
that it should not. I will not deal with the other
aspects concerning the S p.m. meeting time, such
as distance and staff numbers in small municipalities, because those issues were fully canvassed last night by my colleague.
The second aspect with which I wish to deal
concerns the attempt by the Bill to specify a particular date as polling day, namely, the first Saturday ~n August. On the surface, I can recognize
some logic in having a common polling day on a
Saturday, bearing in mind that State and Federal
elections in this country are always held on Saturdays. Once again, the Bill demonstrates the
total lack of understanding by the city-dominated Government of conditions in the more
remote parts of the State. The Local Government Act should retain the option for municipalities to hold elections on a Thursday if that is
more suitable. If anyone genuinely wants to vote,
he or she can easily do so in the period of 10
hours that is allowed for voting. If a person is
not able to vote during that time, postal vote
facilities are available. It is odd that no one complains when the cradle of Westminster democracy, the United Kingdom, successfully holds its
general elections on a Thursday. The entire British nation votes on a Thursday. Why do we want
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to be different? Small municipalities have a good behaviour to which people can aspire, work toreason for wishing to retain the option ofThurs- wards and generally base their code of behaviour
day as a polling day. For example, one must upon. Australia is a monarchy at present; I hope
consider that the cost per vote amounts to very it will be in the future. To many, the oath of
little. This does not represent a large burden on allegiance might seem to be a matter of form,
the budget of the large urban municipalities. something one does when first elected and subHowever, a small rural municipality, such as the sequently sworn at statutory meetings. However,
Shire ofOxley, has calculated that to hold a Sat- the oath of allegiance has a significance that we
urday election involves extra cost over and above should not lose. If the oath of allegiance is disthe normal cost of holding an election in the pensed with, Australia will become little better
than a banana republic. If this were the case,
order of$2127.
people elected to public office would have an
Honourable members who represent areas with allegiance to no one and their standards could be
municipalities with multi-million dollar budgets so low as to be meaningless. It means that their
and turnovers might not consider a couple of code of behaviour in public life is set at the
thousand dollars to be significant. However, if standard they believe to be correct without any
one represents a municipality with a population reference to a pinnacle or any other code of
of a little more than 4000 people, one is consid- behaviour.
ering quite an expensive operation. In the case I
It distresses me to discover that the standards
mentioned, if the polling day were to be on a
of
behaviour and the codes of conduct in this
Thursday, the extra $2000 would not be incurred. I do not see any justification for causing country are slipping, in some cases, quite rapidly. Dispensing with the oath of allegiance is a
ratepayers to fund that extra expense.
further weakening of the code of behaviour that
By interjection earlier, the Leader of the Gov- should exist in Australian public life. With one
ernment indicated that if the municipality in or two notable exceptions, this code of behavquestion has only 4000 people, it is ripe for amal- iour has existed in Australia. I fear that the code
gamation. Has the honourable gentleman any of behaviour will be more frequently transidea of the geographical size, the terrain and the gressed if the Parliament of Victoria removes all
diversity of that municipality? I am not saying reference to the oath of allegiance in the Local
that scope does not exist for some adjustment of Government Act. I am sure I reflect the views of
the municipal boundaries; I am sure it does.
the majority of people in the province I represent
However, one needs to make a more careful when I state that we ought to retain the oath of
examination of the situation than merely that allegiance in the Local Government Act.
made by the Leader of the Government in that
I am also concerned about the qualification of
case.
electors because we could have a situation where
The third aspect with which I wish to deal the majority of councillors are not ratepayers in
concerns the rather sneaky way in which the oath the municipality they represent.
of allegiance was to be dispensed with. This is
I am well aware of the arguments that have
another reason why my colleague, Mr Wright, is been advanced that municipalities receive much
to be commended for his action in having the of their income and, in some cases, the majority
proposed legislation held over until this ses- of their income from non-rate sources; that is,
sional period, which is in accordance with the from State or Federal Governments or other unnormal practice on local government Bills. As dertakings, and that the people at large contrithe Leader of the Opposition said yesterday, the bute to those grants through the taxation system.
Bill had been sold, so to speak, on the basis that That is true, but the people who are ratepayers
it dealt with adult franchise. That is true, but the contribute through their taxes as well. In addiBill contains many other details and dispensing tion to that, they are paying into the municipalwith the oath of allegiance was an aspect which ity and there may be the unfortunate situation of
was not immediately obvious until municipal a councillor who does not pay rates, setting the
clerks and members of Parliament had the op- rates to be paid by people who do pay rates.
portunity of examining both the Bills and lining
It can be held to be undemocratic if people are
up the proposed amendments with the principal not afforded the opportunity of standing for
Act.
council, but I sound the warning that councillors
The oath of allegiance was to go out the win- who are not ratepayers need to take their respondow. It is my firm view that in public life there sibility seriously indeed because that will be gethas to be some pinnacle, keystone or standard of ting to the situation of taxation without
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representation if non-ratepayers set the level of
rates.
I am concerned with the importance of these
two Bills. I am also concerned with the direction
that the Government is going in bringing local
government under its thumb. It is the beginning
of central direction from Collins Street and I
look forward to the amendments, which I understand will be moved later today, and which in
my view will materially improve the legislation
and remove some of the dangers contained
therein.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-On a point of order, Mr President. In
relation to some of the comments made by the
honourable member pertaining to my speech, I
seek leave under Standing Order No. 122 to reply to those incorrect statements.
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)
-That is not a point of order. The honourable
member is entitled to make a personal explanation at any time. If he cares to do so, I will call
him.
The Hon. M. J. SAN DON-What I said yesterday in relation to the issue of statistics has
been misinterpreted by the honourable member,
and basically it is this: It is the view of the Government that local councils in this State have not
operated in a democratic way and it is in the
process of ensuring that council meetings are
conducted before 5 p.m. whereby all citizens can
stand for and can be involved in council elections.
To prove the assertion that was made, all one
needed to do was to ascertain how many shires
in the rural areas have their council meetings
during the day. I showed that 76 per cent of
councils have their meetings before 5 p.m. excluding, in a prima facie sense, the majority of
people in the community. To prove that, one
had to ascertain the occupational backgrounds
of the residents being represented on councils.
The majority came from a rural background and
their occupation was described as "farmer". That
proved that local government in the rural area of
this State is operating in an undemocratic way,
and that is what I did prove.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-These Bills were introduced in the
spring sessional period of the Parliament to implement a specific policy of the Labor Government for which it had an undeniable mandate.
However, the Bills were unnecessarily and improperly delayed by the Opposition-a feeble attempt to obstruct and frustrate popular
expression. It was an attempt by an Opposition,
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soundly thrashed at a general election, which it
could not face and which it still cannot face, to
frustrate the people's will. It was an act typical of
a Conservative party to hold back progress in
local government. By their irresponsible behaviour, members of the Opposition placed local
government in limbo. They created unnecessary
uncertainty and tainted this important tier of
government. By this very act, the Opposition
jeopardized the rights of the people of Victoria
to elect their representives at the municipal level
and, in doing so, insulted not only our intelligence but the intelligence and integrity of all Victorians Australian born, naturalized and nonnaturalized.
This was a blight on the democratic process
and a denial of the basic liberties of us all, for
which there is no excuse. They started this in
1856 and they have not learnt since. Slowly and
surely the face of Victoria is changing, and slowly
and surely the Opposition will learn that no
longer will its their behaviour be tolerated in this
Australian community.
Mr Lawson, who is not here today, spoke derisively of the mandate that the Cain Labor Government obtained at the last election, and by
doing so he derided the people of Victoria and
showed how out of touch this Opposition is with
the people. These are the people who returned
the Cain Labor Government in 1982, and who,
a fortnight ago, swept the Hawke Labor Government into Australia. These are the people who,
by their support and their attitude, know where
our country is to go, and they know who is to be
leading this country and who is protecting their
democratic principles. These are the people who
are entitled to be represented by democratically
elected local government.
The Government has a mandate, and, as Mr
Lawson and the rest of the Opposition should
understand, it is a mandate to carry out policies
upon which the Labor Government was elected
and not to deny them to the electorate, as the
Opposition did when in government-in its
number of years when in power. The people of
Victoria do not want a denial of these principles.
They want us as the Government to carry these
policies out, and we will.
The HOD. K.. I. M. Wright-Have you got your
jack boots on?
The HOD. M. J. ARNOLD-This Parliament
and the people of Victoria deserve better than
that comment and they will get it. Rest assured
that, by the attitude of the Opposition here today, a vast number of people living in Victoria
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are having their rights to vote in the 1983 municipal elections put at jeopardy. ~t t~ere be n~
mistake, let there be no denYIng It, thIs OPPOSItion is holding back democracy in this State; it is
denying to the people the fundamental right to
elect their own representatives in the next municipal election. The Opposition is denying full
adult franchise in a democratic State in which all
the arms of government play a vital role. The
Opposition is trying to abrogate one of the basic
tenets of the democratic system and is creating a
form of elitism in local government, and that is
the basis of its thrust. Members of the Opposition cannot stand the thought that all the people
who receive service in the municipalities are
going to have a right to vo~e. Victo~ans do not
want it that way and they wIll show It when they
do get the right to vote at the municipal elections.
The primary purpose of this P~l~ament i~ to
provide adult franchise for a mUnIcIpal electIon
in August 1983. The Bills also provide for the
following matters: (a) introduction of a local
government election day;. (~) extens~on of compulsory voting to all mUnIclp~1 electIOns; (~).the
requiring of ordinary meetIngs of mUnIcIpal
councils to commence on or after 5 p.m., unless
exempted.
I shall touch briefly on the question of adult
franchise. The effect of the proposed legislation
will be to permit a person to become a voter in a
municipal election ifhe or she is:
(i) on the Legislative ~ssemb.ly .roll and ~i~ or
her principal place of reSIdence IS In a mUnICIpal
district within Victoria, application for enrolment will not be required as inclusion on the
municipal roll will be automatic;
(ii) is not a person entitled to be on the Legislative Assembly roll-is not a natural born or
naturalized subject of Her Majesty-but has resided in Australia for at least six months continuously, in Victoria for three months and within
the particular municipal district for at least one
month preceding the entitlement date for
enrolment;
(iii) is the owner of rateable property within
the particular municipal district; or
(iv) is the occupier of rateable property within
the particular municipal district.
I shall now deal with the criticisms made by
Mr Hunt. He spent much of his time criticizing
provisions of the Bill that have alread~ been enacted in the legislation that re-established the
Melbourne City Council. Does he believe there
should be one law for the City of Melbourne and
one law for the rest of Victoria? Is that how he
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thinks local government should operate in Victoria? It should not, and the Labor Government
will provide that it will not.
Mr Hunt alleged, misleadingly, that the Bills
will wipe out the enrolments of all those presently on the electoral rolls. That. is not true. A~l
residents on the electoral rolls wIll be automatIcally placed on the rolls. Therefore, all resident
ratepayers will still be on the rolls, as well as nonratepaying residents. In addition, nominees of
absent landowners can register and non-naturalized residents can enrol. This is a broadening of
the franchise for local government and, if local
government is to be truly representati.ve. of the
community, it must be broadened. ThIS IS what
local government is all about. This will improve
local government. Is this not what we all require
of a body which is representative of and accountable to the people whose needs it must serve?
This is especially necessary since local government receives so much money from taxpayers.
This financial year, $400 million will go to local
government from the taxpayers. A large num~r
of councils receive more money from taxatIOn
sources than they raise from their own rates.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-What percentage?
The HOD. M. J. ARNOLD-Approximately
one-third of councils receive more from taxation
than they raise from rates. A restricted franchise
is not fair. As I said before, this standard already
applies for the Melbourne City Council.
Non-Australian residents should have a vote
in local government. They contribute to t~~ir
councils in rates and to their local commUnItIes
as residents. To give them a vote does not discourage citizenship, as was sugg~sted ~~ Mr
Lawson, nor does it devalue or denIgrate cltlz~n
ship; it enhances the role of th~ !l0n-Austr~ban
resident in the community and It Increases hiS or
her participation in that community. It is more
likely to encourage greater involve!Dent i.n t~e
community than to take away from It and It wtll
in no way denigrate the idea of citizenship in
Australia.
There seems to be a belief among members of
the Opposition that non-Australian re~i~ents a~e
not interested in their local commUnIties or In
their environment or the conditions under which
they live. Members of the Opposi~on seem t~
believe they are not capable of making a contnbution to the community. That is incorrect, as
has been established over the past twenty years.
Members of the Opposition somehow seem to
believe an Australian citizen could spend all his
life in, for example, Darwin, and then move to
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Port Fairy and, after spending a short time to
qualify himself on a residential basis, have more
interest in or knowledge of his community than
a non-Australian resident of the community.
That is absolute nonsense and cannot be supported in any way.
Entitlement to stand was one of the other
points raised by Mr Hunt and Mr Wright. Once
again the Opposition seeks to deny those who
contribute to the running of the community the
right to stand for election. These people should
have the right to vote and to stand and they will
have the right to vote and to stand. It seems to
me that the Opposition is seeking a return to the
old theme of "taxation without representation".
Is that the catchcry? The turnaround in the stance
of the Opposition on shop trading hours illustrates how willingly it has deserted the small
businessman and, no doubt, it will just as readily
desert other principles it espoused earlier.
It is a basic right that those who vote in an
election should be, as far as possible, able to
stand for the election. After all, it is the right of
the electors at the ballot box to decide whom
they wish to have represent them. If they wish to
choose a non-Australian resident, so be it. That
is their right and they should not be denied it.
Indeed, in Morwell recently an American, Tony
Peterson, was elected to represent the people.
Surely the ballot-box should be the final arbiter,
but Mr Peterson had to be made an Australian
citizen before he could be sworn in. Once again,
these rights are enshrined in the legislation dealing with the Melbourne City Council.
Mr Hunt tried to make a point about absentee
owners being prejudiced by the Bill. It was a
difficult point to follow and he laboured it, not
because he had any real belief in it but because
he had to lead those who sit behind him and hide
under the name of "Opposition". The measure
contains provision for postal voting and the p0sition of absentee landowners is protected. Again,
the Opposition returns to the same old theme.
There is an elite group the Opposition wants to
protect. Members of the Opposition seem to live
in the days when absentee landlords could control this country, as they controlled other Colonies, from London. Things have changed, as has
been pointed out to the Opposition on previous
occasions. Absentee landowners will be looked
after under the measure but, more importantly,
the residents of a municipality, those who make
the greater contribution, will be looked after, and
that is the prime responsibility of the
Government.
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There were further objections from Mr Hunt
and Mr Wright to Saturday polling for local government. I do not know why it should be preferable for some shires to hold elections on a
Thursday between 9 a.m. and 12.15 p.m., or
whatever time they choose. Surely it would be
far better for an election to be held on a Saturday
so that people can travel without interruption to
their working days. It is just another attempt by
the Opposition to limit the democratic rights of
people at the local government level. The Opposition has failed miserably over the years to limit
the rights of the people at a State and Federal
level but it is still battling and fighting a last ditch
stand to prevent full democracy in the local government area.
One gets back to the same old argument that
runs through all of the points put up by the Opposition. Members of the Opposition do not want
to have the people controlling local government.
For some reason, they believe there should be a
limit on the rights of the people. Mr Hunt raised
the problems that might be faced by people of
the Jewish faith who live in St Kilda or Caulfield
and said that they might have a problem in voting on a Saturday. I again point out that postal
voting is available. Those people vote in both
State and Federal elections on Saturdays and they
seem to find no difficulty in casting their votes
for the parties of their choice. Another point
raised related to voting hours from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. It is a sensible provision and brings the
voting hours of municipal council elections into
line with State elections. Again provision is made
for postal voting for those who have difficulty in
getting to a polling booth before 6 p.m. Therefore, that point raised by the Opposition is a
nonsense.
The matter of meeting times has also been
discussed by Mr Wright and members of the National Party. Mr Hunt also raised the matter of
meeting times. As has already been pointed out
by Mrs Hog, there is an exemption provision in
the Act to cover councils that have real difficulty
with their meeting times and they can seek an
exemption from the Government.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Why should they
go cap in hand to the Minister?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-The aim is to
make council elections as open as possible for
those people who must live with them. Ifcircumstances arise which make it impossible for councils to operate, that exemption should be
obtained. Mr Wright and I know what it is like
to live in the country. I lived in Swan Hill but,
for some reason now, all of a sudden travelling
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around country areas has become extremely difficult! I have known shire presidents to travel
200 miles to race meetings without any problems. In the same way, they should be able to
attend monthly shire meetings without any
problems. When I lived in Swan Hill, living in
the country the same as Mr Wright, country people would drive 60 miles to Balranald to play
football and drive another 60 miles from Quambatook or Boort to attend a ball on a Saturday
night. They would get home on the following day
and be ready to travel another 200 miles.
What, all of a sudden, is this great fear of travelling around the country? The allegation that
travelling makes it difficult for councillors to perform their duties on the shire council is nonsense
and honourable members on the opposite side of
the Chamber know it. It is just another step to
try to prevent those who have difficulty in attending meetings in the early hours from getting
on the council and having their say.
Mrs Baylor and MrBaxter can see the standards of some honourable members floating away
before their very eyes because we are not taking
the oath of allegiance. That is in line with countries like United States of America, which Mrs
Baylor and Mr Baxter normally hold so dear, but
the oath of allegiance is no longer taken in those
countries.
The Hon. H. R. Ward-One cannot take public office in the United States of America unless
one is an American citizen.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Does Mr Ward
wish me to deal with another argument not related to this one? The point mentioned by him
reminds me of another matter brought up by Mr
Wright, who said that if he went to Milan he
would be concerned at not being able to get a
vote in that city. Milan would probably be better
off for that fact, but I cannot line up that argument with the words used by Mr Hunt, who told
the House that, for a of time, Australia led the
rest of the world with its democratic process.
What is done in Milan has nothing to do with
what happens in Australia and its democratic
process. In saying that, I know that I will get
support for my views from Mr Sgro.
It is discriminatory to have a provision that
requires non-Australian residents to take the oath
of allegiance. There is no reason why they should
be expected to do so. They should have the right
to vote and the right to be elected to local government bodies in this State. In no way will that
devalue Australian standards and" in no way will
it deprive Australia of any of its traditions by
removing the obligation of taking the oath of
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allegiance. As I pointed out, if those people wish
to take the oath of allegiance, they are entitled to
do so, but there should be no compulsion on
those who do not wish to do so.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)-I did not intend to participate in this
debate, but, having heard the speeches of
honourable members like Mr Arnold, I feel that
more needs to be said on the matter. Under the
Bills, theoretically, a municipal council could be
made up of councillors who have been in that
municipality for only four weeks, who would not
necessarily be taxpayers or ratepayers, or who
could not even speak one word of English.
The Hon. D. E. Henshaw-Who would elect
them?
"The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Theoretically, the
Government's proposed legislation would allow
that to happen. Whether that situation would
arise is not of concern. The question is that the
Bills would make the situation lawful. The people of Victoria, who would have to live with that
situation, would not accept such a proposition.
It is totally unacceptable and the motivation for
the Government to introduce these types of
measures is twofold. The first is misdirected and
the second is philsophical. There is a strong philsophical reason for the Labor Party proposing
these types of measures.
It is interesting that only one honourable
member who has so far spoken from the Government side of the House has actually been a municipal councillor and put himself up for election.
It seems to me that people like Mr Sandon, who
has been organizing the union side of municipal
organizations, Mr Arnold and Mr Kennan, really
have no conception of the implications and responsibilities of the job, because they have never
put themselves up for election to a local council.
However, that is just an aside.
The Government has misdirected its
venom. The Government likes to think that it is
directing it against the Opposition and it has
been critical of the Opposition's point of view
on these measures. However, it is totally misdirected because all that it is doing is denigrating
local government. The Government has directed
all its venom against the institution of local
government.
The remarks of Mr Sandon, Mr Arnold and
Mr Kennan will be very well distributed in the
community. They show a complete lack of respect for the institution oflocal government and
what it stands for. I know that, philosophically,
the Government would be opposed to municipal
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councillors giving of their time free of charge and
would give strong opposition to anybody in the
community making a voluntary contribution.
Therefore, all the Government's criticism, although it wants to direct it at the Opposition, is
really directed at local government.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-Of course it is not!
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-Statements by
Government supporters are on the record and
the Opposition will ensure that they are widely
read by the people of Victoria, and especially by
those who are involved in local government.
I turn now to the theory that it is possible to
have serving on municipal councils people who
have lived in a municipality for four weeks. No
other country in the world would accept such a
situation. Countries like the United States of
America, Italy and others have been mentioned.
It would be unthinkable for a person to arrive in
one of those countries, settle in a municipal district and expect to be eligible to stand for election
to the council within four weeks of taking up
residence there. It would be an absurdity. It is a
most extraordinary measure; it is difficult even
to take it seriously.
The Government is carried away with this
mandate of which its members keep talking. I
believe the Government will come undone if it
pursues the thinking that it can do no wrong. I
expect any day to see Government supporters
walking across Port Phillip Bay. It is a pity that
they cannot open the heavens and bring rain
because they appear to be next door to God and
to be able to do no wrong. I invite them to wait
and see what the verdict of the people of Victoria
will be after they have had a good dose of this
Government for another year or two.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-What about a
decade or two?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-It will not take as
long as that. I turn now to some practical applications of the proposals contained in the Bill. It
contains some serious defects but the two lawyers on the Government benches do not appear
to have picked them up.
The Bill states that a person does not have to
be an Australian citizen-that is to say, it will
not be necessary for him to go through a citizenship ceremony-to become a municipal councillor. That would mean it would be possible to
have a mayor who was not an Australian citizen.
Are honourable members to assume that both
the State and Federal Governments will attempt
to abolish citizenship ceremonies? I ask the Minister handling the Bill to answer that question. If
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that is not the case and people are still to have
the opportunity of becoming Australian citizens,
who will conduct the citizenship ceremonies?
Traditionally, mayors and shire presidents have
conducted those ceremonies and administered
the oath or affirmation that is taken by a person
on becoming an Australian citizen. I should be
interested to know what the Government proposes to do in cases where the mayor is not an
Australian citizen.
Likewise, I deplore the abolition of the oath of
allegiance, There is a degree of deja vu about this
matter because we went through this debate during the autumn sessional period when the Bill
was introduced. For the Government to impose
its will or its views on the people who are standing for election to councils is reprehensible. It is
the most appalling sort of dictatorship attitude.
The Government is saying that those who subscribe to Christian beliefs and who wish to take
an oath on taking office as a councillor will not
be allowed to do so.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Where does the
Bill say that?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-That is what the
Bill says.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Nonsense! You
should read the Bill again.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-The Bill will
abolish the taking of the oath of allegiance. Daes
the Minister accept that?
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-We will explain
to you later.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-I know what the
Minister will say. He will say that the Government is not stopping anyone from taking an affirmation as a municipal councillor, but the Bill
abolishes the oath of allegiance, which is part
and parcel of the process of being sworn in.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-I thought the
Liberal Party preached freedom of choice. The
Bill is giving freedom of choice.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-No, the Bill is
removing freedom of choice altogether. Everything in the Bill is constrictive, restrictive and
imposes the will of the Government on others.
Mrs Hogg dealt with women's participation in
local government and I wish to say something
about the hours of meeting. It is absurd to tell
municipal councils that they may meet only after
5 p.m. That old chestnut has been around for a
long time among Labor Party councillors. It bears
no substantiation. I do not believe Mrs Hogg
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ever became a member of the Local Government Women's Association during her time as a
councillor, but that body would give the Government figures which indicate that there has been
a steady increase in the number of women councillors in Victoria over the past decade. That
increase is not related in any way to the meeting
times of councils but rather to the participation
of women generally in public life, and one sees it
at other levels of government, too.
When I first became a municipal councillor in
1966, my youngest child was eighteen months
old. The council of which I was a member met
at 10 a.m. and I found that time most convenient. I think many women would find day-time
meetings far more convenient than 5 p.m.
meetings.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-There has been no
increase in women councillors in country areas.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-The reason why
they are not participating in any particular area
is probably that no women have come forward,
but that has nothing to do with meeting times. I
question the logic of saying that more women
would come forward if meeting times were to be
from 5 p.m. onwards. I believe the contrary.
Many women work flexitime, part time and all
sorts of other arrangements. The Labor Party
talks about being up with today's trends. Today's
trends are towards part-time work, job sharing
and flexible working hours. If the Government
debars municipal councils throughout Victoria
from meeting until after 5 p.m. that will be a
backward step. The Government is failing to take
account of modern trends and community
demands.
It is easy for anyone to accommodate the
meeting time of the council. The point is that it
should be a matter for the individual council.
The Opposition does not say that no council
should meet at 5 p.m. or 6 p.m. or at any other
time that suits it. Councils should have the right
and the autonomy to decide that matter for
themselves. For any Government to pass a Bill
which stipulates that a local government body
shall not meet until after 5 p.m. is a reprehensible step and demonstrates a lack of the democratic process. Mr Sandon is very fond of the
word "democratic".
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-We use it on our side
of the House, although it offends you.
The Hon. H. G. BAYWR-It is totally undemocratic to say to a municipal council, "You
shall meet at a certain time". Surely one must
balance that of[ The ostensible reason given for
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stipulating that councils should meet at that time
is to allow more people to stand for election to
council as that would be more democratic. The
Government should consider the other side of
the question which is its decision to impose its
will on local government. The Government could
not care less about the reaction of local governments to the decisions it makes.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-Who is imposing his
will?
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-The Government.
The Hon. M. J. Arnold-You are referring to
the Labor Government as if it were a person
wandering around making decisions.
11ae Hon. H. G. BAYLOR-I know local government better than does Mr Amold. The Government is placing its interpretations on what is
democratic and the Opposition is offering its
interpretation but local Councils are not given
the right to choose for themselves. Ultimately,
the most democratic thing to do is to state that
one has competence and autonomy-words that
have been often used by the Minister and other
speakers today. The Government cannot take on
the responsibility of telling local Councils when
they can meet and who shall be on the council.
Of course, legislation should be introduced to
deal with those who are eligible to stand for
council and who should be on the municipal roll,
but what is being offered by the Government is
totally absurd.
The Government is saying that a person need
have only four weeks, residence in a municipality before he may stand for office. That is an
absurdity! I do not believe Victorians will buy
that. I have sat on the local council in the company of school teachers, public servants, other
women and businessmen and, in my experience,
no one has been restricted in standing for council. Each year, council elections were held and
many people stood for local government. I am
not aware of many places where there were not
contests and I am not aware on what the Government is basing its proposition except its own
philosophical hang-up. The Government seems
to believe that great droves of people will suddenly stand for local government elections. That
will not happen because being a municipal councillor demands a great deal more than just time.
The role demands responsibility and accountability, which allows people to make their judgments on the sorts of people they shall elect to
office to carry out the work. The Government
will live to regret the day it introduced these
measures and the Opposition shall certainly be
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pursuing its amendments during the Committee
stage.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong Province)-Firstly, I shall correct the comment made
by Mrs Baylor about only one member of the
Government party having experience in local
government.
The Hon. H. G. Baylor-I said there had been
only one person with the experience on the Government side who had spoken in the debate.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-I am a councillor and a member of the Australian Labor Party
on a council which can be only described as a
Liberal council and it has been operating for a
number of years with evening meetings, Saturday elections and compulsory voting to the extent of fining people who do not vote. I am a
strong supporter of those measures because I have
seen their benefits.
Many members of the Liberal Party have been
nonplussed by the sorts of carryings on that have
been heard today about what is good for local
government.
Local government is important because it provides the services that are often necessary at the
community level. Those services include mealson-wheels, recreation, social welfare and so on.
Many of those services are not provided perhaps
as well as they might be by other councils but,
nevertheless, the situation is improving and
developing.
I look forward to the benefits local governmentcan give to the community but it is labouring under difficulties which it has experienced
for some years. Many people are affected by local
government but local council meetings are not
often attended by other than councillors-rarely
would one see more than one man sitting in the
public gallery. The reason is that these people
know that they do not have the influence or the
access to the ballot box in a democratic way.
From my experience in local government, I am
proud to be associated with a Government that
is committed to autonomy in local government.
Honourable members in the House will notice
that most honourable members who have spoken on the Government side were recently elected
and have spoken in the debate because those
issues are important to them.
Recently I travelled extensively in country
areas talking to people about local government
matters. I was aware of two ~hools of thought;
The one expressed by the councils was similar to
that expressed by the people on the Opposition
benches; and the other by the population at large.
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I have been at public meetings where explanations of the Government's proposals drew enthusiastic applause and people asked why evening
meetings had not been held before. These people
were extremely enthusiastic about the propositions being put forward because they recognized
that at last they will have a chance of standing
for local government. I am committed to the
sorts of Bills the Government is bringing forward. In my travels, I held discussions with
councils on these issues and I found that invariably once one discussed those matters, one received sympathy and support for what one was
trying to achieve.
As I said earlier, local government is labouring
under difficulties and I have some unusual examples. Some councils in rural areas are only
represented by farmers. This was also stated by
a member of the National Party.
The Hon. D. M. Evans-One of them was a
housewife.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-It has been
suggested that one or more rural councils may be
composed entirely of farmers. I am not saying
there is anything wrong with farmers but there
should be wider representation on local councils.
One council has nominated its election day from
9 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. on Thursday; there is nothing
more calculated or undemocratic than those
hours. I am aware of another council on which
more than SO per cent of councillors are over the
age of SS years. There is nothing wrong with old
councillors, but it does offer a reason for holding
daylight meetings because those people may be a
threat on the roads when they are driving home.
The Hon. B. P. Dann-Some of our greatest
leaders in the world have been more than 70
years of age!
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-I agree there
have been some able people. In discussions held
in rural areas with local councils, I was able to
list the main areas of concern. Some of the main
causes of concern were the 5 p.m. council meetings and the change of councillor qualifications.
Concern was also expressed about the non-mandatory status of the oath of allegiance and the
matter of universal franchise, to which there is
some opposition.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-I have heard no opposition to that in this Chamber.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-Concern has
been expressed in rural areas where I have discussed these matters, and 5 p.m. council meetings generated the most concern. Previous
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speakers have outlined the difficulties confronted by salary and wage-earners in getting to
council meetings on time. Many of these people
are also financially inconvenienced by having to
attend council meetings or participate in council
functions.
It is acceptable and obvious to me that at present the complete complement of some councils
find it inconvenient to attend day-time council
meetings. That is a fact of life. In future, nine or
twelve councillors will no doubt find it difficult
to attend evening council meetings. It will also
place an inhibition on other people who may
seek to be elected as a councillor.
I would like some provision made for meeting
times to be determined by a process of consensus
at each annual meeting. I am prepared to accept
the alternative that the council can apply to the
Minister for dispensation. I would like councils
to consider whether they are inconvenienced on
a yearly basis.
The next question is that of the qualifications
of persons to be elected as councillors. At present
a councillor must be either a natural-born Australian or a naturalized Australian. An ideological problem is involved in that position. Surely
it is a basic tenet of democracy that the people
who are affected by a government must have the
right to vote for that government and must also
have the right to stand for election as a member
of that government.
Under the proposed amendments, a ratepayer
will be entitled to vote but does not necessarily
have the right to stand for election to council. In
my opinion, that is a denial of a democratic right.
It cannot be denied that there are people who
have very good reasons for not becoming citizens and taking an oath of allegiance. For example, there are people who are invited to spend a
considerable time in commerce or business in
this country and who are affected by local government and who might contribute substantially
to the community. There are good reasons why
those people should be entitled to participate in
the elections and the operations of local government. There are also people who, for various
conscientious or religious reasons, are unable to
become citizens. They shoul~ not be denied the
right to participate in local government.
Mr Hunt has suggested that if Parliament
abolishes the oath of allegiance in local government, why should it not also be abolished in the
State and Federal Government spheres? I cannot
think of any reason why we should not abolish
the oath of allegiance in the State Government,
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but there is a problem in the Federal Government area where a non-citizen could be asked to
participate in foreign affairs involving the country
to which he owes allegiance.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-But it is all right for
non-citizens to make decisions in this Parliament.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-Off-hand, why
not? The trouble with these troglodytes is that
they are incapable of moving forward in any
manner.

Honourable members interjecting
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)
-Order! There are far too many interjections. I
invite Mr Henshaw to continue.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-In discussion
with local councils, I have met opposition to
adult franchise. There is opposition from the
Opposition parties in this House.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-I challenged you before
on that claim. It is not true.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW-There are people who believe that only ratepayers should be
entitled to vote in local government or to stand
as councillors. As has already been pointed out,
54 per cent of the revenue received by local government comes from taxpayers directly rather
than ratepayers. There is a need for all residents
to be involved in the democratic process oflocal
government. Likewise, one might say that people who do riot pay taxes should not be entitled
to vote at State or Federal elections. The point is
that the democratic process is aimed at those
affected by the process of government and not
necessarily at those who pay.
The final matter I wish to mention is local
government elections being held on a common
Saturday. As I said, there is the problem that
there is a lack of interest in local government.
One of the very important reasons for stipulating
Saturday for local government elections is that it
would help increase interest in the elections and
help to facilitate participation in this democratic
process.
Mr Baxter referred to elections being held in
England on a Thursday. Thursday is accepted by
the media and the people who work and are interested in local government in England. The
Government is applying the same argument to
holding elections on a Saturday.
It is our function as members of this House to
not only represent the 2500 or 3000 councillors
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but also to represent the nearly 4 million Victorians. That is our role. It is also our role to help
to foster local government in Victoria.
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Each shire office receives a grant from the State
and Federal Governments. All residents in the
shire, all people who pay rates in the municipality, are counted so that the shire office can obtain
The Hon. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North grants from the State and Federal Governments.
Province)-I do not think it will matter what I I repeat what I said before: All residents are
say here as members of the Opposition have al- counted when the shire office wants money from
ready made up their minds to oppose the Bill. the Federal Government, but they do not like to
Nevertheless, I would like to correct Mr Wright, give those people the right to vote.
Mr Hunt and the speakers on the other side of
Mr Wright, who is interjecting, should not
the Chamber. Mr Wright went around the world
confuse the people who come here; they are resiin 20 minutes and mentioned South Africa, Ausdent migrants, not visitors. Some 99 per cent of
tria, Milan and many other parts of the world. I those migrants who come here stay in Australia.
remind Mr Wright that people in Milan and Some of those people who are not Australian
many parts of the world belong to the European citizens have been here for 30 or 40 years. The
Economic Community and not only· have the reason why they have not taken Australian citiright to vote in local government elections but zenship is because, presently, they are asked to
also the right to elect a national government make an allegiance to the mother country-Engwhich affects every nation every four years. They land. Those migrants are prepared to defend and
have a right to vote for eleven nations, to elect die for this country, but they will not swear allethe governments of those countries, not merely giance to England. England is not the country it
council elections.
was many years ago; it is now part of the EuroMr Wright mentioned South Africa. I would pean Economic Community; it belongs to the
like to ask him whether he would give the 17 rest of Europe. I will be the first to urge all mimillion black people of South Africa the right to grants to become Australian citizens, but it is
vote-obviously not, as that is the sort of man unfair to ask them to offer allegiance to another
country. Where is the sense of nationalism of
he is.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-They have a right members of the Opposition? In were to say that,
I would be accused of everything under the sun,
to vote.
but if members of the Opposition say it, it is all
The Hon. G. A. SGRO-That is not so. That right.
is how much Mr Wright knows about the world.
A few weeks ago I received a letter from a
I agree with some of the arguments put forward
councillor
in the electorate represented by Mr
by members of the Opposition. I would like
Evans
and
Mr Baxter. He has been a councillor
everyone who lives in this country to become
Australian citizens. I am convinced that if they in that municipality for twelve years. He has
did there would not be one member of the Lib- been a resident in Australia since 1952 and speaks
eral or National parties sitting on the other side perfect English. However, he chose to write to
of the House. An extra 1 million people would me in Italian. The gentleman states in the letter
that he has been a councillor for more than ten
vote for the Labor Party.
years and, at the moment, being a councillor in
In the past six months, more than 60 shires a country area is a luxury, not a duty. The counhave applied for money from the Minister for cillor owns a garage and if he wants to attend
Employment and Training for job creation pur- council meetings he must shut his garage from
poses. They claim that they have many migrants 11.30 a.m. onwards. The council adjourns at I
in their municipalities who need help and be- o'clock, he has a few glasses of beer and the meetcause of that they should receive extra money ing then resumes at half-past 2 until 5 o'clock.
from the State Government. They count the dogs However, most people in that town cannot parand cats to boost the numbers. Municipalities ticipate in council meetings. They do not know
receive more than $500 000 from the State Gov- what is going on in the town. The councillor who
ernment to help the people they say they want to wrote to me is a strong Liberal supporter.
help. They do not care if the residents are citiThe Hon. R. J. Long-What is his name?
zens or not. They count them to get the per capThe
Hon. G. A. SGRO-His name is Alberto
ita grant.
Zito. He is a strong Liberal supporter and he
However, when it comes to helping them, they urged me to persuade the Liberal Party to change
are told their vote is not wanted.
its mind and to allow a 5 o'clock council meeting
Session 1983-73
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to take place because he wants people to participate. How much influence do I have on the Liberal Party?
The municipality of Cobram has a large per-.
centage of Italians and Greeks who have lived
there for many years. This councillor has received many complaints from people who would
like to participate in municipal affairs but are
unable to do so because they cannot take time
off. It is all very well for Mr Wright, who is
interjecting, to say that school teachers can take
time off. How many school teachers are city
councillors? What about the other people; they
cannot take time oft'!
.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-Why not, if they
are.keen enough?
The Hon. G. A. SGRO-They cannot take the
time off and, therefore, it is important that those
people who want to participate in council meetings are given the opportunity.
The council refuses the right for these people
to vote, but when it wants money from the State
and Federal Governments it counts them on its
books. That is complete hypocrisy. I remind Mr
Wright that there are more than 3000 people in
his electorate who are not Australian citizens,
but they are as good Australians as he is. Most of
them are second generation Australians.
Two weeks ago, I visited some country areas
with the Minister for Employment and Training.
We met school teachers and people who worked
in shops, who all said the same thing. They complained that they could not close down their shops
and, therefore, could not participate in local
affairs, and they urged us to do something to
change the law. The Liberal Party should look at
what it is doing because, two weeks ago at the
Federal election, it received only 450 votes in
the Mildura area. That is a disgrace and something should be done about it. Members of the
National Party spend more time in the country
than Liberal Party members.
These Bills should be passed. I do not know
the intention of my Government, but if the Bills
do not work I am certain that because we are
Democrats the law could be changed in twelve
months' time ifthere is proofthat there are some
difficulties involved. For members of the Opposition to say that these people are not Australian
is rubbish. They are the ones who are prepared
to sell Australia because they tell non-Englishspeaking people to take an oath of allegiance to
another country and members of the Opposition
should be ashamed of themselves.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade}-On 9 November, the House resolved that
the second readings of the two Bills relating to
local government now before the House be considered and debated concurrently.
That debate having concluded, the authority
of the House to deal with the Bills concurrently
has expired, and I will therefore proceed to put
the relevant questions in respect of each Bill.
CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL
The motion for the second reading of the Bill
was agreed to .by an absolute majority of the
whole number of the members of the House.
The Bill was read a second time, and it was
ordered that it be committed later this day.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL ELECTIONS) BILL
The Bill was read a second time, and it was
ordered that it be committed later this day.
CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL
The House went into Committee for the consideration of this Bill.
Oause 1 was agreed to.
Oause 2 (Interpretations)
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-Mr Chairman, in the many
months that this Bill has been held up in this
Chamber, the Government has been concerned
with the almost deliberate distortion that has
occurred from time to time, either by representatives of the corner party or the Liberal Party,
on what are clear matters.
Indeed, the Minister for Local Government in
another place has spent considerable time touring this State, correcting misrepresentations and
blatant untruths that have been uttered by
spokesmen of other political parties with respect
to the intention of the Government. It is interesting to refresh the memories of honourable
members and quote from the debates that have
occurred in the Parliament on this matter. I quote
from page 494 of volume 363 of Hansard of 11
December 1981 when the then Minister for L0cal Government in another place, represented by
the then Minister for Minerals and Energy in this
place, Mr Crozier, is reported as having said:
The fact that local government now receives a fixed
percentage of personal income tax has changed our
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approach to municipal franchise. As inflation and
growth boost the income tax pool the importance of
this source of revenue will increase.
Local government has, in recent years, extended its
activities in many new directions-many areas not directly relating to property ownership. It is only logical
that the. franchise should be changed to recognize this
trend. The mechanism for enrolment is contained in
clause 6 of the Bill.
If a person is over 18 years of age on 10 June and is
on the roll of electors for the Legislative Assembly he
or she will be automatically entitled to be enrolled on
the voters' roll of a municipality-so long as his or her
principal place of residence is within the municipal
district or the appropriate subdivision of the
municipality.
Provision has also been made for the enrolment of
those persons who-although they are not eligible to
be on the Legislative Assembly Roll for the area-own
property or are liable to be rated in respect of property
within the municipal district or electoral subdivision
of the district. In such cases enrolment will not be
compulsory-but once enroUed he or she wiU stay on
the voters' roll so long as eligibility is retained.
Where there are joint owners or more than one person jointly liable to be rated they may select one of
their number to be enrolled. Likewise a corporation
may appoint a person to be enrolled on its behalf. With
the introduction of adult franchise the opportunity is
being taken to provide procedures to ensure, as far as
possible, that the voters' rolls are accurate at the time
of the annual election.

In this Chamber on 10 December 1980, when
presenting the final report of the Board of Review of the Role Structure and Administration
of Local Government in Victoria, the then Minister for Local Government issued a Ministerial
statement referring to the recommendations of
the board of review. I quote from page 13 of the
annexure to Mr Crozier's extract from the Parliamentary Debates that he had printed at Government expense at the time. It states:
The Local Government Act should be amended to
allow for a universal franchise for local government
elections and to remove references to property owners,
occupiers and their spouses, although a provision
should exist for enfranchising non-resident ratepayers.

•

•

•

•

Accept universal franchise with provision for those
ratepayers not otherwise on the electoral roll to be
enrolled on application.

That statement fits neatly with precisely what
was said at the time in another place and it fits
neatly with the concept the Government has
proposed in this matter. Indeed, there are four
or five fundamental areas, but one crucial area,
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so far as the Government is concerned, is the
matter of the franchise.
Having regard to the speeches from which I
have quoted, one would have thought that at
least the former Government could have been
taken at its word. At that time, one did not have
that new look Kennett-kamikaze-Ied Liberal
Party but a Liberal Government that could have
been taken at its word. However, although at
that time the former Government observed that
Victorians were entitled to be enrolled, the Liberal Party, now in Opposition, has said, "That is
really not what we meant. That is really not our
objective. We want to interfere with it." That is
the fundamental difference between the forces of
progress and the forces of conservatism throughout the history of this State.
The forces of conservatism have hung on to
that vestige of conservatism that prevents the
implementation of democratic reform. That has
been the attitude of the Liberal Party and its
predecessors in this Chamber down through the

years.
On the question of the franchise, the Government is entitled to say to the Liberal Party,
"Humbug! Sheer hypocrisy". The former Government is reported as having indicated in both
Houses that everyone would get the vote and
that it would provide for the absentee landlord
on the basis of one vote per property and the
landlord was to apply in writing. However, the
Opposition now says, "Let us try to ignore that
particular piece of history and see whether we
can get back to preserving that which we can on
behalf of the 30-0dd per cent that we now
represent" .
That is sheer hypocrisy and humbug and will
be seen as such by the electorate. The Government is determined on this matter; the Government will not retreat. Every person who lives in
a municipality and who pays taxes, considerable
as they are, will achieve the right to determine
his or her municipal government. He or she will
achieve the right to vote and he or she will achieve
the right to contest and participate in those
elections.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-I hope they would have
the right even if they do not pay taxes.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-The tradition of the party of which Mr Hunt is a member
is that of defending privilege and property and
that is the sort of humbug which has been brought
into the Chamber with the proposed amendments to the Bill. The Liberal Party is trying to
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defend the opportunities of those who are wealthy
and who have property to determine the course
oflocal government and is avoiding the fact that
a large number of municipalities, especially in
the vast rural areas and remotely populated municipalities, in the main depend on Federal and
State Government finance. Everyone knows that.
Time and again, other speakers on behalf of the
Government party have pointed that out. That
point has not been met satisfactorily or attempted to have been met in any intellectual
contribution to the debate.
The vast majority of the 211 municipalities in
Victoria depend very largely on financial grants
from different levels of Government, and rightly
so-no one questions that. Mr Henshaw and
others have said during the debate-indeed, the
former spokesman of the former Minister of the
former Government made it clear in this placethat the whole question and role oflocal government and involvement at the closest level to the
people has changed dramatically throughout the
years. The Labor Party is picking up a recommendation from an inquiry instituted by the former Liberal Party Government-the last of
many, many inquiries into local governmentand suggestions contained in the former Government's Bill on adult franchise, yet now the
Liberal Party wants to run away from its own
words and its own commitments. Was the Liberal Party only fooling the people when it was in
Government and is it fooling the people now?
The Liberal Party cannot have it both ways. The
party will be hoist on its own petard and be caught
on the hooks of its own hypocrisy.
Another inquiry initiated by the former Government concerns compulsory voting and in the
report of the inquiry into the Richmond City
Council the commissioner made it clear that, on
the question of composition of the roll and the
method of election, it should, to the extent it is
able, reflect as accurately as possible the conditions and circumstances under which State and
national elections are held, and that is what the
Bill seeks. It seeks to adopt that recommendation.
I will not dwell on the matter of council meeting times. Suffice to say that \Yhat is being put to
the Chamber is to exclude everyone who is not
naturalized, everyone whose work is such that it
prevents him or her from attending a council
meeting during the day, and those mothers who
are responsible and who have to care for schoolaged children. In fact, the only people who will
not be excluded will be those with sufficient leisure time or those, and this I concede, who have
a great commitment to their cause as they see it
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and who are prepared to make sacrifices above
what one would normally expect from a representative in order to attend council meetings.
In the main, the opposition to the Government's proposals is an attempt by the gerrymandered majority in this House to prevent the
Government giving the right to the ordinary person in the community to participate fully in municipal matters. Opposition to the entitlement to
vote, council meeting times, compulsory voting
and franchise are really all about trying to prevent the Government from giving the ordinary
person in this community an equal say in the
matters of municipal spheres which affect his or
her lifestyle.
On all of those matters, it is of interest that
even more recently, since the fall of the discredited Liberal Party Government in this State, the
Liberal Party supported the composition of the
Melbourne City Council on all matters save one
which are contained in these measures and that
the Liberal Party accepted this Government's
mandate on those questions. That is the recent
record of the Chamber. Legislation for the Melbourne City Council was passed by this
Chamber.
Therefore, as other speakers have pointed out,
there is an attempt by the Opposition to frustrate
this Government's desire to broaden the franchise of all municipalities on the same basis as
the Melbourne City Council. That is the stark
reality. The attempt by the Government to so
broaden the franchise is based on the Bains recommendation, on statements made by the then
Minister in this House and by his spokesman
when he introduced the Bill on his behalf in another place. In that context, the Opposition stands
exposed for the hypocrisies that it practises in
this Chamber.
I have been interested in some of the curious
arguments put on the question of entitlement to
stand for council elections. The argument put by
Mr Sgro details the frustration that my Government has with the attitudes that have been expressed in this Chamber against the
Government's proposal. It is an elementary aspect of democracy that all those who are eligible
to vote in an election ought to be eligible for
nomination, yet it is put in some curious way
"that that ought not to be so. During the secondreading debate, it was argued also that somehow
or other, because the United Kingdom has elections on a Thursday, that should suit Victoria.
Those who work for a living-and under Mr
Hunt's proposals on retail trading hours, shop
assistants will never be able to attend council
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meetings let alone vote-find Saturday a more
convenient day on which to vote and that comprises the vast majority of those in the community who work for a living and who are associated
directly with a breadwinner who provides for the
family. It is clearly easier for the normal working
man and woman in the community to vote on a
Saturday, the vast majority being not required to
work on that day.
If it were so passionately held-this great religious belief in the holiness of Thursday-that
voting must be held on a Thursday, it ought to
be accompanied by a public holiday for all shire
elections. In that case, the 48 people at Pyalong
could all come along and vote together! The continued support of Thursday as a voting day is
another aspect of the subterfuge used by the
spokesmen of conservatism. They are yesterday's people and they are hiding from the fact
that the bases of the proposals by this Government are those that were adopted by their own
spokesmen and Ministers when that party was
in government.
The Government believes 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. is
an appropriate period for the hours of polling.
That is consistent with the position taken by
the previous Government in respect of State
elections. I assume that now there is a Government that reflects the majority of the people's
opinions nationally, some changes will take place
there. On the basis of consistency, if State electoral rolls are to be used, bearing in mind Commissioner Nicholson's recommendations that the
matter should be made as consistent as possible,
the time should be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. also.
The postal ballot provisions provide for anyone
who, for any reason, religious or otherwise, is
disadvantaged in the situation.
On the question of meeting times, in the drafting of the Bill the Government has made provision which acknowledges the problem that has
been alluded to by some honourable members,
particularly members of the corner party. A provision has been inserted which enables a proposal for exemption to be determined. The aim
is to open to councils the way in which they can
have access if they wish to change their meeting
times. The Minister has bent over backwards in
trying to accommodate that matter. I am certain
that if the residents of a particular municipality
were asked their preference, whether or not they
were interested in standing as a candidate or not,
they would say that, if elected, they would at
least be able to attend a council meeting. At present a number of people in a municipality can
decide that, because it is in their interests just to
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meet outside normal leisure hours, they can preclude the candidacy of others. The Government
accepts that there are many good-minded and
community-serving people within local government who have put the argument strongly that
they should have this avenue open if they want
to exercise it. The Minister has given the assurance that if a council asks for it, permission will
be given. That seems to be a far safer device than
leaving the matter open for abuse.
In relation to compulsory absentee voting, I
underscore that absentee voters may have difficulty in voting if they own land or property a
considerable distance from their homes, but this
Bill makes it clear that they have the right to seek
personal enrolment and, once enrolled, they can
use the postal provisions. That is no different
from what was proposed by Mr Crozier and Mr
Lieberman. The object of this Bill-and this is
the fundamental difference between the approach ofthe present Minister for Local Government and that of Mr Hunt in the amendments
foreshadowed in respect of this Bill-is to
strengthen the role of the resident rather than the
absentee landowner or landholder. That seems
to me to be a fairly fundamental commitment by
the Government. Nevertheless, the Government
has acknowledged the rights of the absentee
landholders and that is enshrined in the provisions. By application, they can become enrolled
but they do not have to do so. There is nothing
compulsory about it. This Opposition party of
"freedom of choice" advocates an arrangement
which seems contradictory to its fundamental
philosophy.
Many other minor points were made by speakers during the discussions and many of them
have been covered by me but perhaps more adamantly by other speakers earlier in the discussion. I warn the Committee that the Government
remains committed to reform the local' government area in favour of the residents of all of the
municipalities of this State. It will not back away
from that. That is not just a commitment for
today. It will be a commitment that the Government will take to the people. If necessary it will
expose the hypocrisy of those in this Chamber
who months ago took a different position. How
will Mr Crozier vote on this matter? On behalf
of the former Government, he made a Ministerial statement in this Chamber that he would accept the universal franchise with provisions for
those ratepayers not otherwise on the electoral
roll to be enrolled on application. I do not know
what he will do when the bells ring. If he had
been in this Chamber, he would have heard what
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I read to honou~ble members in respect of the
Bill introduced at that time.
It seems clear that the Liberal Party is attempting to throw red herrings across the trail and is
pretending that it is trying to protect people's
rights. It is doing nothing of the sort. It is trying
to preserve the privilege ofjust a few. That party
is caught in its own hypocrisy and will end up
exposed for it. It is intellectually inconceivable
that a group of mature people can bring before
this Chamber a set of propositions opposed to
the Government's proposal when, by and large,
the proposals of the Government represent the
philosophy of the Bains recommendations which
were adopted by the Liberal Party when in
government.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
Oause 2, page 3, line 10 to page 4, line 37, omit all
words and expressions on these lines and insert"748. (1) A person who on the entitlement date(a) would be an elector in respect of an address in a
riding or ward if a roll of electors for the Legislative
Assembly was prepared, shall be entitled to have his
name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in respect of
that address;
(b) is not a person referred to in paragraph (a) and
who is(i) the owner of any rateable property (whether
solely or jointly); or
(ii) liable to be rated in respect of any rateable property (whether solely or jointly)shall be entitled to have his name enrolled on
the voters' roll or rolls in respect of that rateable
property; or
(c) is not a person referred to in paragraph (b) and
would have been entitled to have his name enrolled
under paragraph (a) but for the fact ~t he was not a
person referred to in section 48 (I) (a) and whose principal place of residence has been in Australia for at
least six months continuously and in Victoria for at
least three months and in the municipal district for at
least one month, shall be entitled to apply to have his
name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in respect of
his principal place of residence in the municipal district.
(2) Where on the entitlement date a corporation is(a) the owner ofany rateable property (whether solely
or jointly); or
(b) liable to be rated in respect of any rateable property (whether solely or jointly)-

the corporation may appoint a person to represent the
corporation and that person shall be entitled to have
his name enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls in place of
that corporation in respect of that rateable property.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill
(3) For the purpose of sub-sections (I) (b) and (2)
not more than two joint owners or three joint occupiers
shall be entitled to be enrolled in respect of anyone
rateable property."

I immediately dispel any suggestions by the
Government that either my party or the National Party is seeking to restrict the franchise.
On the contrary, the proposals contained in this
amendment provide for a wider franchise than
the Government envisages. The Opposition proposes to retain those who are currently entitled
to vote as owners or occupiers of property. They
are the people who have a vital interest in any
municipality. They are the ratepayers, the persons who provide a large proportion of the
finance needed to run the municipality. The Opposition proposes in addition to that, any elector
not otherwise enrolled as a municipal voter. That
ensures that universal franchise is extended by
way of supplementation of the existing rolls but
it also ensures that it happens without the trouble and expense of wiping off the rolls all those
who are at present on them.
The amendment also accepts, albeit with some
reservations, the propositions put by the Government that, in addition to all electors, in addition to all owners and occupiers whether or not
residents of the municipality and whether or not
naturalized or not, non-naturalized residents over
the age of eighteen years who are not ratepayers
should be allowed to vote. The Government of
which I was a member extended the right to vote
to owners or occupiers who were not naturalized.
This Government goes one step further. During
debate in the House, the Opposition has put the
view that this is a suspect proposition and the
right to vote for persons who are neither owners
nor occupiers could well have been retained as it
is. Yet the proposition that the Opposition is
putting forward in this amendment accepts, albeit with reluctance, the Government's view on
that point, although the Opposition does not for
one moment accept it when it comes to the different question of the right to stand for election
to council. In no way and at no point has the
Opposition derogated from the franchise proposed by the Government in these amendments.
In no way has the Opposition taken away any
voting right proposed by the Government.
What we have done, however, is to ensure that
the Government does not take away the existing
right to vote that now applies under the legislation to persons enrolled, whether as ratepayers,
owners or occupiers. Those people have a vital
stake in the municipality. It is a fundamental
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misconception to believe that the only persons
who have an interest in local government are
those who actually live in the municipalities concerned. What a nonsense! Certainly the property
owner or occupier of a business premises, a
farming property or whatever, whether or not he
lives there, has a vital interest in the property
and the municipality. Under the Opposition's
proposal, the franchise would be wider, not narrower, than has been proposed by the Government. Contrary to what the Government is
saying, no one will be denied the vote.
The proposed amendment which accepts those
three different classes of voters for municipal
elections will also make the compilation of the
rolls a vastly easier task. Everyone in this Chamber knows what occurred with the Melbourne
City Council elections when more than 10 ()()()
people who were entitled to vote were denied a
vote because of the procedure then adopted.
The Hon. R. J. Long-That is the Labor Party's definition of democracy!
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I cannot help but
wonder whether it was the Labor Party's intention to make it more difficult for the owners and
occupiers of property who were non-residents to
get on to the roll. The way that proposal was
rushed through was a disgrace, as was the way
the vote was given virtually to residents only and
those few who had been able to rush through
their enrolment.
Municipal clerks throughout the province that
I represent have told me that they would have
the greatest difficulty in getting an up-to-date roll
under the measure proposed by the Government. The amendments proposed by the Opposition provide a very easy procedure: The existing
roll is retained, and added to it will be all electors
who are not otherwise on it and those non-naturalized adults who live in the area and seek enrolment. To illustrate what I have been saying, I
refer to letters received from two shires in the
municipality I represent. The first letter, dated
15 November last, was sent by the Shire ofPhillip Island to my colleague, Mr Alan Brown, M.P.
The letter states, inter alia:
This Council has some 13 500 people on its voters
roll.
Two-thirds of those voters are absentee owners. Two
major problems arise with the Government intentions
to:
(a) implement adult franchise
(b) introduce compulsory voting.
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We understand that the 1983 Voters Roll will be
supplied by the Government and that it will be a residential roll. Two-thirds of our voters will be technically disenfranchised because they don't live on the
Island. But it appears that they can be added to the roll
providing-in the case ofjoint-owners, one joint owner
agrees to be disenfranchised.
Does the Government realize what a massive operation that will be for this Council and how costly it will
be? And that somehow those "voters" will have to be
notified and acquainted with the new system? And that
the intentions of compulsory voting will be defeated
because people will not enrol in case they forget to vote
and are fined?

The Shire of Woorayl painted an even more difficult picture. In its letter of 25 October last, it
set out the council's attitude to the proposed legislation and indicated that it had undertaken an
assessment in respect of two ridings, from which
it appeared that in one case, with 3856 persons
on the roll, the names of 3386 would automatically be deleted; 2398 of them could apply to be
re-enrolled and 988 would lose entitlement to be
enrolled. In another riding with a total enrolment of3837, 2287 names would be deleted, and
of those, 1558 could subsequently make application for re-enrolment. The letter pointed out
that such a course is not only expensive but quite
unnecessary. It further relied on the fact that the
necessity to apply for re-enrolment, knowing that
once one did so a penalty for failing to vote compulsorily would apply even if the person's home
was hundreds of miles away, would dissuade
many from enrolling.
What the Opposition is saying is: Keep it simple. Keep the existing rolls and add the names of
electors who are not already on it; add, if the
Government wishes, the names of un naturalized
adult residents who desire to apply, even though
they are neither owners, occupiers, householders, ratepayers nor electors. If that is the Government's view-and it has stated that to be its
view-let it be done. You are the Government.
We accept the Government's view on that aspect, no matter how reluctantly it may be and no
matter how much we believe it may be weakening the principle of naturalization, but we do say
that we will not accept it as a qualification for
office where the requirement of being an Australian citizen or a subject of Her Majesty should
still apply. Thus it is clear that the word "distortion" which was used by the Minister for Industrial Affairs applies to the claims that the franchise
was being whittled away by the Opposition and
the National Party. On the contrary, it is being
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preserved by the amendments we are putting forward, and all the extensions sought by the Government are being accepted.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill
These persons pay a considerable sum of rates to the
municipality and Council believe that it is only just
and fair that they retain the as of right entitlement for
enrolment.

The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-The National Party does not pro- The letter also states:
pose to say much further on this issue except that
In the event of compulsory voting being applicable
there is not a great deal of difference between the
proposals put forward by the Government and to all municipal elections, Council submit that the
by the Opposition. As we see it, what the Gov- owners of rateable property whose usual place of residence is outside the municipal district should be exernment is proposing is that the roll used by the empt from compulsory voting as is presently provided
Legislative Assembly should be used, and added for in section 149 of the Local Government Act.
to that will be a new roll on which various classes
of people are to be enrolled.
A situation could arise in which a piece of propOn the other hand, what the Opposition has erty valued at about $500 ()()() is jointly owned
proposed is that the Assembly rolls be used; there by two owners who would be paying considerawill be the existing roll of the municipal council, ble rates of perhaps $50 ()()() a year. Under the
which includes the names of owners of proper- provisions of the proposed legislation, one of the
ties who are not on the Assembly roll and a third owners would have a vote in the municipality
class of elector will be added-that of a non- and the other would not. I reiterate that the
naturalized migrant who has been in Australia Labor Government has made some comment
for six months continuously, has been in Vic- about the clauses in the Melbourne Corporation
toria for three months and in the municipal dis- (Election of Council) Bill and, on behalf of the
trict concerned for at least one month.
National Party, I indicate that the support it gave
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-And is over the age of to that Bill was in no way to be taken as a precedent for any other Bills that come before this
eighteen years.
place.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT-And, naturally, is over the age of eighteen years, as Mr
As I indicated, there is not much difference
Hunt reminds me. With the existing rolls, it will
between
the two proposals that have been put
be easier to compile a roll, and would have the
forward and my party has decided, probably beadvantage that the non-resident ratepayers al- cause it would be easier for all concerned, that
ready on the roll will remain there. By doing it the status quo should be preserved. Therefore,
the other way, many people would never regain the National Party proposes to support the
enrolment, those others will have to take the amendment moved by the Leader of the Oppotime and effort to get their names back on the sition in this House.
roll, and this will create a considerable amount
of work for the councils. The Shire of Rosedale
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
is situated in the Gippsland South electorate,
represented by Mr Tom Wallace in the other Province)-I oppose the amendment. Two isplace. The shire has written to me and, to give sues are involved in this clause. Mr Wright is the
some indication of the sad conditions that exist de facto Leader of the Opposition in this place.
in that municipality, I shall read part of the let- If one examines debates on matters such as the
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, one realizes that
ter. It states:
he called the shots and that the Leader of the
Council object to the proposal to take away the as of Opposition, Mr Hunt, is prepared to sell out to
right enrolment for absentee landowners. Under the his price. I can understand mutual comparisons,
proposed Bill absentee owners must submit an applibut Mr Wright put it succinctly when he said
cation for enrolment and only one absentee joint owner
that
he believed in preservation of the status quo.
may be enrolled for a property.
That is the difference between the Government
Due to the entire southern shoreline of the Gipps- party and the other parties. The Government
land Lakes and some 100 km of the Ninety Mile Beach
does not believe in the preservation of the status
. being situated within this shire the council has extensive reSort subdivision. The Rosedale riding roll pres- quo. It believes in change and progress and the
ently contains 13 979 persons and 12 591 (or 89·9 per one issue that is defeating it on this clause, apart
cent) of these are absentee owners. It is also estimated from the preparation of the rolls, is that the Opthat some 3143 (or 25 per cent) would not be eligible position and National Party want to retain multiple votes for joint property owners.
for enrolment.
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If one considers the history of this place and
the history of local councils, one notes a move
away from property ownership as a qualification
for voting. That move has been continuing for
more than 100 years. Mr Wright should be precise in talking about the status quo. He wants to
retain a position in which two joint owners of a
property have two votes so that non-resident
owners will each have a vote. The proposed legislation provides that multiple joint property
owners have the option of nominating one owner
to vote from however many owners are involved. The National Party and the Opposition
want to retain as much power as they can by
preservation of the status quo for non-resident
property owners. They are concerned with retention of as much power at the local government
level for non-resident property owners as
possible.
The second point is that the National Party
and the Opposition have ignored the comments
made by Mr Nicholson at chapter 30 of his report about the state of disarray of electoral rolls.
There is reason to believe that the electoral rolls
in many other municipalities are not in need of
tidying up. No doubt, the electoral rolls were
much worse in Richmond than in other places,
but the mechanism provided in the Bill proposes
tidying up the rolls which will ensure that no one
will be placed on the roll who is not entitled to
vote. The Opposition referred to the Nicholson
report before Christmas, but now wants to put it
under the carpet. It wants to ignore the problems
the report raised on the preparation of electoral
rolls. The proposals may involve work with local
councillors, but the important point is that the
rolls will then be in a proper condition and only
those people who are entitled to vote will be on
the rolls. The Opposition and National Party
have ignored that issue completely.
The Committee divided on the question that
the words and expressions proposed by Mr Hunt
to be omitted stand part of the clause (the Hon.
W. M. Campbell in the chair).
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Mr Amold
Mr Butler
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Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kent
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Mier
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Mr Pullen
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Mr Walker
Mr White

Tellers:
Mrs Kimer
Mr McArthur
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Mr Baxter
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Mr Block
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
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Mr Granter
Mr Radford

The Committee divided on the question that
the words and expressions proposed by Mr Hunt
to be inserted be so inserted (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell in the chair).
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The clause was consequentially amended, and,
as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3 (Amendment of No. 8750 s. 74c)
The HOD. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
Oause 3, page 5, line 27, omit all words and expressions on this line and insert:
'(c) In su~section (4) for paragraph (e) there shall
be substituted the following paragraph:
"(e) who is not a person referred to in section
48 (1)(a);· ...

This will have the effect of retaining the requirement that a councillor must be an Australian
citizen or a natural born or naturalized subject
of Her Majesty. I point out that the requirement
is not Australian citizenship as such. For example, a citizen of Malta, Gibraltar or any other
country under the Crown who lives here and has
the requisite qualifications can become a councillor as a British subject.
I might say that, as a result oflegislation passed
by this Government only last year, there will be
some restriction on that, which is rather inconsistent with the sort of line that has been produced in this argument. As from the
proclamation of the Constitution (Qualifications
of Electors) Act 1982, unless those who have
come from other countries under the Crown have
by then enrolled as Australian electors, they will
lose their right and will be required to become
naturalized Australian citizens even to vote. That
is the restriction imposed by this Government.
The amendment I have moved restores the existing qualifications, but recognizes the nexus between the section of the Constitution prescribing
the qualification to sit as a councillor and the
section relating to qualification of electors as
modified by the Bill passed at the instigation of
the Government last year.
The HOD. W. A. LA~DERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-The Government does not
accept the proposed amendment. The purpose
of the amendment, as Mr Hunt explained, is to
remove the right of non-naturalized subjects of
Her Majesty. who are voters, to stand for council. The Government believes that those who are
eligible to participate in the election of a municipal council ought to be eligible, with full rights,
to participate to the extent of being able to stand
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for council. It seems that the restriction that is
proposed is undemocratic in that sense.
It is clear that the Opposition has this great
hang-up in terms of citizenship and, to a very
large extent, if we were talking about the Parliament of this country, or of this place even, I
would have some reservations about the proposition that those who are just residents should
have full access to decision making.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Those decisions are
not shared by your party.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-I know that
Mr Crozier has great difficulty in understanding
that, but the newspaper in his home town says
that Portland is not represented and that is presumably because Mr Crozier is one of its representatives. The Opposition should understand
that my party has within it a large number of
people with diverse views, probably encompassing more schools of original thought, in terms of
political philosophical development, than any
other party in the history of this country. That
was not the point that I was endeavouring to
make before I was so rudely interrupted.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-This is a memorable
quote.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-That probably fits right on the bridge more than anything
else that would fall from Mr Crozier's lips. It
seems that the whole world, from Mr Crozier's
point of view, is changing. There is a Greek married to the Queen; a Polish Pope; there are women
in this place; Mr Ward talks about South African
cricketers. The world is changing. What has not
changed is the Liberal Party's capacity for hypocrisy, and all that is being attempted here-The Hon. R. J. Lonl-Do you say things have
never been the same?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-The Opposition is led by one of the greatest liars in the
history of this State; he has lied by saying that
more employment will be created by making
people work longer hours.
The HOD. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western
Province)-On a point of order, Mr President,
the honourable member is referring to a member
in another place and that has been ruled on a
number of occasions to be out of order. I ask him
to withdraw his remarks, which are
un parliamentary.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. CampbeU)-I did not hear anything that was unparliamentary. The only world I heard was ~~lie".
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The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I suppose we are both recorded in H ansard. Mr Chairman, but if any
member takes offence to anything I offer personally, then I clearly withdraw it. With that note of
contriteness, can I again put to the Committee
that what the Government is endeavouring to do
here is to give people the right to participate at a
local government level with full rights. It is ludicrous, on the one hand, that one can be a propertyowner, one can pay the dues to the governing
authority, but one then cannot have any say in
terms of participating as an individual councillor
within that municipality.
It is not a world-shattering proposition that is
put in this Bill. There are those who attach great
importance to old values, like Mr Crozier, who
is going through a cultural shock adjusting to the
real world as it is rather than as he would prefer
to see it, slipping and sliding back to the nineteenth century, but this is a period of considerablechange.
There may be some merit, from the point of
view of the Opposition, in the way in which it
puts its argument in the broad, but it is not grasping what the Government is trying to do in terms
of its proposition, and that is to give all citizens
within the community, whether in Pyalong or in
Preston, the opportunity of participating in the
affairs of the municipality even if they are not
citizens.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-When is a citizen
not a citizen? Put us through that with logic.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Mr Crozier
has no objection to putting his son and a member of his staff on a fire truck to fight the fires, but
I presume, in terms of his philosophy, only his
son would have a right to say in which direction
the truck would go, and only his son would have
the right to say who should be the councillor.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-I will take you up on
that.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Mr Crozier
happens to be unique in the sense that, as a conservative member of this Chamber representing
a conservative region, he has managed to turn
the editorials in the local newspapers against him.
That is a unique position. I say again, on this
question, that what the Government asserts is
that the restriction imposed by Mr Hunt's
amendment is a restriction that is unnecessary
and undemocratic. The Government persists
with its notion that is contained in this proposal.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-The attitude of the National Party,
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on looking at this amendment as fairly as it can
and in listening to both arguments, is that it is
not reasonable for a non-naturalized migrant to
be able to stand for a local government council.
Unlike many honourable members, I was a
councillor for twelve years. Other honourable
members have been on councils, and they would
realize that it is a complicated job to be a councillor. There are more than 900 sections in the
Local Government Act. There is a great deal to
understand and there is a need in local government to have people who, generally speaking, are
well educated and who have had experience in
business because the financial well-being of the
council is so important.
The experience in Richmond, and other areas,
is an illustration of what I am saying. Mr Sgro
failed to answer my interjection in regard to
Milan, Italy. I said that if I had been to Milan
and was there for six months, they certainly
would not let me stand for the local council; they
would not let me vote until I had been a resident
for ten years. Mr Sgro kept on evading the
question.
What is being proposed by the Government
here would not be contemplated by any municipality in an overseas country. There is a need for
competent, reasonably educated people on councils with a cross-section of people who have been
brought up in the school of hard knocks, also
people who have immigrated from overseas but,
if there is a majority of one over the other, councils will not operate as effectively as they might.
The National Party intends to support the
amendment moved by the Leader of the
Opposition.
The HOD. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North
Province)-This is a very important matter. Mr
Wright suggested that in order to be a councillor
one would have to be very intelligent and he
reiterated his earlier remarks about people who
are not Australian citizens and who cannot speak
English. Many years ago when the Federal Liberal Government was in power, it conscripted
young people who were not Australian citizens
to go to Vietnam. It was all right for them to be
conscripted to military service and to be sent to
Vietnam to fight and die but they are now not
good enough to be eligible to stand for city
councils.
Mr Wright asked whether, ifhe went to Milan,
he would be allowed to vote there. Of course he
would not if he went there as a tourist, but we
are not talking about people who come to Australia as tourists, we are talking about people
who come here as permanent residents of this
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country. We are not talking about people who
come today and leave tomorrow. That is the
mistake Mr Wright makes. We are talking about
people who have been living here for many years.
Of course people who come here on tourist visas
and stay for only two or three months should not
have the right to vote, but those people who
come here to stay and who are scrutinized by
both the Federal and State authorities and who
become permanent residents of Australia and
Victoria should, in the view of the Labor Party,
have the right to vote and stand at municipal
elections.
As I said before, does Mr Wright suggest that
a shire that receives money to provide services
for these people should hand back that money?
Or does he believe the shire should keep the
money as it has in the past? Mr Wright cannot
have it both ways. If those people do not have
the right to stand, the shires should not have the
right to obtain finance from the State and Federal Governments to provide services for them.
Mr Wright will have to be a little more reasonable. The Labor Party believes those people who
live in this State, work in this State and will die
in this State should have the right to stand for
election.
The Hon. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)-I should like the Minister at the table,
and it is now the Minister for Minerals and Energy, to explain the situation of a person who is
here on a visitor's visa and who would qualify
under the provisions of the Bill. Would that person be entitled to become a municipal councillor? What would the legal position be when the
visa expired? My second question is: Does the
Government intend to abolish citizenship ceremonies? If not, who will administer them? Will
the Government allow these sorts of ceremonies
to continue through local municipalities?
The Hon. M. J. SANOON (Chelsea Province)-The longer the debate continues, the more
it exposes the conservatives' attitude to the democratic system. Surely it is a hallmark of democracy that the people who live and work in a
community should be able to stand for election
to represent that community. It is a basic right,
but what does the amendment reveal? It reveals
that the Opposition wishes to exclude certain
people who live and work in the community from
being able to stand for election. That is an absolute disgrace. The Opposition is making a mockery of the principles in which we all firmly believe.
The amendment shows clearly the contempt
the Opposition has for what democracy means.
It wants to exclude people who work during the
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week from being able to stand for election. Surely
members of the Opposition are aware of the limited representation of employees on councils
throughout the State; surely they are aware of the
limited representation of women on local councils; yet they now wish to further restrict the
rights of people who do not speak English.
The Government will be doing all it can to
show the people of Victoria the values of the
Opposition as a political party in relation to who
should be able to stand for election to municipal
councils. I think the Opposition is a disgrace!
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
Province)-The amendment is a disgrace because it is discriminatory in a number of ways.
FirStly, the Opposition says that these people can
vote but they cannot stand for election. The reason given by the de/acto Leader of the Opposition, Mr Wright, is very clear. He wants only
white men who are reasonably well educated
businessmen like himself. He does not want these
other people, whom he would regard as not really
fully-fledged human beings, interfering in the ordinary democratic process. That is what he is on
about. That is why he talked yesterday about
Bruce Ruxton and South Africa. He is dictating
the morals of the Opposition. Why else would
the Opposition try to draw a line between who
can vote and who can stand? The racist attitude
is quite clear. "We will let them vote, but we will
not let them stand. We would not want them
running things." That is why Mr Wright invoked
Mr Ruxton yesterday. The Opposition has sold
out.
The amendment is clearly discriminatory. Mr
Hunt tried to dress it up but Mr Wright got it
across quite clearly. He expressed the undercurrent that is flowing beneath the amendment. That
is why there is the distinction between who can
vote and who can stand. He was quite honest
about it. He was expressing a troglodytic and
racist attitude that is completely unacceptable.
The Opposition is caught and is running along
with him but he will drag it down!
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I have been grossly misunderstood
on this matter. The simple fact is that a person
can become a naturalized citizen after being in
this country for three years and having an understanding of the English language. There are many
new Australians in parts of the North Western
Province and the councils work in very closely
with those people. I am sure they are very happy
with their representation, which includes a
member with an ethnic background.
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The National Party believes it is not unreasonable, if a migrant to this country wants to stand
for election to a council, that he should have
been here for at least three years, should become
naturalized and should have a knowledge of the
English language. If he does not have a knowledge of the English language, how will he understand what takes place at the meetings? The other
councillors will not speak Chinese or Italian or
German. They will speak English. That is the
language these people will have to understand.
Another speaker on the Government side said
that certain sections of the community cannot
become councillors unless council meetings are
held at night time. It was made abundantly clear
during the second-reading debate yesterday that,
conversely, some sections of the community will
be eliminated unless it is possible for meetings
to be held during the day-I refer to many
women, particularly from country areas, who
work night shift and so on. The National Party
rejects the argument of the Government.
The Hon. B. T. PULLEN (Melbourne Province)-I wish to reply to the point made by Mr
Wright. It seems to me that what Mr Wright
wants to put is that he has a specific view on
what the qualifications of a councillor should be.
I do not not deny him his view, but to transpose
that argument and say that we, in this place,
should decide what categories of knowledge or
ability to speak the language constitute the ability of a person to be a councillor, completely
denies the rights of people in the area to decide
for whom to vote. If Mr Wright does not like
that, it is too bad. However, Mr Wright wishes
to make the judgment that such a person is not
to be allowed to offer himself or herself to the
electorate, to find out whether other people hold
the same view. It seems to me that if the view of
Mr Wright is correct and if a number of people
adopted a similar view of what constitutes the
qualifications for a councillor, Mr Wright need
not fear having such a person offering himself for
local government because the people would decide.
To say that such a person would not have the
ability to be a councillor, Mr Wright must fear
that other people would disagree with him and
that that person would be elected to council. Why
is Mr Wright so worried about doing it now,
when it is the people in the local government
electorate who will make the final decision? That
seems to be the proper decision to be made-to
allow the people to decide, not to impose certain
restrictions by way oflegislation.
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The Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Ballarat Province)-It appears that the debate has strayed from
what seems to me to be the essential point. The
matter has nothing to do with prospective candidates, black, white, brown or whatever. What
is pertinent, however, is that members of the
Opposition are saying that someone who wishes
to stand for public office and, if elected to take
that public office, has become an Australian citizen and acknowledged as such. If the person was
born overseas and has come to Australia, that
person has acknowledged it by taking out naturalization in this country.
The subject has nothing to do with the ethnic
background or racial features of the prospective
councillor. That has, nothing to do with it.
Whether someone was born overseas and has
come here or otherwise the same principle ought
to apply. It oUght to apply whether the person
was born in the United States of America, South
Africa, India, Italy or any other country outside
Australia. The Americans take a much stronger
view. In fact, one cannot even stand or become
President of the United States of America unless
one was born in that country.
The Opposition is submitting that those who
stand for and take public office have made the
commitment to become Australians. It is no more
or no less. The discussion about whether a racial
undertone is prompting the proposition has
nothing to do with the position because the same
principle ought to apply to an American, be he
black or white, an Indian, or to any other person
from a country outside the Commonwealth. The
proposition is simple and one that should be
upheld because every other country around the
world would insist on a similar provision of anyone standing for public office in that country.
That is the fundamental issue. The amendment
does no more than that and is worthy of support.
The Hon. D. E. HENSHAW (Geelong Province)-The sort of proposition being put by the
Opposition is symptomatic of the born-to-rule
syndrome, where one does not trust the electorate to make the appropriate decision. Instead,
the Opposition wants to put into legislation all
sorts of hedges and rules about who can vote or
who can stand for election. What is wrong with
allowing the electorate to make the judgment?
The electorate is the qualified body and should
have the power to make that judgment. To speak
in the way in which Mr Wright has spoken about
the non-English-speaking person standing for
election to a local council is trying to capitalize
on racial issues. In the province I represent, a
councillor mentioned a non-English-speaking
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Japanese person being elected to council. There
is nothing more racist than that concept which is
used to try to confuse the issue. There should be
a more responsible attitude adopted by members
of the Opposition and the National Party on these
sorts of matters.
As I stated previously, there are many people
who are not natural-born or naturalized citizens
but who have much to contribute to local government. They are subject to the decisions of
local government. I know many people who are
far more able than the likes ofMr Wright to take
their places in local government. When they
nominate for election to council, they make a
commitment to help the community and local
government. Mr Knowles wants them to, in addition, take an oath of allegiance. What is the
relevance of that to the commitment to local
government?
The lion. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
Province)-Contrary to the views expressed by
members of the Opposition, I am delighted to
put forward the proposition that there might be
people from non-English-speaking countries
standing for and being elected to local government. The province I represent and the area
which I served in local government-Collingwood-are areas where English is often not the
principal language. The communities are predominantly Greek, Arabic, Italian and Turkish.
In the Collingwood City Council, we were fortunate because we had the services of several
Greek-speaking councillors for some time. Admittedly, their English was not perfect but, with
some assistance from English speakers and
translation and interpreting services on a few
occasions, there were no problems. The Greek
community was the major ethnic community in
Collingwood and those people had every right to
participate in local government affairs. That is
what the Government is on about. Australia s
migration policy is not based on the guest-worker
system but on participation, equity and so on.
Of course, that would mean taking out citizenship, where that is appropriate, but it is not appropriate in all cases. The Government party
will not stand for discrimination against noncitizens who are permanent residents in this
country and who have every right to participate
in their local community.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I would like to commend Mr Knowles
for his endeavours to bring the debate back to
the real issue at stake here. I believe we oUght to
disregard the polemics from wherever they have
come and the attempts that have been made by
9

some to raise racial issues of one kind or another.
That is not the question. I want to say that I, for
one, value the contribution that Mr Giovanni
Sgro makes to this Chamber.
The Hon. D. R. White-You are patronizing.
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-If the Minister for
Minerals and Energy will allow me to develop
my point, I will make its purpose clear. Mr Sgro
comes from another country. He comes with an
appreciation of the concerns, worries and problems ofa very large migrant community. He has
a valued place in this Chamber. I hope we see
more members from backgrounds such as his in
this Parliament and in the Commonwealth Parliament so that those Parliaments will be more
truly representative. I, for one, would have no
bar of seeking to impede progress in that direction. The simple reality is, however, that before
he was eligible to stand as a candidate for this
Parliament, he needed to take out Australian citizenship. The same applies to anyone who comes
to this country from another country and desires
to stand for the Commonwealth Parliament.
Members of the Opposition and the National
Party believe that exactly the same criteria that
apply to candidature for the Commonwealth and
State Parliaments should also apply to election
to local government on this issue.
The prerequisite is citizenship. The Government is saying that that prerequisite, which has
always existed, should no longer apply. In that
event, why does the Government not abolish the
prerequisite to standing for State Parliament and
why does it not seek to do so also at the Federal
level? The Government cannot have it both ways.
To suggest-as has been suggested by Mr Pullen
and Mr Henshaw-that the electors should decide is a circular argument; it is to suggest that
there should be no qualification at all, that citizenship has no place and no meaning. The 0pposition believes citizenship has a vital place and
meaning.
Members of the Liberal Party value the contribution made by migrants to this country and to
our communities. Few migrants indeed would
expect to have the right to stand for Parliament
or for local government, the third sphere of government, unless they first became Australian citizens. That is the salient issue. There is no other
issue in this amendment.
The Committee divided on the question that
the words and expressions proposed by Mr Hunt
to be omitted stand part of the clause (the Hon.
W. M. Campbell in the chair).
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Ayes
Noes

17
20

Majority for the omission of the
words and expressions

3

AYES
Mr Amold
Mr Butler
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kent
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Hayward
Mr Houghton
Mr Hunt

Mr McArthur
Mr Mier
Mr Murpby
Mr Sgro
Mr Walker
MrWhite
Tellers:
Mr Pullen
Mr Sandon
NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
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Mier
Murpby
Pullen
Sandon
Walker
White

Tellers:
Mr Sgro
Mr Amold
PAIRS

Mr Granter
Mr Radford

Mr Kennedy
Mr Henshaw

The clause, as amended, was adopted, as were
the remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I move:

Knowles
Lawson
Long
Reid
Storey
Ward
Wright

That the report be now adopted.

In moving formally that the report be adopted, I
warn the House, as I warned the Committee,
that the Government will not resile from its
commitment to ensure that residents and people
in the municipality have full voting rights and
full rights to participate as full and free citizens
in municipal elections. I warn the Council of that
and it is a matter which we will take further.

Tellers:
Mr Crozier
Mr Guest
PAIRS

Mr Henshaw
Mr Kennedy

Mr Butler
Mrs Coxse<lge
Mrs Dixon
Mrs H088
Mr Kennan
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur
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Mr Granter
Mr Radford

The Committee divided on the question that
the words and expressions proposed by Mr Hunt
to be inserted be so inserted (the Hon. W. M.
Campbell in the chair).

The motion for the adoption of the report was
agreed to.
The motion for the third reading of the Bill
was agreed to by an absolute majority of the
whole number of the members of the House, and
the Bill was read a third time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL

Ayes
Noes

20
18

Majority for the insertion of the
words and expressions
AYES
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Guest
Mr Hunt

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Knowles
Lawson
Long
Reid
Storey
Ward
Wright

Tellers:
Mr Hayward
Mr Houghto!l

2

COUNCIL ELECflONS) BILL
The House went into Committee for the consideration of this Bill.
Cause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2 (Application for relief from
disqualification)
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-Amendments No. 1 and 2 circulated in
my name are designed to ensure retention of the
oath of allegiance, which the Bill in its present
form proposes to abolish. The amendment restores the oath of allegiance and I wish to make
it clear that the option exists of taking either an
oath or an affirmation.
The primary means is by way of an oath of
allegiance but, pursuant to section 17 of the Acts
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Interpretation Act and section 120 of the Evidence Act, an affirmation may be taken in lieu
by those who so choose. The two amendments
seek to ensure that the oath or affirmation of
allegiance are retained.
Although the first of the two amendments is
only of a formal nature, its purpose is to pave the
way for the substantive amendment envisaged
in amendment No. 2; therefore, I suggest that to
test the Committee, amendment No. 1 should be
dealt with separately. Consequently, I move:
Clause 2, page 2, line 30, at the end of this line insert
"and".

The Committee divided on Mr Hunt's amendment (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in the chair).
Ayes
20
Noes
18
Majority for the amendment
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward
Mr Amold
Mr Butler
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kennan
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur
MrMier
Mr Granter
Mr Radford

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

2

Houghton
Hunt
Long
Reid
Storey
Ward
Wright

Tellers:
Mr Knowles
Mr Lawson
NOES
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
Mr Sandon
MrSgro
Mr Walker
Mr White

Tellers:
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
PAIRS
Mr Kennedy
Mr Henshaw

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
Clause 2, page 2, lines 32 to 42, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.

The Committee divided on Mr Hunt's amendment (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in the chair).
18
Ayes
Noes
17
Majority for the amendment

Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Guest
Mr Hayward
Mr Amold
Mr Butler
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mr Kennan
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Mackenzie
Mr McArthur
Mr Bubb
Mr Granter
Mr Radford

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Houghton
Hunt
Knowles
Lawson
Reid
Wright

Tellers:
Mr Long
Mr Ward
NOES
Mr Mier
Mr Murphy
Mr Pullen
MrSgro
Mr Walker
Mr White

Tellers:
Mrs Hogg
Mr Sandon
PAIRS
Mr Henshaw
Mr Kennedy
Mr Landeryou

The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3 (Division 5 of Part III substituted)
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I have given notice of 14 amendments to
clause 3 and numbered 3 to 16 inclusive. These
are all interrelated and consequential upon the
amendments made to section 748 during the
course of debate on the previous Bill. I therefore
seek leave of the Committee to move proposed
amendments 3 to 16 standing in my name in a
single motion.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation)-Before granting leave, I ask that Mr
Hunt make more detailed comments so that I
can follow the gist of his arguments. I apologize
for having just taken on the matter.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-The amendments relate to the implementation of section 748 of the Constitution· Act
relating to qualifications of electors oflocal government. There is little difference in substance
between the qualifications in the Bill as previously passed this evening in its amended form
and those originally proposed by the Government. The difference in the way the Constitution
(Local Government) Bill is now expressed does,
however, necessitate a number of differences in
expressions in the Bill at present before the Committee. Nothing in the fourteen amendments that
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I am seeking leave to move together is inconsistent with the proposals which the Committee has
already adopted under the other Bill. The other
measure would be rendered meaningless without
the changes which I am now proposing in this
Bill. These changes are necessary for consistency
with the provisions of the Constitution Act as
amended this evening and to give effect to those
provisions for, after all, the Constitution provides only the framework and not the detailed
machinery. These proposed amendments will
provide the machinery accordingly. I give my
word of honour to the Minister for Conservation
that this is the simple purpose and effect of my
amendments and that I am not seeking to take
advantage of the fact that he has just taken charge
of the Bill.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER-I accept the explanation offered by Mr Hunt. I believe the fourteen proposed amendments will be debated
together and there will be comments from the
Government side ofthe House. Therefore, leave
is granted.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-By leave, I move:
Clause 3, page 3, line 11, omit "77 (1), 77 (2) or 77
(3)" and insert "77".
Clause 3, page 4, line 8, after "74s (1) (a)" insert "or
74s (I) (b)".
Clause 3, page 4, line 12, omit "(1) (b), 74s (I) (c) or
74s (1) (d)" and insert "(1) (c)".
Clause 3, page 4, line 18 to page 5, line 4, omit all
words and expressions on these lines and insert:
"77. (1) An application for enrolment by appointment of a person by a corporation punuant to section
74s (2) of the Constitution Act 1975 shall(a) be in writing;
(b) be in the prescribed form;
(c) contain the prescribed particulan; and

(d) be delivered to the office of the council not later
than 4 o'clock in the afternoon on the entitlement date."
Clause 3, page 5, line 5, omit "(4)" and insert "(2)".
Clause 3, page 5, line 6, omit ", (2) or (3)".
Clause 3, page 5, line 15, omit", (2) or (3)".
Clause 3, page 5, line 18, omit "(5)" and insert "(3)".
Clause 3, page 5, lines 18 and 19, omit", (2) or (3)".
Clause 3, page 5, line 32, omit "person or" .
Clause 3, page 8, lines 20 to 23, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
"rolls punuant to(a) section 74s (1) (b) of the Constitution Act
1975;
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(b) section 74s (I) (c) of the Constitution Act
1975 and in respect of which there is in force an
application for enrolment; or
(c) section 74s (2) of the Constitution Act 1975
and in respect of which there is in force an application for enrolment by appointment.".
Clause 3, page 8, lines 29 and 30, omit "74 (I) (b),
74s (I) (c), 74s (1) (d), 74s (2), 74s (3), 74s (4) or 74s
(5)" and insert "74s (I) (b), 74s (1) (c) or 74s (2)".
Clause 3, page 9, line 8, omit", 74s (1) (c) or 74s (1)
(d)" and insert "or 74s (I) (c)".
Clause 3, page 9, lines 12 and 13, omit ", 74s (3),
74s (4) or 74s (5)".

The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
Province)-The purpose of these proposed
amendments is to effectively overcome the
amendments to the Act that the Government
wanted to put through to give effect to its change.
I repeat what I said before: That the procedures
developed by the Government will provide a
mechanism whereby one can be sure that the
electoral rolls contain only those persons who
are entitled to vote.
It is important for the Committee to know that
the procedures were developed by an electoral
task force that comprised representatives of the
Municipal Association of Victoria, the Municipal Officers Association, the Rate Administrators Institute of Victoria and the State and
Commonwealth Governments. The procedures
are designed to provide as little inconvenience
as possible to potential voters and, more importantly, to develop procedures so that future municipal rolls are as accurate as possible.
Despite comments made on this side of the
Chamber yesterday and earlier this afternoon in
relation to the shortcomings that Mr Nicholson
found in his report, members of the Opposition
are still not addressing themselves to the question of adequate preparation of future rolls.
Therefore, the proposals put forward by the
Government will be defeated if Mr Hunt's proposed amendments are carried. It is a great pity
that, whilst Mr Hunt's honour in respect of the
procedural matter is accepted, it is another example of Opposition members not seeing the
light and acting as obstructionists.
Members of the Opposition are still failing to
address the problems that Mr Nicholson found
in his report. They want to preserve the status
quo in relation to the rolls; rolls that have been
found, in the case of Richmond, to be manifestly
inadequate, and rolls generally need tidying up.
The proposals put forward by the Government
will do that.
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It is important to note that no criticism as to
the efficacy of what the Government proposes
has been heard because no honourable members
opposite have suggested that there will be people
on the rolls who are not entitled to vote. That is
an important matter and the Government believes it is entirely relevant because the effect of
those proposals is that only persons on the roll
will be entitled to vote. That fact has not been
denied by any speaker from the Opposition side.
However, we still find that the proposed amendments are persisted with.
The Committee divided on Mr Hunt's amendments (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in the chair).
Ayes
19
Noes
17
Majority for the amendments
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Crozier
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
MrGuest
Mr Hayward

Mr Arnold
Mr Butler
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mrs Hogg
Mr Kent
Mr Mackenzie
MrMcArthur
Mr Mier
Mr Bubb
Mr Granter
Mr Radford

AYES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

2

Houghton
Hunt
Knowles
Lawson
Long
Storey
Ward

Tellers:
Mr
Mr
NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Reid
Wright
Murphy
Pullen
Sandon
Sgro
Walker
White

Tellers:
Mr Kennan
Mrs Kirner
PAIRS
Mr Henshaw
Mr Kennedy
Mr Landeryou

The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Oause 4 (Elections to be held on a Saturday)
The HOD. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I move:
Oause 4, line 23, after "a" insert "Thursday or".
Oause 4, line 28, omit all words on this line and
insert "Thursday in August in each year or the following Saturday as the council determines".
aause 4, line 31, after "being a" insert "Thursday
or".
Oause 4, lines 34 and 35, omit all words and expressions on these lines.
Oause 4, line 36, omit "(d)" and insert "(c)".

Clause 4, line 37, at the end of this line insert "and".
Clause 4, line 38, omit "(e)" and insert "(d)".
Clause 4, line 41, after "a" insert "Thursday or".
Clause 4, page 14, line 6, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or". ,
aause 4, page 14, line 13, omit "and".
aause 4, page 14, lines 14 and 15, omit all words
and expressions on these lines.

My amendments allow freedom of choice by
councils, particularly with the special factors existing in country areas. Country shires and councils should be able to hold their municipal
elections on either a Thursday or a Saturday. I
have had many discussions with provincial shires
and councils on this matter and it has been indicated to me that, in particular, many shires have
held their meetings on a Thursday for many
years. I have been informed that the shires and
their ratepayers would be inconvenienced if they
were compelled to hold their elections on a Saturday rather than on a Thursday.
Earlier Mr Baxter remarked that the elections
often involve great expense, especially to the
smaller shires and councils. The additional cost
of an election on a Saturday could be between
$2500 and $3000, which represents a significant
amount of money to many small municipalities
in the country areas. During the second-reading
debate, I canvassed this matter at considerable
length.
The HOD. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
Province)-It will be interesting to note whether
the same lowest common denominator approach is adopted for this clause as was adopted
towards other clauses on issues ranging from democracy to racism.
The HOD. B. P. Dun-It is about time you
put that argument aside.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-That is upsetting
Mr Dunn because the Government has hit the
nail on the head. Indeed, the issue is embarrassing to the Leader of the Opposition, who has
become more solemn since the issue of racism
was raised. Despite the fine words spoken by the
Leader of the Opposition on democracy and so
on, the proposed amendment strikes at the heart
of the matter. Saturday is the day when most
people are able to vote in municipal elections.
The Government does not expect Mr Wright to
either represent or understand the general
community.
However, the Government accepts and believes it is well understood in the community
that Saturday is the day when most people can
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more freely and conveniently exercise a vote than
they can on a Thursday.
The amendment seeks to once again water
down democratic principles. The Government is
trying to initiate a proper measure of democracy
in local government. It will be interesting to note
whether the Liberal Party slides down to the level
of the National Party, which provides the real
opposition in this place. Once again, the Liberal
Party will be dragged back to Opposition.
The Hon. P. D. Block-That is a long shot
from a long bow.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Yes, it was a long
shot from a long bow and it will be a sure shot
from a long bow because the way in which the
Opposition is dealing, with this amendment
means that it is getting more and more out of
touch with people. The Opposition and the National Party are asserting that people should be
voting on Thursdays rather than on Saturdays.
The Labor Party will win in the long run on this
and other issues. If members of the Opposition
and the National Party continue to prostitute
themselves to the lowest common denominator
on this clause, they are destined for oblivion.
The Hon. R. J. WNG (Gippsland Province)-The dictatorial approach of Mr Kennan
is unbelievable. He has shown his own ignorance
of the country electorate. He has no idea- of what
goes on in the country. He is merely preaching
about what happens in the city. In the country,
frequently Thursday is market day and everyone
goes in on that day to shop and also to exercise
their right to vote.

Honourable members interjecting.
The Hon. R. J. WNG-Members of the Government party may laugh because they are not
prepared to listen to the facts. According to them,
this Chamber has to listen to the law according
to Kennan. It is about time someone listened to
the views of other honourable members of this
place instead of the views all the time of Mr
Kennan.

Honourable members interjecting.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. Campbell)-Order! As well as being out of order, it is
totally unfair of honourable members to interject across the Chamber in a manner which makes
it impossible for Hansard to report proceedings.
I ask honourable members to cease interjecting.
The Hon. R. J. WNG- The amendment gives
a council the right to decide whether it will hold
an election on a Thursday or a Saturday. If that
is not democracy, I do not know what is.
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The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea Province)-Again, this is another example ofthe Opposition trying to thwart the system. The
Opposition has tried already to stop certain
members of the community from standing for
council and from being represented on council
and now it is attempting further to stop certain
people in the electorate from voting in local elections. Mr Long should listen and tell me if the
idea of voting on Thursdays were to be entertained, how shop assistants, plumbers, racecourse workers, gardeners and any worker other
than those persons who are self-employed or who
work in a rural community can fully participate
in that council election. The reason for the opposition of the Opposition is not what honourable members are being led to believe. The real
intent can be once again only a further demonstration of the contempt the Opposition holds
for the democratic process.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-I support Mr Long's remarks and his
explanation of the situation in smaller rural municipalities. I do not intend to engage in the emotive language used by Mr Kennan and Mr
Sandon. The derisive laughter which greeted Mr
Long's explanation came from the Government
party benches and demonstrated yet again that
there is a failure on the part of Government supporters to understand what the situation is in the
country.
Mr Kennan spoke of the convenience of the
voter and I agree with those remarks. Parliament
should be making it simple and easy for people
to cast their votes. If it is made compulsory that
the poll be held on a Saturday in a rural municipality, people will be compelled to come i~to the
town for no purpose other than to vote. One
might say that is a fair price to pay for democracy, but if the option is there for a council to
hold its election on a Thursday, country people
can combine their trip to town to effect that with
their other activities whether it is going to the
market, the example given by Mr Long, to the
bank, or whatever, which they are not able to do
on a Saturday because those businesses are closed.
Mr Sandon said that the National Party is
trying to deny the people the opportunity ofvoting and he instanced shopkeepers. If the polls are
open between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m., there is ample
opportunity for an employee to vote either before or after work and that will create no difficulty. Mr Wright's amendment allows the council
the option whether to hold a council election on
a Thursday or a Saturday, bearing in mind the
convenience of the voters in which Mr Kennan
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is so interested. Another consideration is the extra cost ofhQlding an election on a Saturday in a
rural municipality. The cost is entirely borne by
the ratepayers of the municipality and to spread
that cost over 20 000 ratepayers is easier than to
spread that cost over 2000 ratepayers when the
cost is significant.
The other aspect not yet answered by anyone
on the Government party benches is: How is it
that the United Kingdom manages to conduct
its elections, not only municipal elections, but
also House of Commons elections, on a Thursday and no one is in difficulties?
The HOD. G. A. SGRO (Melbourne North
Province)-People have fought hard to obtain
the right to vote. In Australia, State and Federal
elections are held on a Saturday. The Opposition
and the National Party want a law passed that
country people must vote on a Thursday. I ask
Mr Hunt and Mr Wright to consider whether
they are prepared to declare the Thursday of a
municipal election a public holiday so that those
people who must work on that day ordinarily
will be given an opportunity of voting.
Voting is important. It is not the situation as
Mr Baxter said, that someone can take half-anhour off work to go and vote. Parliament must
make sure that people are able to vote so that
they may get the representative that they want,
and the most convenient day is a Saturday.
People are used to voting on a Saturday because all other elections in this country take place
on a Saturday. By making it law that voting in
country areas is done on a Thursday, confusion
will be created throughout the State. Unless the
Opposition and the National Party are prepared
to give country people a holiday on a municipal
voting day, that should be the end of any question of voting on a Thursday.
The HOD. J. E. KIRNER (Melbourne West
Province)-I am concerned about several issues
of the debate. Firstly, I am concerned at the
number of times members of the Opposition and
the National Party have referred to the rights of
the council and have talked of councils. That is
not necessarily the right of the citizen. I know
that councillors are elected persons, but on the
current limit of suffrage it is highly doubtful if
they represent all the citizens in the area for which
they are councillors. The Bill is about the right
of the citizen, not about the right ofa council, to
determine when a citizen will vote.
Secondly, I am amazed that the Opposition
and the National Party are prepared to undermine the status of elections for the third tier of
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government. If it is important to have elections
for the first two tiers of government, Federal and
State, on Saturdays, then it is equally important
for the same reasons to have Saturdays for the
day of election for the very important third tier
of government, about which honourable members have heard so much today, for the same
reasons of access, openness, co-ordination and
consistency. I ask the Opposition and the National Party to reconsider that point and to give
the third tier of government the opportunity of
being seen as equally important as the other two
tiers.
Thirdly, I refer to the issue of women voting.
I am quite certain from my experience of country
areas through the schools movement that all
women do not go to town on Thursdays for market day. Almost 40 per cent of married women
are in the work force. Some work in factories,
some work in shops and some in schools. Some
school teachers work in isolated areas of one and
two-teacher schools.
It seems to me that the market day argument
is legitimate but only for a percentage of the population. I am quite sure a number of married
women in rural electorates, as in metropolitan
electorates, would appreciate the opportunity of
voting at a time when they could get assistance
and when they would not have to take children
with them into the voting booth or organize to
have them minded because on a Saturday the
whole family is at home. On the principle of
openness, on the principle of the right of the
citizen and on the principle of working people
having the right to participate in democratic
elections, I believe the amendment should be
defeated.

Honourable members interjecting.
The CHAIRMAN (the HOD. W. M. Campbell)-Order! The Minister for Minerals and
Energy has been participating in this debate from
his seat in an offensive manner. I ask him not to
interject any further.
The HOD. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-At this stage it might be appropriate to
remind the Committee of some of the protestations about democracy and the promises made
by the Socialist Labor Party just before the State
election. This is part of the Australian Labor
Party local government policy and I shall read
some selected excerpts from it. The first excerpt
is:
Local government is the level of government closest
to people's lives.
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the argument which is simply about giving local
government the flexibility that local government
says it wants. That is the reason for Mr Wright's
amendment and the reason why it should be supported. The arguments presented by the Government are increasingly incredible, particularly in
light of the professed policy of the Government.
Perhaps there have been a few changes, other
than the change of portfolio that has affected the
Leader of the House, who is sometimes referred
to as "little Napoleon".
The CHAIRMAN-Let us say that there is no
point of order at this stage.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON (Chelsea ProvLocal government is the level of government closest
ince)-On
a point of order, under the Standing
to people's lives. For this reason it should be entrusted
with those government functions most related to local Orders, Mr Crozier should be restrained from
speaking. He should be asked to return to the
and individual needs.
subject-matter immediately.
There are many protestations about democracy
The CHAIRMAN-When I stand up, I exbut honourable members now realize that, in the
lexicon of Socialists, "democracy" means "guided pect you, Mr Sandon, to sit down immediately.
democracy" and does not mean "Government I do not accept anything you have said, either
by the people", but rather "Government by the when I was standing or when I was sitting.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
hierarchy". It is a pity that the Fuehrer is not
here to listen to this because honourable mem- Province)-I raise a point of order. As I said
bers know what happens when he is around this before, the quality of debate on this side of the
place.
Chamber has been in accordance with the seriThe Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe ousness of the debate. The attitude shown by the
Province)-I raise a point of order. That sort of limited Opposition with its limited thinking was
talk denigrates this Chamber. Members of the typified-The CHAIRMAN-Please get to the point of
Government party have maintained a high quality of debate this afternoon. For members of the order.
Opposition to describe the Leader of the House
The HOD. M. J. ARNOLD-Again, Mr Croas the Fuehrer is a reflection on the Leader and a zier has made a disparaging remark about the
reflection on the Government, and I believe the Leader of the House by calling him a "little Naexpression should be withdrawn.
poleon", and I ask him to withdraw the remark.
The CHAIRMAN-It has been stated that the
The HOD. D. G. CROZIER (Western Provexpression is a reflection on the Leader of the ince)-I shall now return to the clause.
House.
The HOD. E. H. WALDR (Minister for ConThe Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Prov- servation)-On a point of order, in support of
ince)-I disagree.
members of the Government party and to be
The CHAIRMAN-I do not disagree. I un- serious about the matter, I point out that it would
derstand to whom Mr Crozier was referring and be fun to continue calling names across the
I do not think that issue should be clouded. Mr Chamber as Mr Crozier has done but that sort of
Crozier has been asked to withdraw the expres- name calling does not benefit the Committee.
sion and I suggest that he do so.
Mr Crozier was asked to withdraw the name
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I point out that "Fuehrer" and I suggest that he withdraw the
the meaning of the word "Fuehrer" is leader.
expression "little Napoleon".
The CHAIRMAN-I do not accept that. I ask
The CHAIRMAN-This afternoon, I have
Mr Hunt to stop interjecting. I do not accept Mr heard many other names floated around this
Crozier's comment in the context in which the _Chamber by members of the Opposition and by
word was used.
members of the Government party, and I believe
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-In those circum- the last words that were used were in no worse a
stances, I withdraw the remark and I return to category than many of the others that I heard. I

The Hon. M. J. SAN DON (Chelsea Province)-I raise a point of order. What has this to
do with the clause? Mr Crozier is not debating
the clause and he should refrain from debating.
The CHAIRMAN-Order! Mr Sandon asked
the question and then gave the answer. I have no
intention of doing what he suggests, but I am
interested to learn whether Mr Crozier intends
to refer what he started to say to the amendment
that is before the Chair.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-With your assistance, Mr Chairman, I
shall endeavour to do that. I repeat the quotation:
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accepted the previous point of order by Mr Arnold, but I do not accept this point of order.
The Hon. E. H. W ALKER-I accept your explanation, Mr Chairman. The difference, I point
out, is where a member of the Chamber asks for
a withdrawal. You have compared the term used
by Mr Crozier with those used by others. It is
competent for members of the Opposition to ask
for a withdrawal. The difference in this instance
is that a member of the Committee has asked for
a withdrawal and it is not a matter of comparison with other names. A withdrawal has been
requested and I believe it should be persevered
with.
The CHAIRMAN-I think the Minister will
find that the Standing Orders are not as flexible
as he tried to suggest. The Standing Orders are
quite clear on the matter, that the words must be
offensive. That is the first point. The second is
that the honourable member concerned is not
here and therefore I do not know whether the
expression would be offensive to him. I can only
take the matter in the manner in which it was
put, as I did the earlier matter. I do not accept
the point of order.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-I return to the policy, which further states:
A Labor Government will restore independence and
dignity to local government so that it can represent us
all more effectively in making decisions concerning our
immediate needs and environment.

It is an extraordinary feat of mental gymnastics
to try to equate the proposition which the Government is putting with confining the choice of
local government election times to Saturdays only
to measure up to or conform with either of those
two stated· objectives.
The document goes on to state-and I will
quote one final paragraph of it:
We will therefore legislate to give councils a general
power of competency to undertake any activity or pr0vide any service which the council considers
appropriate.

If the Government really intends to give councils the power of general competency, what it is
saying, in effect, by inference is that those councils that would support Mr Wright's proposed
amendments-and I can vouch for the fact that
there are many of them and that a shire is not
just an aberration of local government but that
there are more than 130 of them; over half the
municipalities in Victoria are shires and most
shires are predominantly rural in nature-regard
the factors that have been mentioned by Mr

Wright and other speakers on this side of the
Chamber as very real.

If the Government is going to restore independence and dignity to local government, and
ifit believes that local government is the level of
government closest to people's lives and therefore should be entrusted with Government functions most related to individual needs, it oUght
to support this amendment because it will give
that unit of government greater flexibility and
freedom of choice.
The Hon. B. A. MURPHY (Gippsland Province)-I speak against the proposed amendment. Last Saturday week, a double dissolution
was held in this country and most people in Australia voted. I am glad to say that most of them
voted for the right party. I stood outside the
polling booth at Yarram and the people there
voted very well for the Labor Party, although the
majority supported the National Party.
I did not hear one National Party supporter
complain that he could not have voted on a
Thursday. Those people milked their cows and
played cricket, but they all voted, and they voted
on Saturday, and I think for that reason we should
have one general voting day for municipal elections, and that is on the first Saturday of the
month.
The Committee divided on Mr Wright's
amendments (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in the
chair).
19
Ayes
17
Noes
Majority for the amendment
MrBaxter
MrBlock
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
MrCrozier
MrDunn
MrGuest
MrHaywant
MrHoughton
MrHunt
MrAmold
MrButler
Mrs Coxsedge
MrsDixon
MrsHogg
MrKennan
MrKent
MrsKimer
Mr Mackenzie

AYES
MrKnowles
MrLawson
MrLong
MrReid
MrStorey
MrWard
MrWright

Tellers:
MrBaylor
MrEvans

NOES
MrMurphy
MrPullen
MrSandon
MrSgro
MrWalker
MrWhite

Tellers:
MrMcArthur
MrMier
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Mr Bubb
Mr Granter
Mr Radford

PAIRS
Mr Henshaw
Mr Kennedy
Mr Landeryou

The sitting was suspended at 6.40 p.m. until
8.13p.m.
The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 5 (Amendment of No. 6299)
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I move:
Clause 5, lines 16 and 17, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert "For section 119 of the
Principal Act there shall be substituted the following
section".

The purpose of the amendment is to give ratepayers of a municipality the right to have compulsory voting or otherwise. Amendment No. 15
circulated in my name follows on the same
proposition and I request that it be dealt with
concurrently. The aim of the amendment is to
make voting optional for a municipality. Like
the Leader of the Opposition in this Chamber, I
sought the advice of Parliamentary Counsel, and
so on, and the advice given to me is that this is
the correct and proper way of achieving what the
National Party seeks.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. Campbell)-Mr Hunt also wishes to move an amendment on this clause. The Committee will be able
to discuss Mr Wright's amendment and will then
give Mr Hunt the opportunity of discussing his
proposed amendment. The Committee will consider Mr Hunt's amendment if Mr Wright's
amendment is negatived. If the Committee agrees
to Mr Wright's amendment, I suggest that Mr
Hunt's amendment will lapse because the Committee will already have made a decision. After
dealing with Mr Wright's amendment, Mr Hunt
will be able to speak on his amendment so that
the Committee can make up its mind.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I understand what you are saying, Mr
Chairman. I have had a quick look at the amendments now proposed by Mr Wright. My problem
is that I studied a list of amendments that he
provided to me yesterday and now find that they
differ slightly from those provided to the Committee today. There is a slight difference which
affects the present clause. The objectives sought
to be served by Mr Wright's amendments appear
basically the same as those sought to be served
by my amendments. I am prepared to explain
exactly what my amendments seek to achieve
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and if Mr Wright will explain in some detail
precisely what his amendments seek to achieve,
I am sure the problem can be solved.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-Amendment No. 14 circulated in my
name states:
Oause 5, lines 16 and 17, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert "For section 119 of the
Principal Act there shall be substituted the following
section".

Oause 5 provides:
For sections 119 and 120 of the Principal Act there
shall be substituted the following sections:
"119. At every election of councillors every person
whose name is enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls shall
be entitled to one vote in respect of riding or ward for
whic~ his name is enrolled.

We propose to leave that section intact and the
section we wish to delete is proposed section
120, which states:
Subject to any regulations made pursuant to section
149, it shall be compulsory for any person whose name
is enrolled on the voters' roll or rolls to vote at every
election of councillors in respect of each riding or ward
for which his name is enrolled.

Section 149 of the Local Government 'Act states:
The Governor in Council may make regulations
which may pursuant to this section be applied to elections of councillors of any municipality.

So, in brief, that is the way my amendment No.
14 will enable councils to decide whether voting
is compulsory or otherwise. Amendment No. 15
standing in my name states:
Oause 5, lines 21 to 25, omit all words and expressions on these lines.

The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-The proposed amendment seeks in a similar way to ensure that municipalities have the
same prior say that they have now as to whether
compulsory voting shall apply. Of course, it is
subject to the Minister. Under the law as it at
present stands, a municipality may make an a~
proach to the Minister and the Minister makes
the determination.
Under section 149 as it now applies, where
compulsory voting is created by Order in Council, there is an exemption from its requirement
for two classes of people. Compulsory voting
cannot be enforced on a person on a roll who
resides outside the municipality. That has been
the law for a long time. Nor can it be enforced
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against a ratepayer who is not an Australian citizen or a subject of the Crown. In both those cases
there is an exemption.
My set of amendments together provide for
restoration of those provisions enabling this
approach: Firstly, by the municipality to obtain
compulsory voting where that is thought to be in
the interests of the citizens; secondly, to enable
consideration by the Minister and a decision accordingly, and thirdly, to ensure that if it does
apply, those who reside outside the municipality
or who are not Australian citizens or subjects of
the Crown are exempt from the necessity of compulsory voting.
The Hon. J. H. Kennan-Why?
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-We are restoring the
position for the reasons I gave during the secondreading debate. I do not think I need to be repetitious. If Mr Wright can assure me that he has
achieved precisely that, well and good. I must
say that I did receive a copy of Mr Wright's
amendments when they were circulated. I did
not realize there was a difference between his
amendments as circulated today and the draft
which I received from him yesterday.
If there is any doubt, I will
happy for Mr
Wright to ask for progress to be reported so that
the Leader of the Government, Mr Wright and I
can confer with a view to obtaining the best possible result. Meanwhile other business can
continue.
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across the board and decided that all council
elections should be conducted under as nearly as
practicable the same conditions as are used for
the State and Commonwealth elections. It is not
a matter for the draftsmen; it is not for the Committee to solve-drafting problems for Mr Hunt
and Mr Wright. The Government will not resile
from its position. No domination of numbers
under a gerrymandered system will change the
Government's position.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-You want 62 per
cent with 51 per cent of the vote.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-One of Mr
Wright's problems is associated with one of the
most disgraceful situations in the history of this
country under which the Queensland Government governs with little more than 25 per cent
of the total vote. The honourable member has
been here long enough to realize the situation. If
he wishes to draft amendments, facilities are
available for him to do so. If the honourable
member needs advice, there are many of us who
will provide that advice. I keep warning those
who are responsible for this charade that the
Government will not be a party to the humbug
that the honourable member is trying to perpetuate. The honourable member can take away
votes ifhe wants; we will not be a party to that.
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-You want us to
vote in the same way as you do on every issue.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Not at all.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western There are times when I have been fascinated
Province)-I would be happy for any course of about some aspects of the arguments put by the
action like that to be taken. Perhaps the Leader honourable member. Perhaps I should not say
of the Government might consult with Parlia- Ufascinated"; if the honourable member wants
mentary Counsel to ensure that the amendment to debate the matter, the Government will acis satisfactory to the Government. So far as we
are concerned, the amendment will do the job commodate him. The Government will conwe want. I did not explain in detail why the tinue to campaign and will take the issue to the
National Party considers it should be optional people. I am not joking about that on their rights
because I canvassed the matter during the sec- to determine who should rule them. It should
ond-reading debate. Quite simply, the amend- not be the landlords and the absentee wealthy
ment proposes to give municipalities the people, but those who live within the electorate
democratic right to decide whether voting will and the municipality. The honourable member
says we are out of touch. Would he like a bybe compulsory or otherwise.
election within the next fortnight? The GovernThe Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for ment will accommodate him.
Industrial Affairs)-The position of the GovernThe Hon. A. J. Hunt-What do you mean by
ment is clear. If honourable members opposite
really understood the proposition of the Govern- that?
ment, they would realize that it is not a matter
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-AlI the
for the council to decide. The recent inquiry honourable member has to do is to put the promakes the position clear.
position that the National Party has been putting
Compulsory voting is used for State and Com- to the Committee throughout the afternoon to
monwealth elections. The inquiry with respect the people within the electorate he represents
to the Richmond matter had its application and we shall see how he goes.

re
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The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. Campbell)-Order! The Committee has dealt with the
matter and there is an amendment before the
Chair.
It is dealing with clause 5 and, as we are in
Committee, we should stick to that point.
The Hon. W.A.LANDERYOU-Youareabsolutely right, Mr Chairman, and I was just coming back to that point. It deals with the question
of every election and the question of compulsory
voting. It seems that what the Committee is being
asked to decide is against the decision of the
commissioner who looked at the matter, against
the decision of almost every inquiry of substance
in the history of this State.
The Hon. R. J. Long-Who is the
commissioner?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-I was referring to the commissioner. Mr Long does not often
read many things. It is a pity that he did not read
this particular commissioner's report because it
is important. The commissioner makes the point
in respect of that council that all elections in the
State should mirror, so far as is possible, the
provisions that apply with respect to the State
and Commonwealth elections.
The Hon. R. J. Long-How would he know?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-It is suggested by an honourable member who is supposed to be legally qualified, on the back bench
of the Opposition, that the commissioner would
not know. Mr Long is well known for not
knowing.
The Hon. R. J. WNG (Gippsland Province)-On a point of order, Mr Chairman. If I
am to be quoted, I want to be quoted in full.
The CHAIRMAN-There is no point of order. Mr Long has not got the floor. He is interjecting. Therefore, if he has said anything out of
turn, it is out of order to start with.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-The Government's position
is simply put to the Committee: We will not
resile from our position. The people of this State
are entitled to a Local Government Act which
reflects and embraces local government principles, and we will not be deterred from that course
despite the use and abuse of the almost geriatric
gerrymander that occurs within this House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I have taken the opportunity of checking
the differences between the amendments respectively proposed by Mr Wright and myself as best
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I can in the time available. Mr Wright's amendments seek to do precisely the same as mine in
respect of the first half of the package that I was
proposing. He has sought to do so in a slightly
different way. He is amending words slightly earlier in the Bill than I have and that gives him the
prior right which Mr Chairman you rightly acknowledged. His amendments are not in any way
inconsistent with the second half of my amendments and, therefore, the Opposition is prepared
to accept Mr Wright's preliminary amendments,
which do the same as the first half of mine.
I might say that, although there is no inconsistency, I have not had an opportunity yet to ensure that there is no tidying up to be done, but I
will certainly see that any tidying up that may
result will be checked out so that it can be rectified at a later stage, if that is necessary.
The Opposition supports Mr Wright's amendments Nos. 14 and 15, which seek to achieve the
same results as amendments Nos. 17 and 18 circulated in my name but I will proceed with
amendments Nos. 19, 20 and 21.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I wish to formally move amendment No. 14 in my name and I seek leave to deal
with amendment No. 15 concurrently, because
it is on the same subject.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. CampbeU)-Does the Committee give leave to deal
with amendments Nos. 14 and 15 together?
The HOD. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-Yes.
The HOD. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-By leave, I move:
14. Oause 5, lines 16 and 17, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert "For section 119
of the Principal Act there shall be substituted the following section".
1S. Clause 5, lines 21 to 25, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.

The Committee divided on Mr Wright's
amendments (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in the
chair).
Ayes
Noes
Majority for the amendments

18
16
2
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AYES

MrBaxter
MrsBaylor
MrBubb
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
MrCrozier
MrDunn
MrHayward
MrHunt
MrKnowles

MrLawson
MrLong
MrReid
MrStorey
MrWard
MrWright

Tellers:
MrBlock
MrEvans
NOES

Mr Arnold
MrButler
Mrs Coxsedge
MrsDixon
MrKent
MrsKimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
MrMcArthur
Mr Granter
Mr Guest
Mr Houghton
Mr Radford
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MrMier
MrPullen
MrSandon
MrWalker
MrWhite

Tellers:
MrMurphy
MrSgro
PAIRS
Mr Henshaw
Mr Kennan
Mrs Hog
Mr Kennedy

The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Oause 6 (Hours of poll)
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD (Monash Province)-I move:
Clause 6, line 28, omit ""The" and insert "Subject to
section 134, the".
aause 6, line 32, omit all words and expressions on
this line and insert"(2) For section 134 of the Principal Act there shall
be substituted the following section:
""134. Where a municipality declares by resolution
that there are special circumstances warranting later
closure of the poll the hour for closing the poll may
with the consent of the Minister be an hour fixed by
the council by resolution, which shall be not earlier
than 6 o'clock in the evening and not later than 8
o'clock in the evening. ....

The background of the amendments is representations made by the council of the City of Caulfield to the honourable member for Caulfield in
another place because of the considerable number of people in that city who, because of their
religious beliefs, have difficulty voting before 6
p.m. on a Saturday. The intention of the amendments is to make it possible for a city such as
Caulfield to declare, by resolution, that the hours
of polling should be extended to 8 p.m. Of course,
the City of Caulfield is not the only municipality
affected. There are a number of other municipalities in the general area, such as St Kilda, Prahran and even Malvern, which would be affected.

The Hon. M. J. Sandon-What about the rural
sector?
The Hon. D. K. HAYWARD-I thank Mr
Sandon for reminding me of that. The Shire of
Upper Yarra in the Warburton area, a number
of whose residents are Seventh Day Adventists,
would also be affected as would a number of
other areas. After declaring by resolution that
there are special circumstances that warrant such
an extension, the council would have to put a
case to the Minister and Ministerial consent
would be required. There has been a great deal
of talk about democracy today. This is something that is very much in accordance with democracy because it would make it possible for
people to vote without damaging their religious
beJiefs. It shows excellent initiative on the part
of the honourable member for Caulfield in another place that he has taken up the matter. The
amendments should be supported.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I congratulate Mr Hayward on the
case he has put in support of the amendments.
The National Party supports them because the
general tenure of the amendments is along the
lines of the argument we have put throughout
the debate. Municipalities will have some choice
as to how they proceed in these matters. In this
case, it would be up to the Minister to decide
whether he agreed that the special circumstances
warranted that voting should close later than 6
p.m.
I must admit that voting from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
has been most successful and has provided most
people with the opportunity of voting during that
period. I well recall handing out how-to-vote
cards for municipal elections from 8 a.m. to 8
p.m. and I can assure honourable members that
that was one of the hardest day's work I have
ever put in, particularly when it rained.
The amendments were negatived, and the
clause was agreed to.
Clause 7 (Regulations)
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I move:
Clause 7, page 15, line 5, at the end of this line insert
"and".
Clause 7, page 15, lines 6 to 24, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.
Clause 7, page 15, line 25, omit "(f)" and insert
"(b)".

I have already explained the purpose of these
amendments, which follow upon the amendments moved by Mr Wright in place of my
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amendments Nos. 17 and 18. I do not think it is
necessary for me to explain the amendments
further.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. Campbell)-Mr Wright, will you be proceeding with
your amendments Nos. 17 and 18?
The Hon. K. I. M. Wright-I must proceed
with those amendments, Mr Chairman. They are
in the Schedule.
The Committee divided on Mr Hunt's amendments (the Hon. W. M. Campbell in the chair).
Ayes
18
Noes
16
Majority for the amendments

2

AYES

MrBaxter
Mrs Baylor
MrBlock
MrBubb
MrCrozier
MrDunn
MrEvans
MrHayward
MrHunt
MrKnowles

MrLawson
MrLong
MrReid
MrStorey
MrWard
MrWright

Tellers:
Mr Chamberlain
MrConnard
NOES

MrAmold
MrButler
Mrs Dixon
MrKennan
MrKennedy
MrKent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Mackenzie
MrMcArthur
MrHoughton
MrGranter
MrGuest
MrRadford

MrMier
MrMurpby
MrSgro
MrWaiker
MrWhite

Tellers:
MrsHogg
MrPullen
PAIRS
Mr Landeryou
Mrs Coxsedge
MrSandon
MrHenshaw

The clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 8 (Ordinary meetings of council to or
after 5 o'clock in the afternoon)
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern Province)-I invite the Committee to vote against
this clause. The effect of this will-be to remove
the suggested requirement that council meetings
commence not earlier than 5 p.m. I make my
suggestion for the reasons given in my secondreading speech because this is a matter entirely
for the council concerned.
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-The National Party has also expressed its views at length, and very strongly,
that councils should have the democratic right
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to decide what time of the day they will meet.
There is not a great deal of difference between
what is being suggested tonight and the provisions contained in the existing legislation. I lean
a little towards the proposal supported by the
Municipal Association of Victoria, that is, that
at the time of the statutory meeting, when a
council moves the motion on what days and at
what times the council will meet, it would be a
simple matter to include in the motion the time
of commencement of ordinary meetings of the
council. Nevertheless, the National Party is
happy with the suggestion put forward by the
Leader of the Opposition and proposes to support it. It is a course of action that the National
Party foreshadowed when the Bill was first introduced and, of course, it was deferred from the
last sessional period to this sessional period~
The Hon. M. J. SANOON (Chelsea Province)-This is just a further example of the
emasculation honourable members have witnessed with regard to democracy. So far, restrictions on who can stand for local government and
when the elections will be held have been
proposed.
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. CampbeU)-I advise the honourable Member that this
is not a second-reading debate. The Committee
is now dealing with a specific part of the Bill,
clause 8, and nothing else.
The Hon. M. J. SANDON-I was getting
around to that point.
The CHAIRMAN-Get around to it straight
away.
The Hon. M. J. SANOON-I will, Sir. We
find a final nail is being put in the coffin, namely,
that no council meetings are to be held before 5
p.m. This will ensure that people of the wider
community are not represented. That is really
what it is all about-to ensure that people are
not represented by other than farmers, and currently 60 per cent of councillors in the shire areas
throughout this State are farmers-and the people will not get any other representation than
that which currently exists. That is a further example of how bankrupt the Opposition and the
National Party are in relation to their policies.
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-Earlier in the debate, when speaking
about the 5 o'clock meeting time, Mr Henshaw
alleged that, in some way, in the rural municipalities the membership of councils was composed entirely of farmers, and honourable
members have just heard that allegation being
repeated by Mr Sandon.
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When challenged, Mr Henshaw declined to
name which municipalities he had in mind as
being comprised totally offarmers. As I sat here,
I thought that I should cast my mind to the municipalities around the province I represent.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Will you name
all the councillors?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I will and I intend
to put them on the record. I wanted to see whether
any of the municipalities in the province I represent had a membership composed entirely of
farmers. I shall put on record the names because
that will answer the allegations just made by Mr
Sandon.
They are not necessarily the only non-farmer
representatives, but I can quickly recall to mind
that the Upper Murray Shire Council includes a
shop assistant; the Tallangatta Shire Council includes an earth mover; the Yackandandah Shire
Council includes a bridge builder; the Myrtleford
Shire Council includes a photographer, the Bright
Shire Council includes a builder; the Yarrawonga Shire Council includes a State Electricity
Commission employee; the Cobram Shire Council includes a jeweller; the Numurkah Shire
Council includes a veterinary surgeon; the Rodney Shire Council includes a school teacher; the
Shepparton Shire Council includes a plumber;
the Oxley Shire Council includes a housewife;
the Beechworth Shire Council includes a dentist;
the Chiltern Shire Council includes a shire engineer from a neighbouring shire; the Rutherglen
Shire Council includes a research scientist; the
Nathalia Shire Council includes a grocery store
manager; the Wangaratta Shire Council includes
a school inspector; the Violet Town Shire Council includes a Melbourne businessman; and I am
not sure of the backgrounds of all councillors
from Benalla.
The Hon. D. R. White-What about
Tungamah?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-The Minister for
Min.erals and Energy draws my attention to one
municipality that I overlooked. It shows he is on
the ball and recalls his visit to Tungamah following the Ash Wednesday fires. I have to admit
that he has caught me out because I am not sure
of the backgrounds of all the councillors in that
area. Those at Tungamah may all be farmers.
The list of municipalities in north-eastern Victoria demonstrates that a wide range of occupations is represented on councils.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-How many municipalities are there?
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The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I read out
seventeen.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-There are seventeen municipalities?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-That is the total
number in the electorate I represent, plus Tungamah, plus the three cities that I did not
mention.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-And on those
seventeen councils there are eight workers?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I am not saying
that. I am pointing out that those occupations
were listed. There are others. I listed just one
from each municipality. I am making the point
that it is erroneous for Mr Sandon and Mr Henshaw to allege that rural municipal councils are
cOmposed entirely of farmers. That is patently
not true. It is also incorrect to say that that is
because they have day-time meetings. I have already demonstrated-and no doubt it can also
be demonstrated in other parts of Victoria-that
numerous people find the time to be members of
councils, notwithstanding the times of meetings
of those councils.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe
Province)-I want to make a couple of brief
points. Firstly, the Bill introduced by the Labor
Government had the exemption clause that
would have protected the shires and the other
country municipalities about which there is some
concern.
The Hon. R. J. Loog-What guarantee can
you give me on that?
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-The guarantee of
my word. My word is representative of the Government. My word is far better than the word of
the previous Government when one considers
the facts.
The Hon. R. J. Long-I want the word of the
Minister.
The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-Mr Long as a
lawyer, together with his compatriots here today,
should hang his head in shame and writhe at the
way he and they have let down some of the basic
principles that lawyers have learned throughout
the years. Their contributions to the debate would
make interesting reading in the United Nations
when one considers the quality and type of debate presented by some members of the Opposition, but I will not dwell on that issue because it
has been dealt with.
The Hon. B. A. Chamberlain-Because you
are on shaky ground.
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The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD-The shaky ground
is nothing like the type of ground that members
of the Opposition were treading across so carefully this afternoon.
I will return to the clause under discussion. I
thought I spoke graphically en.ough this afternoon about the exemption and of people's ability
to travel around the country, and that I had spelt
out sufficiently my own experience for members
of the other parties to understand that the
amendment is nonsense. Members of the Opposition are putting nonsense to the Committee
and to the ordinary residents in their country
electorates.
The Opposition cannot expect those people to
believe that those of privilege, wealth and property should dominate municipalities. The Opposition should learn that, because times are
changing.
I direct my attention to members of the National Party because I expect them to show more
responsibility to those in their electorates. This
afternoon, members of the Opposition abrogated their integrity and their responsibility.
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-Mr Arnold's comments intrigue me.
Firstly, he raised the question of where we are
going on this issue. He completely failed to
answer the comments of Mr Baxter in that he
could not give any guarantee that any municipality in the province represented by Mr Baxter
would be exempted by the Minister.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Nonsense! The
Minister has already given that guarantee.
The Hon. R. J. LONG-That is the only point
I wanted to raise on the issue, because what Mr
Arnold said was complete nonsense.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN (Thomastown
Province)-The amendment is simply about excluding ordinary working people; it is as simple
as that. People in nine-to-five occupations have
difficulty in attending meetings during the day.
Mr Crozier interjects about choice. I ask him:
Choice for whom? This amendment is not just
about elected councils, as Mrs Kirner has already
pointed out; nor is it about incumbent administrations. It is about the right of everybody in the
community. The rights of everyone in the community are better represented if our legislation
enables everybody, irrespective of whether they
have a nine-to-five job and irrespective of
whether they have to work and whether their
work allows them flexibility to meet during the
morning or the afternoon, to act as councillors.
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The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Do you believe in
general competence for local government?
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Yes, I do believe
in competence.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-Do you believe in
general competence?
The CHAIRMAN (the Hon. W. M. Campbell)-Order! I believe we should have no further interruptions.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-I am grateful for
your protection from Mr Crozier's barbed insults, Mr Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN-I shall be more grateful if
he refrains from making them.
The Hon. J. H. KENNAN-Yes, I do believe
in having competent councils, and competent
councils mean that everybody who is reasonably
eligible to stand for election ought to be able to
stand and serve on a council. Without a provision that councils should meet after 5 p.m., the
Government would disenfranchise a whole section of the community from being able to represent the community. When one considers the
matter, one realizes that the omission of such
a requirement would restrict those who could
serve on local councils to those whose jobs or
monied positions enable them to have the day
off; so one is back to the nineteenth century concept of having unpaid members of Parliament
and only the property classes could be represented. It is akin to that because a provision that
councils must meet during the day would immediately exclude a whole range of people from
participating. Those who work for their living
during the day and cannot get time off would be
unable to serve. The community would be back
to the same reactionary position. Mr Hunt put
the matter honestly in introducing this clause.
He said that he wanted to preserve the status
quo, but there are many elements ofthis. It is not
just the status quo; it is the status quo of the
nineteenth century.
Government supporters really saw the whites
of Mr Crozier'S reactionary eyes during the debate yesterday and today, and it is an extraordinary reaction. I will be generous to Mr Crozier:
His soul is the host of reaction as the soul of Mr
Wright is the host of reaction. This provision, in
addition to the other provisions the Opposition
has watered down, strikes at any attempt at
proper representation and proper democracy.
The Government believes in competence and
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democracy and it is not possible to achieve that
without this type of provision.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS (North Eastern
Province)-A reasonable point that needs to be
made this evening is, as I clearly understand it,
that the councils in Victoria which normally meet
after 5 p.m. are strongly supporting the rights of
councils in Victoria to choose their time of meeting. I suggest that the Parliament would not be
pleased if the Federal Parliament of Australia,
which is the supreme sphere of Australian Governments, were to decree the times of meetings
of this Chamber.
The Parliament of Victoria is competent to
make its own decisions in this matter. It has
been said-indeed Mr Kennan has made substantial play of it this evening-that regardless
of the time of meeting, it will be difficult for
certain groups in the community to be a working
part of the council. Every man or woman who
serves in the municipality makes a sacrifice.
Many people who are employed with a firm, private individuals or employed in Government
departments, take time off in order to serve on
the council.
I draw the attention of the House to at least
two mayors, one in Benalla and one in Wangaratta. Councillor Brennan, who is the Mayor in
Benalla, is a good Labor supporter and a Government employee. He is constantly on duty and
carries out his mayoral duties extremely well.
Frequently, he is available during the day, but
even when he was not carrying out his mayoral
duties and when he was not holding the mayorship he was prepared to take time off in order to
serve the council. He not only carries out his
municipal duties but he is also prepared to carry
out any ancillary work of the council.
The Mayor of Wangaratta, Councillor Bedford, is an ambulance officer and has served in
that position for more than twelve months. Towards the end of his second term, this man took
time off from his work and rearranged his work
schedule to carry out his duties. Prior to becoming the Mayor of Wangaratta he was also prepared to take time off in order to serve and fulfil
the duties of a councillor.
Many Victorians have sufficient dedication to
give up time in order to serve the State. The
thunderings of simulated wrath from the Government side of the House and the rather juvenile meanderings of one or two members of the
Government party are not accurate. Many Victorians are prepared to make the necessary sacrifice to carry out the duties of a municipal
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councillor. The number of examples that are
available to honourable members are sufficient
to prove that point.
The Hon. M. J. Sandon-Your point has been
invalidated by those figures.
The Hon. D. M. EVANS-It is clear that those
who have a genuine interest in local government
are prepared and regularly make the sacrifices
that are necessary.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-You only know
of two!
The Hon. D. M. EVANS-I have given only
two examples but I am aware of hundreds more.
Despite that fact, the position of councillor entails some personal sacrifices. Regardless of a
pe~n's job or position in life-unless one is of
the very few who are totally independent-one
must make a sacrifice the moment one becomes
a councillor.
Surely it is adequate, fair and reasonable that
councillors have the opportunity of choosing the
time of meeting. The Labor Party and the Government recognize that need because they are
prepared to put in a discretion for the Minister
to enable the council to meet at another time.
That proves my point.
The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
Province)-Mention has been made of simulated wrath; I can assure honourable members
that any wrath that is emanating from the Government side of the House is not simulated. The
Government Bills have been desecrated by these
amendments. The Australian Labor Party policy
endorsed by the electorate was not to keep the
status quo for local government but to stop it
being the poor relative in the three tiers of government. It was to give local government genuine status and the importance it deserves within
those three tiers of government. The Opposition
well knows and understands that.
The 5 p.m. or later start, which is supported
by members of the Labor Party, was outlined
most cogently by Mr Kennan. The day-time
meeting time is grossly discriminatory, as many
speakers have outlined. The earlier meeting time
is against the interests of real community participation, not simply of people wanting to stand
for council but also for people who wish to be
involved and observe the workings of councils.
Local government is the closest sphere of government to the people. It is the most immediate
in terms of its delivery and is probably the most
significant. Today and tonight the Opposition
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has not given any understanding to the significance that it asserts local government has; the
Government Bills and the clauses do. It is certainly not simulated wrath that comes from the
Government benches; it is very real anger at the
fate of those Bills.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western Province)-Mrs Hogg's description of local government can be used in support of this amendment
because Mr Kennan-in spite of his undoubted
knowledge of the law-is apparently a little fuzzy
about the Local Government Act. When he and
his party talk about general competence, what
they are really talking about in relation to that
Act is that local councils have the power to do
anything that is not specifically prescribed by
legislation.
So far as I am aware, only Queensland has
such a provision included in its Local Government Bill and it is now a plank in the Labor
Party's local government policy. The Labor Party
says it has wide support and presumably it has.
If it has that support conceptually it has a great
deal of attractiveness about it-and the reason it
attracts me as a member of a party that believes
in individual choice is that as an individual and
as a councillor I often used to say, "Don't they
trust us?" This was because of what was regarded
as an unreasonable response based on an archaic
piece oflegislation.
The Labor Party, with its blandishments and
protestations about restoring dignity to local
government, is now demonstrating a contradiction of its flaunted policy by saying in the debate
tonight that it is at pains to contain local government. But it does not really trust or regard local
government as a mature partner in government;
it regards local government as a subordinate. This
Council is not told by the Federal Parliament
that it does not have to hold elections on Saturdays because that is a decision made by this Parliament, as pointed out by Mr Evans. It is not
something that is prescribed by the Constitution
or imposed by the senior partner in government
but the Labor Party, in spite of its high-sounding
protestations, is doing exactly the opposite. Hypocrisy is the Government's partner despite the
valiant efforts of Mrs Hogg and Mr Kennan to
justify their opposition to the amendment. It is
totally illogical.
In this series of amendments, the Opposition
is attempting to expand the ambit of choice to
validate the concept oflocal Government, which
ought to be an equal partner or at the least an
important partner in the various Government
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spheres. The Government is denying its stated
policy by its actions.
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western Province)-I wish to make a few points to clear up
some serious allegations or aspersions that have
been made by some members of the Government party against many councils and councillors. Those honourable members appear to have
a misguided belief that councils throughout
country Victoria are guided by people of wealth,
property and influence. This is a totally incorrect
assessment of the case.
The majority of people who serve on local
councils throughout country areas of Victoria are
not people of wealth, not necessarily big land
holders; they are people like you and I, Mr
Chairman, private enterprise people who have
worked hard at their occupations. Most of them
are battling farmers. They are just like other small
businessmen. To suggest, as many Government
supporters have suggested, that people of great
wealth and influence are controlling the councils
and keeping any new blood in the community
out is total rubbish. Mr Kennan projected that
view. The facts are different.
The majority of councils actively seek to encourage the involvement of townspeople and
others from a wide cross-section of the community.
The majority of councils find it difficult to meet
during day-time hours and will look to changing
their hours of meeting. Supporters of the Government seem to think that the farming community, which is the major group they have a set
against, do not sacrifice anything and that they
can take the day off to attend council meetings.
That is the biggest load of rubbish I have ever
heard. Every day a farmer leaves his property
means he has to employ somebody else to do the
work or work twice as hard the next day.
Nowadays there are no big properties with rich
landowners who have a staff of people to do the
work. That position went years ago as a result of
economic conditions. These days there are no
employees on the farms-they are owner-operated farms. The farmers who sit on the local
council make a sacrifice for every day of council
duties.
To suggest, as Mr Kennan has, that the farming community is landed gentry, that we are preventing the real workers from being on the
council, is the biggest load of rubbish I have
heard presented to this Chamber tonight. What
it shows is that Mr Kennan, along with many
members of his party, is totally out of touch with
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the way rural Victoria operates. They have cast
a very serious aspersion on many councils and
councillors in Victoria who are working hard and
who are dedicated to trying to bring good local
government to their area.
I do not hear many complaints about local
councils. The majority operate very well and are
looked after and contributed to by many dedicated people. We are saying, let the State Government, this arm of Government, keep out of
the affairs oflocal government. Let local government decide what it wants. Surely nothing can
be more democratic than that. Local councils
can decide themselves whether they want to meet
after 5 p.m.
The Warracknabeal City Council holds a
number of meetings at night during the year to
encourage people to come to the gallery and take
part in the proceedings. That is their choice. No
one will take that right away from them.
The Shire of Stawell wrote to the National
Party indicating that the council holds a number
of meetings at night to try to encourage local
participation and involvement and stated:
This Council'S answer to that is that the Town of
Stawell, which does hold its meetings at night, very
rarely has a gallery, even though invitations are sent
out to people to attend, and on numerous occasions
has had difficulty in obtaining nominations for Council elections.

Many councils still have difficulty attracting people to sit in on meetings held at night. Surely the
amendment proposed by the Liberal Party and
the National Party tonight is democratic. It provides councils with one of the greatest decisions
of autonomy that it can take-that is, to decide
the basic times at which the council will meet.
I hope that we can put to rest once and for all
the misconception held by the Government that
our councils consist of wealthy landlords and
property owners. Nothing could be further from
the truth.
The HOD. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-The purpose of the amendment is to delete the requirement that the ordinary meetings of councils are to be held after 5
p.m. unless an exemption has been granted by
the Minister. In other words, it would give the
discretion back to the councils when they are to
hold ordinary meetings.
The HOD. R. J. LoDI-That is not true. The
Minister exercises that discretion.
The HOD. W. A. LANDERYOU-Despite Mr
Long's inteIjection-if the Minister is to have
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that discretion-I was explaining the purpose of
his Leader's amendment. That is the purpose of
the amendment before the Committee.
My experience with farmers has been that they
are very practical people who tend to have their
feet on the ground and are conscious of their
obligation to their families and their community.
The fact is that the Government does not take
a position of opposition with respect to those
who believe that they should be put apart. One
of the tragedies is that the National Party tries to
pretend that it is the spokesman for the farming
community and that it should be set apart. I
accept that I do not have a lifetime of experience,
but my experience with respect to farmers and
from talking and dealing with the rural community, is that they are not different; they are ordinary people with the same aspirations and beliefs
as the average person in the community. There
are those in the community, like members of the
Liberal Party, who are notorious in seeking to
divide the community.
Mr Crozier put a succinct description of the
power of competence. He did not go into what
the law requires in Queensland in terms of meeting times for that large State. He left it hanging
on the basis of general competence with respect
to those matters that were not prescribed by statute. It was a precise description. He had freshly
read the Bains recommendation.
Mr Crozier did not explain to the Chamber
what occurs in rural areas dominated as they are
by "Mr 26 per cent," the 72-year old Premier,
Mr Bjelke-Petersen. Perhaps it is more important for the House to take note of this. I refer to
him as "Mr 26 per cent" because that is all he
gets in Queensland. The Liberal Party and National Party combined still total only 36 per cent
in that State.
The HOD. W. R. Baxter-Fifty-one per cent.
The HOD. W. A. LANDERYOU-That is not
true. Mr Baxter cannot add. What has been put
tonight is that the National Party and the Liberal
Party want to preserve that which is, on the basis
that any change threatens the status quo, that is
that those who work during the day in a nine-tofive job cannot attend council meetings.
This introduces the concept ofa restricted
franchise which has existed for all time, so far as
local government is concerned. It denies the right
of those who work within our community to
participate fully within local government. If there
is that sort of restricted franchise, members of
the Opposition should not talk abOut democracy
or the rights of councils, and should not trot out
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letters from such gerrymandered councils and
pretend that they represent the people in that
municipality. The facts are that they do not.
I have quoted a personal example of this in
the Chamber on a previous occasion. I live within
a municipality that is gerrymandered. It has
12 000 people living within one riding which
produces three councillors and 500 people live
in another riding, which also produces three
councillors. One of those councillors, in particular, has been one of the mainstays of the Liberal
Party's opposition to this fairly fundamental element for a democratic reform proposal. That p0sition is taken simply because it suits the
councillor, as a wealthy member of the community, to sit on the council in an undemocratic
way determining what should happen in respect
of the welfare and aspirations of those who live
within the community.
Members of the Opposition may believe that
5 o'clock meetings may interfere with the rights
of local government. No one could be fairer in
his approach to this question than the Minister
for Local Government. He has a heartfelt conviction of the right of every member of our community to participate in local government to the
fullest. Their aspirations may not be to become
a councillor, but they may wish to know what
goes on and should not be discriminated against,
whether they are mothers looking after their
families, or employees who cannot get to meetings during the day, or whether their lifestyle
prevents them attending day ~eetings.
The Government has stated that 5 o'clock will
be used as a normal guideline, because the vast
majority of councils do meet at night. However,
where there is a case to be made out in exceptional circumstances, that case should be put to
the Minister who would then use his discretion.
Backing off at that point, one finds the extreme
right-hand position of the League of Rights and
others saying that they must protect their reserved position.
The Hon. D. G. Crozier-The Government is
supporting a big brother.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Wbat the
Government has said is similar to the vast majority of people who live in municipalities where
the councils meet outside normal working hours.
As I said before, where a case can be made out
by a local council to depart from the accepted
norm that exists within local government, the
Minister will use his discretion. However, the
norm is not how the Liberal Party operates in
Victoria.
Session 1983-74
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I put to the Committee a letter that the Minister for Local Government has sent to councils
that have questioned the position put by the
Government. It is stated in the letter that a requirement for evening meetings should be regarded as a means of ensuring that the office of
councillor is available to as many citizens as possible, including those who are unable to leave
their places of work to attend day meetings.
The letter also says that the Government is
concerned that local government should be as
open as possible and that reasonable opportunities should exist for public participation in municipal activities. Evening meetings will facilitate
that process. The letter states that if the need to
travel considerable distances, or any other reasons, causes hardship in attending evening meetings, the Local Government (Municipal Council
Elections) Bill provides that an exemption may
be given to the affected council in such circumstances. The Minister has written to municipalities in Victoria and spoken to most of the councils
regarding these provisions and he has put it quite
clearly that a provision exists for the granting of
exemptions.
The Hon. A. J. Hunt-The Municipal Association of Victoria and a great number ofmunicipalities are against him.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-Both Mr
Hunt and Mr Wright did not bother to put forward that proposition tonight. Mr Wright
dropped off and Mr Hunt apparently fell by the
wayside a lot earlier.
Councils do have a number of restrictions
placed on them by superior Parliaments, including the national Parliament. Their capacity to
borrow is determined not by this Parliament but
by the national Parliament.
The question of meeting at a time which is
convenient to the vast majority within the community is not new. It is not long ago that the late
Sir Robert Menzies st~ up in the Parliament
at 8.17 p.m. and apologized for the lateness of
the hour. It is not long ago that members of the
Labor Party were arguing that municipal governments should meet in open council. The same
reaction with squawking voices that we have
heard throughout this afternoon, defending the
status quo, was received then.
Mr Crozier, who has contributed to this debate tonight, has not had the decency to salute
what he said in this place when he was the Minister for Local Government with respect to other
fundamental questions of voting reform. The
facts are that at least two of his colleagues had
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the decency not to be present this afternoon. Mr
Crozier did not have the courage, capacity or the
character to admit that he was wrong or that he
was simply putting the party line forward on
previous occasions or tonight.
As I indicated earlier this afternoon, it is sheer
humbug for those who, in terms of historical
development, use their gerrymandered dominated numbers in this Chamber to prevent a fairly
elementary reform.
By interjection, Mr Hunt suggests that it is not
dignified. It is absurd for the Leader of the 0pposition in this place to say that he supported
legislation and Ministerial statements on the
basic nature of the reform proposals that the
Government has presented to the House when
he was in Government, but now in Opposition
he does another back flip, just like the Liberal
Party has done on trading hours and other issues.
How hypocritical can one be on this issue when
it is confined only to the proposals put forward
by the Government! The facts are that the Liberal Party has been hypocritical over this debate
as it has been on so many issues, in and out of
Government. I praise the Lord that the people of
this country have, at long last, woken up to the
hypocrisy and the lies that the Liberal party tells.
The Committee divided on the clause (the
Hon. W. M. Campbell in the chair).
16
Ayes
18
Noes
Majority against the clause
Mrs Coxsedge
Mrs Dixon
Mrs Hog
Mr Kennan
Mr Kennedy
Mr Kent
Mrs Kimer
Mr Landeryou
Mr Mackenzie
Mr Baxter
Mrs Baylor
Mr Block
Mr Bubb
Mr Chamberlain
Mr Connard
Mr Dunn
Mr Evans
Mr Hayward
Mr Hunt

AYES
Mr Mier
Mr Sandon
MrSgro
Mr Walker
MrWhite

Tellers:
Mr
Mr
NOES
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Arnold
Butler
Knowles
Lawson
Long
Reid
Storey
Ward

Tellers:
Mr Crozier
Mr Wright

2

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Henshaw
McArthur
Murphy
Pullen

PAIRS
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Granter
Guest
Houghton
Radford

Oauses 9 to 11 were agreed to.
Schedule
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North Western
Province)-I move:
Schedule, page 20, item 14, after "which is a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 20, item 16, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 21, item 18, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 21, item 19, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 22, item 31, after "which is a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 22, item 41, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 22, item 43, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 23, item 47, omit "a Saturday" and
insert "a Thursday or Saturday".
Schedule, page 23, item 51, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".
Schedule, page 23, item 52, after "being a" insert
"Thursday or".

I have canvassed the reasons for the amendments, which I ask the Committee to accept.
The amendments were agreed to, and the
schedule, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That the report be now adopted.

I do so with reluctance, and with the same warning I gave the Chamber earlier.
The motion for the adoption of the report was
agreed to.
On the motion of the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs), the Bill
was read a third time.
ADJOURNMENT
Fodder shortage-Upper Yarn Valley authorities-Thomson River dam-Gee long City
Council electricity sub-station-Unanswered
correspondence.

Adjournment
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, March 22, at five o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for
Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern
Province)-I raise for the attention of the Minister of Water Supply a matter of some importance and some urgency. It concerns the fodder
situation in Victoria and not only the serious
shortage of fodder brought about by the drought
but also the aggravation of the shortage caused
by the recent serious bush fires, especially in the
Western District, where a number of dairy properties were severely burnt. There is now a shortage of fodder for dairy cows. There is certainly
some potential in north-eastern Victoria for
lucerne growers to grow fodder for use in fireravaged areas. A number of lucerne growers are
also private diverters, particularly on the Buffalo
River and, to a lesser extent, on the Ovens River,
who have not yet fully exhausted their entitlements for water. Because of the pumping restrictions due to the drought, they are not able to
pump for a sufficient number of hours to be able
to water their lucerne crops. In the normal course
of events, I should have to accept that as a fair
situation. Rationing has been brought in for good
and proper reasons and these people should accept it along with everyone else.
However, in the circumstances, a sound case
can be made for those people who give an undertaking that they will grow fodder and will make
it available at reasonable rates without seeking
to take advantage of the severe shortage and
pushing prices higher, to be given special concessions to pump water for longer hours. The
amount of water involved is minor but would be
significant, particularly to grow and supply fodder to farmers in the Western District who have
had their properties burnt.
I took up this matter with the Water Commission a fortnight ago and I believe the matter is
being given careful examination by the commission. However, I ask the Minister of Water Supply to discuss it with the commission.
The Hon. D. R. White-Does this apply to
proposed exemption areas?
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER-I am referring to
the Buffalo River and, to some extent, to the
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Ovens River but particularly to the Buffalo, which
has commercial lucerne growers.
The HOD. H. G. BAYLOR (Boronia Province)-I refer the Minister of Water Supply to
the future of water and sewerage authorities in
the Upper Yarra district. The Minister will recall
that prior to Christmas two deputations came to
him and that he said he would announce, by 21
January, what the future of the Yarra Valley
would be following the Board of Works taking
over control of the area. It is now March and no
public statement has been made by the honourable gentleman. I ask him to either issue a statement or give an explanation why that statement
is being delayed.
The HOD. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-The Minister of Water Supply may recall
that this morning, when he was answering a
question on the Thomson River dam, I made
certain intetjections. The honourable gentleman
is aware that, under the ordinary course of programming, the dam is to be filled in the winter of
next year and that the Government made a great
ploy about bringing the filling time forward to
spring of this year. The honourable gentleman is
well aware that certain criteria were set down on
the amount of water that must pass the Cowa
weir at any given time and he is aware also that
the filling of the Thomson dam in the spring of
this year will be dependent on that criterion.
The HOD. D. R. White-Correct.
The HOD. R. J. LONG-I request the Minister
of Water Supply to state the criterion that applies.
The HOD. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province)-I direct the attention of the Minister for
Minerals and Energy to the Geelong city electricity sub-station to which I referred last night. I
have in my possession a document that has fallen
off the back of a truck. It is an industrial relations
position paper of the State Electricity Commission dated 22 April 1983, which states that the
earth works have commenced on the sub-station
at Geelong but that very little work has been
done due to bans imposed by the Builders
Labourers Federation on 30 November 1982,
since which time no work has been carried out.
The matter has been before Commissioner Merriman and to date there is no resolution. The
position paper points out that completion of the
sub-station was due in late Apri11984 and states
that the first contingency risk situation would
simply mean that if there were a breakdown in
the suburban electrical network of any magnitude there would be a blackout in central Geelong a mile square if the sub-station is not
completed.
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I request the honourable gentleman to state
what steps are being taken to resolve the situation and what assurance he can give to the pe0ple of central Geelong that a blackout will not
occur if this work is not completed on time, which
I am assured it will not be, due to this industrial
dispute.
The HOD. G. P. CONNARD (Higinbotham
Province)-I refer the Deputy Leader of the
House to several letters I have written to Ministers over several months to which I have not
been given the courtesy of replies. I compliment
the members of the Ministry in this House because I have received their replies, which have
been timely and competent answers to my questions. I wrote two letters to the Treasurer on 27
August last, copies of which I can give the Leader
of the House. They are purely letters requiring
statistical information and concern pay-roll tax
and such other matters.
I have asked what is the pay-roll tax paid by
Government departments, the State Electricity
Commission, the Gas and Fuel Corporation, the
Board of Works, VicRail and the Country Roads
Board. Also, a constituent of mine was interested
to know what is the percentage rise in wages and
salaries which was budgeted for in the last Budget
and what was the actual percentage rise in wages
and salaries for that Budget period. There are
similar questions. These letters ~ seven months
old and at that rate it is possible that the next
Budget will be brought down before I receive
replies. I urge the Leader of the House to take
action on this matter.
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for Conservation)-I have noted Mr Connard's request,
I shall certainly accept the copies of the letters to
which he has referred and I shall endeavour to
ensure that he has answers to the questions that
he has asked. I am surprised that he has waited
so long to follow up the letters.
The HOD. R. J. Long-Parliament has not been
sitting.
The HOD. E. H. WALKER-It would have
been usual to have sent a second letter or copy
of the first on the basis that the first may not
have arrived.
The HOD. G. P. Connard-That has been done.
The HOD. E. H. WALKER-I will follow up
the matter.
The HOD. D. R. WHITE (Minister of Water
Supply)-In answer to Mr Baxter's remarks, I
shall take up that matter on his behalf with the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission and
obtain comments on the merits of allowing those
diverters to continue to use water to assist them
in making lucerne crops available to farmers affected by fire.

On the matter raised by Mrs Baylor, it is correct to say that I indicated to all parties affected
by the issue of the future role of water and sewerage authorities in the Upper Yarra area that I
would make a statement towards the end of J anuary. However, representations were made to
me by the Lilydale Sewerage Authority indicating concern about the process and specifically
the treatment of some of the issues raised by the
authority.
As a result of their representations, I indicated
that I would convene a meeting between them
and representatives of the Director of Water Resources, the Board of Works and the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission and, to assist
them in ensuring that due process occurred, I
would select an independent chairman for that
meeting who had the confidence of the parties.
That was done and the chairman was the head
of the Department of Minerals and Energy who
is known to all the parties and has their confidence. Following the meeting that has occurred,
I look forward to receiving in the next few days
a report from the convener of that meeting. When
the advice is received, I shall consider an appropriate time to make an announcement in the
near future. I responded to direct representations
from the Lilydale Sewerage Authority and convened a meeting as requested.
In relation to the matter raised by Mr Long, I
point out that before water is diverted from the
Thomson River to the Upper Yarra dam, there
must be a minimum accepted flow in the Thomson River. The State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission informs the Board of Works from
time to time when the minimum flow has been
achieved and on the occasions when it is
achieved, authority is given to the board to
divert water. The system of management for the
accumulation of water in the storage will be on
the same basis; there must continue to be at least
a minimum flow in the Thomson River prior to
water being accumulated in the Thomson River
dam, which it is hoped will occur after rains in
the spring this year.
Mr Bubb raised the matter of the supposed
industrial dispute regarding the construction of
the Geelong City Council sub-station and the
implications of what might happen if that substation is not completed by 1984. This is the first
occasion that this industrial issue has been
brought to my attention and I shall take steps to
ascertain precisely what stage the construction
has reached and what the implications might be
ifit is not completed by April next year.
The motion was agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10.3 p.m. until Tuesday, March 22.
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Tuesday, 22 March 1983
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade) took the chair at 5.4 p.m. and read
the prayer.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(INVESTMENTS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. W. A. LANDER YOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs),
was read a first time.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs),
was read a first time.
JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Council of La Trobe University
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. F. S. Grimwade)-Order! I have received the following communication from the Minister of
Education:
17 February 1983
Dear Mr President
Section 7 of the La Trobe University Act 1964 provides that three members of the Council of the University shall be members of the Parliament of Victoria
who have been recommended for appointment by a
joint sitting of members of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly and conducted in accordance
with rules adopted for the purpose by the members
present at the sitting.
The three members of Council currently appointed
pursuant to this provision are Carl William Kirkwood
Esq., M.P., Milton Stanley Whiting Esq., M.P., and
Donald Neville Saltmarsh Esq., M.P. The term of office which they have served expired on 18 December
1982.
I should be grateful if you could arrange for a joint
sitting of the members of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly to recommend three members for appointment to the Council of the La Trobe
University for a four year term of office.
I have addressed a similar letter to the Speaker of
the Legislative Assembly.
Yours truly,
Robert C. Fordham, M.P.,
Minister of Education
Session 1983-75
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I have also received a message from the
Assembly acquainting the Council that they
have agreed to meet the Council for the purpose of sitting and voting together to choose
three members of the Parliament of Victoria to be recommended for appointment
to the Council of La Trobe University, and
propose that the place and time of such
meeting be the Legislative Assembly Chamber on Wednesday next at 6 o'clock, with
which they desire the concurrence of the
Legislative Council.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-By leave, I move:
That this House meet the Legislative Assembly for
the purpose of sitting and voting together to recommend three members of the Parliament of Victoria for
appointment to the Council of the La Trobe University
and, as proposed by the Legislative Assembly, the place
and time of such meeting be the Legislative Assembly
Chamber tomorrow at 6.00 p.m.

The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that a message be sent to
the Legislative Assembly acquainting them
with the foregoing resolution.
MOTOR ACCIDENTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Assembly
and, on the motion of the Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs),
was read a first time.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS
The Hon. R. J. LONG (Gippsland Province)-Last week the Minister of Water
Supply evaded a question I asked him and
he also promised to supply me with an answer which he has failed to do. Again I ask
the Minister whether the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works has paid the
public authority dividends as set out in the
last Budget or, as he referred to it, an equity
contribution.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of
Water Supply)-I said that I would make
inquires and would provide the honourable
member with an answer in due course.
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The Hon. A. J. Hunt-You are the Minister of Water Supply.
The Hon. D. R. WHITE-In answer to
the interjection by the Leader of the Opposition in this place, I inform him that it is
appropriate that I take steps to establish in
the day-to-day operations and actions of the
Board of Works whether the cheque has
been sent from the board to the Treasury.
After making contact with the board, I have
been advised that that amount has not yet
been paid.

and effects of drought persist long after it
has broken, but I ask the Minister of Lands,
in his capacity as Chairman of the Drought
Advisory Committee: What steps have been
taken to ensure that the causes and effects
of the drought in the after-drought period
will be alleviated for rural communities?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
of Lands)-I suppose all honourable members have welcomed the widespread rain
that has occurred, but it has by no means
relieved the drought. The Government
hopes there will be a third report from the
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS TASK
FORCE
Drought Advisory Committee, which already has been considering some aspects of
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western the post-drought era. The Government
Province)-In view of the importance to formed a sub-committee several weeks ago
Victoria of agreements reached between the to ensure that post-drought activity and
Industrial Relations Task Force and various parties that are referred to from time some planning takes place so that, when the
to time, and in view of the implications of drought breaks, it will be in a reasonable
those decisions and agreements for the peo- position to act..
ple of Victoria and Parliament, will the
Information has been requested from each
Minister for Industrial Affairs table in both department about the post-drought probHouses of Parliament an annual report of lems and what are viewed as needs for asthe task force detailing each individual case sistance. For example, the Vermin and
dealt with by it and the outcome in each Noxious Weeds Destruction Board will excase?
amine where grain has been transported
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minis- from other areas. The board may discover
ter for Industrial Affairs)-I would not be a problem with weeds which is due to some
prepared to go into each and every matter of the imported fodder. The Government
dealt with by the Industrial Relations Task will also have to examine a process of deForce, but if Mr Dunn is really inquiring claring an area as being no longer drought
into matters involving Government policy affected. It must consider that matter so that
that affects public sector employees or which those areas can be phased out in the proper
may well be charges involving Government
funds or public utility funds, certainly I manner.
would be prepared to give adequate considIt is important also that the relief measeration to the question.
ures which are available now be continued
My initial reaction to the proposal put
as long as is necessary. The drought reforward by Mr'Dunn is that if he is inter- for
lief
measures may continue until after the
ested only in who answered which tele- drought
has broken so that assistance can
phone call and similar details, I do not
be
given
for restocking next spring, and for
believe Parliament would be interested-I
of bores to be available for
the
maintenance
certainly would not be-but if he is concerned about the matters concerning Gov- future dry years. These assets must not be
ernment policy and costs to the public lost. The Government will be reviewing a
sector, they are matters about which Parlia- whole range of aspects of the drought and
post-drought and looking at the Federal
ment is entitled to know. .
Government arrangement for future
droughts.
DROUGHT RELIEF
The Hon. L. A. McARTHUR (Nunawading Province)-Victoria has received
good rains in many areas and I realize that
in many rural areas the problems, causes

There is a great deal of work to be done. I
can assure Mr McArthur and the House that
tae Government has the matter in hand and
is already working on it at this stage.

Questions without Notice
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

EMERGENCY FODDER

The Hon. CLIVE BUBB (Ballarat Province )-Can the Minister for Industrial Affairs inform the House on statements made
by the Premier this ~orning on ABC ra~io
regarding compromIses on the Industnal
Relations (Amendment) Bill? I ask the
Minister with what organizations of employers does the Minister intend to reach
this compromise, what is the nature of the
compromise, and what is the basis of the
compromise?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-Was that a fourth
question? The question is indeed a very important one. It is a matter which is of considerable importance to the Government
because it is concerned about the rough
treatment that is being meted out to some
employees by some employers. I hasten to
add that the Government acknowledges that
in the vast majority of cases the overwhelming number of employers are prepared to do all that is within their power to
alleviate the possibility of discomfort or loss
of dignity if they are faced with the inevitable situation of forced dismissal or retrenchment. Whether one calls it
"retrenchment" or "dismissal", it is still the
sack with a loss of income.
The Government believes Parliament
should ensure that this small number of
employers-they are not in the majorityshould be covered by a prescription laid
down by a board that ensures that, as best
the Government is able, a degree of common decency is injected into the negotiations between employers and employees and
perhaps their associations.
With respect to the earlier part of the
question asked by Mr Bubb about what the
Premier said or did not say, I did not hear
what was said on the radio, although no
doubt it would have been very interesting
and accurate.
In answer to the other aspect of the question, which relates to the changes proposed
by the Government, the proposals that are
being considered have been put to the Government as a result of discussions with the
large employer organizations of the State.
To use a Yes Minister term, those matters
are under active consideration by Cabinet
and this House will be the first to be told of
any change in direction by the Government.

The Hon. M. J. ARNOLD (Templestowe Province)-Recent media reports
have claimed that there was a shortage of
emergency fodder in the Warrnambool area
following the disastrous Ash Wednesday
fires. Can the Minister of Agriculture advise
whether this is true? If it is not true, how
successful was the emergency fodder relief
scheme undertaken by the Department of
Agriculture?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-Any media reports which implied there was a shortage of emerge~cy
fodder in the Warrnambool area were Incorrect. A tremendous job was done. Great
contributions were made by farmers
throughout the State, despite the fact they
could little afford to spare the fodder. My
department was responsible for the distribution of 200000 bales of hay in the Warrnambool area covered by the fires which
should get farmers through until the end of
April after which they will obtain fodder
through normal commercial channels and,
of course, also have the benefit of fodder
subsidies and other drought and fire assistance that is available to them.
The fodder relief operation was carried
out in an efficient way and I pay tribute to
the rural community, the farmers and the
local community who, along with the Department of Agriculture, and the Victorian
Farmers and Graziers Association, co-operated magnificently to relieve what was a
potentially disastrous situation.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-Did the Minister for Industrial Affairs inform the members of the
Labour Advisory Council last Friday that
he intended to put the Industrial Relations
(Amendment) Bill through Parliament unaltered and that he had the numbers to do
so; if so, is that still the position?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-The objective of
the Government remains unaltered-it will
proceed with the proposed legislation.
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HERCULES AIRCRAFT FOR FIRE
FIGHTING

The Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-Further to my question of Province)-Is the Minister of Forests aware
last week, is the Minister of Water Supply ofa report that appeared in the Sunday Obnow in a position to inform the House of server on 20 March concerning the use of
the membership of the State Rivers and the RAAF Hercules for fire-fighting purWater Supply Commission, and can he ex- poses; if so, will he comment on the accuplain to the House why it took five months racy of the report?
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
to appoint a new chairman, bearing in mind
the former incumbent retired in the normal ofForests)-Yes, I did see the article in the
manner?
Sunday Observer, although I am not a reguThe Hon. D. R. WHITE (Minister of lar reader. It was a most disappointing artiWater Supply)-In response to the latter cle, but one would expect that, as the
part of the question, Mr Bromfield, the for- journalist was associated with the previous
mer Chairman of the Water Commission Government. There were a great number of
retired on 30 September. During August and errors in the report. It was supposedly a
September, the Government made stren- secret document. It was not a secret docuuous attempts to persuade Mr Bromfield to ment; it was simply an evaluation made by
consider staying on for an additional twelve the Forests Commission, under the preto eighteen months. Mr Bromfield made it vious Government, on the use of the RAAF
clear that he was not available, and the po- Hercules last year. As I have told honoursiti<.>n was th.en advertised and every oppor- able members, it was used only four times
tun~ty was gIven for people to apply for the and it was, therefore, impossible to evaluate
posItIon.
its use.
As a result of appointing a sub-committee
The article also disclosed the RAAF Hermade up of the Chairman of the Public cules as a lame duck and I find it extremely
Service Board, the head of the Public Works disappointing because the fire-fighting apDepartment and Mr Bromfield, a short list paratus was used extensively this year with
was provided from among the applicants a great deal of success. It is disappointing
for the position of Chairman of the Water that men who fly in the aircraft and who lay
Commission. Interviews were then con- their lives on the line flying in hazardous
ducted with a Cabinet sub-committee. As a conditions below the tree line should have
result, a recommendation was made to aspersions cast at them and the job they do.
Cabinet to appoint Mr David Constable as Mr Long ought to fly with them and he
Chairman of the Water Commission which· would know. I wish he had been put beside
I believe would meet with the confid~nce of the bay door when they did their drop.
the industry as a whole.
The Government has had a lot of use of
The Government, in addition, pursued that aircraft this year, but to get a correct
the appointment of a commissioner, and evaluation would require five or six years'
last week it was resolved that Mr Maglen activity. The Government believes it serves
would be appointed as a commissioner a great and useful purpose. It stopped a great
taking effect from 1 June 1983. Mr Magle~ many fires that had potential to be disasis an officer of the Latrobe Valley Water and trous fires within 100 hectares or so. I am
Sewerage Board and is President of the In- sure the losses would have been far greater
stit~te of Water Administration, a body without the use of this aircraft. It was anwhIch the Government and the Public Bod- other tool used during the fire-fighting seaies Review Committee have had a degree of son, another apparatus to complement the
co-operation with in bringing about the other methods of fire fighting used.
structural changes that have occurred in reBUILDERS LABOURERS
spect of the changes which are now the subFEDERATION BANS
ject of proposed legislation in another House
regarding the emergence of water boards to . The Ho.n. N. B. REIp (Bendigo Provsucceed water trusts and sewerage Ince)-I dIrect my questIon to the Minister
of Labour and Industry in his capacity as
authorities.

Questions without Notice

Chairman of the Industrial Relations Task
Force. Are the Builders Labourers Federation bans on police projects still in force? If
they are, what action, if any, has the Government taken to have these bans lifted?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister of .Labour and Industry)-The answer
is, "Yes, we are still negotiating".
GRAIN ELEVATORS BOARD
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
Western Province)-Can the Minister of
Agriculture advise whether the Grain Elevators Board is to be transferred from the
jurisdiction of the Department of Agriculture to that of the Ministry of Transport?
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I am not in a position to give an
answer to that question. It is something that
has been the subject of discussion.
MUSSEL FARMING
The Hon. JOAN COXSEDGE (Melbourne West Province)-Will the Minister
for Conservation enlighten this House on
the reason why the Fisheries and Wildlife
Division is cultivating mussels in the waters
of Port Phillip Bay?
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Conservation)-The cultivation of mussels
in Port Phillip Bay is being done by the
Marine Science Laboratory at Queenscliff,
which is an agency of the Ministry for Conservation. Mussel farming gives the prospect of being a good employer of people and
a good producer offood. I was at the Marine
Science Laboratories a few weeks ago and
saw the work so far. It has advanced to the
degree that the Ministry hopes to have six
farmers farming mussels in the Portarlington area, where the water is most suitable,
in the next year. If this is successful, we
hope to be able to establish further farms
elsewhere.
The method is simply to have ropes suspended from floats. The mussels grow
quickly on those ropes. It is a clean and
efficient· method of growing mussels and
there is a high market demand for mussels
in Victoria as well as elsewhere.
I might add, having had a look first hand
a day or two ago at the natural growth of
m ussels on this side of the bay, I can recommend that the rope method of growing
them is the one to be preferred.
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL
AFFAIRS
The Hon A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-Can the Minister for Industrial
Affairs inform the House why it was necessary to create a new department to support
him in that Ministry, when his existing Department of Labour and Industry had already been losing and is about to lose more
functions than the Ministry of Employment
and Training, affectionately known as ET?
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I thought it was
affectionately known as "MEAT". I am not
aware of a transfer of any section of the
Department of Labour and Industry to any
other area since the Government was
formed after April, last year, other than the
Liquor Control Commission. There may be
some other minor areas, but certainly no
major area has been transferred.
The Hon. P. D. Block-You haven't been
told yet.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU-I
thought I told Opposition members last
week, and I will tell them again today~ That
these sorts of schoolboyish interjections do
not assist the information objective of question time, if that is the purpose of the
questions.
In response to the interjection, I point out
that the proposed Occupational Health and
Safety COInmission will·be subject to an announcement providing full details when the
measure is introduced, and the House will
have an opportunity, as will the other place,
of debating the measure. The Government
will at that time clearly put its policy in
respect of this matter, because it is concerned about the health and safety of the
work force of this State.
In answer to the specific question about
the creation of the Ministry, I point out that
this was a matter of Government concern,
having regard to the Government's experience in office and having compared its performance with the deplorable record of the
previous Government. It was considered to
be better, instead of having the sub-committee arrangement that we had with the
Industrial Relations Task Force, to have a
Ministry to deal with not just industrial relations, but with the whole concept-which
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the Liberal Party has great difficulty understanding-and the Government is in the
process of developing that proposal.

Petitions

The operation of the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority has been the subject of interest for some years. Attention in particular
has focused on the cost-effectiveness of the
PETITIONS
"Big M" advertising campaigns to promote
Firearms legislation
sales of flavoured milk. There has been disquiet in the dairying industry over lack of
The Hon. B. P. DUNN (North Western provision of detail of the cost-effectiveness
Province) presented a petition from certain of expenditure on this expensive campaign.
citizens of Victoria praying that the passage There has also been disquiet about other
offirearms registration legislation be denied aspects of the operation of the authority.
or that such legislation be restricted to the
In October, the Government requested a
terms of the Government's election promises and that the commitment to consulta- group of officials from the Victorian Treastion with representatives of shooting ury, the Department of Agriculture and the
organizations be honoured. He stated that Gas and Fuel Corporation to review the acthe petition was respectfully worded, in or- counting and management procedures of the
authority. The report by the review group
der, and bore 25 signatures.
was received on 29 October 1982, and conIt was ordered that the petition be laid on tains the results of a short but intensive inthe table.
vestigation. The group reached certain
Fluoridation
conclusions and recommendations, which
are all set out in its report which I now
The Hon. D. E. HENSHA W (Geelong table.
Province) presented a petition from the
Geelong Association against Compulsory
The report shows that:
Fluoridation praying that compulsory
management practices in the authofluoridation of water supplies of Geelong in
rity were inefficient and failed to proparticular and throughout Victoria in genvide for proper accountability;
eral be stopped immediately. He stated that
the petition was respectfully worded, in orauditing and accounting procedures
der, and bore twelve signatures.
were seriously deficient; and
It was ordered that the petition be laid on
marketin~ strategies have not lead to
the table.
significant Increases in total sales of
milk.
DAIRY INDUSTRY
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of AgriThis report, and follow-up of other matculture)-I move:
ters arising from it, lead the Government to
regard the situation in the authority as scanThat there be laid before this House a copy of the
dalous. I will now present a summary of the
report to the Premier on a review of the Victorian
Dairy Industry Authority.
conclusions of the report and details of steps
taken by the Government.
The motion was agreed to.
1. THEBOARD
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of AgriThe authority was established following a
culture) presented the report in compliance
Board of Inquiry into Dairy Industry in
with the foregoing order.
It was ordered that the report be laid on Victoria held between 1974 and 1977 and
was constituted on 1 July 1977 under the
the table.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority Act
1977. The authority replaced the Milk Board
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
which had operated to that date. The authoDairy Industry
rity has responsibility for organizing the
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agri- marketing of fresh milk in Victoria.
culture)-I desire to make a Ministerial
Membership of the board comprises a
statement concerning investigations com- chairman and five industry representatives .
.missioned by the Government in October The services of the previous chairman, Mr
1982 into the Victorian Dairy Industry D. D. Cooper, were terminated on 5 OctoAuthority.
ber 1982 and the present Chairman, Dr D.

Ministerial Statement

M. Flynn was appointed as part-time chairman on 19 October 1982.
2. MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
In reviewing the management practices
of the authority, the group found that there
was a reliance on informal, non-documented communication which was not
consistent with good management, and an
absence of defined delegation between the
board and management. Evidence supporting these conclusions include:
(a) with the important exception of ratification of recommended milk price determinations, the board appeared to have
delegated all its responsibilities to the
authority's management, and expected to
be advised by exception;
(b) in general, the board did not appear to
have clearly directed management on its requirements for the presentation of matters
to the board;
(e) many matters brought before the board
were situations where the management had
already made a decision and for which ratifi~ation was sought only after the event. Sigmficant matters with major implications for
resources which were approved by the board
after the event includedendorsement of the action by the
c~airman in applying for space in the
CIty Square;
ratification of expenditure of
$716857 on building renovations;
ratification of capital expenditure
amounting to $109 425 for the completion of the "Big M" pavilion at the
showgrounds; and
ratification of committed capital expenditure of $159 350 on the City
Square shop;
(d) only rarely did the minutes show that
the board questioned management about
co~sistent bu4get oyer-runs on major marketmg expendIture Items. Such over-runs in
the marketing and promotions area were
common until recent years. For example, in
1978-79, the original budget of$I·6 million
was over-run by $700000. In 1980-81 the
original budget of $2·8 million was ~ver
run by $146 000. Full details are in the report which has been tabled;
(e) there appeared to be intermittent involvement of management staff in policy
development within the authority which has
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led to difficulty in delegation and staff
succession planning-this being particularly evident in the area of marketing where,
for example, advertising expenditure decisions appeared to have been made solely by
the general manager;
(f) until recently both the chairman and
general manager appeared to have been.resl?<?nsible for. delegating work and responsibIlIty to senIOr staff and many important
issues were the subject of informal
delegation;
(g) the general manager's dual functions
~f g~nera~ mana~er and marketing manager
lImIted hIS effectIveness, and also his availability to deal with other senior managers;
and
(h) while not doubting the need to make
use of consultants, the review group found
little background information, justification
or other evidence on the authority'S files
that may have indicated the purpose for
which consultants were employed and, more
importantly, found little documentation of
the tasks that each consultant was expected
to complete, or the expected charges.
3. ACCOUNTING, AUDITING AND
REPORTING
The group examined the accounting, auditing and reporting procedures and concluded that there was a need for
improvement in the authority'S accounting,
auditing and reporting procedures; and that
there was particular cause for concern in
relation to the timeliness and detail of formal reporting and the thoroughness of internal auditing. In one extremely serious
instance which will be referred to later,
proper accounting procedures were deliberately subverted. Examples of unsatisfactory
practice follow:
(a) Although accounts had not been finalized within the statutory period, there had
been no request to the Minister to approve
an extension of time;
(b) the annual report for 1980-81 was due
on 28 February 1982. This report was not
available to the review group, and in fact
was not submitted until 12 November 1982;
(e) operating budgets were rarely presented to the board before October of the
relevant years and while capital budgets
were seen in respect of 1981-82 and 198283, there appeared to have been no such
budget documents for earlier years;
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(d) there was no documented evidence to
indicate that attention had been paid to
over-spending, especially in marketing and
promotion, and the minutes indicated a reluctance to make full disclosure in this area;
(e) as far as capital expenditure was concerned the minutes indicated that the board
was given information on an intermittent
basis; and
(f) there appeared to be little planning for
development projects, and the board appeared not to have received detailed information to support large-scale expenditure
of funds. The board appeared to have given
approval to proposals that were already underway and to have approved capital expenditure for development projects long
after commitment had been made by management. The lack of detailed information
submitted to the board can be further illustrated by the following examples:
Improvements to authority's premises:

In September 1978, the board resolved to upgrade its premises but no
approval for funds was given at that
stage.
In April 1979, the chairman advised
the board that the building was being
renovated at a cost of$185 000 plus the
cost of air conditioning and furnishing.
In May 1980, the board was advised
that renovations from 1 July 1979 to
30 April 1980 had cost $716 857 and
that further expenditure to 30 June was
estimated at $150 000. The expenditure was then ratified and the estimate
approved.
Showgrounds 44Big M" pavilion:
In May 1979, the chairman was authorized to consult an architect to make
formal plans for a replacement pavilion at showgrounds-expected cost
$75000 to $100000
In August 1979, board was informed
an independent company would make
a contribution.
The authority made a payment of
$109 425 in October 1979. Eight
months later, in June 1980, this expenditure was then ratified by the
board.

Ministerial Statement

City Square Shop:
In November 1979, the board ratified, after the event, an application by
the chairman for space in the square.
In December 1979, the board ratified
a commitment for a ten-year lease at
rent of $85 885 per annum plus share
of outgoings.
In June 1980, the board ratified capital expenditure of $159 350 on the
shop, and additional expenditure of
$7400 was approved at the same
meeting.
The foregoing shows that major financial
commitments were regularly made without
proper consideration and authority.

4. MARKETING
The group r&viewed the marketing operations of the authority and concluded that:
Apart from an initial limited expansion
of total milk sales following the introduction of 44Big M" flavoured milk, there
is no clear evidence to indicate that total
milk marketing strategies employed have
led to any significant sales increase; and
the authority has not fully investigated
the profitability of its marketing policies.
The review group report highlighted a
number of matters. For example:
(a) The review group was not able to
analyse the reasons for choice of strategies
actually employed due to an absence of
planning documentation within the
authority;
(b) the formal planning cycle within the
authority consisted of developing an annual
sales forecast for milk products, and preparing consistent revenue and expenditure
budgets and the only occasions when formal or documented planning went beyond
this stage were for the 1977-78 and 1978-79
years, when detailed HMarketing Plans"
were published for internal use;
(c) sales forecasts did not appear to be
based upon per capita consumption objectives by product, relative to actual yardsticks and potential available in the various
market segments;

Ministerial Statement
(d) documentation of attempts to relate
sales performance to the cost of advertising
was not evident;
(e) the apparent lack of detailed, quantitative marketing objectives within the
authority made it impossible for the group
to review the use made of control and evaluation techniques by management. Further, the board's minutes, files and reports
provided scant evidence of economic evaluation concerning new products;
(f) the planning undertaken for new
product development was limited and there
appeared to be no attempt to relate marketing objectives to effective use of funds or
over-all authority strategy; and
(g) without the availability of market research data of a reliable, quantitative nature, the argument that product
diversification has staved off further falls in
over-all milk consumption, cannot be
substantiated.
The effect of the "Big M" campaign has
never been quantified to show an increased
return to dairy farmers. Until the review
group examined the operation of the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, it would
appear that no effort was ever made by the
authority to make a thorough assessment of
the effectiveness of the campaign. As is
noted later in this statement, the former
chairman of the authority told the rele:vant
Minister of the previous Government that
it was not necessary to do so.
5. PRICING
The review group was unable to identify
a consistent set of industry performance criteria for use in establishing recommended
milk price increases. It appears that the
authority has generally set milk prices on
the basis of movement in the consumer price
index. The authority has acknowledged that
there is some possibility that margins may
have been set at too high a level for the
distribution sector of the industry. The review group noted that there was no public
scrutiny of the price setting process.

6. STEPS TAKEN BY THE
GOVERNMENT
The review group made a series of detailed recommendations which are aimed at
overcoming the weaknesses of the management practices identified during their investigations. These recommendations are an
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attempt to bring the authority up to date in
accord with modern management practices
and accounting procedures.
I also wish to inform Parliament that there
were certain matters identified during the
investigation which were referred to the
Chief Commissioner of Police for advice,
on the recommendation of the AuditorGeneral. These matters related to falsification in the authority's files of information
about tenders.
The facts are that contracts for refurbishing the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority
offices were all let to the one builder without
calling tenders. After the event, fictitious
quotes from two other firms were manufactured and placed on file to give the appearance that Public Service procedures
requiring the calling of three tenders had
been complied with.
There is incontrovertible evidence that
two senior officers of the authority, Mr Brian
Purtell, general manager, and Mr Brian
Buxton, former secretary, were involved in
the preparation of these fictitious quotes.
The Fraud Squad did not consider that there
was a basis for a successful criminal prosecution in this matter. The Solicitor-General
has reviewed the report of the Fraud Squad
and raised additional points which will be
referred to the Fraud Squad. The issue of
any prosecutions for criminal offence is up
to the police.
Aside from the questions of whether or
not there is criminal responsibility, a principal consideration for the Government is
that public authorities can work only on
trust. It is gravest misconduct for senior officers of a statutory authority to deliberately
forge and utter documents for the purpose
of deceiving the Auditor-General as to the
conduct of the authority for which they are
responsible. Such action seriously calls into
question the fitness of such officers to remain employed by the authority.
The Government has accordingly advised the Chairman of the Victorian Dairy
Industry Authority Board, the responsible
employer, in the strongest terms that the
employment of remaining senior employees of the authority who were responsible
for this state of affairs should be terminated
at once. The Government will not tolerate
such behaviour in public office.
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On this point, I must be fair to the great authority. The traditional exculpation of
majority of emloyees of the authority. They Liberal Ministers that they were not acwere not directly involved. Also, as a result countable for what happened in statutory
of earlier separation of employment from authorities, certainly cannot be applied in
the authority of former officers, some of-the the case of the Victorian Dairy Industry
principal officers concerned are no longer in Authority.
its employ.
When the authority replaced the Milk
The Government has already acted to Board in 1977, it became very much the
overcome major deficiencies in the opera- creation of the then Minister of Agriculture,
tion of the agency. The previous chairman the Honourable lan Smith. Mr Smith vigof the authority, Mr Des Cooper, was re- orously promoted, as full-time chairman of
moved last October. A part-time chairman, the authority, Mr Cooper, whose services
Dr D. Flynn, has been appointed.
have been dispensed with by this GovernDr Flynn has also been directed to have ment. Mr Cooper's original appointment
the board implement fully and expedi- was as a part-time chairman, but virtually
tiously the recommendations of the review from the outset of this appointment, Mr
group, which are intended to put the autho- Smith regularly pressed the then Premier,
rity on an efficient and responsible footing. Mr Hamer, to significantly increase the level
The Government is also reviewing legis- of remuneration for Mr Cooper and to make
lation concernin~ the dairying industry, in- the appointment full time.
cludin~ the VIctorian Dairy Industry
Files show no less than fifteen items of
Authonty Act. Further changes to the oper- correspondence from Mr Smith's office to
ation of the authority, including greater ac- the Premier between August 1978 and Occountability can be expected. The
1980 relating to Mr Smith's desire to
Government is consulting fully with indus- tober
promote
Mr Cooper to the position of fulltry groups on changes.
time chairman.
7. BROADER IMPLICATIONS
To Mr Hamer's credit, and this is the
The fact that the authority had been al- only joy the Liberal Party can gain from this
lowed to operate in an inefficient, cavalier whole sordid affair, he resisted for two years.
and, in one case of which there is evidence, In May 1980, he advised Mr Smith that if
malfeasant manner, is also directly attrib- Mr Cooper would shed another paid posiutable to the careless and negligent manner tion he was prepared to agree to his being
in which the previous Government ad- made full-time chairman.
dressed its responsibilities. The Minister
In a letter to Mr Thompson, Acting Prewho presided over the establishment of the
authority and also had a direct hand in the mier, on 28 August 1980, Mr Smith made
appointment of key personnel, the Honour- remarkable inferences, not substantiated by
able lan Smith, and his successor in the pre- documentary evidence, in support of provious Government, the Honourable Tom motion ofMr Cooper to full-time chairman
Austin, are still members of the Opposition of the authority.
front bench.
I quote:
The historical rationale for setting up staYou will recall, earlier in the week, I discussed this
tutory authorities has been that they are able matter with you and the pertinent points are as
to operate free from direct control by Gov- followsernment. We are well aware how misMr Cooper has exceptional work capacity and his
application of this principle, under 27years part-time chairmanship of the VDIA involves much
of Liberal Government, has allowed for -sig- more work than would normally be expected from a
nificant loss of control in important areas full-time appointee to that position.
of Government activity. The Labor GovThe fact that he also has a responsibility to the Vicernment was elected in part to correct this torian Oats Pool does not detract, in any way, from his
situation and is doing so progressively.
amazing efforts and achievements for the VDIA.
In the case of the Victorian Dairy IndusAs I explained to the Premier, I am probably the
try Authority, we find a remarkable situa- only person able to assess accurately Mr Cooper's intion in which there was very evident, direct volvement and results and the remuneration now alMinisterial interest in the operation of the lowed is far from fair and reasonable.
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The next Minister of Agriculture, the
Honourable Tom Austin, also bears a share
of responsibility for the situation that continued to occur at the Victorian Dairy Industry Authority. He was Minister
responsible during the period in which accusations of very serious deficiencies in responsibility and accountability were made
I now quote from a file copy of a letter and which have since been substantiated.
from Mr Smith to Mr Hamer, dated 23 OcA memorandum was prepared in the Detober 1980.
partment of Agriculture on 3 August 1981,
In view of the inordinate delay in implementation which summarized a wide range of activiof your promise to Mr Cooper, I have instructed the ties of concern in the authority and which,
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority to pay Mr Cooper inter alia, questioned the morality and leat the rate of$38 000 per annum, plus an allowance of gality of various Victorian Dairy Industry
$2000 per annum, from next Tuesday, 28 October.
Authority activities. These various matters
I have advised the Dairy Authority that you will were brought to the attention of Mr Austin
have arranged for the necessary approval by Executive throughout his period as Minister responsiCouncil, at its next meeting on that day, to permit this ble, but there is no indication that he took
arrangement to take effect.
effective action.
The then Premier, unfortunately, capituOn one occasion when Mr Austin did
lated to Mr Smith's unrelenting pressure. choose to breast the chairman, it appears
This was an extraordinary state of affairs that all he got in response was disrespect. In
but was, I suppose, typical of the manner of response to a request from Mr Austin for
the then Minister of Agriculture, and fur- information on the effectiveness of the "Big
ther demonstrated his disrespect for Sir Ru- M" campaign, I would like to quote the last
pert, whom, it will be remembered, he paragraph of Mr Cooper's reply, dated 31
ultimately destroyed.
December 1981:
But to make this situation even more bi- Minister, in view of all the circumstances and the
zarre, this occurred at the time that very strength of the advice upon which I am acting, I do not
serious allegations and accusations were propose to commission any further work or study on a
cost/benefit analysis to do with past marketing stratebeing made by industry as to the effective- gies.
The results are there for everybody to see and
ness of, and direction that the authority was notwithstanding
comments to the contrary by a fe\Y
taking under the chairmanship of Mr people with vested interests, the now world-famous
Cooper.
results should be a matter of pride to any Victorian. As
Nor did this appear to be the limit of Mr far as I am concerned the matter now rests.
Smith's association with staffing of the As far as he is concerned the matter now
authority. It seems hard to believe also that rests!
it was merely a matter of coincidence that
Mr Brian Buxton, former private secretary
What an extraordinary statement for the
to Mr Smith as Minister of Agriculture, chairman of a statutory authority to make
should have subsequently been appointed to the Minister responsible for the sound
as the Secretary to the Victorian Dairy In- administration of that body in response to
dustry Authority. It was while Messrs a Ministerial request for information. It apCooper and Buxton simultaneously worked pears that Mr Austin also let the matter rest
as senior officers in the authority, that mal- there. But as can be seen from the report
administration of the authority was at its which has been tabled, he certainly should
peak. This is amply demonstrated by the not have let the matter rest.
report of the review group.
It is clear that there has been a total lack
Even when a change of Ministers oc- of Ministerial responsibility by the previous
curred, there was still no attempt by the Government for the activities of this statuLiberal Government to ensure that this sta- tory authority since its inception. One Mintutory authority was functioning as it should ister rode roughshod over the Westminster
system of Government, bullied and cajoled
have within its charter.

At this time there had already been serious
questions about "his amazing efforts and
achievements" and "results". Demands for
documented support and assessment of the
claims were being made publicly. In the end,
Mr Smith presented the then Premier with
afait accompli.
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his Premier and failed to uphold the tradition of Ministerial responsibility. Mr
Smith's responsibility also derived "SQuarely
from personal association with senior appointments to the authority.
Another Minister was so overawed and
overshadowed by one of his servants and,
when told to mind his own business, did so,
to the detriment of his position as a Minister of the Crown and to the detriment of a
significant Victorian industry. The Government is deeply concerned that the legacy of
27 years of misrule still remains in parts of
the machinery of the Government of the
State. Where instances come to the attention of the Government, it will act swiftly
to rectify the situation. To cater for such
circumstances, the following additional
steps have been taken.
"
Ministers will be asked to ensure that all
statutory bodies within their portfolios are
aware of the report and recommendations
of the group which reviewed the Victorian
Dairy Industry Authority. The Government is preparing a statement on the general management responsibilities for public
sector organizations to ensure that chief administrators and boards which are responsible for the management of particular
organizations are aware of, and held accountable for, the effective management of
such organizations and the resources under
their control.

Papers

committed to see that there are no grounds
for public disquiet in this respect.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-I move:
That the report and Ministerial statement be taken
into consideration later this day.

The Opposition seeks an assurance from the
Minister of Agriculture that, in view of the
highly defamatory content of the Ministerial statement, he will arrange for a copy of
both the statement and the report to be tabled in another place as soon as possible to
enable anyone named to reply suitably, if
they so wish.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-Perhaps the Minister of Agriculture would like to reply to the issue raised
by Mr Crozier. It would be a travesty of
justice if the motion were put without an
assurance being given by the Minister that
the simple, honest and decent course of tabling the documents in another place to enable those affected to reply is followed.
Unless the Minister gives the assurance,
it will be clear that the Government, still
acting as an Opposition, intends that the
debate should take place only in this Chamber where those affected are denied the right
of effective reply. I invite the Minister to
respond to the invitation given to him as a
matter of simple decency.
The Hon. D. E. KENT (Minister of Agriculture)-I am glad that the Leader of the
Opposition has caught on. Certainly the
Government has every intention of making
these documents available to all members
of the Parliament. I will consult with the
Premier, but I believe the documents will
be tabled in another place.
The motion was agreed to.

The Effectiveness Review Committee,
comprising the Secretary of the Department
of the Premier and Cabinet, the Chairman,
the Director-General of the Office of Management and Budget and the Chairman of
the Public Service Board, has already been
given the responsibility, among other things,
to maintain an over-all surveillance of the
efficient administration and probity of the
PAPERS
operations of State agencies. The Public
Service Board has the capacity to investiThe following papers, pursuant to the digate maladministration when circumstan- rections of several Acts of Parliament, were
ces so warrant and to advise the laid on the table by the Clerk:
Effectiveness Review Committee on such
matters. As part of a review of the Public Building Societies-Report of the Registrar for the year
1980-81
Service Act, the enhancement of the capacExhibition
Trustees-Report for the year 1981-82
ity of the Public Service Board to serve this
Metropolitan
Fire Brigades Board-Report for the year
function is also being considered.
1981-82.
Public administration must at all times
be free of any suspicion of impropriety and Statutory Rules under the following Acts of Parliament:
operate on the principles of efficiency and
Alcholics and Drug-Dependent Persons Act 1968accountability. The Labor Government is
No. 405/1982.

Local Government (Investments) Bill
Audit Act I 958-No. 42/1983.
Building Control Act 1981-No. 40/1983.
Hospital Benefits (Levy) Act I 982-No. 259/1982.
Industrial Training Act I 975-No. 45/1983.
Marine Act I 958-Nos. 33 and 39/1983.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958-Nos. 31 and 32/1983, in lieu of those previously tabled.
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
Trust Act I 977-No. 38/1983.
Motor Car Act 1958-Nos. 36, 41 and 43/1983.
Port of Geelong Authority Act I 958-No. 310/1983.
Public Service Act I 974-No. 37/1983; PSD Nos.
124,162,164,178,179,184,186,192,193,195,
209,238 and 243/1982; and PSD Nos.1 and 4/
1983.
Racing Act I 958-No. 49/1983.
Superannuation Act 1975-No. 35/1983.
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958-No. 282/
1982.
Weights and Measures Act 1958-No. 34/1983.
Wildlife Act I 975-Nos. 46 and 50/1983.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Alberton-Shire of Alberton (Coastal) Planning
Scheme-Amendment No. 21, Part 1.
Bulla-Shire of Bulla Planning Scheme 1959Amendments No. 88, 1981; and No. 90.
Cranbourne Planning Scheme . I 960-Amendment
No. 44.
Cranbourne-Shire of Cranbourne (Western Port)
Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 21, 1982.
Echuca-City of Echuca Planning SchemeAmendment No. 52, 1982.
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme (with mapstwo papers).
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme-Amendments
No. 25, Part 3; and No. 38, Part 2.
Maldon Planning Scheme-Amendment No. 5.
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning SchemeAmendment No. 247 (with map).
Morwell-Shire of Morwell Planning Scheme 1977Amendment No. 16, 1981.
Port Fairy Planning Scheme 1959-Amendment No.
23,1982.
Shepparton-City of Shepparton Planning Scheme
1953-Amendments No. 64, Parts 1 and 2, 1982;
and No. 72, 1982.

On the motion of the Hon. HADDON
STOREY (East Yarra Province), it was ordered that the reports be taken into consideration later this day.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(INVESTMENTS) BILL
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The difficulties sometimes experienced by
muncipal councils in obtaining loan funds
resulted in the Bains report recommending
the establishment of a central loan funding
agency for local government.
In August 1981, a working party comprising representatives of the Local Government Department, the Victoria Grants
Commission, the Muncipal Association of
Victoria, the Melbourne Interest Group and
the Institute of Municipal Administration
was convened by the Municipal Association to further examine the Bains
recommendation.
Because of the problems envisaged with
the establishment of a central borrowing
agency, the working party concentrated on
a proposal for the establishment of a local
government co-operative investment service to effectively utilize the short-term cash
funds of Victorian municipalities.
At the moment, the cash resources of the
211 municipal councils in Victoria are presented piecemeal to the short-term money
market, and, generally speaking, lack the
volume of funds needed to obtain the best
returns from that market.
Individual municipal councils have shortterm funds available for investment "at
call", or for short fixed-terms, which are
usually invested with trading banks as interest bearing deposits and with the official
short-term money market. As at 30 June
1981, municipal councils had $31 million
on deposit with the short-term money market and $137 million in fixed deposits.
This problem has been recognized elsewhere, and vigorous and apparently successfullocal investment schemes operate in
New South Wales, the United States of
America and the Netherlands.
The working party proposed the establishment of an investment service and the
Municipal Association then approached the
Government with a view to obtaining the
necessary legislative authority.
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The basic aims of the service would be:
To provide a voluntary and co:operative venture giving municipal councIls access to a professional short-term money
service;
(b) to advise the municipal officers on
cash flow, and short-term money management and usage;
(c) to improve municipa~ ~ouncils~ longer
term investment opportunItIes; and
(d) to provide a nucleus, which could
possibly be used in the future to borrow
funds for municipal councils.
The Bill provides for a local government
investment service to be established as part
of the Municipal Association's service to
municipal c~uncils. This wil" ~pe~at~ in a
similar fashIon to the aSSOCIatIon s Insurance broking service. It will be a non-prpfit
making venture for the association.
Initial funding will come from the association, but the fund should become selfsufficient on a fairly low level of councIl
deposits. Its full potential, however, will not
be achieved until it attracts deposits from
at least 50 per cent of all councils.
A management group consisting of elect~d
representatives an.d officers. of the ass~cla
tion will be estabhshed. ThIs group wIll be
responsible for the operation of the service
and for ensuring that it is run with proper
regard for the prudent requirements of this
type of money market operation. The association has engaged a consultant to develop
the scheme.
The Bill limits the authorized investments of the service to holdings of shortterm Government, semi-government and
local council stock, trading or savings bank
deposits, or any type of security which is
issued by or guaranteed by those banks or
Government agencies. This includes the
proposed Cash Management Account.
The proposal submitted by the Municipal
Association of Victoria is similar to the Cash
Management Account now l?eing established by the Government. It wdl operate at
the local council level in much the same
manner as the Cash Management Account
will operate at the State level, but with no
overlap.
It is envisaged that there will be mutually
advantageous co-operation be~ween the two
organizations on a regular baSIS.
(a)

Local Government (Investments) Bill

The Bill requires the association to submit to the Minister for Local Government
an annual financial report on the operation
of the scheme and this report will be laid
before Parliament.
The clause notes to the Bill are attached
for the assistance of honourable members. I
commend the Bill to the House.
The Hon. A. J. HUNT (South Eastern
Province)-The Opposition fully supports
the Bill and, with the co-operation or. the
National Party, proposes to afford It a
speedy passage for the good reason that the
present is the moment of greatest need for
the measure.
Honourable members will probably be
aware that municipal rates are due and payable by 10 April. It is during the latter part
of March and the early part of April that the
great majority of people pay their rates.
Thus, the period in the imm~diately forthcoming months is the penod when the
greatest reserves are held by local government and the greatest opportun~ty of gaining the benefits afforded by thIS measure
arise.
It is therefore, of real importance to local
gove~ment that the ~ill should ~ passed
with no delay and put. Into operatlo!l ~Y the
Government immedIately, even If It .requires a special meeting of the Executn:e
Council to do so. The sooner the measure IS
in operation, the sooner local governn:tent
will gain the benefits the measure promIses.
Those benefits will arise from the mobilization of idle resources existing in municipalities around the State. At any given
moment, there are idle funds in a great many
municipalities. In the immediately forthcoming months ~here will be ~erY l~r~e balances available In most mumcIpahtIes. Of
course, the aggr~gation of those sums enables them to be Invested to best advantage,
and that is precisely what the measure seeks.
I commend both the Municipal Association of Victoria and the Government upon
one aspect; last year, at the Australian Loan
Council meeting, an alternative means of
mobilizing these funds thro~gh a centr~l
borrowing agency was enVIsaged. T~IS
would have involved a central borrOWIng
agency under the control of government.
This was canvassed seriously between Premiers at the Loan Council meeting. The solution adopted is, I say without hesitation,
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a vast improvement upon the proposal that taken we should pay proper recognition to
was canvassed, for this proposal leaves the it, and we do.
organization of the funds in the hands of
The Hon. D. R. White-Why didn't you
local government itself, through its own do that last week?
municipal association. That is much better
The Hon. A. J . HUNT-The effort last
than placing the responsibility with government. It also avoids the prospect, to which week had some serious defects, as we
the previous proposal may have given rise, pointed out.
that, ifit were seen that there were large idle
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-J ust see
balances, the amount of loan funds made what happens in the Legislative Assembly.
available to local government may well have
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-I should have
been reduced.
thought that when tribute is being paid the
It is correct to go in the opposite direc- Leader of the House would accept it gration. The present Loan Council restrictions ciously in the spirit in which the tribute is
on local government borrowing really serve presented. We do acknowledge the co-opno useful purpose today. Borrowing by lobetween the Government and the
cal government is a drop in the bucket when eration
of Victoria on this
Municipal
compared with the total borrowing of the issue and Association
we
wish
the
operation of the
public sector in Australia and has very little
measure
well.
over-all economic impact. The restrictions
The Hon. K. I. M. WRIGHT (North
that now exist serve only to hamstring local
government in the work it undertakes for Western Province )-Generally speaking,
the people of this State and, indeed, for the the National Party agrees with the remarks
ratepayers, citizens and residents in other of the Leader of the Opposition in this
States as well.
Chamber. Late last year, our representaMy party congratulates the Government tives had discussions with representatives
on this measure and hopes it will go still of the Municipal Association of Victoria.
further towards removing the present re- We offered our whole-hearted co-operation
straints on borrowing for local government to both the Government and the Municipal
through the Loan Council and will use its Association of Victoria and we tipped that
~ood offices at the next Loan Council meetthe measure would become operative late
mg to ensure that these unnecessary re- last year, but that was not to be.
straints, which have so little purpose today,
I offer one note of warning. There is a
are removed.
measure of reciprocity between the banks
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Is the Lib- and local government and the lending of the
eral Party represented at the Loan Council? banks to local government is definitely in
The Hon. A. J. HUNT-By only one proportion to the amount of funds invested
Premier. In conclusion, I should like to say with the banks by local government. No
only that the new fund will have to guard doubt the councils and the Municipal Ascarefully against the dangers of borrowing sociation have thought that one out.
short and lending long because, just as all
The National Party supports the Bill and
the money is becoming available in the wishes it a speedy passage.
month or so around about 10 April, so the
The motion was agreed to.
call on funds will be at its greatest in the
November-December-February period. I
The Bill was read a second time.
am sure the organizers of the fund will watch
Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Ministhat most carefully and learn by experience terThe
for Industrial Affairs)-By leave, I move:
what the hard core of deposit is likely to be,
as has occurred, for example, with trust fund
That this Bill be now read a third time.
deposits through the Law Institute of VicIn so doing, I thank the Leader of the
toria. It will be a matter of learning by experience and exercising extreme caution Opposition and Mr Wright for their words
of support for the measure and their comuntil then.
The Opposition wishes the measure a ments generally.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
speedy passage and wishes it well in operation. We believe when a good initiative is was read a third time.
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The sitting was suspended at 6.28 p.m.
until 8.4 p.m.
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This short Bill amends the Administrative
Law Act 1978 by specifically excluding decisions taken by Ministerial Council of Attorneys-General established pursuant to the
national companies and securities legislation from judicial review.
In December 1978, the Co-operative
Companies and Securities Scheme was established by formal agreement between the
Commonwealth and States. Amongst other
thin~s, the formal agreement created the
Mimsterial Council of Attorneys-General
responsible for the companies and securities legislation.
When the formal agreement establishing
the Co-operative Companies and Securities
Scheme was executed, parties to the agreement resolved to examine further the application of Commonwealth and State
legislation relating to judicial review of administrative decisions to decisions of the
Ministerial Council. As a result of this further examination, the administrative remedies agreement came into existence and was
executed by all parties earlier this year.
Clause 5 of the agreement, in essence, requires the State of Victoria to take such steps
as are appropriate to pass legislation which
will ensure that decisions taken by the Ministerial Council are not subject to judicial
review under the Administrative Law Act
1978. It is proper that decisions made in
concert by Ministers who are not responsible to the Victorian Parliament should not
be reviewable before Victorian courts.
The Bill now before the House enables
Victoria to fulfil its obligations pursuant to
the administrative remedies agreement by
specifically excluding from judicial review
under the Administrative Law Act 1978 decisions of the Ministerial Council for companies and securities. I commend the Bill to
the House.
The Hon. HADDON STOREY (East
Yarra Province)-The Opposition supports the Bill and is prepared to deal with it

Administrative Law (Amendment) Bill
immediately because it results from an
agreement between the Commonwealth and
all the States of Australia. The Government
is to be commended for giving effect to that
agreement by introducing this Bill. The Opposition certainly wishes to see this measure proceed and be passed.
At the time that the national companies
scheme was devised by the Commonwealth
and the States by agreement, it was considered to be the first truly co-operative Federal-State scheme that had been devised in
a substantive area of activity in Australia.
It is a scheme which is operating extremely
effectively at present. The National Companies and Securities Commission has been
in place for some time. The Ministerial
Council is active and I believe there has
been a settling down period, which is now
over, and that in future, a development of
the law in this area will take place.
The initial law introduced, or proposed,
by the Ministerial Council and adopted by
various Governments around Australia was
based on existing law but with quite a number of improvements. However, there is still
room for a substantial examination of the
law, and over the years many propositions
have been advanced for consideration.
Those propositions have not yet been considered, but I hope that that will be the next
stage of the scheme.
One of the matters that preoccupied the
time of the Ministers for a considerable period during the development of the scheme
was what should be done about administrati ve remedies. Nobody wishes to see the
creation ofa statutory body, which is answerable to no one.
Victoria has the Ombudsman who can
consider complaints about administrative
actions and it has the Administrative Law
Act, which enables people to challenge
through a fairly simple procedure, administrative decisions which affect their rights.
In that respect, Victoria is ahead ofany other
State. Although all the other States now have
an Ombudsman, I do not think that any
other State has yet adopted the equivalent
of the Administrative Law Act.
The Commonwealth has adopted a
slightly different path, but with similar results. It has established the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal, which can consider appeals against administrative decisions by a

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill

number of statutory bodies and departments affecting a person's rights. The problem that was confronted with regard to the
national scheme was that the Ministerial
Council comprised the Minister in charge
of the scheme, which relied upon both Federal and State power.
The Companies Act, for instance, which
has been passed by the Commonwealth
Parliament for the Australian Capital Territory, has been adopted in Victoria by an
Act which adopts its provision and any
amendments that are made to it and the Act
so adopted and so amended from time to
time is the companies code which applies
to Victoria. It is based on a combination of
Commonwealth power and State power. If
the Corporate Affairs Commission acts in a
way which is challengeable under administrative remedies, it can be challenged because it is something that happens in
Victoria but if the Ministerial Council
makes a decision, it is a decision made by
the Minister of the Commonwealth and the
six States of Australia and it is not appropriate that the decision be open to any administrative challenge which is peculiar to
the State of Victoria or any other State.
The Ministers agreed that the Ministerial
Council should not be subject to administrative review under the laws of the different States. This Bill gives effect to that
agreement and it is sensible and practicable.
It does not mean that the Ministerial Council is immune to any review. If in Victoria
a decision of the Ministerial Council is opposed on an administrative basis, a complaint can always be made to a member of
Parliament in Victoria who can raise that
matter, but it is not appropriate that a judicial review under the Administrative Law
Act in Victoria or its equivalent in some
other State should apply to that decision.
The Opposition supports the Bill and, in
wishing it well, hopes that the new Federal
Government will give the same attention
and support to the national companies
scheme that was given to it by all six States
at a time when some of the States had Labor
and some had Liberal Governments and
one, I suppose, could be called a National
Party Government. It was supported by all
political parties except the Victorian Labor
Party, which was the only opposition in
Australia to the scheme. I am glad that that
party now realizes the worth of the scheme
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and, in Government, has introduced this
Bill in support of the scheme. I commend it
for doing so and support the Bill
The Hon. W. R. BAXTER (North Eastern Province)-I thank the Minister and
Mr Storey for their explanation of the Bill
because, as a layman, I do not think I
grasped all the implications. Nevertheless,
the National Party believes it is appropriate
that this Bill be passed in the light of the
national companies legislation that now operates, and the National Party is pleased to
support the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time.
The Hon. W. A. LANDERYOU (Minister for Industrial Affairs)-By leave, I move:
That this Bill be now read a third time.

I thank the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and the Deputy Leader of the National
Party for their comments and support.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a third time.
MOTOR CAR (LEARNER DRIVERS)
BILL
The Hon. R. A. MACKENZIE (Minister
ofForests)-1 move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Motor Car Act
1958 to provide long-needed improvements in the system of issuing learner permits for motor cycle riders. At present an
applicant need only pass a test for knowledge of road laws and an eyesight test. No
riding skill test is required before a person
is permitted to ride on the road. Moreover
a learner motor cyclist can gain initial experience on the road without any supervision, unlike the position that applies to a
learner car driver. The danger of this situation is clearly shown in accident statistics.
Motor cyclists with learner permits account for more than 30 per cent of rider
casualties while the comparable figure for
car drivers with learner permits is less than
1 per cent-a remarkable contrast. As a further indication of the seriousness of the
over-all motor cycle accident problem, motor cyclists have a casualty accident rate
which is nearly ten times higher than for
o~her vehicles; an average of 7·2 casualty
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accidents per million vehicle kilometres
compared with 0·75 for all other vehicles.
Although prowess has been made in Victoria in reducIng the death toll of car users,
death and injury rates of motor cyclists continue at a relatively very high level.
These issues were clearly identified in the
Eighteenth Progress Report of the Joint Select Committee on Road Safety in 1977.
That report, and another in 1979 by a committe~ convened by the Road Safety and
Traffic Authority, both recommended the
provision of motor cycle training facilities
and the introduction of riding skill tests.
This Bill is to implement those
recommendations.
Under the new scheme, learner motor
cyclists will be prohibited from riding on
the road until they have passed a basic riding skill test and a written road-craft test.
Testing and training facilities will be established progressively at major centres
throughout the State. Initially however a
learner permit applicant will be exempted
from the riding test until such facilities become available within 40 kilometres of the
applicant's residence.
Certification by an approved training
centre of competence in riding skill and
written tests will be recognized by the
Transport Regulation Board as evidence of
passing these tests. Training will not however be compulsory and it will be possible
to undertake the tests by applying directly
to an office of the Transport Regulation
Board.
The new motor cycle learner permit will
be an endorsement on the learner driver's
permit, which contains the written road law
test, or on a driver's licence. The fee for this
endorsement will be $30, but it will be reduced to $20 in areas where the applicant is
exempt from the riding skill test. Provision
is made for regulation-making power to set
total fees up to a maximum limit of$I00.
In order to implement the programme as
quickly as possible across the State with
minimum inconvenience to learner permit
applicants, three stages are planned. The first
will cover areas where centres can be set up
quickly, and be in operation by 31 March
1983. It will include three existing centres
operated by T AFE Colleges at Moorabbin,
Preston and Shepparton, plus three new
centres in the metropolitan area. These will
cater for applicants who reside within the
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Transport Regulation Board licensing zones
of Maidstone, West Brunswick, Greensborough, Blackburn, South Oakleigh, Central,
Fishermen's Bend and Mooroopna.
The second stage will include the rest of
the metropolitan area and several major
country centres as quickly as resources permit, to be completed by mid-.l984. The final
stage will cover most other areas serviced
by the board's licence testing offices.
The introduction of these new tests will
ensure learner motor cyclists have a reasonable degree of skill and knowledge of defensive riding techniques before they begin to
ride in traffic. The Government believes
these measures will reduce their accident
involvement and thus contribute to a further reduction in the road toll. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of the the Hon. R. J.
LONG (Gippsland Province), the debate
was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, March 29.
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING
(AMENDMENT) BILL (No. 2)
The Hon. E. H. WALKER (Minister for
Planning)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

It contains a number of measures de-

signed to streamline the planning process in
this State, to facilitate day-to-day administration, to make provision for agreements
entered into between responsible authorities and owners to be dealt with in a more
defined way and to ensure members of the
public have adequate access to such agreements for information.
The Government has announced the proposed abolition of the Planning Consultative Council in favour of more effective
consultative methods. The council was established to advise the Minister on request
and to carry out duties under section 8e of
the Act in relation to statements of planning
policy and section 16 of the Upper Yarra
Valley and Dandenong Ranges Authority
Act in relation to regional strategy plans.
The council was established early in 1981
with a full-time chairman, six part-time
members and support staff of six.
The council has given good advice on the
list of matters referred to it by the former
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Government, but its constitution has been
found in retrospect to be too restrictive to
ensure that its potential was effectively used.
Better arrangements are required. The Government believes the community should be
consulted on planning issues but the Planning Consultative Council is not the best
way to do it. When the Minister wants advice on matters, he can go direct to the special interest groups involved. This will
enable the Government to seek more effective advice on specific planning issues.
The chairman of the council or his nominee has also been chairman of the threemember panels established to hear submissions in relation to planning schemes. Consequentially, there are amendments to the
panel's constitution to provide that now all
three members are chosen by the Minister.
A consequential amendment to the State
Co-ordination Council Act 1975 has been
made to remove from membership of the
council the Chairman of the Planning Consultative Council.
Amendments are proposed to the Act to
enhance the existing power of responsible
authorities to enter into agreements relating
to development. Such agreements may run
with the land and be enforceable, and provision is made for public notice. The proposed amendments provide that agreements
shall be under seal and may provide for
certain matters including prohibition, restricting or regulating use or development,
setting conditions, to achieve or advance an
objecti ve in a planning scheme which is
either approved or deposited for inspection
or a local development scheme which is deposited for inspection and for ancillary
matters.
An agreement may provide that it comes
into effect only upon the coming into operation of a specified interim development
order, planning scheme or local development scheme, upon the grant of a permit or
the entry into an agreement by the owner of
land with a public authority to provide
services or carry out road works and may
lapse upon the happening of certain events.
No agreement shall require, authorize or alIowa breach of a planning scheme, interim
development order or permit, and panels
established to hear submissions on schemes
may report on any modifications or alterations to an agreement which they believe
should be made.
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A copy of an agreement shall be available
for inspection at the office of the relevant
responsible authority, and shall be lodged
at certain places, and a memorandum of the
agreement shall be entered for affected land
under the Transfer of Land Act 1958 by the
Registrar of Titles, on application by the
responsible authority, and for other affected
land it may be registered pursuant to the
Property Law Act 1958.
In the event of an owner being aggrieved
by any provision in a proposed agreement,
the making of which is a condition of the
use or development ofland or other matters
under a planning scheme or interim development order, the owner may refer the matter to the Planning Appeals Board for a
modification or variation of a provision of
the proposed agreement.
Section 18 (2A) is to be amended to enable permits to specify the entering of an
agreement as a condition. Section 11 c is to
be inserted into the principal Act to enable
the Minister to delegate the enforcement and
carrying out of his interim development order or planning scheme to some other responsible authority or to a council of any
municipality in which the land affected by
the order is situated. Section 110 is to be
inserted into the principal Act to permit the
Secretary for Planning to delegate his statutory powers under the Act. This provision
is designed to enhance administrative efficiency by enabling work processes to take
place at their most appropriate level. Subdelegation by the secretary of functions
which he performs as a delegate will not be
permitted.
The current requirement for the Secretary for Planning to certify the consistency
of planning scheme with statements of
planning policy prior to exhibition is to be
removed by clause 5. This is designed to
streamline the planning process. Ongoing
consultation between the department and
the relevant responsible authority should
ensure consistency before the scheme is
submitted for approval, and should remove
delay in the approval process.
Clause 7 is intended to clarify the date by
which objections must be received when
notice of a permit application is given. The
actual date will now appear in the notice
rather than referring to a fourteen-day objection period. This simplifies the notice and
highlights the important closing date.
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Under section 25 of the principal Act, a
responsible authority, in exercising its powers under another Act, which under the provisions of an interim development order or
planning scheme requires a permit, must
apply to the Minister for a permit. Clause 8
substitutes a new section 25 to provide that
metropolitan councils are now to apply to
the Melbourne and Metropolitian Board of
Works for such permits. Thus the principle
of referral to a higher authority is retained
and the expertise and detailed knowledge of
metropolitan planning possessed by the
board are utilized. The board and responsible authorities outside the metropolitan area
will continue to apply to the Minister as at
present. In addition, the amendment of section 25 clarifies that development as well as
use is to be subject to a permit.
Amendments are made to simplify the
method of paying members on independent
panels established to hear submissions on
new or amending planning schemes. Instead of the responsible authorities paying
members and then being reimbursed by the
department, members are to be paid directly through the department.
The provisions relating to the locations
and the physical format of lodged copies of
approved planning schemes are to be made
more flexible. Copies shall be lodged at certain locations including such locations as
the Minister may specify. The form of the
copy will be sufficient if it reproduces in
sub~tance the provisions of the scheme and
is rertified as such. This will reduce the cost
to the responsible authority of producing
copies of schemes by providing the option
of a less expensive format while enhancing
the accessibility of documents to users.
.The availability of a common property
inquiry application form removes the necessity to prescribe a separate form of application for a planning certificate under this
Act. Clause 12 amends section 38 accordirigly. The fee payable for a planning certificate is to be set by reference to the fee under
the Local Government Act, section 861 (1)
(h).

As I said at the outset, the Bill is designed
to streamline the planning process, facilitate day-to-day administration and enhance
the power of responsible authorities to make
agreements. I commend the Bill to the
House.

Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill
On the motion of the Hon. Haddon
Storey, for the Hon. B. A. CHAMBERLAIN (Western Province), the debate was
adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, April 5.
NUCLEAR ACTIVITIES
(PROHIBITIONS) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 9,
1982) on the motion of the Hon. D. R.
White (Minister for Minerals and Energy)
for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER (Western
Province)-The Bill is nothing short of an
exercise in hypocrisy. It is another example
of the Cain Government's propensity for
grandstanding especially on issues with a
high emotive content. It is also unnecessary.
One could be forgiven for concluding
from the Minister's second-reading speech
that Victoria was on the threshold of some
nuclear power development or something
worse, and that the advent of the Cain Government had saved the present population
and future generations of Victorians-to
borrow from the Premier's emotive comments in his policy speech of March last
year-from some fate worse than death. The
fact is that no nuclear power generating capacity was proposed by the former Liberal
Government.
The Hon. D. R. White-That is not true.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-The Minister's statement is not true and I shall take
the House through it. On a number of occasions the former Liberal Premier, Sir Rupert Hamer, said that, because of Victoria's
large supplies of brown coal-which are now
proven by the Western Hills study that was
introduced by the former Liberal Goverment, which is even more than was assumed at the time, is now some 197 000
megatonnes of usable reserves-because of
the considerable reserves and because of our
ample reserves of natural gas, it was not
necessary for Victoria to seriously contemplate a nuclear option of power supply. His
words were, "In the foreseeable future".
During his second-reading speech the
Minister for Minerals and Energy said:
Despite the recent Goverment's public statements,
it is clear that a significant amount of work was done
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towards developing nuclear activities in Victoria, including discussions on uranium enrichment proposals
and some detailed planning for a national nuclear power
reactor sited on the south west coast.

It was certainly true that from time to time
discussions took place over the possibility
of uranium enrichment plants for Victoria.
The Liberal Government did not proceed
with that proposal; therefore, discussions
were simply discussions:

The Hon. D. R. White -They went a lot
further than discussions!
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-There was
absolutely no endorsement for them. The
inference in the statement made by the
Minister was that the former Liberal Government would have proceeded to develop
an enrichment plant as have other States,
including Victoria's neighbouring State,
South Australia, where there does not appear to be any such reservations.
I shall digress to remind the House of the
attitude of the South Australian Premier,
which is recorded in the transcript of an
Australian Broadcasting Commission public affairs broadcast that took place on
Tuesday, 15 February. The compere asked:
The South Australian Government has offered full
assistance to Western Mining Corporation in its efforts
to secure long-term uranium export contracts for the
$1400 million Roxby Downs project.

Mr Bannon replied, inter alia:
But if Government assistance is necessary-if it
would be useful, for instance, for some sort of affirmation of support or whatever to come from the Government-then that may well help their marketing and
that's the sort of offer I've made to them.

It is clear that in spite of the hysteria of the
debate-some of which has flowed through
to South Australia-the South Australian
Government and its Premier have taken a
much more pragmatic, sensible and downto-earth view of the better economic benefits of the Roxby Downs project, which includes the mining of uranium, than would
be possible by this Government. Mr Bannon continues in the interview:
Yes, we are committed to getting Roxby Downs into
production within the sort of time scale that is contemplated and that means that we've got to put much of
our resources into that.
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There is no doubt about the attitude of Mr
Bannon and the South Australian
Government.
I return to the Minister's second-reading
speech and his clear accusation that one of
the reasons for introducing the Bill was that
the former Liberal Goverment was planning, in a clandestine way, a significant new
nuclear development.
The Hon. D. R. White-There is no doubt
about that.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-There is no
doubt that the statement made by the Minister was poetic or political licence; in fact,
it strains the bounds of any credibility. The
State Electricity Commission was charged
by its Act- until the Government amended
it-to provide Victoria with a safe and economical supply of electricity, which meant
that its experts, as a matter of prudence, had
to monitor what was happening around the
world. Because of what is happening around
the world, it is highly proper that a statutory
body should be charged with that
responsibility.
I add that the' Bill has been altered by an
amendment to section 12 in the former State
Electricity Commission Bill to a sectionalso section 12-which was introduced by
the Minister for Minerals and Energy in this
place during the last sessional period. It ties
the State Electricity Commission tightly
down to closer Ministerial direction. That
it is a euphemism for exactly what has happened. The Minister implied and stated that
Victoria was likely to become a nuclear State
under the former Liberal Government and
now Victoria has a crusading and enlightened Government that has stepped in to
prevent that from occurring not just now or
in the immediate future but, in terms of the
Government's own literature, in perpetuity.
Quite properly, the State Electricity
Commission did establish a notional study
into nuclear power but there is a huge difference between a notional study and any "significant" amount of work towards
developing nuclear activities in Victoria.
The statement made by the Minister was
totally wrong and the records ought to be
purified accordingly. It was simply not the
case and no doubt the State Electricity
Commission would have something to say
about the matter were it asked for objective
information.
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To put the record straight, the Minister
ought to admit that the second-reading
speech in part was, to say the least, a questionable exercise in hyperbole. It was a gross
exa~eration of what actually happened and
a dIstortion of the facts. On that assumption and other assumptions, the Bill would
amon~st other things prevent the State
Electncity Commission's experts from even
monitoring what was happening around the
world.
It was a curious restriction that really
reminds one of those periods in human experience where authoritarian Governments
were so frightened of the truth and of what
was happening in other parts of the worldor even in their own society-that they took
strenuous efforts to ensure that intellectual
straitjackets were placed on those members
who were under their control, such as the
burning of the books in Hitler's Germany.
If one goes a little further back to the time
of the Luddites, in the early stages of the
Industrial Revolution, they not only took
to the looms but also they added to the English language in the process. It also reminds
one of the episode that occurred in the
United States Congress in 1875, and which
I shall relate to the House because it is a sort
of intellectual parallel to that attitude.
The V.S. Congressional Record reads:
A new source of power, which bums a distillate of
kerosene called gasoline, has been produced by a Boston engineer. Instead of burning the fuel under a boiler,
it is exploded inside the cylinder of an engine. This socalled internal combustion engine may be used under
certain conditions to supplement steam engines. Experiments are under way to use an engine to propel a
vehicle.
This discovery begins a new era in the history of
civilisation. It may some day prove to be more revolutionary in the development of human society than
the invention of the wheel, the use of metals, or the
steam engine. Never in history has society been confronted with a power so full of potential danger and at
the same time so full of promise for the future of man
and for the peace of the world.
The dangers are obvious. Stores of gasoline in the
hands of the people interested primarily in profit would
constitute a fire and explosive hazard of the first rank.
Horseless carriages propelled by gasoline engines might
attain speeds of 14 or even 20 miles per hour. The
menace to our people of vehicles of this type hurtling
through our streets and along our roads and poisoning
the atmosphere would call for prompt legislative action even if the military and economic implications
were not so overwhelming. The Secretary ·of War has
testified before us and has pointed out the destructive
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effects of the use of such vehicles in battle. Furthermore, the supplies of petroleum, from which gasoline
can be extracted only in limited quantities, make it
imperative that the defence forces should have first call
on the limited supply. Furthermore, the cost of producing it is far beyond the financial capacity of private
industry, yet the safety of the nation demands that an
adequate supply should be produced. In addition, the
development of this new power may displace the use
of horses, which would wreck our agriculture.
... The discovery with which we are dealing involves
forces of a nature too dangerous to fit into any of our
usual concepts.

There might have been some excuse for that
observation by a Congressman in 1875. The
same sort of mentality has produced this
Bill.
There is far more behind the motivation
of the Government. The Government
knows perfectly well that the world-wide
growth of the nuclear industry is a fact. It is
also a fact that there are people in our society who are extremely concerned about the
perceived risks-I agree with the Minister
on that score.
There is another facet to the proposed
legislation that deserves to be commented
upon, before I leave those sections of the
Bill dealing with the prohibition that is now
to be placed on the State Electricity Commission to even monitor what is happening
world wide. During my experience in this
place, I do not remember any comparable
measure being introduced that would prevent experts from a statutory body from at
least keeping abreast with the state of the
art.
Clause 3 of the Bill has three sub-sections
that are unnecessary. They have been spelt
out and accepted by the Parliament as a
consequence of the passage of the State
Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill
which was passed during the last sessional
period. Honourable members who are interested in that legislation would no doubt
recall that section 12 gives the Minister very
real powers over the commission. The idea
that the Commission could start a lengthy
power development of its own without
Ministerial sanction is absurd.
There is one further aspect which deserves comment. Clause 12 (b) states:
In section 20 (d), there shall be inserted after the
word "generation" the expression "(other than by the
use of a nuclear power reactor)"; and
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It is obvious, even after a cursory reading
of the related legislation, that even if it were
desirable, it is redundant because the Bill
instituted by the Minister during the last
sessional period-that is, clause 5 of the
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill-repealed section 20 of the principal Act.

This House is asked to amend a section
that has already been repealed. I do not
know whether there is any Standing Order
which has an impact on the Minister, but
the Minister ought to consult whomever he
has to consult, because it is a waste of the
time of this House going through the nonsense of amending legislation which no
longer exists. Even the brains trust on the
back bench of the Labor Party will have to
see the joke on that score! I am glad to see
that Mr Kennan is having a quiet chuckle.
The Government prides itself on its administrative capacity-I do not know how
the House will handle this situation. I do
not think I have ever been placed in a position of amending phantom legislation. That
is what the House is being asked to do now.
If the Minister's sartorial adviser in the
box-The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
W. M. Campbell)-Order! I am not going
to mention what I ought to remind Mr Crozier of, but he ought to remind himself that
he should not have said what he said twice.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I shall ponder that instruction.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-I do not
want to have to clear the gallery.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-Mr Deputy
President, I take on board your instruction
and shall return to the Bill. I simply point
out that one of the sections of the principal
Act that the Bill seeks to amend no longer
exists. That fact should not be forgotten by
the House in its further discussion of the
Bill. I hope it will be taken on board by the
Minister later.
The Hon. D. R. White-In Committee.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-The Minister should take the opportunity to reflect
further on the measure that was passed in
the last sessional period and which has subsequently been proclaimed.
Honourable members interjecting.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-Order!
The Minister for Minerals and Energy has
had more than enough to say. He has made
a second-reading speech and I am not going
to permit him to make another one. The
next time I would like to hear the Minister
speak is when the Bill is in Committee.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I have explained to the House why, in the view of
the Opposition, this is a hypocritical and
unnecessary Bill. I suggest to the House that
far from being a moral Bill-that is its intended purport-it is an immoral Bill. The
reason I say that is because many countries
in the world, including many developed and
undeveloped countries, will have to rely on
the nuclear option for a long time, if they
are ~oing to bridge the gap in their energy
requIrements.
Alvin Tomer, the author of Future Shock,
in his book The Third Wave states:
The precondition of any civilization, old or new, is
energy.

I do not think even the Minister would disagree with that!
The Hon. D. R. White-So far so good.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-At least we
are making pro$fess! In spite of the undoubted emphaSIS that has been and will be
placed on conservation methods for the development of alternative sources of energy
such as windpower, tidal power, biomass
and eventually solar power, all of which the
Liberal Party supported when in Government by setting up the Solar Energy Council, the fact is that the population of the
world today is 4·6 billion and by the year
2000 demographers generally agree that the
population of the world will be somewhere
of the order of six billion. That is only seventeen years away.
More than 50 per cent of the population
of underdeveloped countries is under 21
years of age. Three-quarters of the population of the world use less than one quarter
of the energy produced. One can see that if
Alvin Tomer's maxim is applied to those
stark facts, the demand for energy in those
countries will increase very rapidly. The options they have are limited.
However, one should not only be concerned about Third World countries. Our
own energy demands are going to increase.
We in Victoria are in the happy position of
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having our electrical power needs met by
very large supplies of fossil fuels for the
foreseeable future-at least until the end of
the century. Victoria has resources that will
last for hundreds of years. Until they are
replaced by other technology we do not have
to seriously consider the nuclear option in
the short term.
No, I will have to explain it to the House.
Under the old section 20 of that Act, the
State Electricity Commission was charged
with a clear responsibility which is now
somewhat circumscribed by the amendments in the Bill which the Minister has
apparently forgotten about. The old section
20 of the State Electricity Commission Act
stated, amongst other things, that the commission was required:
To carry out investigations as to the safest, most
economical and effective means for promoting establishing extending and improving works for the generation distribution supply and use of electricity
throughout Victoria, and particularly for industrial and
manufacturing purposes;

That was the offending sub-clause. It was
not enough for the Government that the
investigations were circumscribed by the
words, "safest, most economical and effective". If the safest form of power generation
became nuclear operation, part of the payoff for this ideology was to proscribe for all
time the possibility of nuclear powered
generation.
I turn now to what is happening in the
rest of the world. When one talks about nuclear energy, one is primarily talking about
electrical energy, but not exclusively. This
may be of interest to the members of the
Government because reactors are already
being used in Russia and Sweden to provide
public and domestic heating. High temperature reactors to produce processed heating
are being studied in Russia. There is also a
study to provide mobile reactors for use in
remote or inhospitable areas. I should have
thought that that might have softened the
Government; apparently it has not. Because the Government's philosophical
mentors accepted it, I thought it may have
led to some change of approach, but apparently not.
The rest of the world is out of step, and
Victoria is the only State that is in step. The
Government can applaud the luxury of
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trumpeting its moral rectitude over this issue when Victoria does not have any nuclear power; there are no prospects or needs
to have nuclear power generation and there
are no significant reserves of uranium, which
is not the case elsewhere. There are now
some 281 reactors in 24 countries. Their
electrical generation capacity is equal to six
times the total Australian system. In addition to the 281 reactors already in operation, another 227 are under construction and
30 are on order.
The Hon. R. A. Mackenzie-Tell us how
much they cost in research.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-In response
to the interjection, it might occur to the
Minister of Forests that one of the reasons
why there has been such a significant growth
in the nuclear power industry world-wide is
the cost. This does not cut off at the Communist zone or the eastern bloc; some 31
countries now have a firm commitment to
nuclear electricity, which would be equivalent to fifteen times the total generated in
Australia.
The cost differential tends to be moving
in favour of nuclear power and against the
other methods of generation. A wide range
of countries in terms of size, economic development and philosophy, have turned to
the nuclear option to meet part of their electrical power demand. Globally, some 10 per
cent of electricity is now generated by nuclear sources and that proportion is likely
to rise to 17 per cent by 1985, and in the
year 2000 to 23 per cent.
It may be of further interest to some
members of the House if I listed the percentage of electricity generated from nuclear sources by some countries on the list
of nuclear power generators. France, which
I would have thought under its enlightened
Socialist regime would have stopped nuclear generation, now has some 40 per cent
of its electrical power needs generated by
nuclear power generation and that is expected to rise to 70 per cent by 1990.
The Hon. G. A. Sgro-That was under
the previous Government.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I will respond to that interjection by pointing out
to Mr Sgro and others that Mr Mitterand
was elected to power on some fairly expansive promises, which is the wont of Socialists world-wide. When he came to power
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and realized the reality, being a fairly intelligent sort of Socialist-that is a different
sort from those in this House-he has not
only continued with the nuclear generation
programme, but also expects it to provide
no less than 70 percent of the nation's power
needs. In Sweden, 37 per cent of its electrical power needs is generated by nuclear
power; Finland, 35 per cent; Switzerland, 28
per cent; Bulgaria-this should appeal to
members of the Government-25 per cent;
Belgium, 22 per cent; Japan, 17 per cent;
the UK and USA, 12 per cent and Russia a
modest 10 per cent.
In the February newsletter of the Uranium Information Centre, it is stated:
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the spread of nuclear technology increases the probability ofa nuclear war.

The Hon. G. A. Sgro-Since when have
you become pro-Russian?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I will come
to other countries in a moment. The 7000
megawatt capacity of this plant exceeds the
entire capacity of the Victorian system. That
gives some idea of its scale.
Clearly, there is concern in the community about the safety factor. In his secondreading speech, the Minister for Minerals
and Energy gave three reasons for the Labor
Party adopting this policy. He said:

I believe only one of those reasons is valid,
namely, the second one. I agree that there is
widespread fear in the community that a
breakdown of a nuclear power station could
lead to emissions of a dangerous level of
radiation. That widespread fear, of course,
is traded on by legislation as is proposed
and by the emotive and irrational policy of
the Labor Party. It is known that the Labor
Party has more than some difficulty in arriving at a common policy. The Victorian
Government, as in so many other things, is
now the intellectual avant garde. Mrs
Cox sedge has had some fairly harsh things
to say about her Federal counterparts.
The Hon. Joan Coxsedge-Why not?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I have always admired Mrs Coxsedge's candour and
she says, "Why not?", but she also has some
fairly harsh criticism of the Australian Labor Party's uranium policy, which presumably is still the policy after 5 March. I am
wondering whether this will be subject to
some modification or whether the Prime
Minister will continue with the stated policy, and I suspect he will.
I quote from the Labor Star of August, an
immaculate source, and under an article
headed "An analysis of the new Australian
Labor Party uranium policy, by Joan
Coxsedge, Victorian delegate to the National Conference," Mrs Coxsedge says:

The Labor Party is opposed to the proliferation of
nuclear material for three reasons.

Nuclear power generation, therefore, far from being
subject to a "growing propensity" is actually a dead
duck.

The first reactor of the world's largest nuclear power
plant at Smolensk on the Dniepr River, some 400 kms
south west of Moscow, commenced operation in December. When completed, the plant will consist of seven
1000 MWe units.

The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-What is
your position on the Question?
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-Mr Landeryou should check with his counterpart in
Adelaide on that. Mr Bannon has a far more
sensible attitude than he has. The policies
of the Labor Party are hypocritical.
In his second-reading speech, the Minister said:
The Labor Party is opposed to the construction of a
nuclear power station in Victoria at any time in the
future. We are opposed to the proliferation of nuclear
materials for three reasons:
There is at present no safe method for the disposal
of nuclear wastes: there is a widespread fear in the
community that breakdown ofa nuclear power station
could lead to emission of dangerous levels of radiation;

I agree with her Federal colleagues who
wrote the policy. She goes on to say:
A great degree of the document is waffle.

And so on. At another stage she states:
All the other sections of clause 11 are meaningless,
particularly as the syntax is gibberish.

They even get a rap over the knuckles for
poor English, and they probably deserve it.
In terms of whether or not this is a logical
policy, it is clear that the Socialist faction of
the Australian Labor Party is very strongly
represented in this Parliament. One might
add that it is getting stronger as the weeks
pass, and it is far from happy with what is
or is not happening in Canberra. It will be
interesting to see whether the new Labor
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Government in Canberra will go along with
the other plank of the Australian Labor
Party policy, which was announced with
such fanfare by the present Premier and by
his Minister for Minerals and Energy, proposing the banning of nuclear-powered or
nuclear-armed ships. I said earlier that I
considered this was an immoral policy. This
is not first my opinion.
The Hon. W. A. Landeryou-Obviously
not. That is why you are so well supported
by the back bench.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I have all
the support I need from this side of the
House, and I have support from outside it.
I quote a section of a work by an authority
on this very subject, Dr Peter Beckman,
from his book, "The Health Hazards of Not
Going Nuclear", and he has this to say:
The bitter irony of this attitude is that it is an argu-

ment/or nuclear power, not against it. For the moral
case for nuclear power is simply this: The price paid in
human suffering-in deaths, injuries, diseases, and environmental impact-for a unit of electrical energy is
far lower for nuclear power than for any other source
of electricity yet invented. Each megawatt of nuclear
electric capacity will significantly reduce-albeit not to
zero-the health hazards that would be posed by a
megawatt offossil-fired or hydropower.

It is a responsible opinion that has received
endorsement from a totally different source.
Some members of Parliament, and even a
few members of the Government, might be
aware of this particular publication. This is
a reprint of chapter 3 from a study commissioned by-The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (the Hon.
W. M. Campbell)-I know that nuclear energy in many ways can be of a technical
nature, and if that is the type of debate that
is occurring, it is understandable that
honourable members will read from documents to a far greater degree than if the
debate was not technical. I believe the
amount of reading Mr Crozier has been
doing is of a non-technical nature and he is
getting to the stage where he ought to be
expressing his own views and not the views
of other people.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I accept
your advice, of course, Mr Deputy President. I am endeavouring to express my
views. I am also endeavouring to substantiate my arguments with authorities and
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sources whose integrity, I would have
thought, is beyond serious criticism.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT-I am saying that the amount Mr Crozier has read is
getting to the point of being sufficient.
The Hon. D. G. CROZIER-I shall simply summarize the moral arguments, which
are supported in this publication. Page 18
of this particular document points out that
at a conference on nuclear power and nuclear disarmament in Cambridge, United
States of America, in 1979, the delegates
from developing countries expressed impatience with the West's concern about the
risks of nuclear power for future generations. One delegate put it in these words:
If you claim to be concerned about the unborn humanity that you cannot see, but show no regard for the
humanity that you can see around you, then you are a
liar.

That is why I say that this Bill is an exercise
in hypocrisy and why the moral argument
put forward is a phoney argument, because
we do not have nuclear power; we have no
need for it in the foreseeable future; we do
not have substantial resources of uranium,
and we are enjoined by this measure to shut
our eyes to what is happening elsewhere and
to the needs of the rest of the world.
It is a different story when one comes to
irradiated substances for medical purposes
and medical research, but here again the
assumption must be that, if we are going to
be denied ever having the capacity to irradiate substances, somebody else has to do it
for us. This is exactly the case with the medical isotopes that will be required for medical research and medical treatment.
In that regard, it is interesting to recall
that the Australian reactor at Lucas Heights
in Sydney has now had its 25th anniversary,
its silver jubilee. It first went critical on
Australia Day 1958, and developed full
power in 1960. The medical aspects of isotope therapy, apparently, is all right because
medical science needs this facility. It is all
right if somebody else provides it. The
somebody in this case will be our neighbouring State of New South Wales, and most
of the medical isotopes that were required
for specialist medical treatment in this State
will come from the high flux Australian reactor at Lucas Heights. So again, this is all
right if somebody else is going to do it for

